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ABSTRACT 

This thesis provides an ethnography o+ an ex-coal mining village in 
central Scotland, concentrating on the meanings that employment and 
consumption have +or men, and how this is a++ected by mass unemploy- 
ment. A particular example o+ British working class culture is des- 
cribed, relying principally on data gathered through participant 
observation while living in 'Cauldmoss' +or two years, and combining 
this with the results o+ questionnaires, time and money budgets and 
semi-structured interviews. These methods are described in Ch. 2. 

Ch.:: ý provides a general ethnography o+ the village, outlining its 
history and identi+ying the main social institutions. The signi- 
+icance o+ social status in the villagers' daily lives is emphasized. 
Two con+llcting models 0+ strati+1cation are abstracted +rom the 
distinctions that inhabitants make. These distinctions are based 
either on 'restricted' (more traditional) values, or on 'unres- 
tricted' values; though incompatible, the same people o+ten subscribe 
to both simultaneously. Since "belonging" to Cauldmoss is +ound to be 
a +undamental source o+ identity the signi+icance o+ 'community 
+eeling' is explored. Gender is introduced as a social division 
a++ecting all areas o+ social li+e, +requently on a hierarchical 
basis, and it is intrinsic to the interpretation o+ male employment. 

In Ch. 4 both the explicit and implicit meanings attributed to "Work" 
are explored, and the dl++erences in values between generations are 
described. Essentially employment means time sold in sel+-sacrifice 
+or the sake o+ the +amily wage; to understand why men discipline 
themselves to this unenjoyable activity one has to appreciate the 
cultural signi+icance o+ consumption. 

In the first two ethnographic chapters five principal explanatory 
variables indigenous to the culture of Cauldmoss are identified: 
social status, community belonging, gender, employment and age. Each 
of these is expressed through consumption patterns, and each affects 
how an individual evaluates commodities. This is shown in Ch. 5 by the 
analysis of consumption in terms of culturally ascribed value. 
Following Sahlins it is argued that this symbolic value is a more 
useful way of understanding expenditure and consumption than to 
resort to a supposedly absolute 'use value'. The semiological nature 
of commodities implies that their meaning is largely arbitrary; this 
helps to explain the dynamic for increased consumption. 

A general analysis of consumption is illustrated in Ch. 6 with a 
detailed description of the use of one particular commodity: alcohol. 
Drinking is central to male culture in Cauldmoss and it can be 
understood in terms of the masculinity, adulthood and emplovment 
status conveyed, as well as the male solidarity of the village which 
is reproduced in the pubs. Traditional 'restricted' status values are 
perpetuated by gregarious ready-spending, while the less constrained 
drinking patterns of the young in the trendy pubs of the local town, 
and the drinking at home by some Cauldmoss couples, suggest a move 
towards 'unrestricted' values. 



The cultural criteria by which commodities are valued (as opposed to 
supposed '+unctional' criteria) are demonstrated by the unemployed's 
perspectives towards consumption, analyzed in Ch. 7. Largely because 
the unemployed in the village do not see themselves as a distinct 
group the cultural values ascribed to goods and jobs change little. 
For older men with a strong 'employment ethic' beinq without work is 
the worst aspect o+ unemployment, while +or younqer people, who are 
more likely to assess social status according to 'unrestricted' 
values, unemployment is su++ered most accutely through poverty. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

THE FUTURE FOR EMPLOYMENT; CURRENT RESEARCH ON UNEMPLOYMENT. 

Although none of the major political parties in Britain has yet 

acknowledged (publically) that "full employment" is (over for gcxDd, 

five years ago, when this research began, several authors were 

already addressing the implications of such a development (e. g. 

Gershuny 1978, Jenkins and Sherman 1979, Gershuny and Pahl 1980, 

Clemitson and Rodgers 19el, Gorz 1982). Despite the fact that "full 

employment had actually been an exceptional experience in the history 

of our economy (only from about 1946 to 1970 was the average unempl- 

oyment rate less than 2%), and that it had never really been "full" 

(for women, the handicapped, etc. ), it was generally agreed that most 

men's behaviour and beliefs had been crucially shaped by the exper- 

ience of regular employment. Conjecture as to what would result from 

the absence of this central institution was very varied: a "leisure 

society" in which the masses would be educated to +111 their time 

constructively without employment; a society torn by strife with the 

immiseration of a lumpen proletariat and frequent riots; a more 

egalitarian division of labour between the sexes, with the potential 

for profound changes in gender roles; a change in employment routines 

allowing for job sharing, sabbaticals or shorter working weeks; an 

increase in self-provisioning; a growth in the "hidden" (black) 

economy; the withering away of the "work ethic", and so on. 

In 19e2 such fascinating speculations were largely unhampered by 

ethnographic data: the increasing number of research projects which 

accompanied the rise in unemployment through the 1970s and early 'eos 

were, in general, too specific and too empirical to address these 

issues more than peripherally. HcKqe has divided recent studies of 
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unemployment into three categories. First are the highly empirical 

"large scale, cross-sectional and longitudinal surveys and the cohort 

and area based studies carried out by social administrators and 

policy institutes" (Howe 19e6: 6). These concentrate on very tangible 

+actors like the demographic characteristics o+ the registered unem- 

ployed, the +1nancial e++ects o+ joblessness, employment history and 

so on. The second category covers social psychological research. 

This usually concentrates on the psychological e++ects o+ unemploy- 

ment (e. g. changes in mental health, attitudes to work, etc. ) with 

particular groups, such as school leavers, middle-aged men, and so 

on. These surveys +requently neglect economic +act(: )rs and, in common 

with the large scale longitudinal studies, generally disregard 

cultural concerns. 

Both forms of research are usually so prescriptive in their focus (in 

order to control for numerous variables) that they are unable to 

explore what, potentially, might be the most profound consequences of 

long term mass unemployment. The emphasis on statistically reputable 

survey techniques and measurable data mean such nebulous concepts as 

"the work ethic" are relegated to introductions or conclusions, where 

brief speculation about the importance of cultural factors outwith 

the scope of the research is permissable. The concern with scien- 

ti-Fic validity also leads to research methods that effectively pre- 

vent any investigation into non legal ways by which people cope with 

the lack of jobs. It is self-evident that any survey which appears 

to the respondents as formal, impersonal or official is unlikely to 

elicit much -First hand information about people's illegal activities. 

Consequently however compelling the statistical evidence of, -For 

instance, a mass survey "to investigate the proposition that the 

standard of living of people who become unemployed deteriorates" 

(Moylan 1983: 1), the conclusions are inevitably suspect. 
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Howe's third category of research covers the few qualitative studies 

of unemployment made since the early '70s. This more ethnographic 

work attempts to present the concrete experiences of the unemployed, 

and it is in the tradition of the quasi-anthropo logical classics from 

the Great Depression: that of Greenwich (Bakke 1933) and Marienthal 

(Jadoda, Lazarsfeld and Zeisel 1933). Gould and Kenyon (1972) allow 

nineteen people to tell their own stories of how they lost their 

jobs, how they responded to being on the dole, and their experience 

of being dependent on the state with its contradictory roles as both 

provider and withholder of benefits. Though the book provides vivid 

accounts of the hardships suffered by the unemployed, one has little 

idea of the immediate social contexts within which the individuals 

live, since they are from all over Northern England. Similarly 

Marsden's detailed interviews with two dozen unemployed people 

(originally published with Duff 1975, then revised 19e2) can only 

provide occasional glimpses of the cultural constraints which shape 

their lives. Nearly all those interviewed are from different 

localities, and there is only limited space to present their 

subjective comments on their upbringing and their lives with 

neighbours and relatives (Marsden 19e2: Ch. 6). Nevertheless Workless 

gives a graphic description of how the unemployed experience their 

financial and social deprivation, and their circumstances inform 

Marsden's analysis of the British economy and his appeal for "a 

social contract through work". Seabrook's book Unemployment (19e2) is 

more than simply another collection of harrowing tales form the dole, 

for he tries to understand modern working class culture and explain 

how values have changed since the 1930s. His argument is that the 

exhaltation of material concessions yielded by capitalism to the 

working classes has meant that the improvements are not primarily a 

relief from the older poverty, but a means to create a different kind 

of subordination. Most social scientists would be sceptical of 

SeabrcxDk's romantic account of the past which has been sacrificed for 

consumerism - with its solidarity and alternative values - and many 

might despair of his cavalier approach to research methods. Yet he 
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does address a +undamental topic which care+ully +ormulated surveys 

are unable to tackle: the rede+inition o+ poverty and enormous change 

in values amongst the working class since the ', --, Os. 

These qualitative studies give a vivid picture of life on the dole, 

but in de-contextualising individuals' situations or merging their 

cultural conditioning together to support a central argument, they 

cannot analyze how the unemployed interact with their immediate 

social groups and how their behaviour and values are culturally 

constrained. Apart from these three broad groupings of unemployment 

research, several general studies have brought together the results 

of these diverse approaches. Three of the more valuable works are 

Showler and SIn+ield 19el, Sinfield 19el and Jahoda 19e2, which I 

will return to later. 

ROBERT TURNER'S RESEARCH INITIATIVE ON THE MORAL DIMENSIONS OF WORK. 

This was the state o+ research on unemployment at the time when 

Robert Turner had just completed a social anthropology study o+ a 

+ishing village on the East coast o+ Lowland Scotland. One o+ his 

main +indings had been that "work" constituted one o-f the most 

important moral concepts in the local culture (Willis and Turner 

1980). 1+ this were so over the whole o+ industrial Scotland, what 

was happening to traditional moral categories as a result o+ wide- 

spread unemployment? In 19el there was little data with which to 

answer this question, and so Turne r submitted a detailed research 

proposal to the Social Science Research Council 

"to conduct an anthropological enquiry into moral aspects 

of the concepts of work, unemployment, leisure and 

recreation in a small Scottish town currently experiencing 

high levels of unemployment. " 
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In an extensive literature review Turner highlighted the principle 

research objectives: to investigate the role of women, families and 

the community in general in defining the world-view of working men-, 

to make an holistic study of the meaning of "work"; to establish what 

are the social norms relating to leisure activities, the "underground 

economy" and the "domestic economy"; to find out if moral notions 

about employment chanqe with high levels of unemployment, and to make 

a contribution to the scant ethnography of Lowland Scotland. The 

main research method proposed was participant observation, but also a 

library study, in-depth interviews with selected informants, house- 

hold time and money budgets, and questionnaires, the first of which 

would ask people to classify various activities in order to explore 

their categories of "work" and "leisure". 

In his overview o+ the literature on work and "non-work" Turner 

reviewed several "cognitive anthropology" studies, most o+ which 

appear in Wallman's ASA volume The Social 4)nthr(: )poloqy o-F Work 

(1979). Though these papers are theoretically interesting in estab- 

lishing the semantic domain o+ work-like terms cross-culturally, only 

one o+ them is speci+ically concerned with Britain and that is a 

study o+ the non-industrial cro+ting culture (Cohen 1979). 0-F the 

sociological research mentioned Dennis, Henriques and Slaughter's 

study o+ a Yorkshire mining town (1956) is considered to be one o+ 

the +ew to have success+ully placed work in its +ull social context. 

Goldthorpe, Lockwood, Bechho+er and Platt's work on Luton car-workers 

(1969) is touched on, as Is Beynon's ethnography o+ Halewood car- 

workers (1973), but Willis's study (1977) o+ how working class lads 

"learn to labour" is not mentioned. This is an important omission i+ 

the signi+icance o+ gender in attitudes to work is to be appreciated. 

Cohen's work on the cro+ters of Whalsay is typical of the vast majo- 

rity of anthropological studies in Scotland in being concerned with 

the Highlands and Islands. Turner refered to his own review of 

Scottish ethnography (19E30a) as well as that of Condry (1983) to note 
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that a piti+ul amount o+ anthropological research has been done ir 

the industrial areas o+ Scotland in contrast to the Gaelic margins. 

Possible reasons +or this bias will be discussed later (p. 39). 

Turner intended his research not only to explore the cultural impor- 

tance of work and unemployment, but also to provide a general 

ethnography of a Scottish lowland community. 

RESEARCH INTERESTS ARISING IN THE FIELD. 

For family reasons Turner decided not to carry out the research 

himself but instead appointed two researchers, Anne Marie Bostyn and 

myself, to do the work under his supervision. The ''small Scottish 

town" that had been chosen for the project was an ex-coal mining 

village of 1,600 people, situated seven miles away from the central 

industrial conurbation of Scotland. We have given it the name 

'Cauldmoss'. We began our study in June 19e2 and formally completed 

this original research project in April 19e4 with the submission of 

our Final Report to the SSRC (Turner, Bostyn and Wight ige4). In the 

meantime both Anne Marie Bostyn and I had identified specific topics 

on which to base PhD theses, and we continued our research to these 

ends. The complications of our intermittent and varied funding will 

be described in the next chapter; in short I lived in Cauldmoss for 

just over two years and then, between October 1984 and September 

19e7, wrote Lip the material that I had collected. 

Consumption. 

The original research on the moral dimensions o+ work led on to two 

+urther areas o+ the culture o+ CauldfrKDss: consumption and gender. 

It became clear that it would be impossible to understand the values 

surrounding employment without investigating people's aspirations +or 
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consumption: this was practically always their stated reason for 

wanting paid work. In exploring why people in Cauldmoss were pre- 

pared to spend long hours at activities they experienced as monoto- 

nous and strenuous, it seemed odd to concentrate on intangible moral 

concepts approximating to a "Protestant work ethic" yet to overlook 

values which were manifestly present in the culture. Related to this 

was the question of the extent to which social status is assessed in 
terms of a person's employment or in terms of her/his spending power. 

It was evident in Cauldmoss that whereas people showed little inte- 

rest in the content of one's job, great esteem was attached to 

certain aspects of one's consumption. The prestige associated witý 

particular forms of consumption was also brought into question by 

observations of how the unemployed coped with the dramatic reversal 

in the resources at their disposal. Having far more time on their 

hands but less money than when they had been in work did not lead the 

unemployed to try to produce more goods for themselves to avoid 

having to buy them. Clearly the social evaluation of surplus time 

and that of insufficient cash were such that one could not be a 

simple substitute for the other, for instance through the production 

of home brewed beer, vegetables, and so on. What were the values 

underlying these attitudes to productivity, purchasing and 

consumption? 

This concern with consumption, which arose from the study of work in 

Cauldmoss, prompted more general questions about the relationship of 

people's consumer aspirations to wider economic and political fac- 

tors. At the broadest level it could be argued that whereas in the 

past the capitalist economy was dependent on a disciplined labour 

force today this is no longer so, but instead the economy depends on 

mass consumption. One of the many indicators of this development is 

the enormous expansion of credit in Western Europe and the USA to 

encourage consumer purchasing (Gartner and Riessman 1974: 4). (Accor- 

ding to the CSO's Financial Statistics total consumer credit has 

risen from E6,083 million in 1977 to E14,272 m. in 19el and E32,3M 
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m. in 1986). 

Both Marxists and Weberians agree that there was a connection between 

the capitalist economy's. need +or the masses to sell their labour, 

and the positive moral evaluation o+ disciplined work. I+ this was 

so then how will the current super+luity o+ labour a++ect the moral 

assessment o+ work, and how does the capitalist economy's need +or 

consumption relate to individuals' values concerning the use o+ 

commodities? Such enormous questions o+ causation go +ar beyond a 

social anthropology project, reviving the whole debate that +ollowed 

Weber's The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit o+ Capitalism (1930), but 

it is possible to explore the ethos o+ consumption within a 

particular culture in modern Britain. 

The questions that interested me about consumption could be encap- 

sulated in the problem of explaining the perpetual inflation of 

material living standards. How is it that the unemployed and low 

paid still experience poverty as their forebears did fifty years ago, 

although their real income is far higher? How have the population's 

needs kept pace with, and ahead of, nearly two centuries of indus- 

trial production? What are the values that are held within a com- 

munity which inform this dynamic? Seabrook quotes an old woman from 

Sheffield to illustrate his argument that the position of working 

people has been transformed from initially being excluded from the 

benefits of capitalist production production to becoming dependent on 

them: 

"'Working-class people used to be proud o+ how much they 

could do with very little money; now people +eel ashamed o+ 

how little they can do without a lot 0+ It. '" (Seabrook 

1982: 3) 
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But having established that there has been this profound change 
Seabrcx: )k gives little indication as to what brought it about or what 
the wider values are which shape people's consumer aspirations. 
Although there are several highly theoretical analyses of material 

consumption in the West, mainly from neo-Marxist standpoints (e. g. 
Marcuse 1964, Lefebvre 1971, Baudrillard 1975 and 19el, Preteceille 

and Terrail 19e6), these are usually devoid of any detailed ethno- 

graphy and the reader is left wondering how the ideas relate to the 

common experiences of ordinary people. Apart from Bourdieu's recent 

work Distinction (19e4), it appears that Goldthorpe et al's call +or 

a "new empirical sociology of consumption" (1969: 183) has gone large- 

ly unheeded. Furthermore, when the theoreticians of consumption do 

give an occasional ethnographic illustration to their arguments it 

becomes clear that they are only concerned with the use of goods by 

the middle class or petit bourgeoisie; Eburdieu's one short chapter 

on working class consumption patterns (1%4: Ch. 7) seems to be the 

only cultural analysis of the way the working class buy and use 

ccmnodities. 

Although there have been few systematic studies of consumption in 

Britain, many analyses of political events resort to the supposedly 

overriding consumer interests of the British public today. In parti- 

cular the demise of the Labour Party's electoral support and the 

weakening of the trade unions have frequently been associated with 

the consumer aspirations of ihe working class. Indeed it seemed 

fitting, if somewhat tragic, that at the same time as I was collec- 

ting information in Cauldmoss on how people identify with their 

occupation or their consumption patterns, the potential conflict 

between these was dramatically realized on a national scale. The 

importance of the 1984-e5 miners' strike as the denouement of the 

Labour Movement's attempt to cope with the deindustrialization of 

Britain cannot be overestimated. Of particular pertinence to the 

themes of this thesis was the clash between striking and working 

miners; the different priorities people had between solidarity for 
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their occupational ccrminity and concern to maximize their immediate 

consumer power (through working or accepting redundancy) - Obviously 

the conflicting values were not as clear cut as this - the "economic 

viability" of one's pit was probably the most important factor deter- 

mining miners' response to the strike - but it seems that the miners 

were defeated because of the fundamental differences of values within 

their own ranks, as much as by the lack of support from other trade 

unions or the tactics of the government. The myopia of left-wing 

intellectuals concerning the home-centred, ''privatized" outlook 

(Lockwood 1966) of the working class and the political significance 

of consumption, is illustrated by the prolific literature analyzing 

the miners' strike which hardly ever examines why so many miners did 

"scab". 

Gender. 

The second area of Cauldmoss culture which the study of work led on 

to was that of gender distinctions. Observations of everyday life in 

Cauldmoss made it abundantly evident how employment, domestic work, 

leisure activities and practically all other aspects of social life 

were structured according to distinctions between the sexes. The 

importance of gender was further emphasized +or Anne Marie Bostyn and 

myself by the way it determined our participation in village life: we 

spent the great majority of our time with our respective sexes. I 

found one of the most useful insights into the values surrounding 

employment was to understand them in terms of men's position in their 

families and their masculine identity. This proved to be a valuable 

way of interpreting "the work ethic". Similarly, I found it useful 

to view much of men's consumption as a means of asserting or express- 

ing their masculine status. In consequence I decided to analyze much 

of my ethnographic material in relation to the local meaning o+ 

gender. 
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THE AIMS OF MY RESEARCH. 

Objectives. 
- 

As a result of my research interests which had developed from the 

original investigation into "work", I formulated the following 

objectives: 

a) To provide a detailed ethnography of a working class village in 
industrial Scotland. Since the 1960s British sociology has provided 

very few ethnographic works, partly as a reaction to the contention 

over the concept of "communities"' and partly because of a preference 
for theoretical issues. Social anthropologists have done even less 

work within lowland Britain. In a recent review Newby concluded: 

"The most +requently-cited ethnographies o-F working-class 

ll+e are now seriously out o+ date. The community study as 

a method o+ investigating changing patterns o+ working- 

class culture is long overdue +or a revival. " 

(Newby ige3: 27) 

Furthermore there is a pressing need +or thorough descriptions to be 

made of the sub-cultures within the Lowlands of Scotland since this 

area, which contains three quarters of the Scottish population, has 

been almost totally ignored by ethnographers. 

In describing the life of the villagF- and the topics of particular 

focus it is intended to highlight the significance of gender rela- 

tions, since these are seen to pervade all areas of social life. 

However, to understand women's experiences and perceptions of employ- 

ment and consumption would involve very much more than a simple 

elaboration, from men's circumstances. The meaning of these insti- 

tutions is bound up with gender identity, to the extent that ý%cxy)en 

rarely consider themselves "unemployed" when they are seeking work, 
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and most o+ wofm--n's spending is for the whole household which puts it 

in a very di++erent context +rom that o-f men. "... in+IuL-ntial ideas 

about employment/unemployment are male dominated and inappropriate 

+or understanding women Is position in the labour market. " (Callender 

ige7: 22) To consider women's experiences properly would there+ore 

necessitate a +ar lengthier study than one restricting itsel+ to men; 

because o+ constraints on time and space, and +or methodological 

reasons (to be mentioned below p. 22), I will concentrate this 

research on men. Simmel once noted that man's superiority over women 

assures that his standards "become generalized as generically human 

standards". Quoting this Pearson adds that 1+ it is so: 

'I ... not only have women been hidden, but the maleness o-f 

men has been hidden +rom sociological enquiry, and it is 

past time that "he" was brought into the light c: )+ day. " 

(Pearson 19e2: 2) 

b) To investigate the values associated with men's employment, 

elucidating both the conscious intentions that people have for 

selling their labour and the underlying meanings of employment within 

the community. In particular it is intended to explore how the 

evaluation of paid work is related to the values attached to consump- 

tion. Is the former reducible to the latter, as many workers suggest 

when talking about their jobs? 

C) To describe the patterns of consumption in the village and ana- 

lyze the values which underlie them. Special attention will be given 

to understanding the continual inflation of material living standards 

and thus the impetus -for increased consumption. 

d) To examine how the experience or prospect o+ unemployment a+fects 

the values that people hold in relation to employment and consump- 

tion. What are the unemployed's main priorities +or their reduced 

spending, and what strategies do they adopt to cope with their 
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limited resources? In particular, how are the relative merits of 

employment and consumption evaluated when they conflict as a result 

of "the unemployment trap"? It is expected that an analysis of how 

the unemployed adapt to their circumstances will reveal much about 

more general concepts of employment and appropriate consumption in 

this culture. 

It is hoped that this research might provide some empirical data 

concerning the speculated political consequences o+ mass Linemploy- 

ment. Are the unemployed likely to develop new means o+ liveliý-cxDd, 

or styles o+ political protest, which threaten established insti- 

tutions in our society? The possiole e-F-Fect o+ state wel-Fare on the 

unemployed's commitment to work has been a constant topic o-f concern 

since the 17th century (Howe 19e6: 1), and the debate continues in 

relation to the "unemployment trap". However, given the pro-Found 

changes in the capitalist economy which mean that it is increasingly 

dependent on the masses' will to consume and less reliant on their 

will to work, the more signi+icant question today might be: does the 

experience o+ unemployment weaken people's demand -for consumer goods? 

Research methods. 

I have already implied that the main method used +or this research 

was that o+ participant observation. This extreme o+ in+ormality in 

collecting my material was essential for two reasons. First, to gain 

an insight into the way people experience their situations, and the 

nebulous concepts by which they interpret their circumstances, it was 

important that my inquiry should be open-minded and not governed by a 

pre-de+lned +ormat. However sensitively designed, I think it would 

be impossible +or a statistical survey to elucidate much o+ signi+i- 

cance about the ethics people have concerning employment and consump- 

tion. Second, I wanted to gather in+ormation about several topics 

which were illegal in particular the+t, undeclared work when 
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signing-on as unemployed, and defrauding the DHSS - and It was only 
by the most informal methods that this could be done. Despite the 

advantages of qualitative research I was well aware of the problems 
in assessing how representative my data were, and consequently 1 did 

carry out some quantifiable surveys. The details of how these 

various methods were combined will be described in the next chapter; 
here it is sufficient to mention two important biases that arise from 
the way the research was conducted. 

In respect to employment, it is important to note that none of the 

material was gathered in the work place. ýlthough I tried to get a 

i. ob locally this proved impossible (as I had predicted), and so all 

my observations about people's perceptions of employment come from 

their residential ccYroxinity. It might be that the culture of the 

work place would provide a significantly different perspective on the 

meaning that employment has to men. 

The second, and more important, bias has already been mentioned: the 

majority of my personal contacts in the village were with men. 

Although I was somewhat anomalous to the category of adult male in 

Cauldmoss, I was nevertheless excluded from much of women's social 

life and therefore am far less qualified to describe their lives than 

I am the male sphere. Principally for this reason, but also because 

of the constraints of time and space mentioned above (p. 20), I 

decided to concentrate on men. 

It should also be stated that I have not included in this study one 

specific group of people living within the geographical limits of 

Cauldmoss: the "incomers" in private houses with "middle class'' life 

styles. The vast majority of these people have virtually no social 

contact with the rest of the village, except in visiting the shops, 

and they can be considered as largely irrelevant to the main culture 

of Cauldmoss. Since their occupations and consumption patterns are 

of ten very di+ +eren tf rom most vi 11 agers' ,it wou 1d be too I eng thy to 
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consider them properly. HcoAever our questionnaire samples did 

necessarily include some of these households. 

THEORETICAL ISSUES. 

Cohen has vigorously argued the necessity of detailed fieldwork in 

one community and the advantages of "grot-inded theory" rather than 

"grand theory'' (Cohen 1978). Like him I am primarily interested in 

the meanings of the actors themselves, and agree that these must have 

precedence over any pre-conceived notion of "... some larger social 

system which provides Ethe community's] dynamics and which, 

therefore, explains its nature and process. " (ibid: 8) 

To treat the community as if it exists in a vacuum, however, rather 

than as part of a much wider, complex society, seems to me naive. 

The history of Cauldmoss for the last 150 years, the means of live- 

lihood which currently sustain it, and the profound changes in the 

population's employment roles in recent years can only be explained 

in relation to the economy of Britain as a whole (see Dennis et al. 

1956: 37, in particular the footnote). The extreme empiricist view, 

argued by Byron, is that macroprocesses "... are and can never be 

more than analytical abstractions that the members of any Econceptual 

homogenous group] (academics included) devise to make shorthand sense 

of an impersonal world 'out there' ." (Byron 1981: 9) 1 acknowledge 

that "Macroprocesses are not empirically discoverable facts except 

insofar as they reside in the knowledge of the members of a Cconcep- 

tual homogenous group] (ibid.: 9). Nevertheless, positing the 

existence of some economic or political factor on a macro scale, such 

as the common interest 0+ the owners of capital to make a profit, or 

the increasing capital -intensiveness of manufacturing industry, often 

makes extremely good sense of the siLuat"Lon one is trying to under- 

stand. To show that a theory about the national economy is unveri- 

fiable does not thereby invalidate its use: the criteria for its 
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employment should be whether or not it makes the data more comc)rehen- 

sible than alternative theories would do. The consistency with which 

certain phenomena seem to occur in diverse sub-cultures throuqhout 

the West, such as the accelerated use of purchased commodities, 

suggests that to deny the possible operation of macroprocesses on a 

particular community might mean one is ignoring something of great 

importance: not seeing the wood for the trees. 

Furthermore, to "let the ethnography speak for itsel+" is to be 

tautological in a gigantic way. Phenomena are explained by re+erence 

to other things in the culture, and these are in turn understood in 

relation to the original phenomena (see Baudrillard 19el : 73). 

Another problem is that, as Giddens has argued, the +ocus on actors' 

understandings and perceptions o+ten overlooks the wider context o+ 

power , and this is inherent in the method commonly used by 

anthropologists: 

It ... no matter how modified, participant observation and 

the methods under its aegis, display a tendency towards 

naturalism and therefore to conservatism. The ethnographic 

account is a supremely ex post facto product of the actual 

uncertainty of life. " (Willis 1977: 194) 

Having established that the culture of Cauldmoss cannot be analyzed 

as If it is isolated from the rest of Britain, how can the dilemma be 

resolved'> It is certainly beyond the scope of this research to 

develop a theory of macroprocesses from the data gathered in the 

village, yet it will be very useful to explain these data in terms of 

theories borrowed from macro sociology. This seems to be a valid 

procedure so long as I am explicit about the assumptions being made. 

But the main intention of this study is to examine how people in 

Cauldmoss make sense of their lives, and so, in respect to the con- 

straints of the wider society, my objective must be to describe how 

people interpret these factors according to their own values, thus 
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adapting their culture in the process. ... like the individual in 

society, the community is not merely subject to external social 

forces; it also generates its own. " (Cohen 197e: e) 

The principal macro sociological constraints an the population which 

are most relevant to this thesis are fourfold. First there is the 

stratification of British society as a whole, which of course is 

variously interpreted by differing groups within it. The position of 

Cauldmoss inhabitants in this stratification leads to the second 

+actor: their dependence on the workings of the labour market, their 

subordination to their employers and their lack of control over the 

conditions of their work. The third important macroprocess is the 

way different styles of life, and the prestige attached to them, are 

created and proselytized on a nation-wide basis. Fourth, there is 

the government system of state welfare upon which many people in 

Cauldmoss, are dependent. 

These bald assertions of broad structural factors affecting Cauldmoss 

will be Justified by reference to sociological literature, and the 

nature of these phenomena as they affect the village will be des- 

cribed. Particular focus will be placed on the ways in which the 

inhabitants of Cauldmoss interpret these external +actors, whether 

they recognize them as significant, and how they shape their own 

culture in response to these constraints. One central issue which 

will not be addressed directly is the role of the media, and 

particularly television, in shaping the culture of Cauldmoss. This 

omission is not meant to belittle the relevance of the topic; on the 

contrary it is such a large and important matter that, unfortunately, 

it could not be dealt with properly in the space and time available. 
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ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS. 

Several themes that have been touched on in this introduction will be 

dealt with in detail in the following chapter on the methods and 

ethics of the research. First I will discuss the extent to which the 

questions posed about life in Cauldmoss were prompted by my cmri 

values, and then will consider how one's investigation can be bounded 

when one shares many of the cultural values of one's informants. 

This is another problem for anthropologists doing research in complex 

societies, since few come from the Third World to study Westerners. 

The ethical problems that I encountered in the research will be 

discussed, and finally I will describe the details of my methods. 

The ethnography of Cauldmoss will initially be presented without any 

description of the unemployed. Their behaviour and perceptions will 

be artificially abstracted from the general description of the 

village so that they can be presented in the penultimate chapter. 

This arrangement is intended to enable a clearer comparison between 

the behaviour and values of the employed and unemployed. It must be 

stressed, hcmýever, that while the perceptions of those out of work 

can only be understood in the context of the predominant culture of 

the employed, the underlying values of those in work were to a large 

extent revealed by analyzing how the unemployed cope with their 

circumstances. The order of the respective chapters might disguise 

this. 

Chapter Three will give an overall description of Cauldmoss and focus 

on the main institutions that are not dealt with in separate chap- 

ters. The social stratification in the village and gender are the 

two institutions most pertinent to subsequent chapters. I will 

conclude with a discussion of Cauldmoss as a "community", and of 

Cauldmoss culture as representing an example of a subordinate 

culture. 
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The following chapter (Four) will describe and analyze how men 

experience employment. Chapter Five will deal with the use of qcxDds 

and services, the ethnographic data being structured arcx-nd the 

theoretical argument, and this argument will then be illustrated by a 

case study of the use of alcohol (Chapter Six). 

In the penultimate chapter (Seven) I will examine how the unemployed 

respond to their circumstances, and consider i+ they develop 

signi-ficantly di-F+erent values +rom those o-F the employed as they try 

to make sense o+ their experiences. Special attention will be paid to 

means o+ coping with restricted income. 

This study was not prompted by previous researchers' valedictory 

comments on "areas for future investigation", and therefore it is not 

possible to place the thesis in the context of one particular body of 

literature. It involves ideas and material from several different 

spheres of sociological writing which are so disparate that one 

overall literature review would be disjointed. Instead I will brief- 

ly outline, in the respec: tive sections, how the most relevant works 

have contributed to my thinking. The main bodies of literature 

referred to in the thesis are as follows: in Chapter Three the 

literature on Scottish ethnography, working class culture and 

"community studies"; in Chapter Four that on employment; in Chapter 

Five that on the significance of consumer goods and in Chapter Six 

recent studies of drinking culture. The literature on unemployment as 

it existed in i9e2 has already been considered at the start of this 

chapter; several of these works, as well as more recent research, 

will be referred to in the course of Chapter Seven. 

Before going any further I will try to clarify how I intend to use 

the terms 'working class' and 'middle class'. I will adopt Weber's 

concept of class as a description of one's economic circumstances, 

defined by common life chances of wealth and income under the 

conditions of given commodity and labour markets (Weber 194e: 181). 
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Now in real life the distinctions between the 'working' and 'middle' 

classes are very blurred. The categories are best viewed as ideal 

types, the working class being typified by less 'skilled' and more 

manual employment, weekly wages, low pay, limited savings and low 

home ownership, while the middle class are typified by more 

I skilled' and less laborious employment, monthly salaries, hiaher 

pay, substantial savings and home ownership. The validity of any 

distinction between the hypothesized classes has been a central 

concern of sociology and is particularly problematic for Marxists 

(see, for instance, Barbalet 19e6). I do not want to enter this 

debate and will simply refer to the loosely defined, but generally 

understood, distinction based on the economic criteria above. 

Cultural differences are strongly associated with economic class 

differences, to the extent that, amongst laypeople, cultural 

indicators are often taken to be the main criteria of class. 

Indigenous notions of "class" in Cauldmoss will be discussed in 

Chapter Three (p. 93). 
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Q-180 
IRI ER TWO 

METHODS AND ETHICS 

EXPLORING ONE'S SUBJECTIVITY. 

"Amateurs untrained in anthropology interested in the areas 

in which they find themselves and wishing to devote their 

leisure to anthropological observation are apt to assume 
that they are f ree from bias... Unless he is scientifically 
trained his observation will certainly be hampered by 

preconceived attitudes of mind. " 

("Notes and Queries" 1967: 27) 

"There is no such thing as an unbiased report upon any 

social situation; an unbiased report is, -from the stand- 

point o+ its relevance to the ethos, no report at all; it 

is comparable to a colour blind man reporting on a sunset. " 

(Mead 1949) 

Though several eminent anthropologists have explicitly denied the 

possibility o+ objective +ieldwork (Nadel 1951: 53; Turnbull 1973: 15; 

Evans-Pritchard 1973: 1; Pocock 1975: 21; Lewis 1976: 27) there is still 

a widespread notion that an thropo logical +Ield methodology should be 

scienti+ical ly objective. My previous reservations about this 

underlying assumption o+ our anthropological tradition, that the 

good researcher transcends both egocentric and ethnocentric 

subjectivity, established in the theoretical approaches o+ Durkheim 

(1964b/ie95) and Radcli++e-eroiwn (1952,1957), were con+irmed by my 

+Irst experience o+ +1eldwork in 1980. As part o+ the underqraduate 

course in Social. Anthropology at Edinburgh University I spent degree 

+our months in Jamaica, studying perceptions o+ nature and +arming in 

the Cockpit Country. The position and subject (: )+ my study, the manner 
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demonstrate our methodological acnievements in quantitazive terms. 
The haphazard, circumstantial nature of our "par-riciPant ooservation" 
which was revealing fascinating in+ormationq could not, we felt. be 

presented as our most important means of research. Of course tne -, 3, v 
people in Cauldmoss related to us and our own reactions to lite in 
the village were thought to be of no concern to our potential fDat- 

rons. "Still today personal and cultural conflict in the +1eld are 

relegated to the anecdotal and oral traditions of faculty gossip 
(Swallow 1974). " (Okely 1975: 177) The personal is often oQPosed to 

the objective and the researcher's own experiences and reactions are 

not considered respectable anthropological material. 

Okely's point is that, paradoxically, this yearning +or objectivity 

is actually con+ounded by the means intended to achieve it - 

suppressing the subject. What must be done is recognize that 

objectivity is an ideal, not a +act, and use one's personal encounter 

with the people being studied as creatively and explicitly as 

poss-Ible, rather than concealing the personal in pretentiousness by 

trying to eliminate it. Little attention: 

".. is devoted to the individual characteristics of 

the observer as important subjec: tive factors conditioning 

knowledge. In any case in anthropological research, few 

analytic tools or categories have been developed to explore 

the various forms of subjectivity. " 

(Okely 1975: 172) 

If objectivity is abandoned as an attainable goal, however, what 

will prevent ethnographies turning into subjective impressionism? 

Does the refutation of scientism not eradicate the distinction bet- 

ween anthropology and the travellers' tales so devalued by Levi- 

Strauss (1973)? Underlying these questions and prompting them is the 

notion that anthropology can be objective, and that the alterna-tive 

is unbridled personal bias. ]But this choice does not exist; tne 
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distinction between good anthropology and wishy-washy travelogues is 

not absolute but one of degree. We have to assess the quality of the 

work according to generally accepted criteria: the riqour of the 

analysis, its cnhei-ence, the extent to which it helps make sense of 

people's behaviour and values, its validity in reference to related 

literature, and the accuracy of the data (see Louch 1966: 159). 

Okely tentatively advocates three methods by which to exploit, rather 

than repress, one's individual personality, cultural history and 

gender, in order to make finer observations and interpretations. 

These are: self-analysis, trying to tease out the unconscious links 

in thought and experience; the diary to record personal reactions and 

dilemmas as they occur in the field, and autobiography, in which the 

author describes and recreates the stages of past experience. 

As far as I was concerned this was a counsel of perfection since I 

-found it difficult to keep up with my general field notes each day, 

and to keep a diary as well would have meant sacrificing some other 

area of research. To write an autobiography in order to explore how 

my preconceptions were formed would have been an interesting, if 

self-indulgent, exercise that would have furthered my understanding 

of how I experienced life in Cauldmoss. However, again it was not 

practical within the time limits I have set myself. What I will try 

to do is make the most of my intermittent ruminations during the 

fieldwork, poncerning my personal reactions to Cauldmoss life and how 

locals responded to me. The outcome of these thoughts will, if rele- 

vant, be incorporated in my analysis. Here I will briefly outline the 

main features of my background that are most salient to my interpre- 

tation of the village and to the way its inhabitants saw ffx-m. To 

elucidate one's bias would seem a straightforward task, and once 

one's prejudice has been identified it seems in retrospect self- 

evident, but in fact the most insidious bias is pervasive exactly 

because it is so unconscious. 
I 
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The most important influence on the way I perceived people in Cauld- 

moss and they perceived me, apart from being male (see Q-19 and 22), 

was my thoroughly middle class uQbringing. (The way the term "class" 

is used in this thesis has been discussed earlier: p. 27). I grew up 

in the Home Counties, went to the local boys' grammar and for a few 

years to private school, and though I had various unskilled labouring 

jobs during the holidays, after leaving the villaqe primary school 

none of my close friends were from working class families. Contrary 

to my expectation that university would be a social melting pot, 

within a few months of arriving I found myself within a group of 

friends of strikingly homogenous upbringing: all middle class and 

English (we were in Edinburgh). Being employed in gardening and 

agricultural work during the years immediately before and after 

university did little to increase my familiarity with the working 

class, and in short, when I moved to Cauldmoss I had never previously 

lived with working class people nor even in a predominantly working 

class area (cf. Orwell 1962/1937: 141). 

Perhaps the second most significant aspect of my background was that 

it was very intellectual. Both my parents had degrees, my father 

worked at a university and my upbringing (and that of my siblings) 

could be summarized in Bourdieu's terms as us being invested with "a 

high volume of cultural capital" (19e4). An important aspect of this 

inculcation in 'high' culture was that we did not have a television: 

this shaped the way we used our time, how our conversations developed 

and in general isolated us from many contemporary cultural 

influences. 

A third strand o+ my cultural preconceptions is that I grew up in the 

countryside, a mile +rom the nearest village, and developed a great 

interest in wild li+e. In my teens these concerns became politicized 

and I grew into an ardent enviromentalist. There were two classics o+ 

alternative' literature that I found particularly compelling at this 

time, Thoreau's Walden (lee2) and Schumacher's Small Is Beauti+ul 
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(1974) , and the proliferation of ecological critiques of modern 

society encouraged a global consciousness which was furthered by my 

brief travels in the Third World and studying social anthropology. 

The combination of my middle class, intellectual outlook and radical, 

ecological ideas could be summarized as "hippy" ideology, and between 

sc hcx: ) 1 and moving to Cauldmoss my lifestyle confirmed this 

characterization. 

Before looking at how these influences affected my research there is 

another factor in my life that I feel must be mentioned: being 

brought up as a Roman Catholic by devoutly Christian parents. Though 

I rejected this from the age of about fourteen I have no doubt it had 

a profound affect on me. However, beyond giving me a moralistic 

outlook on life I cannot identify how it influenced my interpretation 

of Cauldmoss. Perhaps a reader might see unconscious Catholic notions 

between the lines of my ethnography. 

When I heard of a vacancy for a researcher to study "Work and Non- 

work in a Small Scottish Lowlands Town" I had spent the previous year 

working on farms and gardening in different parts of Britain. 

Although I never had a regular job I did not sign-on for benefits 

during that period. The research project appealed to me principally 

because it was pertinent to the future for industrial societiesq and 

I hoped it might reveal scynee of the following trends: an integration 

of work and leisure, a less alienated orientation to work, a break 

down of sexually segregated activities, a reduction in government 

control because of a growing informal economy, and a change in values 

away from bought commodities because less money is available. Need- 

less to say, all these trends would have concurred with my ideals. I 

was also interested in living in a working class community for the 

first time in my life. A third attraction was to explore the moral 

values connected with work, since I was aware that I had strong 

morals in this regard but was unclear about their origin or justl+l- 

cation. My experience of strenuous manual work on farms led me to 
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value this in itself, and I found myself according less respect to 

people who avoided any such exercise. Only through conducting this 

research in Cauldmoss. have I come to realize that this attitude to 

work was intrinsically bound up with my privileged experience o+ 

employment: usually doing work that I both enjoyed and had some 

degree of control over (at least in being able to walk out of it), 

even if it was very low paid. The research also revealed to me how my 

orientation to work was associated with my masculine identity (a 

connection that will be discussed at length later: p. 190). 

Perhaps I should point out that my motives in starting this research 

were not exclusively to pursue ideological interests and a personal 

self-analysis: I also wanted to make an original contribution to 

knowledge. Nevertheless, I found the most intellectually stimulating 

aspects of living in Cauldmoss were my cultural preconceptions that 

the experience revealed. In this sense social anthropological 

research can be a very self-indulgent exercise, for one's most 

graphic insights are often about the social factors that have prod- 

uced one's own view of the world. What had previously been taken as 

given is thrown into light through one's encounter with different 

cultural values. It is a pity that such observations are nearly 

always regarded as peripheral to the main academic objective, yet it 

is often exactly these observations that allow one to make out the 

culture one is studying. 

My background made me particularly unsuited to life in Cauldfrx: )ss in 

several respects. My middle class, intellectual upbringing left me 

ill equipped to join in daily activities: I do not play football, I 

did not relish drinking large amounts of alcohol, and I was Inept at 

participating in the "phatic communion" that makes up most talk 

(Malinowski 1923: 313-316). This last inability was a direct conse- 

quence of my childhood which left me feeling uncomfortable if a 

conversation became intermittent, and feeling unable to communicate 

properly if the talk never went beyond what I saw as inane topics 
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like the weather. My ignorance 0+ current in+ormation about ýootball. 

pop music and television programmes exacerbated the conversation 

problem. 

On a less immediate level I had certain ideas that were completely 
foreign to Cauldmoss culture. Probably the most important was the 

notion that work should be intrinsically interesting (though I was 
well aware that it is not for most people), and that meaningful 
employment is of much greater value than a marginally higher wage. 
This idea was incompatible with the thorough alienation that most 
people in Cauldmoss felt towards employment (see Ch. 4). Related to my 
notion was the ideal that work and leisure should not be so 
segregated, and enjoyable jobs should merge with productive leisure. 
For the year prior to living in Cauldmoss I had been lucky enough to 

more or less realize this ideal. 

Another concept I had that was alien to people in Cauldmoss was that 

few people in Britain suffer "real poverty'', and that Supplementary 

or Unemployment Benefit provides a standard of living considered 

affluent by most people in the world. This right wing idea comes 

from my concern with the underdevelopment of the Third World and 

prosperity of the West, and -From my experiences living in France 

(before going to university) where there is no welfare benefit for 

the young unemployed, living in Jamaica where there are virtually no 

welfare payments for anyone, and living in Britain for two years 

without regular work without signing-on. Since it had only been two 

years before that Jamaican friends had been literally incredulous to 

hear that in Britain one is payed E25 a week when not working, I was 

not an exponent of the concept of relative poverty. 

The gap between my preconceptions and the culture of Cauldmoss clear- 

ly meant I was less at ease in the village and had less empathy with 

people's values than I might have done. But this could also be seen 

as an advantage, for, in Victor Turner's terms, it qualified me as 
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being outside the culture (see 

logist who came +rom a mining 

ted to me that she would not 

recorded in Cauldmoss because 

brings us on to the problem o+ 

question I wil 1 address in the 

Turner 1967: 26-27). A fellow anthropo- 

district in north east England commen- 

have noticed hal+ the things that i 

they are so commonplace to her. This 

where the bcx-indaries o-F enquiry lie, a 

next section. 

I have already noted that the subjective nature of social 

anthropological research is bilateral: the researcher interprets 

things according to her or his personality, while the people studied 

react differently according to the researcher's character. This is 

another reason why my unfamiliarity with Cauldmoss culture was 

advantageous: some locals saw me as so naive to their way of life 

they would articulate taken-+or-granted ideas in response to my 

questions. Sometimes one's informants' reactions to oneself are mis- 

leading, for instance when people give an impression of affluence 

when +aced with a middle class enquirer. However If one is aware of 

the way people are responding towards one, their behaviour can be 

revealing of either their values or their perception of one's own. 

Many housewives apologized to Anne Marie Bostyn about not having done 

their housework within a few minutes of her arrival to interview 

them, while in general folk would frequently refer to some relative 

with a higher education as if to clarify their status viz-a-viz our 

own. (The latter might also be simply a way of establishing something 

in common with us, having recognized how alien our different worlds 

are). I will discuss how the inhabitants of Cauldmoss perceived us in 

a following section (p. 53). 

Working and staying with Onne Marie Bostyn during the two years of my 

fieldwork was extremely valuable, not simply because of the far 

greater access it gave me to a sexually segregated society and the 

obvious benefits of having a colleague with whom to discuss the 

ethnography. It also allowed me to explore my subjectivity more 

thoroughly by comparing my own observations with hers, since she is 
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clearly o+ a di++erent sex, and +rom a very di++erent background: 

skilled working class in Yorkshire. She o-ften threw into persQ, --C-lve 

those things I remarked simply because o-f my middle class upbrinqinq, 

or because I am male. 

BOUNDING THE ENQUIRY. 

From the start of our research we faced the dilemma of how inclusive 

our records should be, one of many problems that are peculiar to 

anthropology in one's own society. Should we have simply noted those 

aspects of Cauldmoss life that were remarkable for being "different" 

and thus exclude the overlap with our own lives, or should we have 

chronicled everything we were conscious of, taking nothing for gran- 

ted and ending up with a Hoover bag of ethnographic data, much of 

them trivial and obvious? This methodological problem is directly 

related to the theoretical difficulty of relating a particular 

village to the wider, complex society, discussed in the introduction 

(p. 23). Is it inevitable that all social anthropology involves compa- 

rison? Though I might talk in terms of "the culture of Cauldmoss" 

what I most readily observed were general differences between working 

and middle class cultures. However, though I have tried to make my 

class preconceptions explicit I hope this thesis is more than a mere 

comparison. Were it so I would cease enquiry wherever Cauldmoss 

behaviour was similar to that of the middle class: a very limiting 

prospect. 

Certainly the idea of the translation of cultures is central to 

social anthropology, and so ethnographers in Scotland have previously 

sought out the remotest, preferably Gaelic speaking, areas in order 

to study a way of life that was fundamentally different from their 

own (Condry 19e3: 118). One consequence is that "ethnographers in 

Scotland have tended to consider not the specific nature of 

considers the problem at length and writes that: 
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"Once social anthropologists move out o+ the apparently 

remoter regions o+ the north and west and start to investi- 

gate the Lowlands and the urban areas o+ Scotland then it 

will no longer be possible to hide behind the notion of 

boundaries. " 

(ibid.: 121) 

However he does not o++er any solution. Nor does Robert Turner, 

writing a+ter Condry, when he o++ers "an heuristic cultural 

boundary": 

"In a culture so like our own as the Central Lowlands - 

indeed in some cases it may be our own - an attitude of 

extreme cultural relativism is essential for fieldwork to 

have any semblance of comprehensiveness and objectivity... 

To be sure that he has identified all relevant social 

facts, the anthropologist is well advised to erect for 

himself an heuristic cultural boundary, at least when 

reflecting on his attempts at participation in the culture. 

In this context of extreme sensitivity to variation in 

norms, values and so forth, it is permissible to categorize 

the Central Lowlands as a culture area... ". 

(Turner 1980a: 1) 

Establishing a boundary within which everything is questioned, even 

that which overlaps with one's own experience, is supposed to prevent 

one taking familiar customs and institutions +or granted. But this 

appeal to "extreme cultural relativism" is still a means of distan- 

cing oneself from the people studied, to bound them within an autono- 

mous system of values, and so be able to transalate between that 

culture and one's own. The idea is still to emphasise the 

differences, even if the familiar must sometimes be made exotic, and 

implicit to the method is that somehow the researcher is left - 
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perhaps stripped of certain habitual ideas - to make an objective 

interpretation of the culture. I do not believe this is possible, and 

to be able to draw any boundary 0+ enquiry around a (Darticular 

culture in one's own society presupposes a thorouqh understandinq of 

one's own personality and culture. 

The approach I have taken is to treat everything exQerienced in the 

course of our research as worthy of enquiry, even when we are trying 

to examine our own unspoken assumptions. Obviously in the end much of 

this analysis will be ignored as irrelevant in explaining Cauldmoss 

life, and other personal thoughts will be discarded once they have 

helped make intelligible some aspect of village life. But to de- 

lineate any area as not worthy for enquiry seems to risk missing 

crucial elements of the culture studied. For instance, to establish 

that it is not only the inhabitants of Cauldmoss who +eel constrained 

by fashion, who are cheered-up by spending, or who accord moral worth 

to material possessions, but most people in Britain, would not mean 

one should there-fore cease wondering why? To exoticize the working 

class as being completely different would be as morally problematic 

as unconsciously imposing middle class notions on them. 
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Diaqram 2.1: The ln+ormant's world and the ethnoqrapher's world. 

I 
The problem might be clarified diagramatically (Diagram 2.1). If one 

imagines two circles overlapping, one representing the culture of the 

people being studied and the other that of the ethnographer, the 

exact extent of the overlap is not at all clear: the two sides merge 

together like two different colours of wet paint. Establishing an 

"heuristic boundary" is akin to someone who is colour-blind drawing a 

line where one colour is no longer blurred by the other. Furthermore, 

to do so would make redundant the ethnographer's. analysis of how 

underlying social factors 4++ect her/himsel+ (the horizontal lines in 

the diagram), yet such an enquiry might well elucidate how the same 

factors affect those being researched. 

ETHICAL PROBLEMS. 

Social anthropology in one's own society is particularly problematic 

+or several reasons a0art +rom the dif+1culty o+ determining the 

bounds o+ the enquiry. There are certain ethical issues which, though 

not peculiar to local +ieldwork, do not normally arise in the Third 

World, a +act that betrays our (largely) unconscious sense o-f super- 

iority towards Third World peoples. 
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Dislike o+ beinq academic objects. 

In general it Seems that people do not like being the object of 
academic studies; or at least they do not like the written outcome 
which purports to define them and their interpretation of the world. 
In Cauldmoss those who were most positive about our research usually 
had a false impression of what we would write: either an informative 

tourist guide or a history of the village. The one paper that we 
produced and did distribute to villagers, in a heavily edited form, 

was received ambivalently. Our neighbour told us after reading It 
that a lot of folk are happy to blather with us and have an idea of 

what we are doing, but if they saw it all written down in that form 

they would have a very different view. A lot would clam up, while if 
it was published in the local paper our house would probably be burnt 

to the ground in a week (this neighbour was prone to exaggerate). 

Reactions to our research activities are discussed more fully later 

(p. 53). Such apprehension at being treated academically should not 

surprise us: I was struck by how an Indian friend resented a British 

anthropologist's opinions of her country although she herself was a 

social scientist, and even social anthropologists have misgivings 

when their own culture is being studied. Certain Scottish colleagues 

have had a general interest in our work in Cauldmoss, but when they 

first read or heard what we had presumed to write about their culture 

they were definitely antipathetic. 

In traditional anthropology this issue is usually avoided simply 

because those studied are non literate or do not have access to the 

results. When doing fieldwork in one's own society the arrogance of 

the research becomes explicit, and the +act that it is only when 

studying in the West that this issue arises exposes the unarticulated 

assumptions of superiority we have over Third World peoples. Ultj- 

mately most fieldwork depends on power, on a position of supremacy, 

even though for a while the researcher plays "the daft laddie''. 

Whatever the subservient role acted out by the ethnographer, in the 
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end all concerned know that S/he will return to a distinctly hiqher 

social status: whether in the white, a+fluent West, or in ! -he 
intellectual middle class. 

Politic: al implications of poverty Studies. 

"All studies have political aims and implications, whether these are 

consciously formulated or not... (Gans 1970: 146). Any study that 

focuses on disadvantaged groups, whether the low paid, single 

parents, the homeless or the unemployed, can be criticized for 

concentrating on the poor themselves as if the causes of poverty lie 

with them, rather than with the structure of society. Since Lewis 

identified values and behaviour that were developed in response to 

the poverty of Mexican slums, and which in turn maintained that 

poverty (1961), this line of analysis has become known as the 

"culture of poverty" school. It has been virulently criticized by 

those holding a "situational" view: that people will respond to their 

economic situation and change their behaviour if the opportunity 

(like a job) presents itself. The "situational ists" argue that 

Lewis's approach implies that "Cultural reinforcement of individual 

weakness is the source - not an outcome - of poverty; and it is that 

which keeps the poor poor. " (Westergaard and Resler 1975: 22). The 

"cultural ists" -Fail to distinguish between a subculture of poverty 

and a working class culture which is a product of 
. 

the overall 

structure of society (Townsend 1979: 70). The undertones of seeing 

poverty as a cultural condition "remain, so long as the research 

stops short of probing in any extensive way into the structural 

conditions by which destinctive patterns of 'subculture' may be 

explained". (Westergaard and Resler 1975: 22). 

My own view is in accord with that o+ Gans, that neither ý--he 

"cultural" nor "situational" theories are valid on their own (Gans 
1 

1970: 151). Nevertheless, by studying how people responded to 
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unemployment and their ability to develop alternative means of 

livelihood, our project had strong tendencies towards cultural ratrer 

than structural explanations of their problems. On the other hand, in 

the general ethnography of the village I will explain several aspects 

of Cauldmoss, life as a consequence of working class culture being 

essentially a subordinate culture (p. 160). There are two dangers in 

this. First, it can lead to tautology, since it is implied that to a 

large extent the working class accept their inferior position because 

of their fatalism, which is in turn a product of their class 

circumstances. Second, for middle class researchers who are troubled 

by finding certain aspects of working class culture unpleasant (e. g. 

the popularity of the Sun), accounting for these features by refer-- 

ence to a subordinate culture is a welcome escape clause. Unlike de 

Beauvoir's "bad faith" to describe wcwrten's collusion in their- +ate 

(1972), explaining things in relation to a subordinate culture 

absolves individuals from responsibility +or their behaviour. But 

sociological theories should not be based on their utility in 

overcoming the researcher's dilemmas of moral relativism (to be 

discussed shortly: p. 46). 

Our study might be seen as a prime example o+ politically inspired 

research, being +unýed by the government through the SSRC (now the 

ESRC) and being concerned with the politically sensitive topic cD-f 

unemployment. Furthermore, we were particularly interested in the 

hidden econnmy. Many le+t wingers regard any research on how the 

unemployed in+ormally supplement their bene+lts as being inherently 

supportive o+ policies to reduce state-aid +or the unemployed. So how 

can this research be justl+ied? 

I would argue that if one is really concerned to alleviate the plight 

of the unemployed it is not enough to simply know about the 

technological economic and political factors which are causing the 

de-industrialization of many parts of Britain. We must also under- 

stand how those most effected are making sense of these changes. 
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Certainly this is not sufficient in itself, but it is an essen--ial 

Dart of any sound policy to deal with the problem. For instance some 

sociologists have argued that people could quickly adapt to doinq 

occasional obs on the side and lots of domestic work (e. q. Ger-shuny 

and Pahl 19eO), and this would be a more satisfying way of life for 

them than their previous employment had been. This study illustrates 

how valid such an idea is. 

Detailed research on how the unemployed cope with their circumstances 

also demonstrates the adequacy of DHSS benefits and hcm the 

regulations operate in practice. Their effect is sometimes quite 

different from that ostensibly intended by the administrators, but 

this is often hidden in formal surveys (see p. 10). A further aspect 

of the research is to throw light on the political orientation of the 

unemployed. This will be considered later (Ch. e), but it would seem 

possible that the unemployed's relative passivity might be connected 

with their involvement in the hidden economy. I+ one attaches any 

importance to understanding the political response of the unemployed, 

then it is essential to acknowledge not only the hardships but also 

the opportunities that they perceive are available to them. 

Moral relativism. 

Another ethical problem that is far greater in one's cmri society is 

how to maintain a relativist moral stance in relation to the behavior 

of those one is studying. In the Third World the researcher can find 

numerous ways to rationalize why her informants act in ways that s/he 

might disapprove of, and s/he can usually distance herself from moral 

dilemmas arising out of their behaviour by arguing that Westerners 

should not impose their ethical standards elsewhere. But in one's own 

country it is very difficult to honestly believe that one's cw-) views 

are not, ultimately, better than those of the people one is studyinq, 

for example on issues concerning gender and ethnic minorities. is 
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imDossible to be more than superficial ly relativistic in one's own 

society because the conflicting viewpoints are a!,. te--, atives that are 

incompatible: they represent different values which are not geoqraQh- 

ically and politically distant, but are on top of each other and 

competing. 

Since it is much more difficult to remain morally neutral in one's 

own society, playing the normal adult roles within the culture under 

study can be much more problematic. There are serious practical 

problems in this which I will mention later (p. 57); here I will just 

note the ethical difficulties for the researcher when s/he tries to 

conform to typical local behaviour. While I found it straightforward 

to join in a poaching expedition and could justify remaining silent 

during blatantly sexist conversations, buying stolen goods in order 

to learn more about their origin seemed more dubious and I was never 

able to aquiesce to racial or religious hatred. Obviously the balance 

between one's sincerity and one's participation in local life is a 

personal issue; all I am saying is that the ethical problems can be 

far more acute in one's own society where relativism is a less 

feasible escape. 

For middle class researchers (which nearly all o+ them are) to +ace 

up to and transcend the deep underlying arrogance o-F their class is a 

task that can hardly be exaggerated. The problem is that once one has 

recognized one's assumptions o+ superiority there is a great danger 

o+ doing one or all o+ the +ollowing: patronizing the working class 

by waiving one's superiority, romanticizing and idealizing them, or 

pitying them by admiring their potential which social conditions have 

sti+led (one variation o+ which is the 'subordinate culture' explana- 

tion mentioned earlier p. 45). The third attitude is related to "a 

more positive over-expectation which one +requently +1nds among 

middle-class intellectuals with strong social consciences. " (Hoqqart 

1957: 14). 
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"A middle-class Marxist's view o+ the worý< inq-c-' asses o-ýten 

includes something o+ each o+ the +oreqoing errors.. - he 

succeeds in part-pitying and part-patronizinq working-class 

people beyond any semblance o+ reality. " (ibid.: 16) 

Even though one might be highly conscious of middle class prej . udices. 

it would not be justified to ignore certain phenomena that might be 

found in working class life for fear of con-firming those preconcep- 

tions. Sexism, racism and religious bigotry have to be stated, 

whether observed in the working or middle classes. Steering between 

the various undesirable courses mentioned above is far from easy. 

Everyday deceptions. 

It must be very rare for a social anthropologist to conduct her 

fieldwork without any deception. For Anne Marie Bostyn and myself the 

most troublesome ethical problem concerned the daily practicalities 

of recording information. From our first day in Cauldmoss we started 

making notes about everything that struck us, and these soon changed 

from being diary-like impressions to fairly accurate recordings of 

detailed conversations and behaviour. Obviously our accuracy was 

improved by noting things as quickly as possible, and so we found 

ourselves hurriedly looking -for pen and paper the minute our door had 

closed behind a visitor. This clandestine recording seemed worse when 

we had explained the main focus of our research, after which people 

thought that non-related topics could be discussed without our pro+e- 

ssional scrutiny. In fact we were recording everything we could 

remember, and in particular those unguarded comments made when one 

has put down one's note pad and the interview is ostensibly finished. 

Most Informants accepted our explanation (when we were questionned) 

that we make notes from interviews, and if we are writing somethinq 

up and remember a pertinent conversation in the pub, then we would 

include that. A few guessed our more extensive records and had 
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nothing to do with us, while some o+ our closest +riends in the 

village probably knew what we were up to but were not bothered. As 

+ar as we know, no one realized that we not only noted every conver- 

sation we could remember, but also had card indexes on our notebooks 

arranged by names and subject matter. 

Though we hid behind hal+-Iies, we knew that in ethical terms making 

notes of people's behaviour and conversation without admitting it to 

them is not very different from making clandestine tape recordings. 

Similarly, comprehensive indices of these notes are not very di++e- 

rent from computer +iles. The relative simplicity of the technology 

does not alter the moral question involved, even though one's in-for- 

mants might find it less intrusive or threatening. Again it is 

revealing that this ethical problem is raised after seminars on 

anthropological research in Britain but rarely after presenting 

research done in the Third World. I concluded that any valuable 

social anthropology fieldwork involves a degree of deception: using 

people's lives and conversations in one's research unbeknownst to 

them. My commitment to the study was stronger than my moral qualms, 

but it was this issue in particular, along with the insincerity 

involved in fieldwork, that determined me not to do a similar project 

aqa. in. 

Other minor dissembling arises from day to day, and normally good 

relations with one's informants get the better of one's integrity. 

Thus when an old woman thought questions 15 and 16 of our Second 

Questionnaire extremely cheeky (see Appendix ED, and exclaimed: "They 

I re aw+ie stupid who writes them out Ethe questions] ... I wish I 

could get my hands on who makes them out'" I refrained from telling 

her that we had formulated them ourselves. 
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Sharing one's findinqs with those studied. 

Though our study was never intended as an action-research Qroject, I 

felt an obligation to let people in Cauldmoss read what we had 

produced about them and comment on it. There were three ethical 

reasons for this, the last of which was complemented by 

methodological benefits. First, it seemed that since we were using 

the inhabitants of Cauldmoss to our own ends, directly by using their 

lives as material for our professions and indirectly by using their 

taxes to fund our salaries, we should try to use our work to their 

advantage in some way. If the questions we were addressing about 

their lives and our interpretation of their culture really were as 

important as we presumed, then surely they ought to be of interest to 

Cauldmoss inhabitants themselves, not just our fellow academics. 

A second reason why I felt obliged to let people see what we had 

written was simply that access to such information about oneself and 

one's village must surely be a basic principle of individual freedom. 

Related to this is the idea that there should be "a right to reply". 

Apart from the obvious benefits to the anthropologist of entering a 

discourse with his informants about his interpretation of their 

lives, it seems that the informants ought to have the opportunity to 

express themselves about the way they have been presented in 

somebody's writings. Certainly the author does not need to heed their 

advice, but if he is purporting to represent real life then the real 

characters must be allowed to comment at some point be-Fore the final 

version. 

Once it is established that one should disseminate one's +indings 

within the village or community studied, there remains the dl++lculty 

o+ how they should be presented. We quickly learnt some o+ the 

hazards when we distributed a copy o+ an ethnographic paper., From 

Coal to Dole, written +or a university seminar. It was heavily edited 

to exclude re+erences to recognizable people and only passed to those 
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who had specifically asked to see what we had written. ResQonses were 

very instructive and can be roughly grouped in three lots: most 

people concentrated on reading the verbatim quotes and liked these 

enormously, being surprised to find themselves presented in their own 

words, but they skipped most of the intervening text; a few read it 

all through carefully and approved of our interpretation Of 
Cauldmoss, saying it was "down to earth", but some were appalled at 

our description: "That's not Cauldmoss' 
... Where's the nice side of 

Cauldmoss? ". These people had clearly been expectinq a rosy 
description of community life and felt we had betrayed their 

hospitality and co-operation by writing about fiddling the electric 

meters and stealing coal. Our particular concentration on the 

unemployed in this paper, and our cautious qualifications when 

describing illegal activities, were both overlooked. One particular 

woman took us to task for talking to "the wrong folk" and her 

distress at how we had presented her village graphically revealed how 

unaware she was of the way other inhabitants lived, and her own image 

of Cauldmoss which she had hoped to find confirmed in our paper. The 

reactions to From Coal to Dole demonstrated some of the problems (and 

advantages) in disseminating one's material amongst those studied. In 

retrospect I feel it might be more suitable to write a short synopsis 

of one's findings for one's informants to read, even though it would 

be less candid. 

PRACTICAL DETAILS. 

Introduction. 

The original conception o+ a research project in "a small Scottish 

town currently experiencing high levels of unemployment" has been 

described in the introductory chapter (p. 12). Robert Turner's 

research proposal only gave a passing mention o+ the ''town" to be 

studied, and no explanation was given as to why Cauldmoss had been 

IN 
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chosen amongst numerous similar settlements. Turner always remained 

evasive on this issue, but the answer was suggested when we met 

someone living in Cauldmoss who used to drink with the professor of 

our department in Edinburgh. 

When Turner decided not to carry out the resarch himself he arr-anged 

with the SSRC that two research workers should be appointed. Inter- 

views were held in April 1982, but Anne Marie Ebstyn and I only met 

for the first time at the formal start of our research in June, 

although we were to work closely together for at least three years 

and stay in the same house for two of them. We were encouraged by the 

Anthropology Department to register to do PhDs immediately, and after 

a month of library research in Edinburgh we moved to a council flat 

in Cauldmoss. The research project had been extended to three years, 

two to be spent in Cauldmoss and one writing up our material else- 

where, and we were to be employed by the SSRC as "research workers''. 

However, an administrative problem stemming from the SSRC and the 

Edinburgh University Finance Office meant that nine months after 

starting our work our original contracts were annuled and our employ- 

ment reduced to seventeen months in total, though on the much higher 

salary of "research associates". When this came to an end in October 

19e3 we both signed-on, and after initial difficulties found we were 

eligible for Unemployment Benefit. I left Cauldmoss at the end of 

August 1984, moving to a cottage 25 miles away, nearer Edinburgh, and 

coincidentally got a job on a Community Programme. Shortly after this 

the new Economic and Social Research Council granted us another 

year's employment as research associates to continue our study. Anne 

Marie Bostyn, who was still living in Cauldmoss, was employed from 

(\k: )vefnber 19e4 while I finished my horticultural work at the end of 

the year and began my ESRC employment in Febuary 19E35. A year later I 

again signed-on for Unemployment Benefit. In all I lived in Cauldmoss 

for a little over two years, after which I visited the village fairly 

regularly and stayed there again for nearly two months in 19e5 when 

conducting our second questionnaire. Anne Marie Bostyn lived there 
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+or three years and nine months. These mundane details are mentioned 

L b -cause our economic circumstances and the duration of our stav in 

Cauldmoss were both important to the success of our research, as will 

be explained shortly (in particular p. 59-61). 

The local council offered Lis a three apartment flat at the furthest 

end of a line of council houses which stretch out from the centre of 

the village. We took it unaware that it was a hard to let +lat. 

partly because of the reputation of the neighbour living upstairs and 

partly because that whole road is known as "the Gorbals of Cauldmoss'' 

on account of the "problem cases" who are housed there. Being located 

on this street meant we initially had much more contact with the 
I 

other "Incomers" who lived there than with old inhabitants of the 

village. This had both advantages, for instance being accepted as 

fellow outsiders, and drawbacks, such as getting associated with 

these people by the more established and respectable inhabitants. 

Overall we appreciated being more remote there than we would have 

been anywhere else in village council housing, for this slightly 

reduced the pressure to conform to local behaviour. 

Reactions to us. the "students". 

Our project in Cauldmoss had previously been heralded by an article 

in a local newspaper which gave a tongue: ý-in-cheek description of how 

anthropologists normally move into underdeveloped tribal areas to 

study "the primitives". It was stuck in the library window several 

months before our arrival, by which time the indignation and suspic- 

ion which it had aroused had largely been forgotten, but it did not 

improve our reception. Only a few took it as a joke and planned to 

set us up: "I'll tell them we eat bairns at Christmas'". 
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Conducting our first questionnaire introduced us to a large cross 

section of the population, while others found out what we were doing 

through conversations with us in the village shoos and pubs. I told 

them that we were studying the effects of unemployment and how people 

cope with it, and, more generally, that we wanted to record their way 

of life and outlook on the world. However, initial perceptions oý us 

often had little to do with this explanation: we were variously 

called crime reporters, drugs squad, social workers or DHSS snoopers, 

the different descriptions usually reflecting different villagers' 

potential involvement with the respective authorities. People seemed 

to find it difficult to accept that they themselves, with their 

ordinary lives, were the subject of an academic study. 

After a month or so we came to be known as "the students'', a phrase 

we had never used (proud to be research workers) but which people in 

Cauldmoss clearly found was the category they were most at ease with. 

As students we had an ambivalent status in the village. On the one 

hand we had obviously had a middle class education which extended far 

beyond that of most villagers, and we would presumably enter a high 

paid professional career on completing our research. Some people, 

mainly older inhabitants, were deferential towards us. This could be 

extremely annoying when it inhibited them from refusing an interview 

and instead led to successive excuses that brought us back repeatedly 

to pester them again. On the other hand we were, as Condry has noted 

of many ethnographers in Scotland (1%3: 110), apparently unemployed, 

we were impoverished much of the time, and we were not yet 'proper' 

adults despite being four or five years older than others with steady 

j. obs and young families. One woman asked my age and was astonished to 

learn I was 25: "Don't you think that's aw-Fi' old to be a student? ". 

The advantages of low social status for an anthropological researcher 

are well known: as students I think we had this standing, although 

villagers knew that in the wider society our position would be 

different. 
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Ironically whereas for some our apparent unemployment gave us +_ý-)e 

benefits of low status, for others our research was validated simQLy 

because it was "work". The answers to Q. 45 in our First Questionnair-E? 

(see Appendix A) clearly showed that our door-to-door enquiries were 

seen as work, and when we explained our research several people who 

did not fully understand what we were trying to do resolved the issue 

with comments such as "Well, it's a Job anyway. " During the Second 

Questionnaire an old man explicitly stated what others had probably 

thought: that 1+ he had been sent the questionnaire he would have put 

it straight in the fire, but he was prepared to answer it in my 

presence because it gave me a job, even if it was not a proper one. 

"Bloody world's rotten with bloody tempordry jobs an' this sort o' 

thing. " He was not prepared to fill in the time or money budgets 

since the only value he saw in any of this activity was that it gave 

me employment: if he were to complete them himself what would I have 

to do? 

The +act that Anne Marie Ebstyn and I stayed together in the same 

house immediately aroused considerable interest, and amongst older 

+olk condemnation. The church-going villagers politely re+erred to us 

as husband and wi+e and were put out when we baldly stated that we 

were not married (which they already knew) and that our partner was 

in +act just a colleague. We learnt much later in a roundabout way 

that when we +irst arrived the older inhabitants were shocked at our 

cohabitation: "most o+ them looked at it as terrible... "; they said, 

"they should ha' put them in digs - and they're goin' to talk about 

us'". For younger people the shocking thing was not that we were 

staying together unmarried, but that we were doing this withcxit 

having a sexual relationship. 

Some people in Cauldmoss +ound most o+ our behaviour peculiar and 

remained perplexed as to what we were really interested in. Our 

neighbour told us that i-F we were to walk about in patched jeans: 
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11 ... people in Cauldmoss would think that you're kiddin' 

them on. People in Cauldmoss would think that you're tryin' 

to experiment wl' them, to see their reaction. They would, 

I'm tellin' ye. They'd say, ''What's he playin' at now-? 

What's he tryin' to suss out noo? Is he tryin' to kid us 

on? ' Aye, that's the way they think. You take it +rom me, 

Danny boy. I know. " (big laugh).. 

A small proportion of the population were openly antipathetic towards 

us and declined to have anything to do with Anne Marie Bostyn or 

myself, behaviour that we did our best to reciprocate. Some of these 

individuals later indicated that they had come to accept us, having 

learnt more about us through their friends and relatives, and in one 

case a man literally extended a hand of friendship. In fact we were 

both happily surprised by the lack of hostility we encountered, for I 

had half expected to meet a violent physical reaction to our research 

at some stage. Though some certainly resented our work it was only on 

occasional (usually drunk) moments that this was expressed: "You ask 

too many questions... You're a pryer... ". 

Another pleasant surprise was that we were not disliked -for being 

English. In general I think the hostility expressed towards the 

English in Scotland is usually because they are southern middle class 

rather than of the wrong nationality. Far more important as a 

divisive factor in the central industrial belt of Scotland is 

religion. Though I could honestly state that I had no particular 

religious faith, I felt it politic to disguise the fact I had been 

brought up as a Roman Catholic. Anne Marie Bostyn actually went to 

the Catholic chapel when we arrived in Cauldmoss, but she soon 

switched to attending the Church of Scotland and most people forgot 

her catholicism. 
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Particular problems of +ieldwork in one's c)wn society. 

The ethical difficulties of participating in the Conventional adult 

roles of a culture which one is studying in one's own society, have 

already been discussed (p. 47). There are considerable practical 

problems as well, and I was certainly not the first anthropologist to 

find field work in his own country more difficult than that abroad. 

Probably the most imp(: )rtant problem is that researchers from the same 

society as their informants are assessed according to indigenous 

values with a far smaller margin of tolerance +or peculiar behaviour. 

In the Third World white Europeans who voluntarily eat poor people's 

food and live in their housing conditions are obviously weird: for 

them not to share local male opinions on women, or local religious 

beliefs, does not surprise those they are studying. But in our own 

society fellow membership accords far less tolerance, and even 

students are expected to be fairly conventional in such fundamental 

areas as gender roles, while an enormous store of common knowledge 

about sport, pop music, television programmes, diet, etc. is assumed. 

In order not to alienate villagers we felt severely constrained in 

our public eating, our clothes, our means of transport and even the 

colour of our window frames: nearly every example of eccentric 

behaviour was remarked on, whereas in the Third World it is more 

likely to be similarities in behaviour which are noted. (The 

narrowness of Cauldmoss inhabitants' awareness of other cultures will 

be considered later: p. 159). As other, ý have found: "in attempting to 

integrate into the life of the community the pressures to 'go native' 

are increased because they are already halfway native, ... " (Hunt and 

Satterlee 1993: 10) .A consequence of this is that it is more 

difficult to ask the apparently stupid questions whose answers are 

considered obvious by one's in+ormantsg an invaluable technique since 

what 'goes without saying' usually goes unsaid. For university 

graduates to ask such questions is more likely to perplex people and 

make them suspicious about what is being studied, than earn the 

researchers the status of "dumb laddies/lassies". 
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Another difficulty sQL-ci+ic to fieldwork in one's nal: ive countr-v is 
that the problems of transition between two cultures are ex[Derienced 

almost continuously. Most anthropologists researchinQ -,,, 7 9ritain 

maintain contact with their personal friends and academic colleaQues, 

which means a schizophrenic attempt to maintain two different roles 
in different social groups. On returning to one's research after a 
few days with friends of one's own background it is necessary to once 

again try to immerse oneself in the foreign culture, consciously 

suppressing those mannerisms which estrange. Of course there are also 

advantages of contact with academia and one's own culture - ideally a 

perpetual stimulation to look at the people being studied in fresh 

ways. 

Participation in Cauldmoss li+e. 

The vast majority of the data that we collected in Cauldmoss is in 

the form of notes made immediately after joining in village activi- 

ties. From the beginning of our stay we tried to participate as much 

as possible, which at first was often self-conscious and somewhat 

contrived. However, after six months or so our involvement seemed to 

become increasingly spontaneous and our social activities developed a 

momentum of their own. Apart from our general participation in 

village life through the shops, taking up every opportunity to visit 

people, going out with them and so on, the main ways in which I 

joined in were by visiting the pubs, attending church services, 

helping at the summer playscheme, the Community Centre youth clubs 

and Unemployment Club, and accompanying people fishing and collecting 

fuel. I also joined the local branch of the Labour Party in 19e3. 

mainly because of personal political opinions but also to get some 

insight into the formal politics of the area (to be discussed later 

p. 164-166). 
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Anne Marie Ebstyn's main contacts with the community were through a 
group of close female friends on the housing scheme, helping at the 
CcmTunity Centre, attending Church of Scotland social events and 

j. oining the Women's Rural Institute. The sexual segregation in Cauld- 

moss will be described at length in the next chapter (Q. loe-115), but 

it is vxDrth noting here that it was invaluable to have two 

researchers of different sex. Had either one of us been alone a 

considerable part of village life would have been inaccessible, and 
the researcher would have been forced to rely largely on the accounts 

of one sex to learn about the behaviour and values of the other. As 

it was we were able to complement each other's gender roles. 

One important sphere that we did not participate in at al 1 was that 

of employment. This had been one of our original aims, but given the 

dearth of local vacancies and the consequent resentment that would 

probably have been directed at us had we succeeded in getting a local 

job, we abandoned this objective. The possible bias that this 

omission might cause in my analysis of how men experience their 

employment has already been noted (p. 22). 

The advantages of long term participation in a community in order to 

study the culture are well rehearsed. Here I will briefly mention 

those aspects of this method which were of greatest benefit to our 

research. Staying for a long period in Cauldmoss allowed us to 

distinguish which of the tales that we initially heard were well 

founded, and helped us understand what had prompted the other tales 

to be rumoured. It was instructive to learn after a year that there 

had been some truth in the stories about the stolen grandfather 

clocks. about witchcraft and about slaughtered sheep, all of which we 

had originally interpreted as expressions of people's fears and their 

moral order. Similarly it was useful to find in two years no direct 

evidence of the muggings or decapitated horses that had been frequen- 

tly spoken of when we first arrived. It is only by staying in a 

community +or a lengthy time that one can begin to unravel the var- 
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ious preconceptions, antaqonisms and actual events which are entwined 

in rumours, not to mention the deliberate misin+ormation that is 

sometimes +ed to research workers. 

One area of investigation where long term participation is absolutely 

imperative is the hidden economy. There were two principal reasons 

for this that emerged from our research in Cauldmoss. First, by 

taking part in a wide range of activities in the village, many of 

which had little to do with the specific focus of our study, we came 

to be accepted as not being any threat to our informants. Sometimes 

when doing something seemed to me to be a frustrating diversion from 

our main research, it was rewarded by the extraordinary frankness of 

one of those involved. For instance, after I had spent three weeks 

helping out with the summer playscheme one of the unemployed men who 

had also helped mentioned, during a drunken Friday evening to con- 

clude the project, that he had had lots of jobs on the side. When I 

visited him a few weeks later he unhesitatinqly gave me a detailed 

history of his numerous undeclared jobs and the ways he had fiddled 

the DHSS. The more important reason for participant research when 

studying illicit activities is to be able to actually join in them 

and incriminate oneself. This can obviously involve moral dilemmas 

(as discussed above: p. 47), but unless solidarity with one's in+or- 

mants is demonstrated and trust established by taking the same risks 

as them there is little chance of being told much +actual in+orma- 

tion. "Why should anyone lie to you if there is trust between you? 

And if there is not, you might as wel I go home. '' (Evans-Pr i tc hard 

1973: 6) The limitations Of formal, non participant surveys in elici- 

ting information about the hidden economy have already been mentioned 

(p. 10). For instance, from a random sample of claimants in a Manpower 

Services D: )mmission study in 1979, only 3e% actually agreed to be 

interviewed - presumably a group who had little to hide from the 

authorities. 
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Several anthropologists have found that joining in indiqenous 

economic activities is the best way of developing a sympathetic 

relationship wi-th their informants. Okely's greatest progress in 

relating to the gypsies came after she had qone into scrap-dealing 

with her own truck, and Evans-Pritchard found that acquiring a few 

cattle was the best passport to Nuer friendship (Evans-Pri tc hard 

1940: 13) (rather than trying to persuade the Nuer to carry his 

luggage for him half a mile into the shade immediately on arrival 

(ibid.: 10)). In Jamaica I found that doing +arm work was an 

excellent way of becoming accepted, and in Cauldmoss there were 

certain advantages in us signing-on for Unemployment Benefit. The 

bureaucratic hassles of claiming benefits were ethnographically 

instructive, while our worries about a DHSS inspector judging us to 

be "living as husband and wife" were a revealing experience (and 

ironic after we had been accused of being DHSS snoopers ourselves). 

But more important was the way our position as claimants demonstrated 

a community of interests with many of the people we were studying. 

Several commented that signing-on enabled us to really find out what 

life is like "on the bru": a woman told me I was ''in it with us", and 

a man said, half approvingly, "Ye've joined the -Familyl". 

Two general dif-Ficulties hindered our participation in Cauldmoss 

life. Our own work ethics inhibited us +rom relaxing and enjoying 

ourselves in the village without repeatedly thinking o+ our research. 

So, +or instance, when I +ound mysel+ in convivial company in the pub 

I could not get happily intoxicated without constantly trying to 

remember the conversation. Paradoxically enjoying onesel+ in this way 

is exactly the kind o+ participation that wins people's +riendship 

and con-Fidence, prerequisites +or learning valuable qualitative data. 

Another problem was that o+ maintaining general conversations with 

our in+ormants. As I have already mentioned, I was not accustomed to 

"phatic" conversations (P-36). but my lack o+ small talk was 

compounded by trying to avoid expressing particular views on any 
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subject o+ in-fluencinq Deople's statements. Furthermor-e. a 

lot o+ conversation is made up o+ gossip, and since one does not 

usually gossip about someone unless one's audience is closer to 

onesel+ than to the person under discussion, at -first we were 

excluded -from gossip networks, or people were not named. Later when 

gossip was shared with us we were unable to reciprocate. although we 

o-ften had -fascinating tit bits to tell, +or everything we heard was 

told to us in con+idence. 

Various samples with dl++erent degrees of familiarity. 

Though it is a well established practice to find a few intimate 

informants from whom all one's data come (Evans-Pri tc hard 1973: 6). 

it is rarely thought necessary to specify them and their background. 

This is surprising since the social position of one's main Informants 

is fundamental to the epistemology of the whole study. For instance 

after three months in Cauldmoss I reflected that the nine people I 

had come to know best were all in some way peripheral to village 

life. They were either inccxners or condemned as alcoholics, abusers 

of illegal drugs or ex-convicts, and one was rumoured to have had 

incestuous relations with his daughters. Such an unrepresentative 

group was partly a result of us staying on a road full of "problem 

cases'' (see p. 53), but it was also due to the fact that those on the 

f ringe of the "moral community" are most approachable for an 

outsider. This is particularly the case when an illegal drug can be 

used as an entree and means of colluding in illegal activity. Since 

those at the centre of community life are likely to have the most 

developed social networks and be most self-contained in their social 

world, there is always a risk of bias towards marginal people and 

their activities. In my case this might mean an over-efnphasis on 

illegal activities. 
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The inhabitants o+ Cauldmoss who helped me with my research could 

roughly divided into six grouQs: 

1) Four people I got to know very wel I and consider to be 

f riends in their cyAn right. 

2) About two dozen people with whom I carried out detailed 

loosely structured interviews. 

3) 35 people who answered our questionnaires and also 

completed either a time budget (fourteen) or spending 

sheet (three) or both (21). 

4) Those remaining out of 104 individuals who answered 

our first questionnaire, every tenth household being 

selected from the electoral register, and one person 

from 51 of these households and from eleven other 

households who answered our second questionnaire. 

5) About 50 people who I came to know well in a paricular 

context, as neighbours, by joining with them in various 

activities such as helping at youth clubs, drinking in 

the pubs, digging coal from the burn, going fishing 

or ferreting, or simply by visiting them. 

6) Probably 300 villagers or more who, in brief encoun- 

ters, relayed some information that was noted down, or 

who were the subject of other's conversation. 

Three of my four main friends are connected by family ties; Tam, an 

elderly widower born and bred in Cauldmoss, one of his many daught- 

ers, Janet, and Alex, the boyfriend of his ycx-inqest daughter. Tam is 

in his 70s, lives in a council house (like all of these +our 

friends) , and started his working life as a miner. In this he is 

typical of those in his age group, but he has a much larger family 

than most, he does not drink alcohol and he has several engrossing 

hobbles (principally bird fancying), all of which are unusual. 

Because of these features Tam is renowned in the village. Janet stays 

nearby with her own daughter, but she spends much of her time in 
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Tam's house doing the domestic work. Her husband left her several 

years ago, she has an occasional boyfriend in the village, and until 

very recently she worked as a cleaner in the village school. However 

after a temporary ailment she decided to remain on Invaliditv Benefit 

and now divides her time between the work of two households and her 

main interests which are bingo, breeding canaries, reading and tele- 

vision. Her one child, who has had various part time low paid jobs 

but is now unemployed, is in her early 20s and stays with her. For 

Janet to be separated from her husband is unremarkable, though not 

typical, while her small family, her opting not to be in low paid 

employment and her interests (other than bird fancying) are all 

common to women of her age. 

Alex is an incomer, having grcw-i up in various towns in the central 

belt of Scotland, which, along with his intellectual and artistic 

interests, makes him atypical in Cauldmoss. However his previous 

experience in semi-skilled manual work, his long term unemployment, 

the failure of his first marriage and his cohabitation wi-th an 

unmarried Cauldmoss woman are all fairly representative of village 

life. The minor ways in which he defrauds the authorities are 

probably typical of the long term unemployed, though his involvement 

in theft, or at least his conviction for it, is less characteristic 

of local people. Through him I got to know his girlfriend, who is 

very typical of unmarried women in the village. This man is the 

person I spent most time with and was most friendly with in Cauld- 

MOSS. 

The fourth friend, Mag, has always lived in Cauldmoss and has two 

young sons. Her husband emigrated from Ireland in search of work in 

his late teens, and has lived in Cauldmoss for about six years, 

working as a lorry driver. He left Mag in 1986 to live with a woman 

in Glasgow. Mag has had several part time jobs as a shop assistant in 

the local town, but was laid of+ in 1986. Her upbringing, her resid- 

ence on the scheme, her family circumstances and the household's 
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employment (when her husband was with her) all make her very tyQj-caj 

o+ Cauldmoss women in their 30s. 

The people who answered detailed interviews (group 2) either had 

particular Influence in, or special insight on, the village, or were 

typical of a particular age and sex. The former group include the 

minister, priest, youth and community workers, head mistress, a major 

local employer, the doctor, one of the shopkeepers, plus a senior 

official at the Department of Employment in Edinburgh. Anne Marie 

Bostyn also interviewed church elders, other employers, two teachers, 

an official at the local Job Centre and the DHSS Information Officer 

for Scotland. The local Department of Employment office was unwilling 

to help us with our research. 

The potential questions in these interviews, only some of which were 

asked of any one respondent, are listed in Appendix D. They were 

designed to elicit ideas on certain general topics: perceptions of 

the village, experience of work and unemployment, knowledge and 

evaluation of the hidden economy, how non working time is spent, 

aspirations and frustrations in the area of consumption, and patterns 

of expenditure. The second batch of questions (from AA onwards) were 

formulated later on in my research, when I had decided on the 

general focus of my thesis. They were partly inspired by the 

questions asked in the 'Affluent Worker' study (Goldthorpe et al. 

1969: Appendix D) and were intended to elucidate the relative 

importance of employment and consumption for people's identity. A 

point was made of asking the interviewee how representative of the 

whole village s/he thought her/his ideas were, which sometimes 

prompted a revealing self-examination. Only a few of these interviews 

were carried out with a tape recorder, partly because of the well 

known problems of such technology inhibiting informants, but mainly 

because transcribing tape recorded interviews was found to be 

extremely laborious. Unlike many research projects our's had no 

assistants to do this work, and so I decided my time was better spent 
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in conducting further research rather than transcribing tapes for 

days. Obviously the end result was a greater breadth of material but 

very few lengthy passages of verbatim speech. 

The questionnaires. 

The questionnaire that Anne Marie Bostyn and I administered wiLhin 

the first few months of our arrival in Cauldmoss (henceforth referred 

to as 'the First Questionnaire' ) was intended to introduce us to a 

cross section of the population, as well as giving us information 

about the way people classified different activities and what they 

meant by "work" and "leisure". The questionnaire itself, and a tab- 

ulated summary of the main results, are in Appendix A. The principal 

findings from this and the Second Questionnaire will be presented 

where they are pertinent to the main argument of the thesis (in 

particular in Chs 4.5,6, and 7). However, a lengthy report of how the 

First Questionnaire was formulated and carried out, the results 

produced and how they were analyzed can be found as an appendix to 

our first Final Report (Turner, EkDstyn and Wight 1984). A 10% sample 

of houses in Cauldmoss was made, using the 1981 Register of Electors. 

The head of the household and spouse were interviewed, but where this 

was not possible another member of the household was sometimes 

questioned. After the initial round of interviews, which got a 13.5% 

refusal rate, a repres66tative proportion (: )+ men to women and council 

house tenants to owner-occupiers was made up through a second round. 

The final sample size turned out to be: 

total on electoral register 

(within our population) 

households 619 

adult individuals 19304 

to ta 1 

questioned 

69 

104 

sample size 

11.15% 

7. ge% 

Table 2.1: Sample for_Flrst Questionnaire. 
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The questionnaire was certainly a very successful introduction: 

everyone in the village quickly got to know of our Q. roj . ect, many of 

our respindents would subsequently greet us in the street and perhaQs 

have a chat, several encouraged us to return for further discussion 

and some came to be important contacts. During the questionnaire 

there were usually long digressions about the village, the state oý 

the economy or individuals' employment histories. 

The Second Questionnaire was carried out three and a half years later 

in November and December 19e5. Ebth Anne Marie Bostyn and myself had 

specific topics we wanted to investigate now that we had more closely 

defined the subjects of our theses. We also wanted to conduct a 

survey of how Cauldmoss inhabitants used their time and money, and 

thought that a questionnaire relating to these issues would be a good 

introduction before asking people to complete time and money budgets. 

Since we were not actually expecting many people to do these budgets, 

we included questions in the questionnaire which would provide some 

limited information about the use of time and money in a 

representative form. The questions that c(: )mQr-ise the Second 

Questionnaire are in Appendix B. A detailed description of how we 

conducted the Second Questionnaire and the time and money budgets can 

be found in our second Final Report (Noble, Ebstyn and Wight 19%). 

In choosing our sample for this latter questionnaire we had a choice 

between wider sampling or longitudinal sampling: the ideal of both 

would have been too lengthy for our purposes. We decided to 

concentrate on people with whom we had already established some 

rapport, which turned out to be extremely important for the quality 

of our answers, and went back to the same households that we had 

questioned in 1992. Since many of our questions were about the whole 

household, and since we were short of time, we only asked one person 

in each house to answer. The initial round of questionnaires +cx-ind 

seven of the original respondents had moved, one had died, while ten 
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did not want to answer. To replace these, and to make up 

representative proportions o+ women to men and coucil house tenants 

to owner-occupiers, we added eleven new people to our sample. 

total on electoral register 

(within our population) 

households 619 

adult individuals 1,304 

total 

questioned 

62 

62 

sample size 

10.01% 

4.75% 

Table 2.2: Sample for Second Questionnaire, 

The advantages o+ questioning people that we already know illustrate 

the drawbacks o+ normal impersonal questionnaires. Respondents were 

extremely -frank in many o+ their answers without us having to spend 

much time establishing a relationship to put them at ease, 

which conventional questionnaire surveys rarely allow time +or. On 

the other hand because we knew something about the way the respon- 

dents and their +amilies lived, +rom more than two years involvement 

in the village, we could identi-fy topics where answers were less than 

-frank. For instance, although we asked 0.4 about how much people go 

out in the evenings and what they do, we could not tell from the 

questionnaire results that certain interviewees were much more 

frequent drinkers than others, which we already knew +rom our obser- 

vations. This was despite the fact that we had a good relationship 

with several o+ these people. Occasionally a respondent was unwilling 

to answer the questionnaire even though we were -familiar +lqures9 and 

though s/he was not su++Iclently opposed to re+use us, the quality 0+ 

the answers were such that little would have been lost 1+ s/he had 

not done it. In such cases one soon recognizes that answers are being 

given to get rid o+ the interviewer as quickly as possible. The 

limitations o+ a quantitative survey despite the interviewers' 

intimacy with their respondents emphasizes again the value oý 

. in+ormal qualitative research. 
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The time and money_budqets. 

0+ the 62 people who answered the Second 

money budget and : S5 a time sheet, and s 

+111 in time sheets. The +orms which we 

are in Appendix C. The money budget was 

questionnaires because it was clear that 

but would be prepared to complete a less 

Questionnaire 24 comQlete-d a 

ix others aiso volunteered to 

asked respondents to fill in 

simplified after our initial 

people found it too involved 

detailed version. The categ- 

ories o+ expenditure were based on the Family Expenditure Survey so 

týiat our material could be compared with these national data. We were 

surprized at the number of people who were willing to answer these 

time and money budgets, but once the aggregate figures of completed 

budgets are broken down according to household size and age, employ- 

ment circumstances and whether council tenants or owner occupiers, 

the +igures are not usL-+ul +cDr makinq signi+icant comparisons. The 

table below shows how di++erent are the characteristics o+ those who 

completed the budgets. 

people in each household: 

council house 
W employed 
W not employed 

employed: private house 

-W employed 
-W not employed 

council house 

-W not employed 
unemployed: private house 

-W employed 
-W not employed 

retired: council house 

--4 

ý4 

0 
Cn 

1 
1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

3 2 

ýA ý4 
ra ro TI 

u u u 

0) C14 04 04 

0 0 0 

1 
1 

1 

11 

1 

Table 2.3: Characteristics of those completinq money-budgets. 
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; he detailed problems T in analyzing the money budgets have been 

described elsewhere (Noble et al. 1986: 19-20). Here I will ust 

emphasize that figures for clothing and shoes, large household goods 

and alcohol are very unreliable. Few peoý: )Ie could give a weekly 

average for the first two categories, and it was a matter of chance 

whether they had bought such items that week or not. Only those using 

mail order catalogues were able to state fairly accurate weekly 

amounts. Statements about expenditure on alcohol could not be relied 

on because a) the topic is laden with values (see above p. 68 and 

below p. 303) and b) because it depends on completely +rank financial 

arrangements between husband and wife. Despite the limitations of the 

budgets for statistical analysis, they do provide extremely valuable 

information about the details of people's lives which is best inter- 

preted as several case studies. The data from these budgets, as with 

the questionnaire results, will be presented where pertinent to the 

ethnography. However the money budgets of ten households (chosen +or 

being representative of different groups) are reproduced in Appendix 

C. 

Though these +ormal methods o+ research provided a very use+ul 

measure o+ how representative certain behaviour is in Caulcimoss, it 

was usually spontaneous, in+ormal conversations while Joining in 

Cauldmoss 11+e that provided the most valuable in+ormation +or this 

study. 

Backaround research. 

For a month be-fore moving to Cauldmoss and on several occasions 

since, research was carried out in Edlnburqh libraries and those 

local to Cauldmoss. The 1971 and 19el Censuses were the main 

statistical sources -for the study, once problems o+ compatabillty 

between enumeration districts had been sorted out. The Valuation 

Rolls and Electoral Register provided data on housing ownership, the 
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recreational and shopping facilities in the village, and the concer- 

tration of namesakes in particular streets. Church o+ Scotland Year- 

books gave details on the sizes of congregations, Women's Guilds, 

Sunday Schools and so on over several decades, while the three 

Statistical Accounts of Scotland, produced in the 1790s, 1930s and 

1960s, gave a historical outline of agricultural, industrial, reli- 

gious, educational, housing and population characteristics in Cauld- 

moss. A general overview of the literature on Lowland Scotland will 

be given at the start of the next chapter. 

In contrast to most social anthropology projects the research 

proposal only allowed us to spend a month, rather than a year, doing 

background reading before setting out for ''the field". This meant the 

normal mixture of inductive and deductive methods was weighted firmly 

towards the former. Scxne of the most basic texts relating to this 

thesis (e. g. Lockwood 1966, Willis 1977 and Sahlins 1976) were only 

read once the analysis of our ethnographic material had already 

begun. 

Writinq-up the material. 

Initially Anne Marie Bostyn and I had ambitious plans to thoroughly 

index our thirty or more notebooks, both by individuals' names and by 

subject matter. I almost completed a card index of names from my 

notes, but our subject index was far too time consuming to be 

continued beyond our -first notebooks. About two years aýter 

abandoning the subject index we decided to photocopy all our notes 

with the intention of cutting them up and arranging the material 

according to different topics specific to our theses. This plan 

lasted about a month, after which the rate of one notebook per week 

again s-eemeýd too laborious. My final compromise was to read through 

the notebooks fairly quickly and make references in my thesis outline 

to pertinent passages. This meant I only had a crude index of where 
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to find data on subjects already ident. L-i--iEc as comc)onen-r-s ý: -i- mv 
thesis: it was not comprehensive enough to +ind material on toPics 

that had originally been considered unrelated to the thesis. 

Commitments to write Final Reports and research proposals for the 

SSRC and ESRC, and invitations to contribute to con-ferences and 

edited books, meant that we began writing up our material while still 

living in Cauldmoss. This limited the extent to which we could Parti- 

cipate in village activities while living there, and diverted our 

efforts away -from starting our theses, though it did make us more 

aware of the gaps in our ethnographic data be-fore finishing the field 

work. 

Since we first returned temporarily to Edinburgh University during 

our fieldwork, and our anecdotes were eagerly analyzed as indicative 

of fascinating social features In Cauldmoss, I was struck by how easy 

it is to present almost any data to academics as valid ethnography. 

As Nadel commented, the anthropologist returning from the field 

becomes highly sceptical of other ethnographies, realizing how 

tempting it is to use an exceptional case to support one's argument 

and make clever generalizations from scant evidence (1951). When 

writing-up one's field notes this temptation to ''massage'' the data 

constantly presents itself: although working with Anne Marie Bostyn 

means I am not the sole social scientist to study Cauldmoss, there 

are still many occasions where personal integrity is the only 

safeguard to an honest ethnography. 

Having lived with a community o+ people and got to know many 

individuals +airly well, a problem most anthropologists must +ace is 

how to make overall observations o+ the culture without losing sight 

o+ real people and without insulting their individuality. How can 

we avoid being +orced "to omit consideration o+ the individual as a 

person except inso+ar as he is an instance within the qroup. "(WIlson 

1973: 7)? Trying to subsume individuals to an aggregate was all the 
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more difficult since, although fairly hcwroogeneous by British stan- 

dards, the values of different people in Cauldmoss were very varied 

in comparison with the powerful social norms of traditional societ. Les 

in the Third World. (Though perhaps this latter homoqoneity is ust 

an image presented by the ethnographer. ) There are always individuals 

who prove the richness of humankind with personal characteristics 

that are contrary to the general pattern. However, given our ability 

to only represent a few strands of social life and little of its 

complexities, these people are usually obscured. 

In order to protect the con+1dentiality o+ our in+ormants none o+ 

them are mentioned by their real names and the pseudonym 'Cauldmoss' 

is used to re+er to the village. When speech is presented in double 

inverted commas it is a verbatim quote, the only exception being when 

the name o+ the village was used, in which case I have changed it to 

"Cauldmoss". The punctuation ... means words have been le+t cut, 

while a dash - means the speaker paused at this point. 

It is generally accepted that to understand the significance of the 

words people use it is crucial to report the terms uttered as 

accurately as possible. Thus ethnographies are often full of 

quotations, but in my case the lack of transcribed tape recordings 

(see p. 65) means I have (: )+ten had to rely on snippets of conversation 

which were all I could record word for word. Since I cannot capture 

the vividness of people's speech in lengthy quotations it seems 

better to use the brief quotes that I have got rather than paraphrase 

everything. The problem of this is that I am reduced to a number of 

cute little snippets that tend to make the inhabitants of Cauldmoss 

look "+olksie". This seems particularly artificial when many of the 

terms in quotes might be the same, or very similar, to those used by 

the reader. The difficulty is peculiar to ethnographies of our own 

society and takes us back to the issue of distancing oneself from 

those one studies, discussed previously (p. --:. )9-42). All I can do is 

apologize to the reader, particularly if Scottish and familiar with 
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this culture, +or the way these small quotations might grate. At 

least the Scots reader will be +amiliar with the word "+olk" as a 

+requently used alternative to "people": I will use it as such to 

avoid the repetition o+ "people'' or "inhabitants'', not in an attempt 

to make Cauldmoss more "+olksie". 

The "ethnographic present" implicit in my description will be August 

19E34, when I left Cauldmoss. The only unspecified exceptions to this 

will be the results of the First and Second Questionnaires which 

relate to August and September 1982 and November and December 1985 

respectively. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

INTRODUCTION. 

This chapter will provide a general ethnography o+ Cauldmoss. 

Following a brle+ literature survey I will give an overview o+ the 

village and its history, and then concentrate on +1ve main social 

institutions: social status, gender, kinship, religion and community 

belonging. I will conclude by considering how the values and 

behaviour o+ people in Cauldmoss can be seen as part o+ a wider 

subordinate culture. 

THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF LOWLAND SCOTLAND. 

In contrast to the amotint of material that actually exists there have 

been several reviews of the literature on Lowland Scotland, and it is 

unnecessary for me to repeat such works. Eldridge brj-e+ly surveyed 

the paucity of sociological writing on Scotland in 1974, while Aitken 

and Mcarthur reviewed and summarized the linguistic research in the 

Lowlands in 1979. In the same year Condry submitted his thorcxigh 

assessment of Scottish ethnography, published in 19e3. Subsequently 

Turner's schema of Lowland subcultures (1980a) began with a descrip- 

tion of the ethnographic and quasi-ethnographic sources available, 

including a list of recent novels and plays which carefully depict 

urban 11+estyles, a valuable addition to Condry's sociological and 

social anthropological survey. 

All reviews of the literature seem to concur with Condry in his 

conclusion that: 
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"Too much attention has been paid to the islands and 

Highlands, and too little to the anthropological study of 

the Lowlands and the urban areas. Despite the theoretical 

reJection of the urban-rural dichotomy researchers have 

remained firmly encamped in rural fields in the far north. " 

(Condry 1983: 133) 

In fact only one anthropological book about Scotland south of the 

Highland line has been published, and that was concerned with a 

parish in the Cheviot Hills (Littlejohn 1964). As for ethnographic 

work specifically on the central industrial belt of Scotland Condry 

only discovered two publications: a one page comment on joking 

relationships in Boness (Girling 1957) and a rather dry quantitative 

investigation relating social stratification to church affiliation 

and participation in Falkirk (Sissons 1973). Apart from several 

dissertations and theses (listed by Turner 19eOa: 3) the only other 

ethnography of central Scotland has come from Turner's own research 

in a fishing village on the South East coast of Scotland (Turner 

1979a, 1979b, and 19E30b). Though this was focussed on strategies of 

legitimation in a fishing village, Turner's more general findings 

prompted him to initiate the research on work as a moral category 

which first took Anne Marie Bostyn and myself to Cauldmoss (Turner 

19ei). 

Thus despite the fact that nearly eO% of the Scottish population live 

there, the central Lowlands have received virtually no attention at 

all from ethnographers, in marked contrast to their concern with the 

Highlands and islands. This bias reflects how, for many people both 

within and particularly outside the country, the dominant image of 

Scotland is a Highland one, as Chapman has tellingly discussed 

(197e). 
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Turner recognized the need to resort to a wider range of literature 

in studying Lowland subcultures (1980a), and certain quasi- 

ethnographic works were helpful in this research on Cauldmoss. 

Heuqhan's study of pit closures at Shotts in the early '50s starts 

with a brief sociological description of the Shotts area (Heughan 

1953: Part 1). This provides a useful comparison with Cauldmoss since 

Shotts is also a coal mining settlement in roughly the same part of 

the country: presumably it gives an indication of what Cauldmoss was 

like before its own pits were closed. Another study which reveals how 

much the way of life in Cauldmoss is shared by other Scottish mining 

villages is Jephcott's book on young people's leisure (1967). One of 

the three areas she studied in the central Lowlands was the coal 

village of Armadale, and though her research is twenty years old it 

shows how the values and leisure of the young have changed, and 

illustrates what 35 to 40 year olds in Cauldmoss today would have 

probably experienced in their youth. Various histories have been 

useful in giving a wider context - both geographically and temporally 

- within which to interpret the life of Cauldmoss, such as Harvie's 

sober assessment of Scotland's decline this century (19el). One 

particular work was invaluable in providing us with a lengthy local 

history of the parish. It is unjust that the author cannot be given 

due credit for the detailed research involved in this study, but this 

would betray the true identity of Cauldmoss. 

To return to Turner's outline of Lowland subcultures (19e0a) , in this 

stimulating brief for future research the author identifies nine 

"Ideal types" of Lowland settlements, though he is careful to 

emphasize that the list is not exhaustive. The village that he chose 

to study a year later turned out to challenge the initial East: West 

classification of his typology, for it combined many features from 

both kinds of Lowland mining towns. Cauldmoss has the following 

characteristics from each ideal type: 
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"West Lowland Mining Towns: (e. g. K11 marnock, Motherwell, 

Aidrie). ... hereditary miners' culture (though see Tait, 

1977); betting; ... high unemployment; ... low --riurch 

attendance; solid Labour politics; cynicism about State 

institutions; extended kinship links still effective; 

... car ownership strongly desired for prestige reasons; 

-segregated role marriages; limited choice in shops 

(McIlvanney, 1975; Williams, 196e; Moffat, 1965; Chapman 

Cand Hutchinson], 1946; Aldrie, 1954). 

"East Lowland Mininq Tow-is: (e. g. Methil, Cowdenbeath, 

Tranent, Bonnyrigg) . Mostly council houses built 1920-1960, 

... mostly Protestant; low level of church-going; hereditary 

miners' culture, different from West (though many 

originated there); high unemployment; low mobility... high 

vandalism (Watson, 1952; Wilson, 1953; Durland, 1904; 

Chapman land Hutchinson], 1946). " 

(Turner 1980a: 11) 

STUDIES OF ENGLISH WORKING CLASS CULTURE. 

Though very little has been written about the culture o+ Lowland 

Scotland, a tradition o+ 'community studies' produced several 

detailed ethnographies o+ working class culture in England. The study 

o+ working class communities in the '50s and '60s was inspired by the 

implicit pre+erence o+ certain intellectuals +or supposed small-scle. 

stable, relatively sel+-su++icient communities which urban 

industrialization was destroying. During this period IIt he 

organicists", as they are described by Goldthorpe (1979), 

1 rediscovered' such communities in, +or instance, Bethnall Green qlý 

(Young and Willmott 1957) and "Ashton" (Dennis, Henriques and 

Slaughter 1956). The latter is certainly the most important 
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ethnography of working class culture as far as --aLildmoss is 

concerned, for it is about a small coal mining town in Yorkshire. 

Coal Is Our Life describes in detail the kind of work done in --he 

pits and how this employment is central to the whole way of life in 

Ashton, family organization and leisure being related to mining in a 

structural-functionist way. 

The authors were careful to acknowledge important spheres of Ashton's 

social life which they omitted (Dennis et al. 1956: 246), and the 

fact that Ashton is a part of a much wider economy and culture which 

was beyond their analysis, making it impossible to consider questions 

like social change (ibid.: 249). Despite these qualifications their 

study has been criticized as "... limited, partial and outdated" (Pahl 

19e4: 5), and neglectful of wcwren's employment. This critique was 

prompted by the way Coal Is Our Life has frequently been used to 

support more theoretical sociology, but others have commended the 

book for its success in interpreting the details of the town's daily 

life in their structural, class context, in contrast to nearly all 

other community studies (Critcher 1979: 21-22). Our own findings in 

Cauldmoss tend to confirm much of Dennis et al. 's analysis, for 

instance the large section of the book that they do devote to: 

"... the. sharp cultural division between the sexes, and the 

attitudes consequent upon it, [which] run right through the 

community and produce tension within the family itself. " 

(Dennis et al. 1956: 249) 

The research on Ashton provides a valuable comparison with Cauldmoss 

and is perhaps most use-ful in indicating what the legacy o-F coal 

mining is in the contemporary culture o-f the village. I will re+er to 

it several times in the course o+ this thesis. 
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Another study of working class culture published at this time was not 

based on research in a articular locality but nevertheless vividly 

portrayed the small-scale, familiar, inward ly-centred social li-ýe of 

many urban workers. Part One of ý-! oggart's The Uses of Literacy (1957) 

is a detailed description of the way of life of working people in 

northern England, largely based on the author's own upbringing in 

Hunslet, Leeds. Although Hoggart was writing thirty years ago it is 

remarkable how pertinent his observations are to the culture Of 

Cauldmoss. Frequently he manages to capture the essence of what is 

valued in this way of life: the home that is always warm with plenty 

of +cod; the 'real' world that is personal, concrete and local; the 

"good husband" and the "rightness" of marriage; "keeping y' sel+- 

respect" and "having a good time". At several points in my ethno- 

graphy I will quote from his perceptive observations. The striking 

similarities between the north English working class and the inhabi- 

tants of Cauldmoss illustrates how much more important their commmon 

experience as an industrial proleteriat has been in shaping their 

culture than have national characteristics, while the relevance of 

Hoggart's descriptions thirty years later demonstrates the truth of 

his opening remark: "In spite of these changes, attitudes alter more 

slowly than we always realize,... " (Hoggart 1957: 13). 

Other ethnographies based on an thropol ogica 1 -type research provide 

material on family organization, kinship and status distinctions 

amongst the English working class (Firth 1956, Mogey 1956, Young and 

Willmott 1957, Kerr 1958 and Jennings 1962), but they, too, are all 

more than two decades old. Several syntheses of these studies have 

been made, starting with Klein's review of family life since the 

Second World War (1965), which also took account of Bott's important 

work Family and Social Network (1957). Lockwood used community 

studies as a source for his influential tripartite typology of 

working class images of society (1966), distinguishing 'traditional 

deferential' , 'traditional proletarian' and 'privatized' outlooks. In 

many respects Cauldmoss typifies Lockwood's ideal type of 
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traditional proletarian', particularly in terms oý the coaynuni, ý,,, 
structure: an "interactional status system-, that is innabitants 
evaluating each other on the basis of Personai kncw-edge, an 
occupational community, and lack of occupational diýferentiazion. (! 

will return to the evaluation of status shortly: p-100-107). In the 
"traditional working class community": 

"workmates are normally leisure-time companions, often 

neighbours, and not infrequently kinsmen 
... The values 

expressed through these social networks emc)hasize mutual 

aid in everyday life and the obligation to join in the 

gregarious pattern of leisure, which itself demands the 

expenditure of time, money and energy in a public and 

presdnt-oriented conviviality and eschews individual 

striving 'to be different'. As a form of social life, this 

communal sociability has a ritualistic quality, creating a 

high moral density and reinforcing sentiments of 

belongingness to a work-dominated collectivity. " 

(Lockwood 1966: 251) 

I have quoted so extensively because, as will become clear from my 

ethnography, in many ways this is a valid representation of 

Cauldmoss, despite the doubts expressed as to whether such a 

traditional community ever really existed (Pahl 19e4: 4). Lockwood's 

paper prompted considerable empirical research on the relationship 

between the structural features of occupational groups and their 

social imagery, much of which is presented in Bulmer (ed. ) 1975. 

Frankenberg's synthesis of community studies (1966) might be seen as 

the swan song of rural-urban theorizing about communities. Since then 

there have been virtually no community studies in British sociology, 

and in contrast to the empiricism of the '50s and '60s there was an 

increasing concern with theoretical macro Issues. It is on., v recently 

that sociologists have again applied themselves to empirical 
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-1 research. Newby (19e)) has identified four reasons why communi, -,, / 

ethnoqraphies went out of fashion. First, several sociologists 

demonstrated an inherent weakness in the "organicist" Qosition: that 

the admired characteristics of working class culture are praqmal --Ic 

and instrumental in character and likely to be abandoned or- m(Ddiýied 

if their context is changed. Second, there was considerable criticism 

of what some saw as impress ion istic methodology which made comparison 

and re-study difficult. Furthermore, the whole focus on communities 

seemed less relevant to contemporary society since urbanization, 

industrialization, the growth of bureaucracy and increasing 

centralization of decision making were seen to mean "the eclipse of 

community" (Stein 1964). Finally there was the long running debate on 

the meaning of 'community' itself, which I will return to in a later 

section (p. 14e). 

A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF CAULDMOSS. 

Cauldmoss lies between the Firths o+ Forth and Clyde, about 500 +eet 

high on a wide +airly +Iat expanse largely covered in Qeat and "moss" 

(moorland). From the highest points in the vicinity one can see the 

hills which bound the central Lowlands - the Ochills, the Pentlands, 

the Campsie Fells and the +lrst peaks o+ the Trossachs - but more 

immediately one is surrounded by a mixture o-F moss and poor pasture, 

with very +ew trees other than decaying shelterbelts. These are made 

up o+ pines and wind-swept beeches that demonstrate how exposed the 

area is, a +actor which, combined with the acid soil, severely limits 

agriculture and restricts cultivation to land near the river. Beneath 

the subsoil o+ clay and course sand lies millstone grit and coal, the 

latter giving rise to another +eature o+ the landscape: open cast 

mines and abandoned bings. 
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The village is concentrated around the intersec tion Of a few Tinor 

roads which connect it to other villages and the local town. This 

lies seven miles away in the central industrial belt oý Scotland. Oý 

the 1,57e population (19el Census) 73% lived in Council houses, most 

of which comprise a central scheme Or estate built after the Second 

World War. The importance for spending patterns of such a high 

proportion of folk living in council accomodation will be discussed 

in Chapter Five. There is also a line of 19-30s council housing - the 

first in the village - which stretches out on one of the approach 

roads; it was at the further end of this row where Anne Mar'e Bostyn 

and I lived. Beyond these council houses and along the other approach 

roads there is a little ribbon developmer? t of small private houses, 

mainly bungalows, and the other private householders live within the 

central part of the village. A few private houses date from the 

nineteenth century, but the vast majority of buildings in Cauldmoss 

were built since the last World War. Sheltered accomodation for 30 

old folk was built recently at the village centre by a housing 

association, and other people live on the small +arms, about two 

dozen of which lie within two miles Of Cauldmoss. 

In the middle of the village there are -four grocery shops, one of 

which is very small and one (originally the cooperative store) 

considerably larger than the others. There are three pubs and three 

club buildings, a bookmaker's, a post office, fish and chip shop and 

chemist, and a bank, car-parts store and two hairdressers which are 

only open part time. Several mobile shops augment the shopping 

facilities, and Cauldmoss also has a library, community centre, 

health clinic, fire station, nursery school and primary school. From 

the age of eleven children travel by bus to secondary schools in the 

local town. The Church of Scotland kirk is prominent on one side o+ 

the village, while the modern Catholic chapel and that of the Church 

of Christ are less conspicuous. 
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The only public transport serving Cauldmoss is a bus service -ýrom tne 

local town, which runs at least once an hour and costs 75p eac-) way. 
Two or three times a day the bus continues beyond the v' . 'laqe to link 

up with a town about ten miles further on. Half the househoLds --he 

village have a car; the local town is accessible -in 
fifteen minutes 

and Glasgow or Edinburgh in about an hour. Car ownership Nill be 

discussed more fully in a later chapter (p. 286). The nearest railway 

station is in the local conurbation. 

In 1981 there were 657 adult women and 643 adult men in Cauldmoss 

(19el Census). From the First Questionnaire sample in 1982 the 

unemployment rate +or males over 16 was 37%. Conversely the 

proportion of females over 16 and under 60 who were in employment was 

4e%, a quarter of whom worked part time. According to the 1981 Census 

the main industries in which people are employed are distribution and 

catering (27.4%), manufacturing (20.5%) and 'other services' (71.5%), 

and most of these jobs are in the local conurbation. There are few 

jobs within the village itself, other than those provided by half a 

dozen small businesses and some part time jobs mainly for women. The 

small firms consist of a grocer, two haulage firms, a builder, an 

exploratory drilling firm and three local coal merchants. The nature 

of people's employment and the values associated with it are the 

subject of Chapter Four. In Chapter Seven there will be a wider 

discussion of unemployment figures relating to Cauldmoss. 

Discussions with people from similar villages in the area, my own 

limited observation of such settlements, and the scant literature on 

Lowland Scotland (see p. 7e) all suggest that Cauldmoss Is not 

untypical of ex-mining villages thoughout the central belt. Though 

the true identity of the village cannot be revealed, for those who 

know the Lowlands it might be useful to liken it to Bla1rhall in west 

Fife, though many other places are comparable (e. g. Kinglassie, High 

Valley+ield, etc. ). Harvie described such villages as: 
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''an unlovely "third Scotland" sprawled from South Ayrshire 

to Fife ... old industrial settlements that ought to have 

been evacuated and demolished 
... but were preserved oy 

buses, council housing and lack of long-term olanning ... 
Somewhat isolatedq ignored, lacking city -facilities or 

country traditions - even lacking the attentions cý 

sociologists... 11 

(Harvie i9ei: 66) 

HISTORY. 

Until the 1830s Cauldmoss Parish had no real village within it, only 

several groups of houses and isolated farms. The only employment was 

in agriculture or related trades, and for several centuries prior to 

the nineteenth the population was probably stable at about a 

thousand. Before this the area around Cauldmoss had been subject to 

the general political and religious events of southern Scottish 

history, successively controlled by different invading tribes and 

peoples and won over to different Christian creeds. The only evidence 

that the place had any political significance was the building of a 

Norman motte around 1150. 

In 1B35 a branch railway was built across the parish and the 

construction work revealed several seams o+ good coal, heralding the 

sudden trans+ormation o+ Cauldmoss +rom a collection o+ dispersed 

+arming settlements to a bustling centre ýor a thriving coal 

industry. By 1957 there were nine main collieries in the parish and 

mining work continued to expand until the 1890s. The population 

swelled with a mobile labour +orce habituated to following employment 

opportunities whereever they emerged in southern Scotland, and mining 

settlements sprang up around the pits while a village began to grow 

around the church. The population statistics +or Cauldmoss Parish 

until the 1930s, like those o+ Shotts (Heughan 1953: and Ashton 
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(Dennis et al. 1956: 12), illustrate how the workinq C--ass were 
determined by the vagueries o+ industries to which thev were mere'y 
another variable j-a)6ut. - 

Table 3.1: Population Of Cauldmoss Parish. 

1801: 923 1891: 6,731 1951: 3,004 

1951: 1,655 1901: 5,286 1961: 3,311 

ie6l: 2,916 1911: 3,440 1971: 2,19799 

1871:. 4,164 1921: 3,409 igel: 2,714 

i8el: 5, e5O 1931: 2,959 

(These figures include a wider area than that described as the 

"Cauldmoss locality" in the 1981 Census, i. e. the village only, which 

explains the discrepancy between this figure +or 19el and that 

mentioned above (p. 35). 

Despite 
, on expanding industry until the end o+ the century there is 

considerable evidence to suqgest that miners had to work +or 

extremely low pay while their +amilies lived in cramQed, damp 

housing, o+ten o+ only one room, built by the coalowners. In ie57 

miners were paid just over a penny per ton o+ coal they dug, which 

meant about two and a hal+ pennies a day, when household coal cost 30 

pennies a ton. Strikes were organized throughout the second hal+ oý 

the century and had some success in raising wages-, but black leqs, 

the truck system and the Desertion o+ Service law greatly impeded the 

miners' progress. 

By the turn o+ the century more pits were being closed than opened as 

owners were reluctant to invest more capital once the most easily 

accessible reserves had been exhausted. Some o+ the older people in 

Cauldmoss today still blame the coal owners +or the decline oý the 

industry, and modern open cast operations all around the village 

support their claim that there is still plenty o+ "the best coal in 
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Scotland" under the ground. Many outlying hamlets were deser--ec ny 
1910 as the work +orce moved on to employment elsewhere, and in . 929 

the +our main seams in the parish were abandoned. However mininq 

continued to be one o+ the Principal occuQations as workers were 
bussed UP to ten miles to neighbouring Pits, and a -ýew smaIl mines 

(without sha+ts) were worked around Cauldmoss until the last decade. 

Today only a +ew villagers are employed on the open cast sites, which 

are gradually moved +rom one area to another. 

Since the development of coal in the 1840s there have been other 

subsidiary industries at various times in Cauldmoss. These included a 

gas works from ie55 to 1940, two woollen mills and, from the 

beginning of this century, a Dutch firm which exploited the peat 

moors for moss litter and packing materials. In 1962 another company 

started producing horticultural and fuel peat, and this continues 

today although intense mechanization means few Deople are employed. 

In the nineteenth century there were several brickworks in the parish 

and the industry was re-established in 1937 a mile from the village, 

employing a few dozen local people. However the decline in the 

building trade in the '70s caused its closure in 197e. 

There has been a church in Cauldmoss since the Middle Ages, but the 

existing parish kirk was built in 1810. At the Disruption in 1943 the 

minister in Cauldmoss did not break away +rom the Church to assert 

the right o+ congregations to choose their own ministers, but 

nevertheless a Free Church was established and a new church built. 

When the two deno(ninations were united in 1929 both bulldinqs 

continued to be used until 1946 when the Free Kirk became a church 

hall. 

During the second hal+ o+ the 19th century both churches had Large 

congregations, and Sunday schools were held in several o+ the 

outlying mining settlements. There were also a Methodist chapel, the 

Church o+ Christ, a Roman Catholic chapel built in 1985 and an active 
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band o+ the Salvation Army. The Methodist CONregation dwindled 

the +alllnq village population and the Church o-F Christ boucjr-)-z zheir 

chapel in 1917. The Cathol' 1 'Cs bu'lt another chapel in ttý)e midd', e ot 
Cauldmoss in 1960 and still have a small but committed con(ýre(ýatjon. 

while the Salvation Army and the Apostolic Church (which was active 

in the 1920s and '30s) have disappeared altogether-. The three 

remaining denominations will be discussed in greater detail in a 

section to follow (p. 138). 

Historically the church has clearly had a crucial role in shaping 

cultural values of Scotland, and this is particularly relevant to 

this study since the work ethic is inextricably linked with religious 

ideas, according to many historians (e. g. Weber 1930, Tawney 194e and 

Thompson 196e) . (This will be considered again in the next chapter: 

p. 193). Whether Calvinist theology was a pre-requisite for, or a 

product of, capitalism, certainly extreme Calvinist ideas about "the 

absolute quality of saving faith" thrived under the Evangelicanism of 

Victorian Scotland, which meant there was a great emphasis on 

spiritual teaching and none on changing squalid living conditions 

(Mitchinson 1970: 3E32). 

Attendance at Church o+ Scotland activities can be partially traced 

+rcxn the records o+ the Church o+ Scotland Yearbook which started in 

1929: 

1929 1961 1971 igel 
No. o+ communicants: 391 464 467 427 

No. o+ elders: 8 16 14 1-ý 4- 

No. in Women's Guild: 39 64 44 20 

No. in Sunday School: 170 210 107 10 

No. in Bible Class: 22 15 E3 0 

positions. Table 3.2: Numbers in Church of Scotland., 
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Only the last two lines indicate the fall in church participation, 

since the numbers of cOmmunicants and elders record those who have 

been registered as such, not those regularly fulfilling these roles. 

Villagers today suggest that in 1929 most of the 40() communicants 

would have attended services fairly regularly, and it was the norm 

for their children to go to Sunday school. There was a gradual 

decline in participation after the Second World War, but when a much 

loved, long established minister was succeeded in 1969 there was a 

dramatic fall in attendance. Today only about 50 out of more than 400 

communicants attend services, and only six out of twelve elders 

attend. 

8 

The first permanent school in Cauldmcss was built in the middle of 

the last century and became the Public School a+ter the 1877 

Education Act. The Free Church set up its own schools after the 

Disruption of 1843 and these remained as alternatives to the Public 

School until 1924. There was also a Catholic school wnich opened in 

1885 because of the growing number of Catholic miners, but by 1911 

the roll had fallen from 132 to 49 pupils and it was closed. The 

Public School had new premises in ie76, at which time there were -220 

pupils and four full time teachers, and in 1932 a large extension was 

added making room for 600 children. After a +Ire in the 1960s the 

school was modernized and became purely for. primary children, the 

older ones travelling to a high school in the local town. 

Poor relief was one of the earliest functions of secular local 

government. At the beginning of the nineteenth century the number 

receiving assistance fluctuated from three or four to over a dozen, 

then in le45 Parochial Boards were established to administer poor 

relief under the Poor Law (Scotland) Act, and money was raised by a 

levy on local households. The Boards included certain members of the 

Kirk Session, and so, through decisions on sending people to the 

pcx: )rt-C)use or assessinq the amount of relief they were due, the 

church's views on work and idleness were implemented in the secular 
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spnere. This coincided with the growth of Cauldmoss aFý, c by ! Sb6 tý-ere 

were 29 poor on the roll, some of whom would be sent to the poorhouse 

in the local town if there was room. It is important to 7oze, 

however, that figures for those on relief are a considerable 

understatefnent o+ the extent of poverty, since there were qreat 

disincentives to claiming help (not least the way the requIations 

broke up families) and many were not eligible anyway. "... the Act was 

a failure, because it was vitiated by the old Scottish principle that 

the only qualification for relief must be disability added to 

destitution. " (Mitchinson 1970: 3E3e) In 1904 responsibility +or pcxDr 

relief was moved from Parochial Boards to Parish Councils, but in 

1929 these were abolished, to be replaced by District Councils. The 

Pcx: )r- Law came to an end and the poor had to rely on National 

Assistance which was funded by both the central and local government. 

In 1877 a police station was built in Cauldmoss, and resident 

constables remained in the village until 1979 when the existing pair 

were withdrawn on economic grounds. 

SOCIAL DIFFERENTIATION. 

It is very difficult to construct a social structure +rcDm the 

different relationships within Cauldmoss, largely because people do 

not have any agreed way of classifying themselves. The ways in which 

an individual groups her/his fellow villagers are often varied, 

sometimes inconsistent, and usually vague, while the distinctions 

that are most important in effecting people's behaviour, based on 

gender and kinship, are never mentioned when discussing the social 

groups of the villagp. These two crucial topics will be considered in 

separate sections, as will the subject of religion, a +actor that is 

sometimes referred to when people identify different social groups. 

Perhaps it is best to start by looking at the objective 

classification of Cauldmoss +olk provided by the 19el Census. 
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The Census arranges the POPulatiOn according to the social c'ass of 
the head of each household, based on his/her Qresent or previous 

occupation. The figures are only based on the 10% sample, whi-ch means 
T that their accuracy for the whole popuiation is reduced. in 1? el ]ýD% 

of Cauldmoss households were headed by people who were retired or had 

never been economically active, while of the remaining households: 

16% were headed 

9% were headed 

44% were headed 

5% were headed 

16% were headed 

5% were headed 

5% were headE 

by 

by 

by 

by 

by 

by 

:. ýd 

unskilled workers (S. C. V) 

partly skilled workers (S. C. M 

skilled manual workers (S. C. IIIM) 

skilled non-manual workers (S. Z. IIIN) 

intermediate workers (S. C. II) 

pro+essional workers (S. C. I) 

by members o+ the armed -forces and those who 

inadequately described their occupation 

Table 75.3: Social classes in Cauldmoss: 1991 Census. 

From these figures it seems clear that the vast majority of families 

in Cauldmoss are what is generally termed "working class", and only 

26% might be described as "middle class". (See my introductory 

comment about the use o+ the term 'class' p. 27). 

Class and occupational distin. ctions. 

The clearest things that can be said about the way villagers 

differentiate themselves are negative: they rarely use class terms 

and very few describe the village as divided between those with and 

those without employment (to be considered later: P-39e). Instead the 

bulk of inhabitants are described as ''working people'' or "working 

folk", and males continually refer to tfýemselves as "worý,, Ing men" 

rather than "working class". This will be discussed in relation to 
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gender (Q. 190). To some extent there is an -1(ýeGlogY 0-F homoqeneiý-,,, in 
the village, with People asserting that everyone in Cauidmoss is -. -ie 

same, "all working +olk"q which is an aspect 0+ "Communitv ýeel-7c: " 

(see p. 151). in +act a+ter stating this similarity E)etween viilaQer-s 

people o+ten go on to identi+y distinct groups amongst the workers. 

Very few classify others according to their occupation, except +or 

those who are identi +ied as small businessmen or +armers. They are 

sometimes re+ered to derogatorily as "snobbish", or the kind that 

"... think they're better than everyone else", and their relative 

wealth is resented. However most people acknowledge that these +olk 

have worked hard for their money, and many ordinary villagers are on 

familiar terms with them, greeting them in the street by their 

christian names. These entrepreneurs and farmers are rar: ely described 

as "middle class", and when asked to classify the different qroups in 

the village only one person mentioned this division between the self 

employed or "business folk" and the others. Nio one describes 

different groupings in the village in terms of skilled and unskilled 

workers. 

Locals and incomers. 

The most pervasive and widely articulated classi+ication Cauldmoss 

inhabitants have o-f themselves is that o+ being "locals'' 0 r- 

If incomers". In the course o+ our stay in the village we were 

+requently reminded o-F our status as "outsiders'', although when a 

local told Anne Marie Bostyn that she was "one o+ us" in contrast to 

the other incomers on our street it was evidently an important 

statement o+ acceptance. Frequently we would be told things like ''I'm 

an interloper... " or "I'll never be a Cauldmosser, I know that, " 

although the people had moved to Cauldmoss over 50 years be+(Dre 1-, 7 

their early childhood. The siqni+icance o+ "belonging'' to the village 

rather than being an outsider is explored +urther in relation to 
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kinship (p. 129-130) and the community (P. 151). From our acQuaintance 

with other Central Lowland villages it would appear ----)at zi-is 

parochialism is not r)eculiar to Cauldmoss (c-ý. HeuQhan on Shotts. 

1956: 12). 

Table 3.4: Place o+ birth of those questioned in First Questionnaire. 

council tenants 

Cauldmoss 4e 60% 

elsewhere 32 40% 

TOTAL 80 

private house residents 

9 38% 

15 62% 

24 

"Incomers" consist of two principal groups: the majority of private 

house dwellers and the "problem cases" who are moved into municipal 

houses by the local Council. The incoming spouses of indigenous 

villagers are not so clearly identified, although they themselves 

usually do not feel fully accepted. "Strangers" in the private houses 

are criticized for being aloof, supposedly making no effort to get 

involved in local affairs, and most of them have fairly widespread 

social networks which miss Cauldmoss out altogether. For this reason 

I am not concerned to analyze their 11+estyles in this thesis (as 

explained p. 22). The "foreigners" who move into coucil houses have 

more immediate contact with locally-born folk and provoke more 

intense differentiation. They are concentrated on two particular 

streets and are often referred to in general as "problem cases" or, 

more often, "battered wives". The latter is a derogatory term (used 

mainly by men) since it is assumed that these women have moved here 

to avoid enormous rent arrears, not oppressive husbands. In fact the 

new comers include single women and men, couples, and two parent 

families, as well as the separated mothers and their children (with 

or without boyfriends) who are assumed to be "battered wives''. One of 

the streets with incomers is on the edge of the scheme and the other, 

more renowned street, is the line of old council housing where we 
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lived, which has come to be known as "the Gorbals cDt'- Cauldmoss". Tre 

Council housing o++icer denies suqqestions o+ "dumping" dif-ýicult 

tenants in Cauldmoss to get them out (: )+ the local town, which is 

widely believed by locals. He explains that when three successive 

C)eople on the housing waiting list re-fuse an empty house then it is 
+ree +or the homeless persons o++icer to +ill it with his clients: 

the problem o+ "ghettoization" occurs because local people re-Fuse to 

live next door to a "problem" +amlly. Others suggest that 1ý the 

council kept the "Gorbals houses" in good repair local people would 

be encouraged to stay there. 

floral distinctions: "nice folk" and "the bad element". 

The categories of locals and incomers are reinforced by moral 

i. udgements, and the second most common way of articulating social 

distinctions is on moral grounds. Both private and council house 

incomers are criticized for not participating in village life, but 

the "problem cases" are particularly blamed for a litany of deviant 

behaviour: alcoholism, vandalism, theft, prostitution, glue sniffing, 

neglecting their children, avoiding rent, and so on. A few blatant 

examples of such deviancy serve to tar all incomers in "the Gorbals 

houses" with the same brush. In +act none of these activities are 

exclusive to the "problem cases", but they are often accused of 

bringing this anti-social behaviour into the village. 

However, broad moral distinctions are often applied to differentiate 

groups without reference to the length of time spent in the village. 

Many simply separate "the bad element" from the rest, the main 

criteria for criticism being bad child care, laziness and vandalism. 

Such people are described as "wasters", "a bad lot" or "dross", as 

opposed to "nice folk", who are usually "good workers" or simply 

11 good people". The obvious connection between this binary division 

and attitudes to work (both employment and house work) will be con- 
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sidered -further in the following chaQter. The existence o+ tnis 

distinction between 'rcxigh' and 'respectable' families cont--, r-ms 

findings of most ethnographers o+ the working class (Goldt,, 7or: )e and 

Lockwood 1963: 141). 

In Cauldmoss the main criteria for being "nice" are: being 

disciplined in one's work, which involves certain standards of house 

work and child care (such as mothers not regularly relying on 

babysitters, even when they are relatives): being well groomed, one's 

personal appearance being as much a sign of self-respect as a clean 

and tidy house; being able to manage one's resources wisely; showing 

some restraint in one's drinking or gambliiýg without being mean or 

puritanical, and maintaining a certain level of consumption. The 

compulsion to maintain a respectable standard of consumption will be 

one of the central themes in later chapters. Going to church is not 

generally considered necessary to being ''nice", which presumably it 

had been in the past, but attendance at either kirk or chapel 

certainly establishes one is not amongst the "bad element" (see 

p. 145). Here it is sufficient to establish that "nice folk'' are an 

important indigenous concept in Cauldmoss, normally opposed to the 

morally reprehensible in the village. 

I 

Housinq 

Differentiation between locals and incomers also overlaps with 

distinctions based on housing. Geographical location and social 

status are interrelated, the extreme example Of which has already 

been described: the "Gorbals of Cauldmoss" where the "problem cases'' 

are concentrated. The other street with a lot of incomers Is also 

denigrated, which means local people refuse to move in to houses 

there, thus perpetuating the qhettoization. Even within such a small 

village as Cauldmoss fictitious descriptions of these roads gain 

currency amongst folk living a few hundred yards away: some women 
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talked o+ how "hal+ the windows are boarded up, no glass in them at 

all", when none o+ the houses were in this state. The other streets 

on the scheme are also rated on a rough scale o+ desirability, though 

consensus on this evaluation is only strong at either end o+ the 

scale. Where one's relatives live is usually the overriding 

consideration when moving house, but getting out o+ undesirable 

streets and into "nicer" ones is also a common objective. Though 

there is considerable architectural variation within the scheme (+or 

instance between brick, breeze block and steel houses) the most 

important +ac: tor determining the social status o+ di+ferent streets 

are the residents, and it can only take three or +our "wasters" to 

move into a road +or it to be seen as less appealing by others. 

There is not a simple social division between the 27% who live in 

private houses and the council house dwellers. Private house 

residents are split between incomers and locals or the spouses of 

locals (of the couples in private houses about 38% have at least one 

spouse originally from the village: Ist Quest., Q. 9 and C. ). Many of 

the latter participate in social activities attended predominantly by 

council tenants, several have relatives living on the scheme and many 

have the same kind of jobs as those in council houses. In contrast 

most home owning incomers have minimal social involvement with 

Cauldmoss. They are often strongly prejudiced against the villagers, 

and derogatory generalizations about the latter, for instance that 

they are all "hangers-on", are -frequently voiced amongst these 

outsiders. 

Overall the private house occupants do tend to have more skilled and 

managerial jobs, and the vast majority of small businessmen and 

farmers described earlier (p. 94) live in their own houses. This 

economic difference is further increased by considerably higher 

employment rates amongst private house women (69% of those between 16 

and 60 have some kind of employment compared with 2e% in counci I 

houses) and considerably lower male unemployment rates (14% as 
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opposed to around 42% amongst council house men), using iigures Trcý 

our First Questionnaire in 1982. Given these income differentials on 
top of their evident difference in wealth, it is surDrizzinq that 

council tenants do not regard private house residents in general as a 
distinct group. Frequent social contacts with locally-born private 
house dwellers discourage such a classification, and though the 

relative affluence of home-owners is sometimes resented. criticism of 

them is more usually directed at their lack of involvement in village 

life. Very few people describe those in private houses as "middle 

class''. The meaning of home ownership and the different Qatterns of 

spending between council and private house dwellers will be dealt 

with in later chapters. 

Participation in leisure institutions. 

Participation in certain leisure institutions is seen as an important 

indication o+ one's social status (or aspirations), while helping in 

their administration is considered prestigious. The Bowling Club, the 

Rural Institute and the Churchwomen's Guild all tend to be seen as 

"stuck-up", "clannish" or "snobbish" by those who do not attend them. 

although the +irst two institutions include many members +rom the 

scheme. By contrast the old hotel is a pub with a bad reputation that 

is avoided be the "nicer" +olk in the village (to be described in 

more detail later: p. 300). 

The "snobs". 

Though the three "clannish" organizations mentioned are far less 

exclusive than is often reputed, there is a section of the population 

who frequent them and who overlap with the church or chapel 

congregations, with the group of small businessmen and farmers, and 

with the private house dwellers. This section of Cauldmoss are often 
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considered tcx: ) respectable by other villaaers, and tMey are reckoned 

to think themselves superior to everyone else. In fact they do tend 

to be disparaging about those that regularly drink in the pubs, go to 

bingo sessions or use the betting shop, activities which are thought 

to characterize the residents of the scheme. This high status group 

has most of the cultural attributes that are generally known in 

Britain as "middle class'', but in Cauldmoss the term is rarely used. 

The social strata. 

The various ways by which Cauldmoss inhabitants distinguish 

themselves from each other do not suggest an obvious model of social 

stratification. As so often, social life seems far too complex to be 

reduced to simple constructs. However, the villagers' assessment of 

their "comparative reference groups" (Runciman 1966: 11) within 

Cauldmoss is an extremely important aspect of their daily lives, 

which comparative literature suggests is by no means unusual. Studies 

of working class culture throughout this century have emphasized the 

importance of signs distinguishing respectability, and many eminent 

sociologists have noted this (e. g. Goldthorpe and Lockwood 1963: 141). 

Of late Pahl has explained gender divisions in household tasks 

according to people's concerns with status (Pahl 19e4: loe), and he 

even asserts that "... status-consciousness has always been more 

important than class-consciousness, " (Pahl 19e4: eq). Although the 

ethnographers are agreed on the importance of status distinctions 

amongst peoples' immediate acquaintances, eritish sociologists have, 

in general, shown little interest in the issue of status. This is 

probably due in part to a) their bias towards tangible, quantifiable 

data and macro studies of society, and b) the predominance of 

analyses framed in Marxist terms with "... the theoretical postulate 

that all significant social relationships may ultimately be 

understood in terms of a class analysis, " (Newby 19e3: 5). 
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"Marxism lacks a Elear conceQtion of the interrelati-onshio 

between class and status structures. This is because the 

analysis of the institutionalization of status has no place 

in its theory of social integration. The entire problem of 

status is lost sight of in highly general and essentially 

functionalist conceptions of ideological domination. " 

(Lockwood i9el: 448) 

Since Frankenberg's discussion of status, in what turned out to be a 

=nclusion to the tradition of community studies, (Frankenberg 

1966: 259-64) there has been little consideration of the concept until 

the recent revival of detailed ethnographic research. 

In the course of this thesis I will use the term 'status' in the 

sense that Weber gave it: 

"In contrast to classes, status qroups are normally 

communities. They are, however, often of an amorphous 

kind. In contrast to the purely economically deter- 

mined class situation' we wish to designate as 

I status situation' every typical component of the 

life +ate of men that is determined by a specific, 

positive or negative, social estimation of honor. 

This honor may be connected with any quality shared 

by a plurality, -and, of course, it can be knit to a 

class situation: class distinctions are linked in the 

most varied ways with status distinctions. Property as such 

is not always recognized as a status qualification, but in 

the long run it is, and with extraordinary regularity ... 

But status honor need not necessarily be linked with a 

'class situation'. On the contrary, it normally stands in 

sharp opposition to the pretensions of sheer property. " 

(Weber 194e: 186-7) 
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Since peoples' .I111 perceptions of social Stratifica-cicm within Cauldmoss 

are of great concern to them, 
-it seems important to try and make 

sense of the various criteria used in their evaluations. These have 

been arranged below (Diagram with each column representing a 

scale of social standing according to a c1f+ernet factor. An 

individual can be at different levels on different- scales., though 

there is a tendency for her/his position to be fairly consistent 

across the diagram. NkDw I have tried to show that often there are not 

smooth gradations between the extremes but, rather, abrupt 

transitions, which are clearly perceived by people in Cauldmoss, for 

instance between the "Gorbals houses" and the nice part of the 

scheme. These steps offer a way to conceptualize the social 

groupings in the village: as three strata which in indigenous terms 

might be described as the "bad element", "nice folk" and "snobs". It 

will immediately be seen that the first two of these strata are 

equivalent to what British sociologists commonly call the 'rough' and 

respectable' (Goldthorpe and Lockwood 1963: 141). However the 

criteria for social status do not always fit this tripartite model, 

and on some parts of each scale, and for the whole spectrum of church 

going and the leisure institutions, there seems to be a far more 

gradual, undifferentiated social ladder. Thus the data on social 

differentiation can be interpreted according to two inconsistent 

structures: a tripartite model and a model of society as a continuous 

ladder. 
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Diaqram 3.1: Criteria by which social status is assessed, from left 

to right in rouqh order of the importance of these distinctions. 

"stuck up" 
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The tripartite model I will descibe as 'restricted' strati+. Lcatj, ýýr-, 

since it is only applicable to ''working people": even the "snobs" are 

reaarded as essentially workinq class, whatever their pretensions o-ý 
high status. Above them come the 'true' middle and upper classes, bu, 

-- 
they are beyond the comparative reference groups of those who evaý 

uate status in the 'restricted' way. By contrast the Pri, -, (-_IýDies 

underlying the continuous ladder model of stratification, which I 

will term 'unrestricted' 
, are applied to all classes in our society. 

This form of status evaluation is unrestricted in two further senses: 

it 's not limited geographically to Cauldmoss, or to s m-lar tradi- 111 

tional working class settlements, but is held throughout Britain, and 

it does not restrict the working class in their social aspirations 

but legitimates upward social mobility. (These terms correspond to a 

large extent with 'particularistic' (restricted) and 'universalistic' 

(unrestricted), as used by, for instance, Westerqaard 1965 and Gold- 

thorpe ige5). To generalize broadly, according to the 'restricted' 

values underlying the tripartite model an individual would want to 

identify herself with the ''nice folk", being neither of the "bad 

element'' nor the "snobs''. However, according to 'unrestricted' status 

values an individual would aspire to be as high as possible. 

It would appear from our data in Cauldmoss and from other research in 

Britain that the resticted evaluation of status was more prominent in 

the past. This synchronic study of one village does not qualify me to 

argue that there has been an historical shift in values, nor to 

relate such a change to macro sociological factors, such as the 

different ideologies that might have arisen at separate stages in the 

development of our industrial economy. However a reading of the 

relevant sociological literature suggests that the findings in 

Cauldmoss could sensibly be understood in such a context. 

Goldthorpe's recent overview of developments in modern western 

societies is particularly pertinent. He argues that stratification is 

becoming increasingly more fluid and: 
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il forms of subcultural particularism - those oased on 

-eQion, ethnicity etc. as well as those based on class - 

are broken down, on the one hand, by the need for grea--e- 

geoqraphical as well as social mobilty within the labour 

force and, on the other, by the qrowinq influence of mass 

consumption and mass communications. " 

(GoldthorPe ige5: 1-717) 

Whatever the macro sociological determinants of the different ways in 

which people perceive social stratification, in Cauldmoss the 

'traditional' restricted evaluation of status coexists with an 

unrestricted evaluation. There is not even a clear divide between the 

values held by old and young people on this matter, though there is 

certainly a greater tendancy +or the old to subscribe to resticted 

status evaluation. 

To a limited extent these different outlooks on social stratification 

correspond to Frankenberg's distinction between the "local" and 

"cosmopolitan'' working but these groups each held one V12W Of 

society to the 2XClusion of the other (Frankenberg 1966: 26-3)). In 

Cauldmoss people often 2Xpress views suggesting both outlooks 

simultaneously. The 'traditional' resticted values I am describinq 

have more in common with the 'traditional workers' that Lockwood 

characterized in his much debated typology of ideal types of working 

class images of society (1966). The tripartite model incorporates 

both the status hierarchy of Lockwood's deferential traditional 

worker and the "us: them" distinction of the proletarian traditional 

worker, in that the "them" are too remote to form a significant 

reference group and so the stratification is bounded by the limits of 

flus". On the other hand the unrestricted status values I have 

outlined correspond partially to the privatised' worker's 

pecuniary' model of society, in which consumer durables are o+ 

primary significance in mediating his status with his neighbours. 

(L(Dckwc)od 1966: 258). 
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It is imf: )ortant to recognize that althouQh the two models of society 

are not consistent with each other, individuals might ^ell allude tc, 

both at different times. This is not surQrl--inq since very tew Qeooie 

are ever explicit about either way of evaluatinq status, and there is 

a considerable overlap in the values and categories upon which each 

is based. Nevertheless on the important Question of social aspiration 

values conflict, and it is not uncommon to hear someone imply what 

their (relatively high) status is accordinq to an unrestricted 

stratification and then quickly qualify this by identifying with the 

bulk of people in the village. A man told me how he takes i-)Is family 

out to a restaurant in a nearby village every Saturday night, and 

when I expressed mild surprize he immediately added that it is not 

really "spEE=? cial" anymore since everyone can afford to go out for a 

meal now. A different example relates to social mobilitv: a woman 

proudly described the ll+e style of her eldest daughter who has moved 

to Edinburgh as a consequence of her husband's career as a Woolworths 

manager, but she was also pleased to think that her Betty, "she 

doesn't forget when she had nothin' started out in a counci I 

house... ''. 

Bearing in mind that very few people are conscious of two distinct, 

alternative sets of values, one can characterize them as two deal 

types (in the Weberian sense: Weber 1949: 90): 
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'Restricted' values. 

tripartite model 0+ strat. 1+1cation 

local, working class, reference 

groups 

aspire to be in the middle, as 

"nice folk" 

more communal life 

more explicit moral categorization 

of people 

subordinate culture 

ethic of ready spending, generous 

values more strongly held by old 

(traditional) 

t 'Unrestr1c Led' values. 

continuous ladder model 

stratiýication 

national re+erence qrouQs 

aspire to uQward mobility 

more privatized life 

less explicit moral 

categorization 

less subordinate culture 

less qreqarious expenditure 

values more strongly held by 

young 

(modern) 

Diaqram 3.2: 'Restricted' and 'unrestricted' values. 

These di++erent values underlie people's assessments o+ status, and 

this status is expressed principally through one's li+e style, in 

particular through one's consumption. This central theme o-f the 

thesis will be dealt with at length in Chapter Five. 
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GENDER. 

Differences of Qender are far more fundamental to social exisr-ence in 

Cauldmoss than any other distinctions. The cultural cateaories o+ 

masculine and feminine underlie people's concepts of themselves and 

practically all their behaviour, from their relationships witn their 

siblings as infants to their roles in the economy. No clear 

separation can be made between the material and ideological aspects 

of gender. Here I will describe the main ways in which gender 

distinctions are experienced in Cauldmoss: the sexual division of 

labour and recreation, the institutions of marriage and the family, 

masculine identity, sexuality, and the hierarchical relationship 

between women and men. It will become apparent that the meaning of 

gender should be seen, in Barrett's words, "... as not simply 

'difference' but as division, oppression, inequality, internalized 

inferiority for women. " (1980: 11: S) Gender will inevitably recur 

several times in this thesis, and it will form a central part of the 

analysis of employment and consumption in Chapters Four to Six. 

Domestic production. 

Nearly all domestic production is the responsibility o+ women. 

Cooking, washing up, buying clothes, repairing them, knitting, doing 

the laundry and ironing, making beds, cleaning the house and windows, 

polishing, hoovering and decorating are all +emale activities. Women 

also have prime responsibility +or budgetting the household income, 

but this important duty should not be equated with women exercizinq 

real control over the allocation o+ resources (Kerr and Charles 1986: 

119). 1 will consider this in detail in Chapter Four (p. 204). Budget- 

t-Inq does, however, give them the +urther task o+ doing practically 

all the shopping: it is rare to see a man in the Cauldmoss grocers 

buying anything other than cigarettes, a paper, sweets or alcohol. 

When seen returning +rom a shop with a +ull bag men are oýten assumed 
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to have "a carry out'' by other males. and jokes are made aL: cL-t t-e 

ensuing party. Within the house wiring up plugs. basic repair work, 

ýringing in the coal and making the fire are the only t, -ýirqs that are 

widely done by men. Outside the house mowing the lawn, dlqqinq the 

garden and growing vegetables are male activities, as are looking 

after pet birds or dogs, cleaning the car and repairing it. 

Though the segregation of activities is even more entrenched amongst 

older folk, the young maintain most of the traditional roles. A lad 

asked me if Anne Marie Bostyn cooks my dinner and was astonished when 

I said we take it in turns. That must mean I Qet a decent meal one 

day and a horrible one the next, he said. Female responsibility +or 

domestic work is so established that men think it quite natural to 

sit in an armchair and watch their wife cleaning around them. and 

then order a cup of coffee without any "please". The division of 

labour is also maintained beyond the house: after a party in the 

Community Centre it is the women who sweep and mop up, even in the 

gents' toilets, however many men are standing around. 

In addition to the woman 

her duty to reproduce 

childcare (particularly 

feminine pursuit as child 

babies, pushing prams, 

them are very rarely done 

s responsibility to maintain the family is 

it: though not biologically determined, 

for infants) is almost as exclusively a 

birth. Changing nappies, washing and +eedinq 

entertaining children and making meals for 

by men. 

0+ course there is some variation in the degree to whicn these 

activities are gender specj--+lc, both between the di++erent tasks and 

between di++erent households. In a perceptive study o+ the domestic 

division o-F labour in South Wales, Morris lists the activities most 

central to the woman's sphere: "washing and ironing clothes. bathing 

children, cleaning the house and planning the weekly shoppinq, " 

(Morris 19E35: 40e). In Cauldmoss pushing a pram could be added to 

this list, an activity particularly noted by Hoqqart to be thouqht 
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so fe +t" amongst men (Hoqqart 1957: 57-9). Husbands Qr-\,, exceptionally 

give their wives substantial help in th- t is Central women s sphere, 

even when they are unemployed and their wives are work--, -lo, and Wnen 

they are lendinq a hand they are more ready to do -r-efn, _-. jIe tasks Ln 

the house (like hoovering) than to display their role ilexibility 

publicly (by cleaning the windows, hanging the Nashinq or pushing a 

pram). This discretion of men in doing 'female' tasks Leads the +ew 

men who Qo for "the messages" to be called "the carrier bag brigade" 

by the shop assistants, since they carry a plastic baQ in their 

pockets which they only bring out inside the shop, trus disguising 

their purpose until they get there. The only time when men quite 

often help shopping is on weekly expeditions to the local town, but 

even then their role is usually limited to transportation and 

childcare. (c;. Kerr and Charles 19e6: i1e) It is signi+icant that 

men's cooperation in the female sphere is generally referred to as 

"helping": they are in no way taking on prime respOnsibility for 

those tasks. 

Women are also highly constrained +rom takinq on the +ew male 

activities around the house. However this is o+ten exQerienced as a 

physical or mental incapacity (e. g. in mowing the lawn or ýixing the 

car), rather than a simple aversion to transgressing gender roles. In 

our First Questionnaire we asked people to describe dj-++erent 

activities and it was largely men whose answers were coded in the 

f'sexually-de+lned work" category (code 4), nearly always in relation 

to "+emale" activities. Proportionately more women described 

activities (usually 'male' activities) as "work", and their own 

activities as "pleasure". When these responses are analyzed according 

to who the interviewer was, it appears that both sexes are more 

likely to de+lne activities in terms o+ sex-role to a questionner o+ 

the same sex as themselves. This is in keeping with Bott (1957) and 

Harris (1969) who emphasize the importance o+ a cotiole's social 

networks in role segregation, and whether or not either s-pouse has a 

single-sex group o+ +riends outside the home. 'Those men who do depart 
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signl. +icantly ýrom the traditional Sexual division 0+ domestic res- 

Qonsibilities are usually those least involved with close-knit male 

ýrlends, such as husbands who are recent incomers to Cauldmoss. The 

relationshio between a person's kinship links and her/his adopti:: m ý: )t- 

gender roles will be discussed in the next Sef LOn (P. JZ15). - 4- 1 

Having established that there '1 is a Profound divis*on o+ domestic 

activities between the sexes it must be stated that there are 

exceptions to traditional behaviour, even amongst local people who 

have close friends of the same sex. For instance one of the ''hardest" 

men in Cauldmoss, carried his baby on his lap on a long coach outinq 

from the village, while the overriding hobby of a young woman is her 

car: driving, repairing and improving it. Such examples are certainly 

remarkable, but they illustrate how real life is nearly always more 

complex than it is portrayed in sociological analyses. Another 

complicating factor is class: in general the inhabitants of the 

private houses are rather more flexible in their gender roles than 

council tenants. The effect of unemployment on the domestic division 

of labour will be discussed later (p. 347). 

Employment. 

The division o+ labour within the house is intrinsic to the 

allocation o+ roles in the wider economy: the woman satls+les the 

man's wishes at home so that he is revived in order to sel I his 

labour the +ollowing day. Though there has been a slqnl+icant change 

in women Is participation in and attitudes to employment since the 

Second World War, there is no doubt that men are still considered the 

prime wage earners. The connections between employment, wages and 

masculine identity will be discussed at length in the next chapter; 

in this section I will concentrate on women's position in regard to 

emp I oymen t. 
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Servicing the breadwinner is qenerally Considered the 7aturaj role 0ý 

women, and few question that they should get up before tMeir husbands 

in order to make the man's breakfast and "Pieces'', even t'houqh 

might mean risinq at five and going back to bed once 7e has It---T-t +or- 

work. When asked why her husband did not make his own breakfast 

a woman said: "Oh no' He's hopeless". The inevitabilitv of these 

roles is probably even less questioned by men themselves. As Murcott 

(19e2) has shown in her work on families in South Wales, men consider 

they deserve a "proper" meal of meat and tvxD veq when returning home 

from their jobs. 

Many women in Cauldmoss above about 60 took. it +or granted that, 

apart from being in service as maids before getting married, they 

would never be employed, except under exceptional circumstances like 

The War. This does not mean they were happy not to have employment; 

they were simply resigned to it. One woman of 65 remembered leavinq 

the munitions factory in 1945: 

"You missed all the company. I wouldnie say I missed the 

work though... I suppose I was quite happy wl'out 

working... I didnie really miss work ... I knew not to go. 

He was the breadwinner... He was qoin' to do it - 

an' he did' ... It was just one o' those things. " 

Once she actually +ound a job to start in a couple o+ days, but her 

husband was quite adamant that she would not do it. "Ric1ht", he said, 

he would leave o++ work himsel-F at the end o-f the week. She did not 

take the job: "It was Just one o' those things", she said again. 

Younger women are generally keen to have a job, particularly a part 

time one i+ they have young children. By the 1970s they had come to 

expect the qreater opportunities +or +emale employment that had 

developed during the 1940s (Heuqhan 1953: 11), thouqh recent 

unemployment has undermined this. Frequentl\/ women's main stated 
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motive for employment is the change of envIrOnment and company, tut 
the wage is also an important considerat' 11 T ion -for many: I've always 

worked - sometimes you get fed up with it, but you couIdn't live 

without the wages. " Having some income independent of one's husband 

is also important for many women. However. although nearly all g-'r-s 
leaving school seek employment they very rarely question tneir 

primary role as mothers and wives, and they are usually hapQy --o 

abandon their jobs when their first child is imminent. Once tMe 

children are in their teens mothers frequently try to find a Dart 

time job, but they are often mindful of their principal duties to 

maintain the household. I asked a middle aged woman if she minded no 

longer having a job: 

"Glad. Didnie, want to work ... No' really, son. I was always 

busy in the house... Half those folk who qo out to work 

dinnie bother about their hcx: )se. But I Like a clean 

hoose. .. ". 

It is now acceptable for women to be in employment, but this is only 

so long as their traditional roles are not compromised nor men's 

primary position as wage earners threatened. The obligation of wives 

to fulfil all their usual domestic duties even when in a full time 

i. ob means they work a 'double shift' (not a term used in the 

village). Employed women whose husbands are made redundant +eel 

uncomfortable in their earning capacity: "I didn't like the idea of 

me getting up in the morning to work, and him stayin' at home''. 

Several women (both young and old) said that female employment 

exacerbated the unemployment problem and women ought to be made to 

stay at home. 
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Leisure. 

Women and mEýýn's leisure activities are as seqreqated as lt-ieir 

domestic and formal work. The only things which both sexes ýrequently 

do together are watching television and reading at home (neither of 

which are very sociable) , and going out together at the weekend, 

normally on a Saturday evening, or sometimes on a car trip. When we 

asked people how they spent their free time (0.1,2nd Questionnaire) 

the activities most frequently mentioned by one sex were rarely 

stated by the other, except for reading and television. 11-his division 

was less marked amongst private house residents, but amongst council 

tenants women most often mentioned knitting, visiting friends, going 

to bingo and shopping,, while men often stated gardening, walking, 

playing bowls, and going to the Masons. Nearly all hobbies are 

associated with one or other gender: men keep pigeons and dogs, go 

fishing, and play football, while women do crosswords, baking, jam 

making, go to keep-+it classes, help with play groups and so on. The 

lists of women's activities show how their" leisure" is often combined 

with domestic production, and for this reason it is problematic to 

talk of "women's leisure" at all (Talbot 1979). Baking, for instance. 

is an activity whose demise is much regretted by older men who regard 

it as a clear demonstration of a good wife. It is worth noting that, 

according to our First Questionnaire, women do not have any specific 

way of describing these pursuits which are both recreational and 

productive; they were each variously described as "work", ''necessity" 

or "pleasure". 

Largely as a result of the sexual division of labour much of wcxren's 

social lives is in their homes, either slipping round to a friend's 

house inbetween their housework, or in the evenings congregating in 

someone's living room, usually where a wcxnan has young children to 

mind. Their domestic duties make it difficult for women to mix 

socially in the largely spontaneous way that men do, and when they 

Ilqo out" other than to a friend's house it is normally to a formal 
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institution: the Women's Rural Institute, a church scc--, aý, 
Eastern Star or the bingo. Contrary to Our expectat-c7s, answeý-s to 

our Second Questionnaire (0.4) suggested that women go out sliq-j-ly 

more often than men each week. Apart from the church sccials and 

evenings out with their husbands, all the women's social events 

attended predominantly by other women. If individuals of one sex Join 

the opposite sex in their activities they are usually seen to be out 

to "pick someone up" or be "picked up'', unless they are Joining their 

partner. The assumpton (of sexual motives (by both women and men) 

constrains wives to keep to formally designated women's activities, 

both because of comments from their own sex and. Qrobably more 

importantly, pressure from their husbands. Thus when wives go 

drinking at one of the clubs it is either with their husbands at the 

weekend or on a specially instituted "ladies night''. Women's 

avoidance of behaviour that - might be viewed as being ''on the loose'' 

is shaped by, and reinforces, the fact that the pubs and clubs are 

the domain of men, to be discussed later (p. 307). Men who are happy 

to spend the evening with their partners in exclusively female 

company are exceptional, but their willingness is often approved of 

by the women. 

The ideoloqy o+ marriaqe and the family. 

The sexual division 0+ labour that developed during industrialization 

created power+ul economic reasons +or men and women to cooperate in 

maintaining a household. Whether this was ultimately the consequence 

o+ the capitalist economy or o+ patriarchal relations (see, for 

instance, Barrett 1980 Ch. 1 and Eisenstein 19e4) the outcome has tDeen 

women's +Inancial dependence on wage earning men, their position as a 

cheap reserve +or labour outside the home, and the extension o-f their 

caring duties to cover the old and disabled, as well as children. 
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However-, since the Second World War ther-e have been imDortant 
developments which undermine the inter-deQendence of wives and 
husbandsq such as new domestic: technology. increased female 

employment, reduced working hours for men, improved state welfare 

and, recently, the masssive rise in unemployment which has undermined 

men's traditional 'breadwinner' role. These factors have meant that 

the institution of marriage is increasingly based on ideoloqy rather 

than economics (Beechey 1977), but within Cauldmoss it persists as 

the norm, as does conventional family life. 

Although morals about cohabitation outwith wedlock have changed in 

recent decades (see p. 134) and there is an increasing rate o+ 

divorce, most youngsters in Cauldmoss still aspire to get married. 

The social impetus +or +amily 11+e has hardly slackened: getting wed 

and having children is still essential in completing the transition 

to adulthood, whereas getting a job is no longer imperative in 

starting it. From our First Questionnaire sample we +ound that 0+ 

those under 30 only 24% were single, which declined toe% amongst 30- 

59 year olds and 13% +or those over 60. The age at which people have 

their +irst child actually seems to have declined. the proportion o+ 

council tenants who had their +irst child be+ore the age o+ 25 being 

25% +or those over 60,59% 
. 
+or 30-59 year olds and 47% +or those 

under 30. Furthermore, those who do separate rarely stay single +or 

long, and most cohabit or, occasionallyý re-marry within a short 

time. Neither men nor women in Cauldmoss have established living 

singly as socially desirable; +or most o+ the 30% in the First 

Questionnaire sample who were not livinq in couples. their 

circumstances are not seen to be o+ their choosing: 13% were divorced 

or seperated, 43% were widowed, and nearly hal+ 0+ the remaining 43% 

who had never married were under 30. Intrinsic to the conservatism 

about +amily 11+e is the perpetuation 0+ the sexual division o+ 

labour amongst everyone including the young, the unemployed and the 

divorced o+ both sexes. I will return to marriage in the next section 

(p. 134). 
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It is within the family that children +i w th their- irst identitv I 

same-sex parents and learn the sexual division of 'Labour. This i-s 

most important, for experiencing the distinctions of gender _V rom ou r 

earliest days explains how deeply rooted the definitions of 
femininity and masculinity are both socially and psychologically. 

Furthermoreq the continuous observation of gender roles in the familv 

makes them seem natural rather than cultural phenomena. Not only does 

the parents' everyday behaviour give children clear images o+ male 

adulthood as distinct from female adulthood, but parents also 

actively encourage gender identity in their offspring. Mothers often 

dress up their daughters in elaborately feminine clothes, which earns 

the admiration of other young mothers, while little boys are encour- 

aged to eat more than their sisters in order to grow up as big men., 

and are urged to be competitive with each other, +or instance in 

playing football or dominoes. Of course institutions outside the 

family also contribute to children's socialization according to 

qender. In the Community Centre, for instance, the preferences of 

five to nine year olds for different games according to their sex 

(football for boysq rounders and touchball for girls) is reinforced 

by having a male leader supervising the boys' games and vice versa. 

Older girls are keen to do disco dancing and majorettes. while boys 

play pcxDl , space invaders and +ootbal 1, or stay at home perhaps to 

use their home computer. Even the administration of the Centre 

parallels the wider world with women doing much of the daily work but 

leaving the committees and important decisions to men: a woman told 

me that her sex "dinnie like meetin's. " As with the pub. this is 

another confirmation of Ardener's generalization that space where men 

"public'' and. are present in large numbers becomes designated as 

ironically, 1-out c: )-f bounds for women" (Ardener 197e: 32). 

While emphasizing that it is within families themselves that gender 

socialization is most pervasive and intense, Barrett makes a useful 

distinction between the ideology of the family that is articulated in 

the daily lives of families and that ideology which originates and is 
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perpetuated outside the home: 

"Familial definitions of a0propr- late gender benaviour o+-ýen 

rely strongly on general Social definitions tc such ar-i 

extent that families strive to achieve Ithe characteris--i--3 

attributed to 'the family' by representations of 'it' In, 

for example, the media. '' 

(Barrett igeo: 205) 

This is certainly the case in Cauldmoss where the views o+ other 

parents and relatives, as well as the behaviour Qresented by tne 

media as normal, powerfully influence the way people relate to each 

other within families. A good example is the way -fiances and their 

parents feel obliged to organize a wedding in which the dress, the 

catering and the venue will match up to the standards o-r' those 

advertized in special wedding supplements in the local paper. 

Identifying how the ideology of the family is perpetuated outside the 

home helps explain why the ideal persists when an increasing number 

of households do not actually conform to it. 

I have emphasized how profoundly gender roles and the ideology of the 

family are learnt because they are extremely important in relation to 

both employment and consumption. To a large extent it is one's 

identity as a woman, man, child or parent that shapes how one spends 

money and the meanings that goods have, as I will describe in future 

chapters. Similarly the value attached to hard work and earning large 

wages is intricately connected with men's roles as 'breadwinners'. 

Another aspect of familial ideology which is important to the main 

theme o+ this study is that the ideal family has a stabilizing and 

conservative influence. As E"rrett notes, dependence on a male wage 

"... maximizes motivation to work on the part of the wage labourer and 

reduces the likelihood of militancy that might J. eopardiZe the 

maintenance of non-labouring household members. " F: 
--irlihermore, 
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"The +amily-household system provides a uniQuely E4; ec--. Lve 

mechanism for securing continuity over a period 

has proved a stable (intractable) system bo, -,, -ý 

reproduction of labour power, and as an arrangement --c 

contain personal life, in the face of major socia. 

upheavals. '' 

(aarrett igeo: 212) 

I will return to this conservatism later (p. 158). 

Plan 1 iness. 

Family ideology is the main source +or concepts o+ gender, in the 

case o+ women this being characterized by the themes o+ romantic 

love, motherhood, sel+ sacri+ice (de+erence), responsiveness and 

nurturinq. For reasons I have already explained (p. 19) I am unable to 

consider women +ully in this thesis and +or the main part will 

concentrate on men. Masculinity is characterized above all by 

control, protection and +Inancial support. The last theme will be 

dealt with in detail in the next chapter (p. 191); here I want to 

outline some o+ the other important aspects o+ masculinity in 

Cau 1 dmoss. 

It is widely acknowledged that one's status as a man involves 

assuming responsibility to protect female relatives. The clearest way 

in which a lad demonstrated that he saw himself as headinQ his 

household, which consisted o+ three younger siblinqs and a deserted 

mother, was when he threatened to "knock in" a local shopkeeper's 

head who was accusinq his mother of not paying her debts. In a 

similar vein brothers plot together to batter their female cousin Is 

boyfriend because he gave her a beating. Whether this Mediterranean 

sty1e vendetta is inspired more by popular +ilms than lndlqenous 

notions of honour I cannot tell, but certainly within thý-- nuclear 
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+amily brothers are expected to +ight toqether in mutua! Support, or 
to protect or avenqe their sisters. As w' ith most ýightinq there is 

much more threateninq talk than actua! violence, but it implies tnic-- 
is the ideal code o+ practice. 

Connected to men's protective role is the obligation to "be strong" 

which pervades all areas of their lives. Men should never cry, and 

since only the greatest sorrow should prompt them to do so (. in 

public), when a man is seen "greetin'" it arouses sympathy in both 

women and men. A young lad who shared a prism cell with a drunken 

driver sympathetically related how his cell mate cried all weekend 

because his wife was having a baby and he could not be there. "I felt 

ashamed for him, " the young lad said. Conversely being prepared to 

fight is directly related to manhood. A drunk who told me in detail 

how one of the pub landlords is "chicken" and was not prepared to 

fight with him over some disagreement, concluded his inebriated 

condemnation with the statement: "A man is a man. " Being tough is 

synonymous with being "manly", a term used even for villages, and it 

is considered the opposite to being gullible. When someone joked 

about how "soft natured" he was in buying people drinks, another man 

told him not to be ridiculous: "you'll be a man all your life. " 

Examples like this of men confirming each other's masculinity are by 

no means uncommon, and they are in keeping with the tendency already 

noted for men to conform to their gender roles more in male company. 

"For it is amongst other men that patriarchal- masculinitv is 

celebrated and constructed and it is within this bonding that men 

also experience their vulnerabilities. " (Hey 19e6: 69). 
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Sexuality. 

Clearly a central asDect of men's identity is sexual tehaviour and 
the values associated with it. The conception of masculn, 1. n ter-, s- ty 

of control is perhaps most evident in this area, with the oppressive 

consequences that have been highlighted by feminists. Promiscuous 

sexual activity is nearly always condoned for men, and young lads are 

encouraged to "be studs" by both sexes. One of the primary categories 

by which men divide Lip women is whether or not they f ind them 

physical 1y attractive, and they frequently fantasize amongst 

themselves about how they would "screw" pretty women in the village 

given half the chance. This phrase is typical of the way sex is often 

described in brutal terms. Men boast with each other about being the 

first to get the "fresh blood" when a single woman moves *into the 

village, and few consider loyalty to their existing partner a serious 

obstacle. As with fighting, however, 'when all's said and done, a lot 

more's said than done', yet this kind of talk is still very 

significant. It maintains men's expectations about sex and the kind 

of behaviour they see as really manly, and thus legitimates their 

sexual harassment and increases the chance that on some occasion, 

perhaps when drunk, they might try to rape a woman. As one might 

expect, this emphasis on the predatory heterosexual role of men is 

combined with a profound homophobia (fear of homosexuals). 

In striking contrast to the acceptance o+ men's promiscuous sexuality 

the morals applied to women are both +ar more constraining and 

thorouqhly inconsistent. The double standards applied to women's 

sexuality have been considered at length elsewhere (e. g. McRobbie and 

Garber 1976, Smart and Smart 197e). One illustration amongst many 

+rom Cauldmoss o+ this inconsistent morality was when a man warned me 

that a woman who had just le+t the bar had "the pox". He vigorousiv 

c0nderrned her on the grounds that the disease proved she was a whore, 

and particularly blamed her +or passinq it on to his +r1end who was 

now suf+ering through her wantonness. 
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Patriarchai ideol(DQv. 
_ 

In describing the meaninq of qender in Cauldmoss I mave only -ýir-ted 

at a difference in P(Dwer or Drestiqe between the sexes. in ýact t'-Ils 

hierarchical difference is thoroughly institutionalized both 

economically and ideolcxgIcally. Indeed, in contrast with the sbtle 

sexism sometimes observed In middle class society, the description 0+ 

male chauvinism in Cauldmoss at times appears to be an exagqerated 

parody. 

Though it is often claimed by both sexes in Cauldmoss that men and 

women are equal, just different, men's behaviour frequently implies 

their superiority while that of women often demonstrates their 

deference. Women are assumed to be ignorant of politics, economic 

affairs, geography and so on, and what they do know about is almost 

by definition trivia. Wives are often subsumed under their husbands 

as one unit, and everyday language denies women Is existence apart 

from a man, in phrases like ''man and wife" and the use of "wife" for 

any adult woman. The widespread term "hen" as a friendly pet name to 

address women is interesting. Presumably it dates from a time when 

chicken were common in back yards and their behaviour was familiar: 

several hens clustering around the cock wherever he went, available 

for rapid copulation. Within the home it is common +or older 

husbands to (order their wives about, to do this or +etch that, and 

some take a pride in their chauvinism: "She wouldn't know what to do 

if I didn't tell her. " The hierarchical difference between women and 

men is also illustrated when the former are not present to carry out 

their role and so a child is told to substitute, as when a man got 

his young son to make coffee and toasties +(or- him since his wife was 

already in bed. 
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The most extreme manifestation of male domination is -rysjý:: 3. ar-. ý:: 
sexual violence against women. In Cauldmoss we had litt-'e i7cication 

o+ how prevalent domestic violence was, but several researct. )ers ha-, e 
documented how its incidence is very much underesti, mated (e. g. Dcnasm 

and Dobash 1980). It was possible to get some idea of how Cauldmoss 

men judge male violence towards partners: in general even younger mken 

seem to consider it partially excusable as if it were exerci -7inq 
one's right over property. When three unmarried lads gossiped about 

another villager who had "skelped" his qirl-Friend and, being drunk. 

had given her a kicking, one of them thought a smack across the jaw 

is to be expected but not a kicking, while his +r1end laughed at the 

whole incident as if it was unimportant. Another young man described 

how conservative folk are about wives being hit: 

"People see it as being bad, but they don't see it as bein' 

too bad because it's a way o' life: it's always been that 

way. There's always been scxneone skelping their wife. 

Because it's always been there it's easier to accept. " 

The principal features of patriarchal ideology are to such an extent 

I common-sense' knowledge amongst both sexes in Cauldmoss that women 

rarely treat them as other than natural. They often accept that they 

know nothing about ''serious" matters , and in general "laddies know 

that more anyway" because they get about more than women. Older wives 

talk stoicly about what they endured in their female roles, as if the 

hardships were inevitably part of life, and even some younger women 

who, in public, appear to have a more egalitarian relationship with 

their spouses, often get bossed about at home without protesting. The 

sexual division of labour is rarely questioned and women do not seem 

to resent men who stand idly by while they are busy at some "+emale" 

task. These domestic 3. obs are often described as a "necessity" or 

If Pleasure", and when questioned about child care women will 

frequently say: "I dinnie think it's work". Five questions in our 
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First Questionnaire re+erred to +emale productive activities; or, 'Iy a 
minority o+ the women who answered ever described them as "work''. and 
only 'makinq a meal +or Your children' and 'doinq the washinq uo 
were described by more women as "work'' rather than "a necessity" or 
"leisure". 

I have already mentioned that some women condone men's promiscuous 

sex, and they also apply double standards of morality to women's 

sexuality. Very few ever comment on the portrayal of women as 

objects, which is how their husbands see them each day in the Sun or 

Daily Record, and most women will watch a thriller film containing 

sexual violence to females as readily as any other television 

programme. Women's general acceptance of these objectified images was 

illustrated when someone was taking a group photo of the supervisors 

who had helped with a summer play scheme. One of the few men present 

told the photographer to hold on while he turned his Tennants lager 

can round so that the pin-up girl could be clearly seen: the women in 

the group laughed. Sometimes women actively use the dorffinant notions 

about sexuality in order to achieve their own ends. When discouraging 

a man from chatting them up women sometimes describe themselves as so 

and so's wife, implying that she is unable to withhold sexual +avours 

on her own accountI, only because she has already been alloted to 

another man. 

Given this collusion in their traditional roles it is not surprising 

that amongst women in Cauldmoss "feminism" is a foreign word. 

Ncxnen's libbers" or "that 'burn-your-bra' lot" are generally seen by 

both sexes as ridiculous eccentrics. though some women are overtly 

opposed to them: "I dinna believe in equal rights for women - that's 

a lot of shit really, " said a 23 year old housewife. Many women feel 

that "women's libbers'" censure of pin-ups, page three girls. overtly 

sexist jokes and so on spoils what is simply "good fun". Disinterest, 

if not hostility, towards feminist thinking illustrates how 

fundemental the ideology of gender and the family is to the culture 
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o+ Cauldmoss. Since gender roles ýDervade everv area c- ýD, -e's 

experience and determine so much of one's behaviour. one's view ot 

the world and conceQt of oneself, and since this is lear7t -rom one's 

earliest days. it is not surprizing that women Lýe re-, uclair- 

t- -1-ake on ideas that undermine the whole basis of their 1-, ves. 

The problem o+ why woman " ... is o+ten well pleased with her role as 

the Other" (de Beauvoir 1972: 21) has been addressed by several 

authors (e. g. Hey 19e6: 49), and it is akin to the dif-ýi--ul'- 

question, in another area of politics, of 'false consciousness'. 

Although Barrett suggests that psychoanalytic theory and the analysis 

of ideology have been potErtially useful in explaining consent and 

collusion, she calls +or: "... a. more perceptive and sympathetic 

account... of... how or why women have souqht, consciously and 

unconsciously, to embrace and desire Ca dominant meaninq of 

femininity]". (Barrett 1990: 251). 

Again the presentation of a monolithic state of affairs 

oversimplifies things. People's values are changing, partly as a 

result of the weaker economic rationale for marriaqe already 

mentioned, which means women are less dependent on their- husbands. 

Older women occasionally talk of the changes in the way husbands 

treat their wives nowadays, contrasting their daughter's experlences 

with their own. Most admire the way modern women will not accept the 

kind of domination they suffered, and they approve o+ wives divorcinq 

rather than putting up with oppressive husbands, while daughters 

often say they would not stand what their mothers su++ered. Young men 

are usually more flexible in their domestic roles than their fathers, 

but few have radically different views about marital relationships. 

The extensive division o+ labour according to sex makes men reliant 

on women, as well as the reverse. Young lads establish themselves in 

their own homes and relish this assertion o+ independence and 

adulthood, yet they return to their mothers' each evening +(: )r tea, 
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and take her their washing every week. Other young bachelors do not 

seriously contemplate establishinq their own homes until they are 

engaged, probably being daunted by the prospect of cooking, cleaninq 

and washing. When married men lose their wives they often return to 

their mother's home, or live so close that she (or a sister) can do 

much of the house work. Martin has perceptively analyzed how the home 

is essentially female territory and men must learn to evade the 

woman's female authority. However the power that this gives women is 

problematic: order can turn "into tyranny and nurture into moral 

blackmail. Masculine resentment then rebounds on women to make them 

feel guilty, worthless and doubly rejected... '' (Martin 1qe4: >4). 

Within marriage women's responsibility for looking after the 

household budqet would appear to give them an important power, but in 

fact this is limited by their deference to their husbands and 

obligations to their children. Control over household spending is 

clearly a central issue for this thesis and I will address it in the 

following chapter (p. 204). 

Another complicating factor in the hierarchical relationship between 

men and women is that, according to the different criteria of social 

differentiation described in the previous section, women are expected 

to maintain higher standards of ''niceness" than their husbands. It is 

notable how many men in Cauldmoss readily admit to, or even boast 

about, being fly, never going to church, or enjoying "getting 

bevvied" in the hotel, while at the same time taking great pri de in 

the honesty, cautious budgetting and respectability of their wives. 

To a large extent women are the guardians of their families' 

respectability (see, for example, Pahl 19e4: 10e), but as others have 

noted, this designation can be a legitimization for their control 

(Hey 1986: 05). This is most evident in respect to sexuality: as 

already mentioned, while it is tolerated that men should 'have a 

+ling', a woman's extra-marital sex is thought to threaten both her 

honour and that of the whole ýamily. On a more mundane level, women's 
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da--, -y cnores to keep their houses clean and ticy are physical 

expressions of their industriousness and =mmitment to -3 correcz 

order. Furtnermore, 

T he housewi+e is guardian 

necessities but also 0+ all 

consumrDtion through which the 

"IC 11+e-style CD + the +am]-lv 

disolayed. " (Martin 1984: 32) 

F-I o only O-f the 

r the elements OT 

class identity or 

is de+lned and 

Thus to some extent husbands establish their status vicariously 

through the consumption of their wives, a point I will return to 

later. 

7 'te o-f the various qual'-F'cat'ons I have made, In spi 111 it is clear that 

there is an overt ideology o+ male superiority in the culture o+ 
7 Cauldmoss. Lt would be +utIle to attempt any measure o+ how much 

workinq class women are suppressed in comparison with middle class 

women, but there are certain aspects o+ the +ormer's in+erior 

position which are peculiar to their working class circumstances. 

Women's economic dependence on men and ideological in+eriority 

mutually rein+orce each other, and amonqst the working class men's 

subservient role in the economy +urther exacerbates women's 

dependence (9eechey 1977). The in+erior-ity o+ women is +urther 

strengthened by the speci+ically masculine and positive meaning 

attached to manual labour in working class interpretations o+ gender. 

In makinq sense of the way rebellious workinq class school boys 

revelled in their sexism, Willis concentrated on their cultural 

responses to their subordinate social position. He arques that at the 

bottom of the class structure there is a qreater imperative to 

identify another qroup as Inferior to oneself. In the culture of male 

labourers the ideoloqical order is inversed so that they orefer 

manual labour to 'feminine' mental work. thus suppor-linq their 
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occupational status with oatriarchal values (Willis IL977: 149). This 

is only possible because manual labour is associated th 

masculinity. Clearly, relying on the masculin' 1 ity o+ one's work +or 

one's sel+ resoect strenqthens the division between the sexes and 

men's sense o+ superj-or-ýLty as males. 

Of course women generally do a considerable amount of manual work 

themseves, but because it is mainly domestic labour it is often not 

recoQnized by men. Bourdieu analyzes male working class culture in a 

similar way to Willis, emphasizing "identification with the values of 

virility, which are one of the most autonomous forms of their self- 

affirmation as a class. " (Bourdieu 19e4: 3B4). He illustrates how 

amongst working people being bourgeois is equated with femininity, 

and then rejects the current challenges of the "dominant class" to 

the workers' masculine identity. He argues that this undermines their 

indigenous values and also their strength as a class, since they 

rightly equate the latter with their masculine physical fitness 

because their class is "only rich in its labour power". But this 

ignores the fact that the association of hard physical work with 

masculinity is an expression of patriarchal relations irresDective o+ 

class determinants. 

I will return to the masculine attributes of employment in the next 

chapter (p. 189), and in the succeeding chapters will elaborate on the 

importance of male gender in relation to consumption. 
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K INSH IP 

ý,, inshi[D and membershiQ of Cauldmoss. 

Within Cauldmoss kinship provides the most important basis for socia'L 

organization after gender. An individual's social world is founded 

on her/his family: social position, moral values, friends. role 

models, identity with a particular area and occupation are all 

largely determined by kinship. It is a concept frequently re+ered to 

by villagers, who often mention that they are "connected'' to 

apparently unfamiliar people, and emphasize that Cauldmoss is 

extraordinarily interrelated (c+. Shotts as, described by Heughan 

1953: 12). Some estimate that two thirds of the current population 

are related to each other in some way, and consequently: "I+ ye speak 

ill o'yun, ye speak ill (D'all". 

Ful 1 membership of village society presumes that the other 

inhabitants know where one comes from, who one's parents are and how 

one is connected to everyone else, thus a person's sense of place is 

inherited from her/his family. Only those whose parents lived in 

Cauldmoss and who were themselves born there can claim to be true 

villagers, and as I described previously (p. 94), the distinction 

between ''locals'' and "incomers" is the one most widely articulated in 

Cauldmoss. Either parent's residence in the villaqe is su++. Lcient- 

for one to be fully integrated, and it is significant that when a 

wife's parents live(d) in Cauldmoss other villaqers continue to refer 

to her by her maiden name after marriage. Though her children will 

have their father's surname, when young they are often described in 

relation to their mother, for instance "Yvonne McGee, Mag Brodie's 

wee lassie", which again indicates the tracing of bilateral kin ties 

and emphasizes how a person's identity is largely inherited. 
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Kinship gives a sense of time as well as social place, and indeed a 

knowledge of how the biographies of one's fellow vil! aQers are 

inter-woven is an important aspect of village membershiQ, as Emmett 

noted in North Wales (1.982: 207). Assicciation 
ý, ji-tn the past is 

maintained by naming children after their parents or grandparents. 

principally by giving them the same Christian name. When there is no 

intervening generation between namesakes, which is often the case, it 

is difficult to distinguish relatives, and diminutives have to be 

consistently used. Thus a father is "Jimmy" and his son "James", or 

one ''Thomas'' and the other ''Tam". 

It is one's ancestors' participation in the village that gives one 

the right to say "I belong to Cauldmoss", which suggests that were it 

not for them having lived out their ýives in Cauldmoss the place 

would have no social existence today. In this sense Cauldmoss 

belongs to the current "locals" just as much as they belong to it. 

Given the importance of one's family connections with the past it is 

noteworthy that few people trace their ancestry back beyond a few 

generations. This is probably due, in part, to the mobility of the 

population before the 1920s (see p. e7). Not only do Cauldmoss folk 

inherit a sense of place, but kinship also influences their general 

awareness of geography. For many, practically the only time they 

travel beyond their region is to visit their r2latives, whether they 

are in another part of Scotland, in England or on the Continent, 

either for a holiday or to try and +Ind work throuqh them. 

The +amily is probably the most important source in the transmission 

o+ culture in Cauldmoss, a topic already discussed in relation to 

qE? nder (p. 117). This can be observed at an early aqe in the under 

tens' youth club, where the relative rowdiness or quiescence of the 

children generally reflects the character of r-he parents. In 

particular children's language and boys' aggression are related to 

parental behaviour: a lad whose father talks in front of him about 

wantinq to smash someone's face in himself constantly threatens to 
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"+uckin' murder" anyone bothering him. The headmistress of Cauj-mcs: _ 

primary school is convinced that home environment i is 'Ehe most impcr- 

tant influence in a child's educational achievement (in keeDinq wiz .n 

most academics: Worsley 1977: 217). Through this she explains many 

differences in the success of her pupils, and also t'_he low standard 

of Cauldmoss children in general, compared with her previous schooll. 

in a middle class suburb. At a later age there is great consistency 

in the activities of successive generations, particularly in tneir 

participation in tihe various churches, the Scouts, and the Orange 

Lodge, while it is nigh impossible to enter the Free Masons or 

Eastern Star unless one's parents were members. In another sphere 

the main law-breakers in Cauldmoss have parents who have similar 

backgrounds themselves, or are seen as anti-social in some other 

respect, such as being alcoholics. (For an excellent review of the 

information on transmitted deprivation and the significance of the 

family see Brown and Madge 19E32, particularly pp 102-17e). 

Participation in institutions and moral character are two of the 

criteria already identified as contributing to one's social status 

(p. 99 and 96), so when they are combined with the inheritance of 

property or money (where it exists) , it is not surprisinq that one's 

social standing is largely inherited. More particularly certain 

families have a reputation for some unusual behaviour, such as a 

fiery temper or great generosity, which is assumed to be genetically 

inherited and thus identifiable in grandchildren or cousins. 

Though extended +amilies very rarely stay in one household kin o+ten 

live in close proximity to each other, which increases the importance 

o+ collateral relatives in transmitting values. One o+ the main 

priorities that tenants o+ten have when moving council house is to 

live nearer their kin, and consequently extended +amilies frequently 

end up in the same street. For instance, on one road there are three 

sisters and a brother, along with their assorted spouses and 

children, while a grand+ather has a daughter and granddaughter living 
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near I by and four grandchildren ýrom another child stayincý in var--, cus 

houses +urther on down the street. This residential a-! 1ows 

women to do the domestic work 0+ close male r-2. at-'VeS 

maintaining separate households. 

Obliqatlons to close k. Ln. 

There are basic obligations towards particular relations whicn almost 

everyone acknowledges, though their commitments are almost 

exclusively towards one's family of procreation or family of orlqln. 

Parents have great responsibilities for the well being of their young 

children, in particular their material rather than moral welfare. 

This is principally the mother's duty, and they always risk the 

accusation that they are not "caring enough for their 'wains'"; many 

older women think baby-sitting is wrong on principle. The moral 

obligations of parents to support their children diminish consider- 

ably when the children become adults, though the latter is a socially 

defined notion relating to economic independence rather than a chron- 

ological one. Adults' obligations towards their family of origin 

increase with the age of the parents, and as one would expect, 

economic factors can become especially important once the parents 

have retired. The greatest duty is towards the mother-, particularly 

if her spouse dies (or leaves her). This takes a ritual +orm at 

Hogmanay when the mother is normally the first person visited after 

midnight, and also, though less commonly. on Mothering Sunday when 

her children return to her. The exceptional incidents when a mother 

or child abnegates her/his responsibilities to the other arouse such 

moral censure that they prove the rule. Maternal relations, bot-n in 

being nurtured when young and providing support when an adult, ýOrm 

by far the most important kinshiP link. 
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It is notable how men in Cauldmoss readily acknowledge their devo-111-ýý,, 7 

to, and dependence on, their mothers. in marked -ast to the contr 

"hard" image of masculinity described earlier (p. 120). Aýýect-ion tor 

one s mother does not seem to undermine a man's toughness, and one ct 

the hardest skinheads in the village turned down a residential YCP 

scheme after coming out of borstal, saying ''Don't you think I've been 

away +ae me mother long enough? ". 

This tie between men and their mothers might be connected with the 

i-lear demarcation of sex roles which inhibit the father from child 

care, thus focussing the son's emotions particularly on his mother. 

Limits to kinship. 

Although an individual's world is largely made up from kinship 

connections, in a social, geographic and even temporal way, there are 

no kin groupings which the elementary family necessarily aligns with 

in Cauldmoss (as Parsons established for Western society in general: 

1943: 184-5). Individuals have a wide network of relations who are 

essentially a resource thev can use, but to whom they have few 

definite obl igations beyond their first degree kin. The 

relationships which are maintained follow no logIcal structural 

pattern, except that those connected via females (whether consanguine 

or a+final) are more frequent than those connected via males; in 

general it is fairly arbitrary, and usually instrumental, which 

relatives are most important to an individual. 

Several people in Cauldmoss have virtually no contact with those they 

are very close to biologically, such as two brothers living in 

Cauldmoss who only see each other by chance, and a++lnal 

relationships can be just as intense in social and affective terms as 

consanguineal ones. A further qualification to the dominance of 

kinship in village life is the wish of young folk to establish their 
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"independence" - mainly from i ý-J- 
their immediate 

discuss this assertion of adulthood later in relat. Lr--r, to scercil-c] 
(p. 269) and unemployment (p-, 364). 

Marriaqe. 

Ultimately independence from one's family of origin allows one to 

estabýsh one's own family of procreation, so it is not so much a wish 

to divest oneself of kinship ties as a desire to be in control of 

them. Ironically establishing one's "independence" is, in +act, 

often achieved with considerable help from one's kin; the job that 

first makes a lad eligible for marriage might well be found through 

his relatives, and when he does marry it' is the wedding presents. 

particularly from the parents, which enable the couple to establish 

an independent home. 

The economic changes that have reduced the j-nter-dependence of 

spouses in recent decades (see p. 116) have been associated with a 

shift in moral opinion. In the '40s or '50s it was considered outra- 

geous to have an illegitimate child, and young women could actually 

scheme to "catch their man" by conceiving his child, which wou. 1d 

result in a wedding that was "a have-to thing". Today fallinq 

pregnant is no longer considered an imperative to qettinq wed, and it 

is not as shameful for young unmarried women as it was in the past. 

Furthermore their immediate financial prospects are less bleak, since 

being a single parent makes one a priority case for qe-Etinq a house, 

grants, and so on. However, the woman's parents are still likely to 

feel ashamed, and both generations will probably regret that a "nice" 

wedding and the conventional order of starting a famliv were not 

possible. Cohabitation outwith wedlock no longer arouses much 

condemnation except amonqst the old, and it is fairly common now, in 

contrast with the past. Our own living arranqements in Cauldmoss 

were more shocking to the inhabitants because we were not sleeiDinq 
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4-oqether than because we were under the same roo+. L 

7he answers to the First Questionnaire indicated how Cau. Ldmoss has 

become less endogamous since the Second World War. For married 

couples in council houses whose places of birth were known, t he 

proportion of marriages which were endogamous were 7))% for those over 
-7 

60,352% +or -ý)0-59 year olds, but only 11% +or those under 730. Nlone OT 

those in private houses had endogamous marriages. Our results could 

not tell us whether when villagers married out of Cauldmoss, which 

constituted the majority of marriages (60%), residence was primarily 

matri- or patri-local. Where we knew the origins of both spouses, -, I% 

of all marriages were between a local man and a non-local woman, 29% 

the reverse. 

The substance o+ kinship for women. 

"The degree of segregation in the role relationshiD of 

husband and wife varies directly with the connectedness of 

the family's social networks. '' 

(Dott 1957: 60) 

Behaviour in Cauldmoss seems to confirm Bott's proposition, and the 

relationship can be viewed as bilateral. Though Bott implied that it 

is the kinship network (especially +or women) that determines the 

form of relationship between spouses, it could be argued that the 

division of domestic labour itself influences the level 0+ 

involvement of wider kin. The rigid delineation of spheres of 

activity means that if a man is left without a wife other female 

relations substitute for her in terms of domestic chores. 

Furthermore the normal absence of men throughout the day (untii' 

unemp 1 oymen t became so widespread) meant women were -rar more 

dependent on their female relatives for company and assistance in 

domestic work than they might have been on their husbands. 
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For women the -Family is still a Productive unit, as welj I as a 

consumption; because it is possible to get help ýrom female , ý? Iations 

in this sphere, kinship is of ten more important tcD women tr)an men. 

The scope for kin support is enormous, from lending a hoover to 

babysitting, though in fact domestic production is very rareLv a 

communal activity, except perhaps In J11 '(Dint shopping trips to t7e 

local towns. The help normally given is, as already mentioned, when 

one woman substitutes for a female relative in another househoid to 

provide for a man. 

Kinship is also more important +or women for af+ective reasons, and 

Bott's argument that women are much more likely to maintain kin links 

than men is born out in Cauldmoss. Many aspects o+ men's lives give 

them more autonomy than women, and they are there+ore less dependent 

than women on the existing network of kin to provide social contacts. 

Kinship andemployment. 

Personal contacts have always been important in finding work, and 

high unemployment increases this since less jobs are ýorma'Lly 

advertized and "work on the side" is gained exclusively by word of 

mouth. Through loyalty to one's kin, and because social contacts are 

largely built around kinship networks anyway, relatives play a 

crucial role in job recruitment. It is certainly one of the most 

important forms of economic aid given by kin, normally between men. 

It has long been the practice in many industries that a son +ollowed 

his father's occupation: an elderly man who used to work in the ir-on 

foundries said: "... it was a case of doing what your father did. I 

was spoke +or long before I was fourteen - if your father could work. 

then you were guaranteed a job". Such recruitment still operates 

today, particularly in the local businesses and opencast mines, and 

several teenagers talk of going into the firms their +athers work +or 
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when they are old enough. With work on the side lack o+ o+-, ýic: ial 

advertising and the need for discretion make relatives o+ ex-, stj-nq 

employees the easiest to recruit. A sel+ employed brickie micnt lake 

on his brother as a mate while there's plenty o+ work. or a man miQn-, - 
aet his son a side Job at the yard where he has been employed most oý 

his lj-+e. At a di++E? rent level economic co-operation occurs between 

related small businessmen such as builders helping each other gain 

contracts, or between related +armers during the harvest. 

Contrary to Parson's analysis of the isolated nuclear family in 

modern industrial society, large regions still exist with little 

skilled, specialist work and so little need for mobility and little 

economic differentiation between individuals within a class (Harris 

19e3: 68). Cauldmoss, and most of the Scottish central belt within 

which it lies, is just such an area, where the +actors which would 

lead the family to function as an isolated unit do not exist. Thus 

kinship still plays a vital economic role in 
-job recruitment, though 

whether this will endure future changes in the labour market is 

questionable. 

Mobility (: )+ the population. 

The role of kin in finding unskilled or semi-skilled work is one 

reason why extended family ties might be of greater significance 

among the working class (see, for instance, Klein 1965, vol. 1, 

section 1. Another factor in Cauldmoss is the Immobility of the 

population which makes it all the more interrelated. Both outsiders 

and inhabitants remark on how people tend to stay in the village when 

they grow up, and many of those who do leave for employment or to get 

married later return. It is easy to confuse the causal agent amongst 

three aspects of mobility in Cauldmoss: the -sedentary nature of 

working class culture in general (Hoggart 1957: 62); the disincentives 

to move when receiving the social and economic support of a closely 
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knit group of relatives; and the lack of mobil 'a career Qatterns. or 

ob opportunities elsewhere in Britain. Though DeoPle say they w'--l 

not leave Cauldmoss because "everyone you know is 7ere, ken, all vcur 

family, ken? ", it would seem that the labour market is in +act z, -e 

prime influence on mobility, especially for men with families. Iý 

J. obs could be found elsewhere people would almost certainly traveIL to 

them, though they might very well be migrant labourers, leaving their 

families to remain in Cauldmoss as they did with jobs in the oil 

industry. On the other hand, values arising from one's neighbourhood 

and kin relationships inevitably Influence one's economic decisions: 

the reluctance to leave Cauldmoss, especially amongst young single 

people, is partly due to the assumption that others, even in big 

cities, have the same attitudes towards strangers as those held in 

Cauldmoss (described above p. 94 and p. 129). Cauldmoss folk in a 

strange town would not only be without any familiar company or 

kinship support, but would themselves be "incomers". 

RELIGION. 

In the section on social differentiation three important factors 

influencing the way people group each other in Cauldmoss were left 

out, to be addressed later; religion is the third, and unlike gender 

and kinship it is frequently mentioned as a criteria for identifying 

groups. There are two distinct principles by which people are 

differentiated according to religion: either by denomination or by 

participation in church activities. In discussing the importance of 

religion in Cauldmoss-I will start this section by considering these 

two criteria. From our First Questionnaire we learnt that 

approximately 47% of Cauldmoss identify themselves with the Church Of 

Scotland, 5% as Roman Catholic and Z"/. with the Church of Christ. 43)"/. 

said they were not associated with any church. Catholic children 

usually go to a Catholic primary school and later a Catholic 

secondary school, both of which are in the local town. This clearly 
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segregates children by religion from the age Of +, ve since 

most simply go along the road to the local school, Others --lave 

catch the bus each day. 

Oranqemen 

''The Irish would accept low wages rather than stay at home 

to L- starve. In the central decades of the nineteenth 

century several hundred thousand o. + them entered Scotland. 

They created a new phenomenon in Scotland, the secular 

expression of cultural and economic rivalry that picked on 

religious difference as its nominal cause. The Irish 

enhanced poverty and overcrowding and contributed to the 

social evils that arose from these features, drunkenness 

and crime, to such an extent that Protestant antagonism to 

this influx was able to disguise itself as a concern for 

law and order. " (Mitchison 1970: 3el) 

The large scale Irish immigration came at the time that Cauldmoss was 

rapidly expanding as a centre for coal mining, and part of the 

"economic rivalry'' mentioned above was the undercutting of wage rates 

which allowed pit owners to play Catholic work forces of+ against 

Protestant ones. When this material antagonism was added to the 

general association of Catholicism with the horrors of 

industrialization (Bruce ige5: 28) it is not surprising that great 

bitterness arose between the two groups. The bigotry that developed 

still survives well over a century later, long after its economic 

origins have been forgotten. 

An Orange Lodge seems to have existed in Cauldmoss since the 11850s. 

In le8l a much enlarged lodge opened an Orange Hall in the old Paris, -) 

School, but by 1911 it had ceased operating, presumably : is a 

consequence of the dramatic fall in the village's population. There 
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was a temporary revival of the lodge in 19--7>6, at a time when two 

anti-Catholic parties, the "Protestant pction-, and "Scottish 

Protestant League", were tak' ing about 40 per cent Of he 1 oc a 

election votes in the Scottish lowlands, but it was only in 1962 that 

the lodge again re-opened, using the church hall. Today the separate 

meetings for men and women are held in the Masonic Lodge, and the 

small but dedicated membership is dominated by one c)articular -1'-amily 

who "belong" to Cauldmoss but are now living in nearby villages. The 

lodqe's +lute band became too small to survive but for the 

"Juvenile's March" in June and the main Orange March in July, the 

principal annual events, a band from a nearby lodge comes to the 

village. The Cauldmoss Oranae Lodge is small compared with others in 

the area, but this does not necessarily reflect greater tolerance in 

the village and the Orange March always attracts a large sympathetic 

audience. 

On the nearest Saturday to the 12th July two coach loads of 

Orangemen, the +lute band and a few women, arrive at the pub on the 

edge of Cauldmoss around 7.30 in the morning. They assemble with the 

local Orange Lodge members to form a procession headed by a woman 

carrying a purple felt cushion representing the bible and crown. 

Behind her comes a man with a baton and flag bearers, then the pipers 

and drummers in blue and red uniforms followed by dark suited men 

carrying the banners, and behind them a long line of very smartlv 

dressed men and women with orange sashes over them. St Andrew's 

flags and Union Jacks are carried, while the very elaborate and 

colour+ul banners portray William III in various victorious settings, 

a founding member of Cauldmoss Orange Lodge and a picture of Queen 

Victoria with a semi-naked black man kneeling before her. The bright 

procession marches along all the outer streets of the scheme with the 

band playing continuously until it ends up at the furthest edge o+ 

the council housing, the only pause in the noisy piping and drumming 

being when they pass the war memorial where the banners are dropped 

and a minute or two's silence observed. After the march the 
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Orangemen get back in the coaches and Join Otý'er marcnes around 
central Scotland, including a big rallY 0+ several bands in a 7earov 
town. In the evening they return to Cauldmoss. tired and less 

disciplined, and march back along a shortened route in the opposite 
direction, passing the Catholic chapel and +lnishing up at the pub on 
the edge o+ the village. 

A few dozen people are usually up to see the procession assemble in 
the morning, and as it proceeds around the village the accompanying 

spectators swell to about a hundred while many folk watch from their- 

doors and windows. In the evening a much larger crowd comes out to 

watch, so that the street and pavements are full with the band, their 

followers, older folk in smart clothes, young lads in T shirts waving 

Rangers scarves or Union Jacks, parents holding their children on 

their shoulders and police cars preceding and following the march. 

It is a colour+ul spectacle w1nding through the grey scheme and most 

of the audience, particularly the women, view it as a pageant rather 

than an assertion of Protestant supremacy. One woman who was 

admiring how smart the marchers were - "what an angel young Joe looks 

them, then commented on how they stop beside the Catholic chapel to 

beat the drums louder: "it's no fair, really, is it Daniel'? ". 

However, many o-F the more committed male -Followers are very clear 

about the partisan rationale o-F the march. At the approach to the 

chapel it slows down, there is a crescendo o-f drumming, and the yot-ing 

men cheer as the baton is thrown extra high into the air. A1 Mos t 

every year the chapel is vandalized on the night be-Fore or a-Fter the 

march, though the damage is now -Fairly minimal compared with the 

incident in the early 1970s when it was set on -FIre and the roof 

burnt down. The parish priest thinks "It was a blessing in disguise'' 

because it turned many Protestants in Cauldmoss against the Orange 

Lodge. Also around the 12th July blue "UVF" or "1690" gra-ffiti o-Ften 

appears around the village, mainly the work o-F three Qar-'Clcular 

youths. The march always ends with the band playing "God Save the 
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Queen" at which the audience stops cnatting, Many men stand upright 
with their hands out of their pockets and several peoole sing --re 
words This respect is in marked contrast to the casua- atmosQnere 

when "The Queen" is played on other occasi ions, such as at the Gala 

Day ceremony. 

Throughout the year anti-Catholic bigotry is expressed spasmodically, 

nearly always by men and most usually when they are drunk. Orange 

sentiments clearly run in certain +amilies. An old man commented: 

... it's bred in them -from the day they sook their 

mother's breast. There, you are. An' be-fore you're a right 

Orangeman it's got to be bred into ya .... I don't think 

it'll ever change ... they're breedin' the thing in to hate 

the Catholics. But then on the other side it's gettin' 

bred in too ... thick an' heavy. It's quiet in Cauldmoss 

noo, there's a battle now and again, right enough, but I 

don't think ... will ever cure it. " 

Generally the rivalry is manifested in songs and jokes: 0: "What's 

the quickest way to hospital? " A: "Drive to [name of Catholic 

village] and sing 'The Sash'". In a fine illustration of a group 

deriving its sense of self by contrast with others (Cohen 1985: 116), 

rather as the pueblos of Andalusia do (Pitt-Rivers 1971: 8). many men 

in Cauldmoss can recite a litany of local villages which are more or 

less Catholic or Protestant. Oranqemen generally suqgest things get 

worse as you go further west, Glasgow being mainly Irish. Cauldmoss, 

of course , is "a Protestant villageg a Protestant stronghold". 

Occasionally antagonism actually leads to fights, but from people's 

accounts it would seem this happened far more in the past, when large 

families of Catholics would start a fight by simply walking into 

"Billie's" the most Protestant pub (cf. Shotts in Heughan 1953: 1--: )). 

One or two men in the village have connections with the UVF in 

Ulster. Religious beliefs were never relevant to the denominational 
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bitterness, except as identifying features for anc : -sclre 

suggest that even the Political history has been -fr-r-g( - r. , D4 ýe 

the protagonists. I had a revealing conversation I Mv ac, ýziden- 
four Protestant teenagers when I said I d, -- not reaily ý,. now 
religion I believed in, and how could I te'Ll? NkDne of them couic 
tell me any differences between Catholic and Protestant belie-- 

despite having talked about smashing the paoe's skui., L like rot-ren 

wood, and after a long silence one of them sang a Rangers song. Then 

another lad said you can easily tell Catholics trom Protestants in 
Cauldmoss because the Catholics are "two +aced -Fuckin' barstards". 

They all stick together and drink together in the pubs. 

The Masons. 

A Masonic lodge was established in Cauldmoss in le63 and a Masonic 

Hall built in 1901. In 1950 a branch of the Eastern Star was started 

for the Mason's wives and daughters and today both organisations are 

still flourishing. It used to be said that someone in every 

household in Cauldmoss was a Mason, "if no the father then the son", 

and though this is certainly no longer the case Masonry in Cauldmoss 

has none of the elitist aspects it has in England. Any man can )oin 

so long as they are accepted by the lodge, the first principle beinq 

that "he believes in a supreme being - in Gc)d", and the second that 

he gives allegiance to the Queen. The membership is fairly 

representative of the male Cauldmoss population, including Doth 

unemployed and self employed men, but it tends to be the "nicer" folk 

who regularly attend meetings -a much smaller number than the total 

membership. Women can only join the Eastern Star if their father or 

husband is a Mason, and they have about fourteen "visitations" 

(meetings) a year. 
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Although Catholics are not formally disqualified from joining the 
Masons, a former Grand Master in Cauldmoss was clear that they would 
find it very difficult to join locally. TI"bere is a considerable 

over-lap of membership between the Masons and the Orange Lodge (wnich 

meets in the Masonic Hall), but there are some Orangemen who are "too 

extreme'' for the Masons. 

The Masonic Lodge and Eastern Star raise money for charities and for 

a benevolent fund for their own members, but the main activities 

appear to be ceremonial and social, as far as their secrecy allows 

one to surmise. As for mutual help in important areas like job 

recruitment, Masons imply that membership of the Lodge is similar to 

being part of the regular clientele of a pub: having access to an 

informal information network for both employees and employers. The 

Masonic Hall also functions as a working man's club, and these social 

events are open to anyone. 

The secrecy and ritual of the two Masonic organizzations are certainly 

main attractions for -folk in Cauldmoss. Someone in the Eastern Star 

told me with relish how there are many different levels through which 

you can progress, but you never know what the teachings are at the 

next stage until you enter it, as with the secrets of the masons of 

Solomon (upon which the whole thing is based). Her husband added 

that only previous masters in the Masons get to choose the new master 

+or the year, "otherwise what would be the point of havl-nq masters? ". 

This nicely illustrated the tautologies of secret societies: the main 

rationale of the exclusive group is to exclude others, and the 

ultimate secret of the society is that there is no secret. 
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Church going and social standing. 

i1emoership of the Masons or the Orange Lodge does -cDt have arv 

bearing on attendance at the Church of Scotland, and indeed Orangeman 

are probably less likely to go to church than less part tisan 

Protestants. As I mentioned previously (p. 99), regular church gcDli--)q 

is one of several criteria by which other villagers identify "snobs", 

and for a certain peer group in Cauldmoss it seems that church going 

is essential for social respectability. This compiements the main 

conclusions of Sissons in his study of church membership in a local 

conurbatIon (Sissons 1973). Only a minority of the congregation, 

which numbers about 50, have notably di++erent moral standards from 

the non-church goers in the village, or express a greater religious 

belief. For the majority of people in Cauldmoss church-qoing is seen 

as something pleasurable, and members of the congregation talk to 

each other about how they "enjoyed" a service. 

The current minister, who was inducted in 19e2, has managed to expand 

his congregation to about 50 regulars, but despite his optimism and 

personal repute this number is unlikely to rise, and only six o+ the 

twelve elders actually attend services. Women outnumber men by about 

-. -2: 1 in the congregation (similar to other lowland parishes, - Willis & 

Turner igeo: 27), but the elders are all male in Cauldmoss. The 

Women's Guild retains a membership of about 20, and the Sunday School 

has revived to about 40 children, though only a quarter o+ that 

number usually attend. 

The signi+icance o-f the Church o+ Scotland in Cauldmoss is greater 

than the small congregation would suggest. Many non-attenders 

approve o+ those who do go to church and generally subscribe to the 

kirk's teachings. Most villagers are +amiliar with the minister 

through his involvement in secular institutions, like the school and 

the Scouts, and his visiting, and his personality is o+ general 

concern. In contrast to the previous man, the current minister is 
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widely liked, larqely +or his +rankness and +or- ý, -eirq so 

approachable. He comes from a Lowlands mininq family, is a convinced 

socialist and epitomises the ideals of z , -, e Labour Movement, 

Darticularly i n his beliefs about the right to work and the diqnity 

of employment, ideas which o ften appear in his sermons. 

The Church of Scotland has a very active sociai calendar, organa-zinq 

concerts, dances, whist drives, coffee mornings and so on, in aid ot 

various church appeals. They are held in the church hall or the 

school and are attended by a much wider group than the regular 

congregation, though still all "nice folk" (and some who care regarded 

as ''snobs" by others), -still predominantly women, and mainly middle 

aqed or over. 

Attendance at the Catholic chapel is generally regarded (by those 

other than Oranqemen) as respectable as going to the Church of 

Scotland, but the motives probably have less to do with social 

standinq given the Catholic doctrine on observing mass. About 5%-o+ 

the village are Roman Catholics, and the local priest says he has "96 

people on the books", about 50 of whom attend mass (which is a far 

higher proportion of attendance than in the Protestant church). In 

contrast with the Church of Scotland the Catholics only organize a 

few secular activities, the main one being an annual prize bingo 

which all regular binqo-goers of whatever religious persuasion 

attend. 

The Church o+ Christ has a congreqation o+ about two dozen, almost 

entirely made up o+ three extended +amIlies. 0+ the active church 

goers in Cauldmoss this group is the one most clearly identl+led as 

H snobbish''. An old man called them the "Baptists" and "OlDostolics" 

interchangeably: 
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''the Apostolics are a ... 

it? -I thouqht you looki 

that keeps by theyselves. 

ye, oh yes, an' I don't 

turn. eut I know they 

people in Cauldmoss, they 

in Cauldmoss... " 

is a Clique too ... are you im 

ed like one ... lL-"-Iev are a ý: ý-cv4d 

Mind you, they talk Qoii--e --ý: ) 

really think they'd do you a LDac 

turn uQ their noses at certa-,: -ý 

talk a lot about the poor Qeop. le 

Participation in the Church o+ Christ involves far more commitment 

than attending either the kirk or the Catholic chapel. There are 

unaccompanied hymns and spontaneous prayer during the services, and 

members tend to be seen as "holy Joes" in the village. This could be 

connected with the "strict ... attitude of the brethren toward all 

amusements" (Hudson 194e: 205) which used to be a hallmark of this 

ýsect, and the inheritance of old puritan values might explain the 

sobriety, lack of swearinq and respect for the secular law which 

certain of the congregation exemplify. Several young children attend 

the services but no teenagers, and since the daughter of one member 

has chosen to go to the Church of Scotland rather than the Church o+ 

Christ, it seems that this denomination might +Ind it dif+icult to 

transmit its ethics to the younger generation. The Church of Christ 

has no secular social activities. 

A few people in Cauldmoss visit churches and chapels in neighbouring 

towns, including a Baptist Church, Spiritualist meetings and other 

kirks of the Church of Scotland. 
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CAULDMOSS AS A COMMUNITY 

Geoqraphical and soci-al meaninqs of "community". 

As Goidthorpe noted (1,979) 9 normative Prescriý)tions have o--! 4k-en 

underlain sociologists' use of the term "Community" which makes its 

definition problematic from the start. Following Hillery's r-E? v-, ew 

(1955), Lee and Newby identified three main ways in which "community" 

has been used: a geographical expression +or a fixed locality; a set 

of social relationships (of positive or negative kind) which take 

place within a locality; the third, a particular type 0+ 

relationship, a sense of identity or common interest between a group 

(Lee and Newby 1993: 57). The second definition is both socioiogical 

and geographical while the last, which comes closest to the 

colloquial usage, "a sense of community", is a purely sociological 

notion without any necessary local re+errent. 

Thoughout the century since Tonnies' characterization of Gemeinschaft 

and Gesellschaft (lee7) the relationship between geographical and 

social factors in "community" relations has been debated at length. 

Of late locality has been accorded a minimal role in determining 

social relationships (e. g. Pahl 1966), but Lee and Newby have 

formulated a more sophisticated notion of the interrelationship 

between geographical and social factors. They argue that the degree 

to which a group is constrained by geographical factors is itself 

often a consequence of social factors: 

"In other words, i+ social relationships and institutions 

are constrained in such a way as to render them locality- 

based there may be a 'local social system' - or mostly 

sel+-contained community - where spatial +actors have some 

e++ect upon social relationships. Even here, however, this 

merely stems +rom the inability o+ the inhabitants to 

transcend the spatial constraints imposed upon them, this 
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incapacity usually being 'IL'inked to a wider. soclietal sys--em 

o+ inequality and/or technological develoQment rat, -er than 

something speci+ic to the locality per se. " 

(Lee and Newby 198,35: 63) 

Evidently Cauldmoss could be described as a 'community' in all three 

senses of the term that were identified by Lee and Newby. I intend 

to use the term consistently according to their second definition: ''a 

-al relationships which take p' Ly, or mostly, . =c to+ socl Lace whol' 

within a locality (1983: 57). When referring to the geographic 

settlement of Cauldmoss I will use a term such as 'village', and when 

referring to a sense of common identity or interest I, will specify 

that meaning. 

To link social and spatial factors in mv use of the term 'community' 

gives it a far more restricted sense than that used by Cohen (19e5), 

who at times comes close to equating 'community' with 'culture' . 

However this ethnography confirms the main theme of Cohen's book 

which is that people construct community symbolically. Several 

examples have already been given of how "The community can make 

ist to the symbolic mill of cultural distance" virtually anything gri 

(. Lbid.: 117), for instance one's kinship origins (p. 129) or the 

denominational allegiance of the village (P. 142). Further 

illustrations will be made to show how any matter of perceived 

difference can be rendered as a symbol or belonging to a particular 

group, whether it is the people of Cauldmoss, the respectable members 

of the village or the working class in general. 
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Dur-kheim and integration. 

9y now it will be becoming clear that Cauldmoss has man, / of 4. -, I-4_- 

characteristics Durkheim described as "mechanical solidarity" 

(1964a), where cohesion is based on the similarities between 

individuals and the common moral sentiments binding them toQether. 

Since Durkheim's theories, as well as their imQrecision and inconsis- 

tencies, are well known I will not rehearse them here. However two 

of his fundamental concepts, that (: )-f "integration" and the idea of 

"collective representations", are particularly pertinent to under- 

standing the social life of Cauldmoss, and I will make use of them in 

this section and again in Chapter Five when discussing consumption. 

One o-f Durkheim's principal concerns was how social cohesion is 

dependent on, and gives rise to, a common interpretation o+ the 

wýrld. Shared activities a++irm socially derived cateqories o+ 

thought, and without these "collective representations" there would 

be no consensus on +LIndamental concepts like time. space, cause and 

so on . 

"I+ Esociety] IS to live ... there is a minimum of lcxglcal 

conformity beyond which it cannot safely go. For this 

reason it uses all its authority upon its members to 

forestall such dissidences. " (Durkheim 1976: 17) 

The conformity of thought and behaviour in Cauldmoss will be 

described later on in this section (D. 15ED, and the Importance that 

is attached to social involvement, which is frequently evident in the 

'30). Both 
village, will be considered in relation to consumption 

(p. 
4 

is 

suggest that Cauldmoss is a community which to a great exten. - 

bound by the solidarity Durkheim analyzed. The sanctions against 

those who exclude themselves from village life were discussed by a 

"hippy" couple, Gail and Jim. "If you don't join in with the qroup. 

if you're a bit of a loner, then they classify you as a snob 
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Gal I said. Her boy+rj-end had more vivid evidence o+ -coj ''no bein' 

part o' the system'' is seen as "quite a crime'': 

"When I came back to Cauldmoss I didnie get involved wi' 

the people in Cauldmoss, an'because I didnie I got beated 

up twice. I didnie do anythin' ,I just wasnie part o' them 

... I just wasnie into joining in because it just wasnie my 

thing. But that's quite bad, aye. They'll set aboot you 

+or things like that. That happened to me an' Mav [his 

brother] twice .... They beat the shite out o' us ... 
because they didnie know what I was doin' , that's what it 

was. They want to know what you're up to, what makes you 

tick - an' they couldnie +igure out what made me tick. An' 

they didnie like it an' it frightened them. So they get 

+rightened, so they retaliate. They beated us up. " 

How the-Inhabitants view Cauldmoss. 

Cauldmoss is seen as a community by many of its inhabitants, although 

the term itself is not often used. People talk of the place as a 

village, and certainly most older people reckon "ye're better livin' 

in a wee village" than a city. To outsiders the village is Dresented 

as an homogenous group (as previously mentioned: p. 94), and so inter- 

related that some inhabitants suggest it is almost one big family. 

but as the earlier section on differentiation has showin, this 

ideology of unity does not operate amongst villagers themselves. The 

importance of the distinction between locals and incomers has already 

been described (p. 34), and it seems as if natives fear that the 

newcomers are undermining the 'integrity' of the village. In fact 

the agreed condemnation of many of these incomers means that their 

presence unites indigenes more than divides them. The corporat 

identity of villagers and their inherited sense of "belonging" 

(p. 129) clearly show that they have an ideology 0+ being a community. 
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in the sense o+ havinq a communality 0+ interest. 

Apart from the L 'dea that CaUldmoss is a friendly, CO-oper3tive 

the inhabitants also share strong images of the viiiage as an ex- 

mining settlement, as a wild place, in terms of both v4eather anc 

its lawlessness, and as a tiqht-kn1t, isolated vlliaqe rife wittm 

gossip. Identification with coal mining, unruly behav-, our and the 

elements all clearly appeal to notions of manliness, which again 

illustrates how pervasive gender is. 

The leqacy o-F mininq. 

Most locals are conscious of their mining legacy and even the young 

sometimes describe themselves as "mining folk", while the older 

generation, most of whom were miners or miners' wives, constantly 

refer to the industry when discussing their past. Older women shared 

the occupational identity, saying "we miners were ... '', and this 

generation are still proud of the village's reputation for hard work 

in the pits. The story goes that even in Canada at the end of the 

last century advertisements read: "Miners wanted. Only Cauldmoss men 

need apply". 

Many features of mining culture have persisted despite the end of the 

"occupational community" (Bulmer (ed. ) 1975 - In particular Salaman 

1975), for when the pits closed Cauldmoss remained comQosed of the 

same people. Several activities in the village almost certainly stem 

from its mining origins: the keeping of whippets and pigeons, the 

popularity of outdoor pursuits and the way men often pass their non- 

working time standing outside at the centre of the village. it is 

predominantly the older men who do these things, but young lads are 

also involved in these traditions. The legacy of coal mining for 

political views will be discussed later (p. 164), but perhaps the most 

important aspect of mining culture that persists today is the norm 
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+or spendinq, which will be considered in det, mý ý-)acDter -Ive. ai'. -1 

Imaqes o+ Cauldmoss as an unruly, wild backwater. 

Ever since Lhe days when miners from outlying settlements came into 

Cauldmoss at the weekends to the pubs and dances, the Vi. 'L'LaQe has had 

a kind of Wild West reputation for hard drinking. ; iqhtinq and 

general lawlessness. Mass street fights and prostitutes hanqing 

around the pubs are said to have been commonplace, and many revel in 

events that perpetuate this tradition. One man tried to convince me 

that the old hotel can be just as riotous as the Dub scene in the 

last episode of Bleasdale's recently televised 'Boys from the Black 

Stuff', and villagers generally thought that the graffiti "HAZZARD 

COUNTY" over a road sign on the approach to Cauldmoss was very 

appropriate. "Hazzard County" was the fictional location of an 

American TV series, 'The Dukes of Hazzard, ' about a family of dare- 

devil "hillbillies''. 

Related to this lawlessness is the reputation +or beinq fly. which 

most men in Cauldmoss find prestigious. One of the "nicer" lads in 

t driver was stupid not to have demanded 
L-he youth club said a taxi 

cash before even starting for Cauldmoss, and it was the driver's 

look-out when he and his pals jumped Lho taxi without paying. When a 

boy was of +ered 10p to sing a song on an outing he was advised: ''Get 

the money first' Come on, Jim, you're fae Cauldmoss". 

A frequent theme amongst inhabitants when talking about Cauldmoss is 

the terrible weather. Constant gales, blizzards that cut the village 

of+ for days during the winter and even snow in July are all cited to 

illustrate what Cauldmoss folk have to live with. Thouqh the weather 

conditions are usually exagerated (as elsewhere) it was noteworthy 

that when the road -From the local town was blocked bv dr-i+tinq snow 

one winter's afternoon most men stoicly walked the six miles home, 
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rather than stay in the emergency accommodation set uO in --. -e 1: own. 

Many of the younqer folk in Cauldmoss +eell i týj it is a back"ater 

very few facilities, even though it is, in comparison wi---, 

neighbourinq villagesq actually well endowed with the Community 

Centre, Health Clinic, nursery school and so on. Tre yc: )unqer 

inhabitants are also more likely to resent the close-knit 

relationships of the community and feel they are restrictive. When 

these factors are combined with the unruly reputation and the 

supposed council policy of dumping unwanted tenants, many inhabitants 

are self-effacing about their village. Perhaps they are influenced 

by outsiders' views (to be described p. 159) since several aDoloqize 

for the place: "it's wasted, this place ... all battered wives 

now.. ." or, more graphical ly, it's "the arsehole of Scotland" . 

Ga 1a Day. 

The most +ormal expression o+ Cauldmoss's corporate identity is the 

Gala Day. Unlike the other main annual events in the villaqe - the 

Orange March, Bon+ire Night, Christmas and Hogmanay - it is +ocussed 

exclusively on Cauldmoss with no other rationale at all. The Gala 

Day was started by the Cauldmoss Cooperative Society in 1905 and has 

been held annually ever since, apart from a period o+ a +ew years in 

the late 1970s. 

Money is raised for the Gala throughout the year (principally with 

prize bingos), and +unds are boosted during the week preceding the 

Gala Saturday by running extremely popular quizzes and comQetitions 

in the clubs and Community Centre. 
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T 1he +ocL-Ls o+ the Gala is the procession around t,, -Ie village. made -, c 

o+ a band o+ bag pipers and a brass band (both +rom elsewhere), young 

girls in +airy costumes, highly decorated +1oats Dackeci witn more 

young children, sometimes a troup o+ majorettes and in the middle o+ 

them all the Gala Queen attended by ladies in waiting and courtiers, 

riding in a white Rolls Royce or, in more extravagant years, on a 

coach led by horses. Another car or carriage carries last year's 

Gala Queen and her ladies in waiting, and behind them march a group 

o+ halbadiers. In +ront o+ this royal party walks the mythical saint 

o+ Cauldmoss's history., dressed like a medieval monk. People assemble 

at the school with a great deal o+ con+usion and waiting around, 

during which time a large crowd gathers, photos are taken and The 

Crazy Gang (hal+ a dozen adults in ridiculous costumes, like gorilla 

suits or in drag) accost people +or money, including any unsuspecting 

strangers driving through the village. Eventually the procession 

sets o++ in amateurish chaos: majorettes dropping batons, young boys 

bursting most o+ the balloons as soon as they are released, small 

children crying as their +loat separates +rom their spectating 

parents. At the War Memorial it stops while the Gala Queen lays a 

wreath and a respect+ul tune is played, though most people carry on 

chatting, a+ter which it proceeds around the scheme and onto the 

recreation park where a stage has been assembled. While the brass 

band plays ceremonial accompaniments a comoere welcomes each child 

with a special role on to the stage, culminating with the new Gala 

Queen. There is a lot o+ bowing and curseying between the Queens and 

their courtiers and ladies in waiting. and an exchange o+ robes and 

crowns between the old and new Queen, all carried out rather 

clumsily. Each o+ the main actors then makes a little speech and the 

ceremony is concluded with the band playing "&: )d Save the Queen", to 

which nobody pays much attention. 
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Following the procession there are displays by zne --: 'ire Brioade and 

police dog handlers, ice cream vans and stalls, and arv ot, -er 

activities the organizers can arrange to make It a fete. ý'In rainy 
days the crowning ceremony is held in the Community Centre. 

Enormous effort is made to decorate the village for this occasion, in 

Darticular the houses and gardens along the route of the Drocession. 

Lawns are neatly cut, flowers planted out, doors covered in paper 

flowers made from toilet paper-, and where one of the main 

participating children lives elaborately painted hardboard cut outs 

decorate the garden. These are usually on some childish theme such 

as cowboys and indians or Snow White and the Seven Dwarves. and 

somewhere the child's name and role is displayed, such as "Margaret: 

Chief Lady in Waiting". The Gala Queen is chosen from one particular 

class in the primary school, her name being drawn out of a hat. With 

the pendants and flags, the decorated gardens and the exotic costumes 

of the main actors (many of which are hired), it is a colour+ul 

pageant. Nearly all the village comes out to watch, most of them in 

their smart clothes. 

Everyone recognizes that Gala Day is above al .ý an event for the 

chidren. It is they who make up the procession (apart from the 

visiting bands and the Crazy Gang), the decorations are focussed on 

them, many parents buy their children new clothes for the event, and 

at the end of the ceremony each child in Cauldmoss gets given "a 

bag". These are paper bags each containing exactly the same 

sandwiches, chocolate biscuits and sweets, and for some children this 

is their main concern for the whole day. It seems as if it would be 

too introverted and self-indulgent -for adults to celebrate their 

community identity without -focussing on something beyond themselves. 

and so their generosity and co-operation is validated by "the wains". 

A man who was thanked for lending a jack to support a chip van during 

Gala Day turned to the other men around saying he's not bothered 

about beinq thanked, "anything I can do for the wains ... I'm doing 
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it for the Gala Day". 

The concern with equal participation by all villagers, t:, -,, e re-rerence 
to the village's origins with the saint, the ac know J L: 3dQemEf-j z 0+ 
villagers who died in the last wars, and the generosity o+ spectato-s 
in giving around E15CJ to the Crazy Gang's collection, all sugqest 
that the Gala Day is a glorification of Cauldmoss as a community, in 
the folk sense of common interests and fellowship. ThouQh the 
children are the first priority, it is a day of festivities for their 

parents as well. Several men start drinking in the morning and watcn 
the procession from the pavement outside the pubs, many families nave 

a special meal in the afternoon, it is a day for relatives to come ts 

visit the village and in the evening there are Gala Day dances, 

usually a traditional one (with band) and a disco. The ethos of the 

occasion was well expressed one year when a highly proficient gambler 

with racing connections rang his brother-in-law in the village with a 
tip for a race that morning. Consequently a lot of men bet on the 

winning horse and there was plenty of money about to celebrate the 

Gala Day. 

Villaqe -funerals. 

Another expression of community relationships comes when someone born 

in the village dies. As important to having a suitably costly -funeral 

(to be discussed: p. 24e) is that a large number of people should turn 

up to witness it. Even a limited acquaintance with the deceased gives 

one a slight obligation to attend the funeral, and close relatives 

never resent such attendance as presuming too much familiarity: 

instead the minister thanks everyone on behalf of the family for 

of paying your last respects". Whether or not there was "a good turn 

up" for a funeral is of greater interest than the details of the 

hearse or coffin, and for many older people, attt: s-1dJ'nQ the burials of 

their friends and acquaintances is their main contact with the 
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church. As Rees described in Wales, the funeral cT, someone who 

belonged to the village is a ritual which renews -orna)L-, nl- 

un 1 tY: the bond between an individual ano 7-7, -, e bodv 

neighbours is perhaps never so +ully manl+ested. '' (Rees 96) 

Con+ormity and conservatism in the community. 

There are other facets of community life which its members do not 

usLýaily regard SO positively as the Gala Day. The concentrated, 

often overlapping, networks of kin, neiqhbours and friends. which are 

intensified by the immobility of the population, orovide ýDlenty of 

information for gossip. Cauldmoss is "clannish" and "what Ye do is 

everybody's business". As a young man bitterly complained about his' 

auntt, she knows the colour of your new carpet before it's delivered. 

An old man summed it up: 

"Cauldmoss as far as I'm concerned, they know everybody's 

business unless their own, and they mind everybody's 

business unless their own. I'm surrounded here wi' ý)eople 

"In these conditions, people tend to reach consensus on 

norms and exert a consistent informal Dressure on each 

other to conform. This is the way a tradition is 

perpetuated, relatively immune from change as long as the 

. 19 network remains intact. '' (Klein 1965: 12 ) 

I have already described how kinship binds the ccmnunity by focussing 

it on the past (P-130), which encourages- traditional norms to be 

maintained. The elementary -family is also extremely imPOr-tant in 

itself as a conservative influence on people's ideas, both +or t--he 

reasons mentioned earlier (p. IIE3) and since a child's main source of 

values is her/his parents, whose perceptions were largely formulated 
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-'Ij yea, -s previously. of -c, -I-for-m- i'ý: v and conservatiý---, m 

6re numerous. In small matt ed, -ers tyý: )ical behaviour is ---I-ten assum 

as wmen a woman Quts mi Ik and one suqar in one's -, Pa wj t-cu- t, -) 17 

to ask, while on a more significant scale conventional behaviour is 

entrenched in fundamental areas such as gender roles, identit,,,, witn 

religious denominations, notions of respectability and so on. A, 

corollary of local QeoQle's identification with their cllose-ý<njt 

community is 'the boundary this creates, so that "incomers" can be 

used as a reference point (p. 94,129 and 151). Tme latzer are 

, 
frequently blamed for any deviant behaviour in Cauldmoss, and their 

children feel particularly excluded, participating in village 

activities like the youth clubs far less than locals. Reproducing 

the community boundary means that visiting youths from neighbouring 

villages are as likely to be +ought as chatted with, and outsiders 

who get local jobs are deeply resented. Contributing to villager's 

parochialism is their inexperience of other regions o+ Britain: many 

have never been to England, let alone London, and for older men most 

of their travel experiences date from the War. 

Outsiders' impr2ssions. 

The predominant imaqes that outsiders have of Cauldmoss are the cold, 

dreich weather, the isolation and the rough, unruliness o+ the 

village. The local headmistress told me that before coming to 

Cauldmoss she knew virtually nothing about the place except that it 

was up in the hills: "you heard the stories about Cauldmoss, a wild 

place and what have you - the standing joke is at +ull-moon they all 

go mad". At a market stall in the local tcw-i the vendor asked 

"What's a half sensible man doing in Cauldmoss? " and went on to 

describe the village as: "no man's land ... that's where the Romans 

stopped ... fine to have an empire but they stopped at Cauldmoss ... 

[the local town] was alright, they could do something with that 
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A SU90RDINIATE CULTURE. 

-roi. Resiqnation to lack 0+ cont 

T 

in Chapter One I discussed the theoretical Problems o+ relatincý 

goes on in one Particular village to the sociology of Britain. Ene 

o+ the most important determinants of the culture of Cauldmoss is 

that the population is part of the industrial working class. To a 

large extent working class culture can be seen as a subordinal-e 

culture, involvinq values people have deveioped ir-ý response to tr-e 

lack of control they have over their lives. (See p. 45 for some 

ethical considerations in adopting this approach. ) , 

As so o+ten, Hoqgart captured this excellently in his chapter "'Them 

and 'Us'": 

"When people feel that they cannot do much about the main 

elements in their situation, T221 it not necessarily WlLn 

despair or disappointment or resentment but simply as a 

fact of life, they adopt attitudes towards that situation 

which allow them to have a liveable life under its shadow. 

a life without a constant and pressinq sense of the larqer 

situation. The attitudes remove the main elements in the 

situation to the realm of natural laws, the qiven and raw, 

the almost implacable, material from which a livinq has to 

be carved. Such attitudes, at their least-adorned a 

fatalism or plain acceptinq5 ... " (Hoaqart 1957: 92) 

Marxists sociologists have also accepted this idea o+ a subordinate 

culture (e. q. Critcher 1979: 38 and Campbell 1984: 5). and Willis 

actually focussed on how school boys glorified in it as a form ot 

resistance: 
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"In the sense, therefore, that I argue that 1-ý! is t-eir- L-jvjn 
culture which most effectively prepares some workinq c-ass 

lads for the manual giving of their labour power we moy sa,,, 
that there is an element of sei-f-damnation in the taiing on 

of subordinate roles in Western capitalism. " I IS 

L977: 10) 

There are several aspects of Cauldmoss life which can be understood 

in relation to a subordinate culture. The conservatism already 

discussed (p. 15e) is reinforced by the fact that much of the 

villagers' life style is taken for granted as natural: the choices 

that are perceived concerning diet, clothing, leisure activities and 

so on are very limited, and the way people organize their lives is 

usually extremely regular, with set times for meals, shopping, 

redecoratinq , etc. Resignation to a life of hard struqgle has been 

used to explain working class parents' gratification o+ their 

children, since this is the only chance they will ever have to enjoy 

themselves (Davis 194e, Hoqgart 1957: 53), and a similar resignation 

to their fate informs most teenagers' attitude to schooling. 

Cauldmoss children seem to enjoy primary school but show less 

enthusiasm for the secondary school and usually leave at sixteen with 

no qualifications. Of the First Questionnaire sample e3% had stopped 

their formal education at the minimum school leaving age. Amongst 

council tenants the figure was e9% and amongst those in privately 

owned houses 63%. There was little difference between the ages that 

girls and boys had left school, but younger council tenants seemed to 

have had still less formal education than their parents: 100% of 

those under 30 had finished school at the minimum possible age. 

Willis has described the self-fulfilling assumption of the manual 

working class that sons will follow in their +athers' kinds of jobs, 

making formal education largely irrelevant and leading oupils to 

leave at the minimum age (Willis 1977). Today most pupils prefer to 

leave at sixteen and apply for their E16.50 Suc)plementary Benefit 
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than stay on to retake C. S. E. 's and 0 qrades, n AnLc:, -, ýase q- 

mothers wou Id only receive E6.50 Child Benefit. Bet--e- 

Qua. Li+ications would improve their chances of finding emoloyrrtent, 

since these are virtually nil anyway - in December ige--7) there was =ie 

vacancy advertised in the local Job Centre for over 4-C-,, (-) schoo]L 

leavers - the attractions of receiving more benefit in their own 

right, having the adult status conveyed by this and being tree --om 

school, predominate. The teachers at Cauldmoss Primary acknowledge 

that education has always been intended to socialize chi. Ldren for 

employment, and that this must now be Questi ... ioned: ý,, c've really qot 

to teach them +or leisure", the headmistress said. However her 

concept of what that will entail is vague and unimaginative: - "give 

them games: badminton, pool ... 11 - and in +act the curriculum and 

discipline of the school seem to re-a++irm the old values intended to 

shaQe good employees. There is no suggestion that the traditional, 

passive client role of the manual working class will, or should, 

change, and little encouragement for them to assume more control over 

their lives. Several other features of Cauldmoss life could be 

related to the inhabitants' subordinate role in the wider society, 

such as their deference towards administrative institutions, like the 

judiciary, particularly amongst women. A more general consequence of 

the way people make sense of their lack of control over their lives 

is their concentration on the immediate and personal. 

An immediate, personal world., 

People in Cauldmoss live in a very personal world where the really 

important concerns are the details of individual's lives, whether the 

main life cycle events or the minutiae of everyday affairs. not 

abstract ideas, theories or politics. The vast majority of the 

conversations that fill our field notebooks are about loca'I 

individuals and their activities, immediate concerns of the day or 

Past events in the village: so and so getting a new doq. a cousin 
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getting arrested +or a burglary, how much a cassette r-ecorcler- couic 
be boug-ri-it for or- how so and so earnt nis ni-_-kname. Workinq cilass 
li+e is, in Hoqqart's words, character-z ized by in ti imate, tne 

sensory, tl'ne detailed, and the Personal,, (Hoqqart 1957: 104). A 

woman's conversation is: 

"almost always elemental, sometimes rouqh, and of ten 

generous; its main themes are among the great themes oi, ý 

existence - marriage, children, relations with others, sex. 

Much the same is naturally true of men's ... they are 

exercising their strong traditional urge to make life 

intensely human, to humanize it in spite of everything and 

so to make it, not simply bearable, but positively 

interesting. " (Hoqqart 1957: 105) 

The preoccupation with personally known individuals goes to reinforce 

the tremendous importance of kinship in Cauldmoss life. 

This concern with the personal is amply illustrated by the popularity 

of the tabloid papers, in particular the Daily Record (about 32-0 

copies sold in Cauldmoss) and the Sun (about 100 copies sold). In 

these., abstract ideas and overt politics are minimal, and the main 

references to famous people. whether pop stars, politicians or 

royalty, are about their personal lives. But celebrities are not 

essential to engage the readers: they can be just as absorbed by 

stories about very ordinary people, so long as they are sufficiently 

intimate and involve one of the main elemental themes, like the 

bridegroom who died of a heart attack, at the age of 21. For many 

people in Cauldmoss, particularly the men, these papers are their 

only reading; as Seabrook forcefully argues (1986 and 1987b) they 

should be taken seriously as bearers of ideology. The Sun is the 

most explicit in its veneration of money as the supreme good and its 

disgracing of people as venal and violent: "The main ideological 

thrust 
... is to demonstrate that the system that delivers the goods 
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is nol I: the same as the one Ithat delivers the evils. " (Seabrook 
19e7b: 17). The basic philosophy "is that life is somethinq out o-t- 
which it is the hiqhest duty of each individuai to squeeze as muc, -, 
money, sex and fun as may be had. " (Seabrook 1986: 25) T IL -e tL. 

1 r-r-I 

to this attitude to money in a later chapter (p. 287). 

Politics.. 

The most Immediate, most intensely experienced world is that o+ daily 

af+alrs, I gossip, and social status in the village: political 

consciousness in national or ideological terms is virtually non- 

existent. Again this can be related to the working class being in a 

dependent position. As Campbell succinctly writes: "it is a 

subordinate class, and being a socialist means surrendering a culture 

o+ subordination +or sel+-determination. " (Campbell ige4: 5). 

The Cauldmoss electorate have voted Labour at both national and 

local elections for decades, a tradition generally associated with 

Cauldmoss being "a guid mining village". However the local Labour 

branch is moribund and in the last 30 years party membership has 

dropped from about twenty to three in the village. One of these is 

the local district councillor who never attends party meetings and 

who privately condemns many of Labour's policies. He has not had his 

position contested for over a decade. and though he is +requently 

criticized by villagers for anything that could be construed as his 

responsibility, the surgeries he holds in Cauldmoss are not well 

attended. 

Very few people get actively involved in the Labour Movement through 

their trade unions, as a more immediate, practical alternative to the 

Labour Party. Those in employment are increasingly less unionized, 

since a hiqher proportion of the work force are now in part time 

jobs, Kcxnen's jobs or in small businessesl. and trade union members 
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One 0+ the +2W 0+-fiCla. S are rarely actIV2. 
in Cauidmoss. a =--cr 

steward +or the Transmort and Generai ýAjor-, -ers was '. 3i, ý 

woen the main -foundry in the local 11--own closec in , Lge--,,. -cs-_ ýC), K -, 7 
rne village still consider trade unions are important in 

the worker, but they o+ten comment on them havinq become tco powerfLI. 

and politicized in the past. 

A +ew local people help with the Conservative Party's organ i zzation, 

but they are very discreet about it in --he village, and as iar as .1 
know there are no Scottish Nationalist, Liberal or Social Democrat 

activists. 

The lack o+ political discussion in Cauldmoss was exemplified by the 

19831 general election which passed with very-little comment and no 

posters or stickers displayed anywhere in the village. When the 

local Labour M. P. visited to canvass votes during Gala Day F,, e was 

virtually ignored in favour o+ the procession. The only political 

conversations there were during the election campaign did little more 

than con+irm the speakers' longing to be rid o+ ''Maggie Hatchet". one 

woman described how she had an horri+ic +ascination to watch Thatcher 

on television: 

"when I see her scrawny neck I hate her. so I do, 

really hate her ... but I like to watch halr, ken, to hate 

hair the mair; aye, i do 

There was no serious discussion of the alternative policies offered 

by the political parties, even on issues close to home such as 

unemployment, and the use of election addresses (from all parties) 

as +ire-lighters is a standing joke. (Perceptions of the future in 

relation to employment will be described later, p. 346). 
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The 1984-85 miners' strike Provides another *I 
L- 'mDortant 'llus-r-ation oý 

Political attitudes in Cauldmoss. There was an imQ! j'-c-t symQat-, y 
with the miners and a general wish for Thatcher to tDe de-eated, cur- 
there was also considerable criticism of Scarqill and the miners' 
tactics, and there was no active support for them whatscever, even 
through fund raising, let alone joining some of the picýets that were 

only fifteen miles away. This is remarkable when contrasted with the 

kind of response striking miners got from such culturally distant 

areas as London. Furthermore, when coal was being driven into 

Ravenscraig steel works after the rallwaymen supported the N. U. M., 

lorry drivers in Cauldmoss told me that they would be prepared to 

drive through the pickets themselves if they got a contract to supply 

Ravenscraig. During a recession one has to take whatever work is 

available, they argued: the rationale of financial gain, part of the 

"pecuniary" model of society of the "privatised" worker (see p. 105), 

leaves no room at all for values of solidarity that might have been 

transmitted -from a time when Cauldmoss was an occupational community. 

When expressed, political views in Cauldncss are generally parochial 

and conservative, and most people are keen patriots and monarchists. 

Thatcher's stand over the Falklands conflict won aeneral support and 

several men relished the military engagement, while there is an 

insatiable curiosity for the personal details of royal lives and an 

undying loyalty to the Queen (often connected with denominational 

allegiance: ' see p. 141) is often stated. Perhaps because of the 

concentrated attention on the everydav life of the monarc, ") she seems 

to be regarded as a warm, friendly, down to earth sort of family 

woman, sympathetic to the concerns of ordinary folk, in striking 

contrast to the Prime Minister. During a conversation in the pub 

several men agreed that the Queen hates Maggie Thatcher, and they 

viewed the monarch as being very paternalistic: she doesn't want "to 

see people idle". One man said that, after all, she didn't chcxose 

her job and she'd probably prefer not to have it. He certainlv 

wouldn't want it. The deferential political outlook in Cauldmoss is 
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suqgested _3 Day procession: ai--houah Ee7Lcus =ýýs h 

. -n,, /thicai saints are resorted to to give zir-ýe vl,, age ý)aqe3r 

historical deoth, there 1-- no reference at all to tý-e 171story 0-ý =LýI, 

mining but 'instead the event focusses on a queen in a white Pclls 

Royce accomoanied by numerous prestige symbols o+ lhii,, -m -ank. 

CONCLUSION. 

In this chapter I have presented the ethnoqraQhic background within 

which the following chapters on employment and consumption must be 

placed. Of particular significance to these themes are social status, 

gender and community belonging. I have emphasiZed the importance of 

social status in villagers' daily lives and identified two 

conflicting models of stratification by which 5eonle distinguish 

themselves: accordinq to 'restricted' or 'unrestricted' values. These 

va 1 ues, combined with people's sense of belonging to the village. 

greatly influence their use of commodities., as I will describe in 

Chapter Five. The significance of gender, which I have argued is a 

Llivision a++ectinq all areas of social life, will become more 

apparent in the following chapter since it is intrinsic to my 

interpretation o+ male employment. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

INTRODUCTION. 

This chapter deals with the second main objective of the thesis: to 
investigate the significance of employment in the culture of 
Cauldmoss. It is important to re-emphasize that my observations on 
this topic were made primarily in the village and not in men's work- 

places (see p. 59). This is therefore a description of what employ- 

ment means in the residential context, one involving women and 
families, and the values transmitted in the workplace are only 

considered in so far as they effect village life. Workers' orien- 

tatlon to their employment as it is revealed in their place of work 

has been studied in detail in the past (e. g. Zweig 1961, Goldthorpe 

et al. 19689 1969 and 1970, Beynon 1973, Dubin 1976). As previously 

explained (p. 26), in this chapter I will ignore the 37% of 

economically active men in Cauldmoss who are unemployed and will 

concentrate on the cultural values that have arisen from a time of 

'full' employment. In Chapters Five and Six I will suggest that 

these ideas underlie many of the more general values in Cauldmoss. 

Chapter Seven will consider how the culture of 'full' employment is 

modified by unemployment. 

DEF INITI CX\S OF " kCR< "- 

A social anthropological account cannot treat 'work', 'leisure', or 

any of the other central categories relating to economic life axio- 

maticall y, as if these are discrete areas wi th unambiguous meanings 

(Cohen 1979: 265). A br ief reflection on the various ways the word 

I work' is used will make it clear what a wide range of meanings it 
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has even within one culture, let alone between cultures. Further- 

more, in any society there are different levels at which 'work' can 

have meaning (see Firth 1973: 26). Wallman argues that anthropor- 

logists should tackle the cross-cultural semantic diversity of 'work' 

by identifying the different dimensions it has, and then studying how 

they are inter-related (Wallman 1979: 3). Turner intended to 

contribute to this analysis by exploring the semantic dcmain of 

"work" in one particular culture, the members of which describe 

themselves as "working people" (Turner 19E31). 

In order to try and compile a lexicon of terms relating to 'work' and 

'leisure' in Cauldmoss, the First Questionnaire was devised which 

asked respondents to classify 45 different activities as 'Work or 

something else'. The questionnaire can be found in Appendix A along 

with a table of the main results, and, as mentioned previously, a 

very detailed report on this questionnaire can be found elsewhere 

(Turner, Bostyn and Wight 1984: Appendix). Here it is sufficient to 

outline how the answers were coded and to describe the results 

pertinent to the definition and evaluation of 'work'. 

The 4,6E30 answers that we collected were subsumed into twenty codes 

which, as far as possible, were given indigenous terms as titles. 

Since 'work' was central to the investigation it was felt justified 

to maintain seven distinctions between kinds of work. The codes were 

as follows: 

1. Work 8. Pleasure 

2. Occupation 9. Leisure 

3. Hard Work 10. Necessity 

4. Sex Defined Work 11. Helping 

5. Business 12. Unenjoyable 

6. Side-line 13. Gambling 

7. Sort o+ Work 14. Education 

15. Poaching 

16. Not Work 

17. Morally Positive 

18. Morally Negative 

19. Miscellaneous 

20. Don't Know 
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Those used most frequently in people's answers were work' 
'pleasure', 'leisure' and 'necessity'. 

The most relevant conclusions of the First Questionnaire were 

summarized in our Final Report: 

"It was found that those activities which the vast majority 

agreed were "work" were all paid employment, for example 

coal mining, cooking school meals and selling insurance. 

An analysis of indigenous definitions for the terms "work" 

and "job" revealed that these describe an activity which is 

done in return for money (the most common definition), or 

which involves effort of scxTk-- kind, or which is unenjoy- 

able, or which is something that has to be done. Often all 

four criteria were given, and it seems that the hallmark of 

true work is that it is an alienating experience. 

"By looking at how different terms were explained by infor- 

mants, it is clear that the terms "occupation" and "profes- 

sion" describe a job done by intelligent, skilled people. 

"Hard work" usually implied considerable physical effort, 

but it could also mean a mentally demanding job, or one 

that involves coercion or dislike, which reinforces the 

meaning of "work" already stated... 

"The results suggest that there are two semantic possibIll- 

ties for the word 'work': 'work' and REAL 'work', the 

former being inclusive of the latter. A nice illustration 

of this came when someone was asked if, when he dug the 

garden, he saw that as work. "No", he said firmly, "with 

the garden you're working for yourself". It seems that 

only paid employment is regarded as REAL "work", and though 

it is not often articulated, an important facet o+ real 

"work" is that it occurs in a specific work place which is 
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not the horne. 

"Those activities for which "work" constituted the largest 

number of replies, but where it was not a majority verdict, 

were mainly household tasks, such as repairing a car, or 

doing the washing-up. These tasks tended to be described 

by others as "necessity" or "unenjoyable" - the "work" 

involved in them seems to be of a different nature from 

that involved in formal jobs. " 

(Turner, Bostyn and Wight 19E34: 65-66) 

THE WORK FORCE AND L+ERE THEY ARE EMPLOYED. 

The 1981 Census provides considerable data on the composition of the 

work +orce in Cauldmoss. The tables below show the proportions o+ the 

population in di-F+erent econcynic categories: - 

male female total 

working -Ful 1 time 475 64% 239 30% 714 47% 

working part time E3 1% 95 11% 93 6% 

seeking work 103 14% 49 6% 152 10% 

temporarily sick 21 3*/. 5 1% 26 2/. 

permanently sick 34 5*/. 6 1% 40 3% 

retired eo 11% 30 4% 110 7"/. 

students 14 Z/. 17 7/. 31 2/. 

other economically 2 0% 358 45% 360 24% 

inactive 

total number 737 7E39 1526 

Table 4.1: Economic Characteristics of Cauldmoss populatl*(Dn over 16: 

19E31 Census . 
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The figures for those 'seeking work' will be discussed at greater 
length in Chapter Seven. The main changes between the 1971 and 19el 

Census results are an increase in the proportion of economically 

active seeking work (from 6.4% to 15.4%), a reduction of those in 
full time employment (from &3% to 72% of the economically active), 

and a significant rise in the proportion of married women in the 

labour force (from 31% to 44%). Despite the greater number of 

married women in the labour market, however, in the age groups of 16 

to 19 year olds and 55 to 60 there were less women describing them- 

selves as economically active in 19E31 than 1971. The increase in 

those seeking work, the higher proportion of part time jobs and the 

increase in the number' of women in the labour force seem to be 

in keeping with the general employment trends throughout Britain 

during the recent recession. 

The data we gathered from the 10% of households in our First and 

Second Questionnaires suggest the f igures presented on the +01 lowing 

page, in Table 4.2. The differences between the 19B1 Census figures 

and those from our 19e2 Questionnaire are due to slight discrepancies 

in the definition of categories (which we obviously tried to 

minimize), the inevitable limitations of a 10% rather than 100% 

sample, and the changes in the local economy over that period. 
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Table 4.2: Employment status of those over 16, from 1982 and 198-D 
questionnaires. 

uncil tenants: 

full time employed 
part time employed 
seeking work 
invalidity 
housewives 
retired (women over 60) 
full time education 

numbers (percentage of column total) 

Summer 1982 

men women TOTAL 

134 (54)115 (2 5)149 (40)1 
6 (10)ý 6 (5)ý 

20 (32) 20 (16); 
5 (8) 5 Mi 

27 (46)27 (22)i 
3 (5)10 (17)13 (11), 

permanently sick 1 (2) 1 (2Y 2 (2) 
TOTAL COUNCIL TENANTS 63 59 122 

% male unemployment 42%j 
%q 16-60 in employment 43% 

Private house residents: 

full time employed 12 (80)1 8 (57)20 (69) 
part time employed 1 (7) 1 (3) 
seekinq work 2 (13)1 2 (7) 
invalidity 
housewives 
retired (women over 60) 
full time education 
permanently sick 
TOTAL IN PRIVATE HOUSES 

% male unemployment 
16-60 in employment 

4 (29) 4 (14) 
(7)! 1 (7) 2 (7) 

15 14 29 

14%1 
69% 

End of 1985 

men women TOTAL 

132 (55)112 (21)144 (38) 
5 (9) 5 (4) 

ý16 (28) 2 (3)18 (16) 
2 (3) 2 (2) 

25 (43)25 (22) 
7 (12)13 (22)20 (17) 

1 (2) 1 (1) 
1 (2) 1 (l ) 

'58 58 - ,., 116 - 

36% 
38$ 

18 (69) 8 (40)26 (57) 
3 (15) 3 (7) 

3 (12) 2 (10) 5 (11) 
1 (4) 1 (2) 

5 (25) 5 (11) 
2 (8) 1 (5) 3 (7) 
1 (4) 1 (5) 2 (4) 
1 (4) 1 (2) 

26 20 46 

18% 
58% 

Council and private house 
residents: 

full time employed 
part time employed 
seeking work 
invalidity 
housewives 
retired (women over 60) 
full time education 
permanently sick 
TOTAL COUNCIL + PRIVATE 

146 (59)ý23 
7 

ý22 (28Y 
5 (6)! 

31 
4 (5)! l 1 

1 (1 )l 1 (1 ): 2 
78 73 151 

(32), 69 (46) 
(10) 7 (5) 

22 (15) 
5 OY 

(42)31 (21)' 
(i 5)il 5 (10) 

'5 0 (60)20 (26)70 (43) 
8 (10) 8 (5) 

19 (23) 4 (5)23 (14) 
3 (4) 3 (2) 

30 (38)30 (19) 
9 (11)14 (18)23 (14) 
1 (1) 2 (3) 3 (2) 
2 (2) 2 (1) 

84 78 162 

% male unemployment 37% 31% 

%9 16-60 in employment 48% 44% 

% male unemployment = seeking work + invalidity x 100 

full time emp. + part time emp. + seeking work 
+ invalidity 
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The 'Social classes' of the Cauldmoss Population, as defined by the 
Census, have been described in the previous chapter (p. 93). The 10% 

sample of the Census gives the following figures for the Socio- 
Economic Groups in Cauldmoss, derived from people's present or 
previous occupation. 

1. Employers and managers ... in large establishments 5 3% 

2. Employers and managers ... in small establishments 11 T/. 

3. Professional workers - self-employed 4 3% 

4. Professional workers - employees 2 1% 

5. Intermediate non-manual workers 11 77/. 

6. Junior non-manual workers 3 2% 

7. Personal service workers 1 1% 

E3. Foremen and supervisors - manual 14 9% 

9. Skilled manual workers 57 36% 

10. Semi-skilled manual workers 26 17% 

11. Unskilled manual workers 23 15% 

Table 4.3: Socio-Economic Groups in Cauldmoss: 19E31 Census. 
_ 

However the inadequacy of 10% samples is illustrated by no one being 

recorded in S. E. G. s 12-16 covering self-employed workers other than 

professionals, those working on +arms and members of the armed 

forces. In fact there are at least 25 +arms within the enumeration 

districts being considered, and several own account workers (mainly 

skilled manual workers in building trades) and a few soldiers lived 

in the village in 19el. The statistics above can be summarized as 

follows: 77% of those in employment are manual workers; 1% are 

personal service workers (involved in catering, personal needs 

services, etc. ); 9% are non-inanual; 10% are employers and managers 

while just over 4% are professional workers. The Census confirms our 

own observations that nearly all those in the last two groups live in 

Private houses outwith the council housing scheme. 
I 
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The employment status o-F those with jobs can also be expressed as 

+o 1 lows: 

1971 Census 

apprentices and trainees 5.5/. 

other employees 77.2% 

employees supervising others 7.5%. 

sel+-employed without employees 6.3% 

sel+-employed with employees 3.5% 

igel Census 

3.7% 

70. Er/. 

15.2% 

5.5% 

4. e% 

Table 4.4: Employment status of Cauldmoss work +orce: 1971 and l9el 

Censuses. 

It is notable that apprenticeships have fallen since 1971 while the 

proportion of supervisors has risen dramatically, presumably because 

ordinary employees are more vulnerable to lay-o-F-Fs. Only one in 

twenty of the work force were self-employed in 19ei, most of them 

probably skilled tradesmen in the construction industry. Of late 

sub-contractors in the building trade have increasingly demanded that 

workers should be formally self-employed, although still under their 

direction. This saves them from the legal responsibilities of being 

employers and enables them to only pay for work done - not when it is 

raining or there is a slack spell. In such cases the worker is in 

much the same subordinate role as a formal employeeg and though for 

tax and insurance purposes he is self-employed he does not regard 

himself, nor is regarded by his mates as being "his own boss". In 

general few people in Cauldmoss entertain the idea of setting up 

their own business, the main objections expressed being the 

insecurity of an irregular income and the lack of clearly defined 

working hours which could keep you working all evening. 
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The 19el Census only provides crude details on which industries 

Cauldmoss folk are employed in. Below the seven occupational 

categories are listed with the proportions of people who work outside 

the local authority district. 

other services 

distribution & catering 

manufacturing 

transport 

construction 

energy and water 

agriculture 

% in industry work- 

X. o+ employed ing outside local 

in industry authority district 

31.5 26 

27.4 15 

20.5 13 

8.2 0 

6.8 60 

4.1 33 

1.4 0 

Table 4.5: The industries and proximity of people's employment: 1981 

Census. 

Over 20% of the work force were employed outwith the local authority 

district in 19el, with a particularly large proportion of construc- 

tion workers in this category. Many such men work at one large 

building project after another anywhere in central Scotland, perhaps 

travelling each day to work on a shopping complex in Glasgow +or four 

months, and then for a year travelling to work on the new gas 

processing plant at Mossmorran in Fife. Some form of joint transport 

is usually arranged, either in a works van or a worker's private car, 

and it is not uncommon for people to start out at 5.30 am and return 

at 7 pm when working at a long distance. A few men stay away from 

Cauldmoss for several weeks at a time when employed a long way of+, 

though the main source of such jobsq in oil-related work around 

Aberdeen, has now virtually disappeared. Several people work in 

Glasgow or Edinburgh but the majority are employed in the local 

conurbation. 
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A small proportion of the work force have jobs in Cauldmoss itself. 
Half a dozen local businesses employ men full time, the biggest 

employer (with fifteen employees) owning a haulage firm on its own, 
then a builder who employs three or four men, an exploratory drilling 

firm with the same size work force and three local coal merchants 

each employing one or two assistants. Several of the local farmers 

employ Cauldmoss lads on an irregular basis, but there are hardly any 

full time farm workers' jobs, due to the small size of +arms. There 

are very few full time jobs for women in the village, but several 

part time jobs exist. These are in the Community Centre, schools and 

health clinic as care takers and cleaners, in the shops and post 

office as assistant saleswomen, and in the library. 

FINDING EMPLOYMENT. 

In the discussion of kinship I have already described how the in+or- 

mation and influence of one's relatives is by far the most important 

means by which people +Ind employment (p. 136). If one has not got 

one's job through kin networks then it has usually been found through 

some other personal contacts: peer groups in the pubs, clubs or 

bingo, or simply conversations with friends at home, providing 

information about likely vacancies and suitable applicants. " It' S 

no' what ye ken, it's who ye ken", is the phrase repeatedly used to 

summarize the situation, and apart from jobs on government schemes it 

is rare to hear of anyone getting work other than through personal 

networks. It is even said (by a local employer) that employees in 

the Job Centre now inform their own friends of vacancies before 

advertizing them publically. 

The Job Centre in the local town is the official agency for getting 

vx)rk. In theory Job Centre staff should contact those registered 

about vacancies for which they are suitable, but in practice they are 

so overwhelmed by people as soon as a notice goes up that they have 
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no time to inform other Potential applicants. For most posts it is a 

case of first come first served, which obviously militates against 

tho, se in outlying villages. In fact the Job Centre seems to operate 

more as an employment exchange, providing facilities for employers to 

pick the best recruits from the labour force and for those in jobs to 

swap them for better ones, rather than as an agency helping the 

unemployed -find work. The jobs advertIzed in the Centre are mainly 

for sales representatives willing to work on a purely commission 

basis, for low paid clerical and cleaning staff (jobs usually taken 

by women), and for time-served, experienced tradesmen, especially in 

the construction industry. 

Some move from one job to another by being "brass-necked" enough to 

approach firms directly in person and asking to be employed. In fact 

this probably only works for those who are currently in employment, 

since employers generally prefer to take them on rather than the 

unemployed, and +or those lucky enough to have skills and experience 

that are still in demand, such as being a time-served plasterer. 

Although training and experience are more important to employers than 

a person s residence, when there Is nothing else to choose between 

employees in unskilled or semi-skilled jobs, most employers in the 

local town tend to discriminate against applicants from Cauldmoss. 

Contrary to the supposed reputation of local miners in the past 

(p. 152), the Cauldmoss workforce does not seem to be highly regarded 

in the local conurbation. This is partly due to geographical 

factors, since employers fear that folk from Cauldmoss will not be 

able to get to work easily and in the winter are likely to be cut off 

by snow. But it is also connected with the reputation that the 

village has: an official at the local Job Centre said employers tend 

to see Cauldmoss as a troublesome place (citing articles in the local 

paper about offences committed there), and he knew of one person who 

refused to see an applicant as soon as he learnt the man was from 

Cauldmoss. 
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EXPLICIT REASONS FOR EMPLOYMENT. 

The vast majority of men and most unmarried women in Cauldmoss want 

to be employed for a full working week, while many women with older 

children seek part-time work. The importance of regular employment 

in people's lives is very clear, both for the old and young. In this 

section I will discuss people's stated aims for doing paid work and 

in subsequent sections will show how they also act according to more 

nebulous social values which are associated with employment. 

Money. 

Since the most central 

employment for money, 

people state they seek 

motive to do paid work 

many more wage packe 

car, or when he has 

various furnishings to 

feature of the concept of work in Cauldmoss is 

it is no surprise that this is the first thing 

from their job. People's immediate conscious 

is to earn a living: a man might estimate how 

ts will allow him to put a deposit down +or a 

married, might be specifically thinking of 

buy as he goes to his work. 

But even in industrial society economic objectives are not in an 

autonomous sphere, for, as Wallman notes: "economic purposes are 

'hemmed in by the social prescription of means and ends'" (Wallman 

1979: 4). Money is sought for socially defined intentions, not simply 

to attain certain inevitable necessities of life which is how employ- 

ment is often described. The next chapter will be devoted to 

describing the patterns of consumption that are required to conform 

to the norms in Cauldmoss. 

The emphasis on remuneration from one's employment is linked with 

workers' identification with their wages. An equation is made beween 

someone's wage and his or her personal worth. Thus men on good over 

time take great pride in "clearing E180 a week", or bringing home a 
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+ew hundred pounds on Friday and handing their wives a substantial 

sum (e. g. E120) in cash. While the "big earners" In the village are 
generally respected - their status being largely expressed through 

expensive consumption - those known to receive low pay are rather 

pitied. For most people the amount they earn is more important than 

their occupational identity for their social status. The measurement 

o+ a man's worth by his wage is evidently an old and widespread 

attitude in coal mining communities (Jahoda 1987/193e: 69 Dennis et 

al. 1956: 74). 

There is a paradox in this equivalence of wage with worth. On the 

one hand it is a clear example of how capitalist economic values are 

internalized to shape one's self-identity, as others have previously 

observed: "The bourgeoisie, wherever it has got the upper hand, ... 
has resolved personal worth into exchange value, ... " (Marx and 

Engels 1967: e2). Yet because workers are understandably loath to 

accept lower wages (and worth) in different economic circumstances, 

the equation ignores the market mechanism of determining wages. The 

economists' view that wages result from the supply of and demand for 

labour is not completely foreign to Cauldmoss villagers (they are 

well aware how unemployment allows employers to reduce the quality of 

their working conditions), but the folk view of wages incorporates 

much more than this macro economic equation. Workers' notions of 

what their time and skill are worth are much more related to the 

training required to do the job, the customary amount paid and di++e- 

rentials with other jobs, than they are by the laws of supply or 

demand. In particular the time served as an apprentice, usually for 

very low pay, is thought to validate a good wage, and a City and 

Guilds certificate supposedly guarantees one's worth. 

It is taken as axicriatic that one seeks to maximize one's pay as the 

first priority in seeking work, and almost any hardship or disruption 

would be considered if the wage is right. Scxre construction workers 

in Cauldmoss were seriously thinking about doing labouring work an 
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the Falkland Islands for a year when they learnt it would pay E30,000 

p. a.. There are clearly several elements which determine the mininxlm 

wage someone will accept, including their financial circumstances 
(particularly their responsibilities to others), their awareness of 
the current labour market and their previous earnings. Several men 

said they thought one should not have to work for less than E150 per 

week after tax, and those who have experienced average wages usually 

seek the same again. Very few are prepared to work for less than 

they would receive in benefits (to be discussed later: p. 355), and 

the minimum acceptable margin between this and one's net income is 

typically between ten and twenty pounds. Though women tolerate far 

lower pay than men, and it is not important to their gender identity 

in the way it is for men (see p. 190), they too have limits of 

acceptability. One woman was berated by her aunt for doing the 

doctor's cleaning for Ee a week (some years ago): "Even the nig nogs 

wouldn't work for that' You're worse than the darkies". To accept 

lower wages than those previously earned is considered sel+- 

diminishing. Thus a skilled heavy plant operator who had been paid 

E200 a week "clear" (take home pay) in his last job felt he would be 

devaluing himself to accept much less elsewhere. I will return to 

the topic of taking low paid work in Chapter Seven (p. 343 and 355). 

Achieving an approved level of consumption for one's family and 

equating one's earnings with one's personal worth both give a moral 

dimension to employment, but the monetary implications are more 

complicated than this. Whenever motivation for a job is discussed 

the financial arguments are inevitably deemed paramount, but in 

practice people's actions do not always accord with this legitimizing 

rationale. Twice men have belittled enquiries as to why they work, 

stating adamantly that it was simply to earn money: as soon as they 

found they were gaining no more than the dole they would stop. But 

their wives then told me that their husbands could never stop work- 

ing, whatever they were paid: "it's built into you, work". It would 

seem that in our capitalist society the expression of non-+inancial 
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reasons for employment, even if the worker is conscious of them, is 

discouraged. Henry has noted that some explanations are counted as 

valid motives and not others: 

"Those which are acceptable explanations in our society are 

the ones which relate the economic implications of certain 

kinds of action to the notion of individual property rights 

.... In other words, what counts as an explanation must be 

economically rational. " 

(Henry 197e: ile) 

A structure to one's time. 

Apart from money there are two principal things that people state 

they value in paid work though they are expressed more as part of 

the frustration of unemployment than as conscious reasons +or doing a 

job. One is the temporal structure that employment gives to a 

person's life. It seems that there is a general desire for the 

discipline and time structure involved in working, revealed by the 

common wish for a 40 hour working week which is one of the main 

reasons stated for people's reluctance to be sel+--employed. When 

asked what they would do with the extra time if they could earn a 

good wage in only twenty hours, several people answered that they 

would look -for another job to -fill the day. Even when on holiday 

workers in Cauldmoss sometimes complain in the second week that 

"... it's too long: you get +ed up". The need for temporal order in 

our lives is emphasised by Jahoda in her social-physchological 

analysis of unemployment: 

"Foremo, st among these other consequences is the en-forced 

destruction o+ a habitual time structure +or the waking day 

with the sudden onset o+ unemployment. In modern 

industrialised societies the experience o+ time is shaped 
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by public institutions ... but when this structure Is 

removed ... its absence presents a major psychological 

burden. " 

(Jahoda 1982: 22) 

It is the time structure o+ employment which gives meaning and value 

to that period away from work - leisure time. Essentially there is 

no leisure without employment. Leisure hours complement working 

hours, not substitute for them, and part of the appeal of leisure is 

its relative scarcity. 

Judging from the importance of the time structure and the separate 

locality of one's employment, it seems that the substance of paid 

work is less significant than its form. It is as if the most impor- 

tant thing -For men is that they go out to work in the morning with 

their "piece", come back dirty, wash, have tea, and then maybe go out 

to the pub; they have the weekend to look forward to through the 

week, and the local trades -Fair (that is, the annual holiday) to look 

forward to through the year. 

Chanqed environment. 

The other principal thing that people say they value in employment is 

the changed environment which the work place gives, enabling a person 

to "git out the house" and relate to another social group. This 

aspect of employment is particularly significant in Cauldmoss where 

for most people paid work provides them with their only opportunity 

to develop social contacts outside the village on a daily basis. This 

is particularly the case with women, who often state that meeting 

more people is as important a motive in seeking a job as earning some 

independent income. 
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For men, going to work not only means a change of environment but it 

also allows them to get out of the woman's domain during the day. It 

is clear how important this is from the way unemployed married men 

try to find occupations to keep them out of the house as long as 

possible. Some men say that one motive certain individuals have to 

take a job, even for less money than their social security payments, 

is to avoid their marriage breaking up because of rows caused by the 

husband's presence in his wife's sphere. Similarly the difficulties 

that couples often have in ajusting to the husband's retirement are 

frequently related to the necessity of renegotiating the female and 

male domains. 

ALIENATION. 

11 ... the miner enters into the process o-F production by 

selling his labour power to an owner o+ capital .... 

"The role of the worker is not to direct production, it is 

to put himself at the disposal of the employer for a cer- 

taln period of time. As a consequence of his labour power 

being bought by the employer, the product of his labour is 

alienated from the immediate producer, the labourer, and is 

appropriated by the employer.... This fact of the worker 

being only the repository of a commodity (labour power), 

bought by the employer, ... Cleads to] numerous consequen- 

ces including the superficial phenomena of 'the attitude of 

men to their work' ... 
there is a sense in which every 

worker suffers 'monotony'. It is not the monotony of the 

operations gm * ca he carries out, considered in their concrete 

aspect, so much as the tendency for his work to be directed 

and controlled entirely from outside himself. " 

(Dennis, Henriques & Slaughter 1956: 27-28) 
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To give some meaning to one's time, to have a change of surroundings 

and above all, to earn money, are the three main motives for employ- 

ment that people in Cauldmoss talk about. It is striking how few 

ever mention getting any satisfaction from the actual activity of 

working, or from the product of their work. Employment is generally 

assumed to be boring and though a -few say you should enjoy your work 

and some express appreciation of the less monotonous jobs, they 

rarely say they would do them if it was for less money than alterna- 

tive tedious work. The overriding logic in any choice of occupation 

is "mair money", and in describing their employment history pEbple 

often talk of switching jobs "to follow the cash". Men remember how 

fifteen' years ago one might be working alongside someone in another 

firm on a large site and hear that they were better paid. One would 

switch jobs immediately, maybe for "threepunce mair an hour", and 

sometimes work with three di++erent firms in a week. But the move 

was never made because of conditions or type of work, only for the 

pay or travel allowances. The low priority in job satisfaction and 

high interest in good wages might be a legacy of people's mining 

background, since for generations work was relatively unskilled hard 

graft for which comparatively high wages were expected (see Dennis, 

Henriques and Slaughter 1956: 174-5). It would be very interesting 

to compare these ideas on work with a community that has a tradition 

of skilled crafts; contrasting attitudes have been found by Turner in 

a Scottish fishing village (Willis & Turner 1980). 

Jahoda's review of the literature on employment experiences in manu- 

facturing industries throughout the world suggests that most work on 

the shop floor is "degraded and degrading" (Jahoda 19e2: 41). Whether 

in Sweden (Palm 1977), Hungary (Haraszti 1977), America (Kornhauser 

1965), France (Linhart 1976) or Britain (Beynon 1973) the jobs are 

physically exhausting and soul-destroying. 
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Employees' estrangement from their work is manifested in many dif+e- 

rent ways. Most people usually change out of their work clothes as 

soon as they return hcxT-ke, whether or not they are dirty, which might 

be seen as a ritual delineation from their jobs. Distancing oneself 

from one's product is common: a sewing machinist at a Wranglers 

factory said she would never buy Wranglers jeans, nor would anyone 

else in the workforce, even though they could get them a bit cheaper. 

As with alienated Ford car workers (Beynon 1973: 110), she acknowled- 

ged that the products from her factory were in fact probably no worse 

than those of other companies. There is a general feeling that 

employees "don't owe" their firms or employers anything, in terms of 

attendance when feeling ill, giving notice when leaving the job and 

so on, and the avoidance of work while in the work-place is widely 

condoned, if not admired. 

Despite the increased demand for jobs and the often precarious posi- 

tion of those in employment, a great deal of "skiving" occurs on the 

job. In contrast with most of the other values that have been dis- 

cussed in this study which are primarily learnt in the village, the 

accepted levels of shirking work, how much is regarded as lazy, 

attitudes to the boss and to productivity schemes, are all values 

transmitted primarily in the workplace. A striking case is that of a 

Cauldmoss miner who was proud to tell how he is the only man working 

in his street, yet went on to talk of how he -Fooled the Coal Board 

officials when they calculated the productivity rates, thus enabling 

him to get bonus payments with very little extra work. Again the 

economic rationale rendered this acceptable. Getting out of work 

early or feigning sickness is not uncommong and the local doctor is 

renowned for his willingness to "gie you a line" on almost any pre- 

text. Just as the money earned in a job is usually more important 

than the actual occupation for someone's social status in Cauldmoss, 

so the structure of employment - being seen to be in a job - is more 

important than what someone does within it. Being productive plays a 

negligible part in a person's identity as a worker. 
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This suggests that occupational status is of less consequence to 

individuals' sel+-de+inition in Cauldmoss than Jahoda implies (Jahoda 

19e2: 26). The strongest form of occupational identity that has 

existed in the village was certainly that of coal mining, and this 

still lingers amongst a generation who have not worked in the pits 

themselves (as was described earlier: p. 152). In contrast the jobs to 

be found in the vicinity of Cauldmoss are generally neither life-long 

nor have "a firm profile" (Berger 1975: 166), and so are unlikely to 

replace the inherited occupational identity. As Brown concluded from 

his study of the Newcastle labour market, there is an increasingly 

remote chance for manual workers to find jobs with which they can 

identify (Brown 19E35: 474). However there are two exceptions to this 

general situation: time-served tradesmen have a strong occupational 

identity, and some people, particularly older folk, distinguish bet- 

ween manual and mental work and devalue modern jobs as "not real 

work" because they involve little physical effort. 

One facet of the alienated concept of employment, that it is done 

primarily for money and is inevitably boring and unenjoyable, is the 

amazement that greets a man doing work-like activity without payment. 

The idea that such activities can be rewarding for non-monetary 

reasons is foreign to Cauldmoss. Very few men do "voluntary work", 

and they are always concerned that any expenses incurred, for ins- 

taný: e in helping at the Coimmunity Centre, should be swiftly repaid. 

The ccwnmitment of a few men to lead and coach village football teams 

is understandable because of the company and sport involved, but to 

do an intrinsically tedious job in support of an organization simply 

because of one's beliefs, such as posting Labour Party leaflets 

through doors, is incomprehensible to most people. When a man lear- 

ned that Anne Marie and myself were continuing our research work 

while on Unemployment Benefit, and furthermore that we paid, our- 

selves, to travel to the university each fortnight, he was 

incredulous: "You're a +uckin' nut caseill. 
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It is significant that although Cauldmoss women do not take on many 

voluntary activities, their involvement in the Community Centre, 

church socials and prize bingos is considered less odd than if men 

were to do these things. In part these tasks are regarded as an 

extension of their domestic duties (described previously p. loe), in 

particular helping with children and old folk in the Centre, but 

there is a further reason why more female voluntary work is done. 

The equation of wages with personal worth is particularly important 

for men, and their earning capacity is associated with their mascu- 

linity. This will be discussed in the next section. Suffice to say, 

a woman's identity is not undermined by doing work for free in the 

way that a man's is. The oddity of doing unpaid work has particular 

consequences for men's response to unemployment, to be considered in 

Chapter Seven (p. 343). 

ADULTHOOD AND MASCLLINITY. 

I have described the immediate motives that people state for wanting 

employment, and emphasized that it is expected to be devoid of int- 

rinsic interest. Yet paid work has other meanings which are rarely 

referred to explicitly but are nevertheless highly important. 

Men in their 30s and over remember how they longed to leave school at 

fourteen or fifteen in order to take any employmentg however arduous: 

II we couldn't leave the school quick enough", ... "you were brought up 

to work". Paid work was seen as the most important transition to 

adulthood, and it still has this significance for those school 

leavers lucky enough to get it. Even an afternoon's work splitting 

logs -For an odd-jobs man is eagerly sought by school leavers. Empl- 

oyment means being old enough -For someone to think that one's labour 

is worth buying, and having sold one's labour the wage gives one "an 

independence" from one's parents. Financial autonomy from one's 
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family is usually only expressed in the paying of "dig money" to 

one's mother, but it is an extremely important concept in growing up. 

I will discuss how teenages confirm their maturity through their 

spending in the next chapter (p. 270). When a lad starts work he 

often assumes a slightly different relationship to others in his 

family, and is frequently waited on by his mother as if he is a 

secondary 'breadwinner'. 

In the section on gender in the previous chapter I concluded (p. 127) 

by describing how women's subservience in the working class is 

exacerbated by the association of physical labour with masculinity. 

Far from being an economic inevitability, as Sourdieu implies 

(1984: 3E34), this connection is based on the ideological exclusion of 

women. Their employment is seen as secondary to that of the 'bread- 

winner' , and their manual domestic work is largely ignored. so 

physical labour is suffused with masculine qualities and though 

intrinsically meaningless it is interpreted as an expression of 

manhood. In Willis' terms, "... a transformed patriarchy has filled- 

it with significance from the outside" (Willis 1977: 150). The term 

, 'working men", which is by far the most common way males in Cauldmoss 

describe themselves, is significant not only in its omission of class 

(see p. 93) but also in the way the two central concepts of "work" and 

"men" are continually merged in everyday speech. It is worth noting, 

in passing, that very different cultures share this association. 

Pocock (1975: 106) highlights Malinowski's observation that the Trob- 

rianders' basic ideas about manhood are related to their efforts and 

skill in horticulture. 

The attributes of masculinity in Cauldmoss are reinforced by the 

nature of typical male employmentg and as Willis Illustrated so 

vividly from his study of rebellious male school leavers, the sacri- 

fice and strength required in a job provide self-esteem. He argues 

that the brutality of paid work is understood more through the mas- 

culine toughness required in confronting the task than through the 
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nature of the system imposing it (Willis 1977: 150). Men like to talk 

in the pub of how arduous their work is and the conditions they have 

to endure: " ... hardest work in the building trade - your hands are 

red raw". Employment around the Shetlands in connection with the oil 

(which is now virtually finished) still provides good anecdotes, such 

as having to work in thermal suits provided by the firm, or suffering 

the storms: "--- see where the two seas meet - the Atlantic and the 

North Sea - fuckin' terrible Strength is often considered as 

virtually synonymous with being a hard worker, and older men are 

proud of their sons on these grounds: "... doing the work of three 

brickies ... he's a worker ... can't stand idle". The dirt, noise 

and monotony that might be in a job, and the strength and self- 

discipline needed to "hold it down", are almost valued as challenges 

whichq by being overcome, establish one's masculinity. Given how 

traditional values are in Cauldmoss, the association between work and 

masculinity might be all the stronger in the village as a legacy of 

coal mining. Since D. H. Lawrence and Orwell, miners have epitomized 

the equation of "elemental work and essential masculinity", and 

Campbell devoted a whole chapter of her Wigan Pier Revisited to 

describe the "militant masculinity" of the miners, opening with the 

paragraph: 

"The socialist movement in Britain has been swept of+ its 

feet by the magic of masculinity, muscle and machinery. 

And in its star system, the accolades go to the miners - 

they've been through hell, fire, earth and water to become 

hardened into heroes. It is masculinity at its most macho 

that seems to fascinate men. " 

(Campbell 1964: 97) 

The manly attributes of physical work are extended to a man's earn- 

ings, by a simple association between harder work and greater pay, 

and this is reinforced by the man's role of providing +or his family. 
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this idea, 'I'm the man of the family'. Whether you've 

got a family or not doesnie matterg you're supposed to be a 

macho man, like, go out and earn a wage, like, you know. 

When you cannie do that it makes you less of a man in other 

people's eyes.... ". 

Earlier I described how the wage is seen as a measure of personal 

worth (p. IeO)g irrespective of gender, yet wages have far greater 

significance than this. The wage packet is "the particular prize of 

masculinity in work", both because the man is held to be the bread- 

winner and because the wage is "won in a masculine mode", according 

to Willis. The implications of this are consIderable: "The wage 

packet as a kind of symbol of machismo dictates the domestic culture 

and economy and tyrannises both men and women. " (Willis 1977: 150). 

The sacrifice of energy and comfort that men make in order to earn a 

wage for their families gives them an emotional hold over others in 

the household who are seen to have made less of a sacrifice. These 

ideas are at the core of the ethic that man ought to be in employ- 

ment, which will be discussed in the next section. Furthermore the 

emphasis on men's role as breadwinners "has subordinated all other 

dimensions of their workplace politics to the politics of pay - their 

own pay" (Campbell 1984: 147). At the same time the masculine pres- 

tige earned by disciplining oneself to dirty, strenuousq monotonous 

employment means men do not consider the improvement of their working 

conditions an overriding priority. Campbell notes how working men no 

longer contemplate ownership or control over the means of production, 

and those who believe in their work rarely have any procedure by 

which to fight for and improve the work itself. Instead the premium 

is on pay, and this 

"economism ... is a +unction of the political priority of a 

trade union movement based on men's self-interest as 

breadwinners, ... and on individual families' self- 
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sufficiency supposedly achieved thrc)ugh men's wage as the 

family wage. " 

(Campbell 19E34: 151) 

THE WORK ETHIC. 

In one sense the values associated with employment that I have been 

describing could all be regarded as constituents of a work ethic. 

They give a moral dimension to employment and oblige people, partic- 

ularly men, to do regular paid work if they are not to be abnormal. 

However the term 'work ethic' is often used in a far more incisive 

way than this, either in the very specific sense of the moral obliga- 

tion to be industrious (best known through Weber's The Protestant 

Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism (1930)), or in the broad sense of 

everyone expecting employment to be a central part of their lives 

(e. g. Clemitson and Rodgers 1981). 

In Cauldmoss admiration for "hard workers" is frequently expressed. 

When one analyzes the moral statements about "work" it becomes clear 

that they nearly all refer to employment, the exceptions usually 

being related to women. This is not surprising since the dominant 

meaning of "work" in Cauldmoss is paid employment, as I have pre- 

viously described (p. 171). In this section I will argue that the 

values generally referred to as being part of a 'work ethic' are 

better understood as constituting an 'employment ethic'. 

Historical oriqins. 

The problems of to what extent the work disciplines o-f industrial 

capitalism were internalized by the working class, and hc)w this 

answers have enormous happened, are extraordinarily profound, and thL 

implications. In simple terms, i+ Weber's thesis is correct then 
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religion and ideas can give rise to new economic systems, but i+ a 

materialist analysis is considered more plausible then moral and 

religious belie+s are shaped by economic +orces. Apart +rom the 

academic rami+ications o+ this debate it has great relevance to the 

current attitudes o+ the unemployed towards employment. Pahl re+ers 
to Reid's case study o+ work discipline in Birmingham +rom 1766 to 

1876, which suggests that the workers' greater acceptance o+ their 

bosses' work routine had more to do with their increased desire for 

money than the success o+ their employers' discipline. 

"I+ Reid is correct in claiming that personal consumption 

was the key element leading to a form of accommodation 

between capital and labour, then this provides an 

independent 'cultural' motor for social change. Critics 

would claim that this so-called independent motor was more a 

product of the manipulations of the capitalist market. 

Either way, there is an important issue to explore: if 

people can develop new cultural practices endogenously, then 

presumably they can do so again when the pattern of work is 

once more being restructured and renegotiated. I+, on the 

other hand, they are easily manipulated by capitalist 

commercial interests, they may be equally easily manipulated 

by more progressive and altruistic interventions. " 

(Pahl 19e4: 46) 

Although the origins o-F the employment ethic are so pertinent to 

modem de-industrialized Britain, I must leave the question to other 

writers. In this section I will simply describe and analyze the 

moral attitudes that are currently expressed in Cauldmoss in relation 

to employment. 
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Expressions of moral attitudes reqarding work. 

In the course of general conversations numerous approving references 

are made to working hard, critical comments made about those who do 

not workq and assumptions stated that everyone (in particular men) 

will, or wants to, work most of his or her life. For both sexes one 

of the greatest accolades is to be described as "a guid viorker", and 

the fact that someone is a "hard worker" or has "worked all their 

days" is frequently their most important credential. Wives are proud 

of their husbands' commitment to work - "John's never been a day off 

his work", "never been idle" - sometimes even admiring them for 

taking a job that pays less than they might get on benefits,, and men 

commend their colleagues with comments like: "they men worked" or "he 

never missed a shift". Similarly workers often take pride in their 

record of continual employment: even in snow storms "I've always got 

through to my work"; despite illness - in one case even a sprained 

wrist - they have not gone of f sick; and "I've never been on the bru 

all my life.... I've always earnt my money ... never lived on the 

state". The moral value of work is often clearly expressed when 

villagers try to establish the respectability of Cauldmoss: "The 

majority are decent, hard working folk". 

The corollary of this praise for work is a widespread condemnation of 

those who are not employed. Frequently this is expressed in jokes, 

for example a family teasing a lad who got his first job since 

leaving school two years before: "he's never worked in his life'" 

said a brother scornfully, and his mother added "You won't know 

what's wrong wi' you'". Others are described as being "immune" from 

work and are those that had, as "Rabbie Burns said, never feared 

laziness". The accusation of laziness is very coav'non - "Ye do get 

that label if ye're no workin'" - and many condemn half the unem- 

ployed for preferring to "sit in the hoose" and have the government 

keep them rather than find work. Some are far more extreme in their 

criticism: a young wife told me "quite a lot" of the unemployed 
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actually do not want to work, they are happier on the dole. "They're 

just fuckin' lazy! ", she said, and, at a loss as to what should be 

done with them, mentioned shooting them. 

Whatever the current shortage of jobs it is still regarded as axio- 

matic by most people in Cauldmoss that employment should be central 

to a man's 11 +e. Going out to work every day through the week, 

eleven months of the year, from the age of sixteen to sixty five, is 

still considered the normal lot of "vx: )rking men". Mass unemployment 

is a temporary phase which perhaps a third of the work force are 

suffering, but there is no serious consideration that their +undamen- 

tal destiny as "workers" is at an end. Even the young unemployed 

find it difficult to conceive of anything different. Several times I 

discussed the level of benefits with them, which they were unanimous 

were too low, but when asked what Supplementary Benefit should be 

they only suggested modest sums like E27 a week. When asked, "Why 

not E40 a week? " they smiled at the idea, but said no, then nobody 

would work. A man in his twenties told me: I reckon maist o' your 

young generation definitely want to work ... no question about it. 

EL-cause it's the only thing to do - it's the system. And ye can't 

beat the system". The conservatism of people's views about the 

future of employment will be dealt with in Chapter Seven (p. 346). 

Many people of middle age or older say the worst aspect of the 

present unemployment is that teenagers have nothing to leave school 

for and they cannot get the experience of working. But this sympathy 

for the young in their inability to get jobs is usually mixed with 

concern at what the lack of employment discipline is doing to them. 

"Aye, 'cos you're better workin' - to me - it'll ruin them: they get 

into mischief", said an old woman of her grandchildren. A father 

talked about how it was impossible to get his son into an apprentice- 

ship now, and the general effect of unemployment on the young is 

how +uckin' cheeky the wains are ... wains are wasted ... I'd have 

National Service back ... would learn you something". His daughter 
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only gets up at eleven each morning because she has nothing to get up 
+or: it would be better i+ they gave her a job for her "bru money", 
like an apprentice hairdresser, so she would learn a skill and do 

something +or her money. This last opinion is widely held amongst 

older people: 

"It's no helpin' them ... getting all that and no' doing 

anything for it ... I don't think it's good for them at all 

- they're no' going to try to get away from it [getting 

things for nothing]. I don't think it's going to help them 

in later life. " 

I 

An employment ethic. 

An analysis of the many commendations of hard work heard in Cauldmoss 

suggests that the moral imperative is rather more specific than 

simply: 'one ought to work' Certainly the activity of hard physical 

work is sometimes valued in its own right (usually when it is related 

to masculine provkess), but most of the time what is admired is 

people's subjection to the rigours of employment. I want to argue 

that the moral values surrounding work are best understood as an 

employment ethic, rather than a vague work ethic. The essence of 

this employment ethic is that a man disciplines himself to earn money 

for himself or his family, and the extent of hardship suffered to 

this end is an expression of his manhood (as described in the 

preceding section). 

This idea of an employment ethic makes sense Of the numerous re+eren- 

ces to the form of e(nployment and little mention of its substance. 

Thus men are praised for having "worked all their days" and having 

"never missed a shift", but the productivity or quality of their work 

is hardly ever referred to. Being industrious is not what s admired 

by the rest of the village, and this attribute is usually only dis- 
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cussed amongst work mates who are working on a self-employed basis. 

For such people, such as those on large building sites, there is 

clearly financial self-interest in both working fast (to finish the 

job quickly) and well (to get further work sub-contracted to them). 

Furthermore, the discussion of working conditions in these cases is 

usually mixed up with a positive evaluation of extremely arduous 

activities which by their nature are seen to be manly. 

For most workers the thing that is admired by their colleagues and, 

more particularly, by the community at large is their ability to 

stand the demands o+ employment over a long period. Having to do 

strenuous work in the job i+ one is to keep it obviously means one's 

qualities are even greater, but so too does one's record o+ regular 

punctuality, the ability to work long hours overtime and to overcome 

. minor ailments to get to work. This evaluation o+ employment is 

expressed in the concern that older people +eel about the young not 

experiencing the discipline o+ a working ll+e. In short, what is 

admired about a "gcx3d worker" is his ability "to hold down a job", to 

use a revealing phrase. 

As often happens changes in, or the absence of, a long established 

institution reveal features in that institution which had previously 

been hidden or ignored. Understanding the moral values surrounding 

work in terms of an employment ethic is given particular validity by 

the moral obligations which unemployed men have regarding work. They 

feel no constraint to be productive, hard manual work has little 

merit in its cw-i right, and doing unpaid work is, in fact, considered 

dubious rather than admirable. These values will be discussed in 

Chapter Seven. 

An integral part of the employment ethic is earning money, as the 

attitudes of the unemployed indicate. The discipline of a working 

life, which (in its absence) has come to be valued in its own right, 

is really the means to an end - earning the wage to support first 
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oneself as an independent adult and later one's family. In the 

previous section I described how the wage packet is "the particular 

prize of masculinity in work", due to the way it is eamed and to the 

traditional role of the man as provider for the family (p. 191). 

Willis gives a fine description of how men discipline themselves to 

the rigours of a job for the sake of their families, which is at the 

core of the employment ethic: 

"Often there is an element of self-sacrifice in men's 

attitude to work -a slow spending of the self through the 

daily cycle of effort, comfort, food, sleep, effort. But 

this sacrifice brings the wage which keeps the home +ires 

burning and, besides, "the kids will have a better chance". 

So there is dignity and meaning, even in sacrifice. It also 

gives a kind of emotional power -a hold over other members 

of the family who do not make the sacrifice. " 

(Wi 11 is 19E34: 13) 

The idea that regular employment is experienced as a kind of sacri- 

fice, either for one's family or more generally for the nation, is 

suggested by the frequent association of working with fighting for 

one's country, made by those old enough to have done both. I sees 

people running about the village who've never worked and never +ought 

in the war, and they get a new suit every year off the public 

assistance ... I never minded working in my li+Lý. " 

If the 'work ethic' is better understood as an 'employment ethic' - 

essentially, suffering the hardships of employment to earn the 

"family wage" - then where does this leave women? Though I have 

already restricted myself to dealing with the men's world, two points 

seem worth mentioning. First, young women appear to face moral 

pressure to get a job in the way that Young men do, though it is not 

such a great imperative and they are expected to give up employment 

when they start a family. Certainly the discipline of a regular job 
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is valued for women as well as men, which suggests that the 'employ- 

ment ethic' is not just about masculinity. Second, when a woman gets 

married her moral obligation to work is extended to cover practically 

all the domestic chores (described previously, p. 108-111) and this is 

exacerbated when she has children. The same kind of moral censure is 

applied to women who are seen to neglect their house work as to men 

who are thought of as work shy, and women are frequently apologetic 

about the state of their houses as if constantly guilty that they 

could have worked harder. No doubt this is related to the woman's 

role as guardian of the family's respectability (see p. 126), but it 

could also be viewed as consistent with the rationale o+ supporting 

the family which lies behind the empl oyment ethic. For women this 

obligation involves dcxrjestic work as much as it does employment. 

Just rewards: employment and reciprocity. 

The expectation that a life of hard work should be rewarded, and the 

concomitant resentment felt against those who seem to prosper without 

ever having really worked, are part of a belief that one's sacrifice 

should not have been in vain. This notion is reinforced by the 

fundamental pi; -inciple of reciprocity, according to which people lose 

their esteem when they receive something for nothing. These ideas 

are often expressed by people in Cauldmoss in relation to the deci- 

sions by authorities about entitlement to benefits, rebates, houses 

and so on, decisions that are frequently viewed as arbitrary or 

unjust. 

The operation of the means test is considered particularly iniqui- 

tous. Why should someone whose husband had worked hard all his life 

and saved for their retirement now have to Pay the council rent, when 

the neighbour who hardly worked at all is getting almost complete 

rent rebate? Why should a self-employed butcher who has had an 

accident be denied Supplementary Benefit because he owns too much, 
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despite the +act that "I've never been o++ my work, paid stamps every 

week ... ", while others who have been idle all their lives get all 

sorts o+ special payments? Others are indignant that their children 

cannot get council houses, even though they themselves have worked 

all their days, never missing a shi+t, yet other +amilles in which no 

one has ever done a serious job get allocated a house whenever one o+ 

the children applies. 

Many of those in work are proud that they are earning their money, 

and they imply it is degrading to be "living of+ the state", waiting 

for a giro to come through one's door. Many also resent the size of 

benefits the unemployed receive, in particular the occasional Single 

Payments they used to get. Those families which are identified as 

always having been idle, even when jobs were to be found, are beg- 

rudged practically all their benefits. The ethic that people ought 

to earn their money through employment is manifest in the inconsis- 

tent attitudes towards defrauding the DHSS which are often expressed: 

whereas people o-ften condemn those who make illicit claims for 

special needs etc. , sometimes the same people bitterly attack the 

authorities for being zealous in detecting work done on the side. 

The former is regarded as cheating the state while the latter is seen 

as a legitimate effort to earn a livelihood. 

The principle of reciprocity, understood in the simple sense that one 

should give something in return for what one gets, when combined with 

the employment ethic explains why the take-up for contributory bene- 

fits is significantly higher than the take-up +or non-contributory 

benefits. It also explains why there is less stigma attached to 

receiving Unemployment Benefit than to receiving Supplementary 

Benefit, particularly amongst older claimants. 
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The eccnomic context. 

It is important to note that the employment ethic and the moral worth 

accorded to the "good worker" are values that have developed in 

circumstances of subordination. This is evident simply from obser- 

ving who is subject to these values: the boss would never be descri- 

bed as "a good worker" hoiwever industrious he was, anymore than the 

House of Lords would be described as "work shy". In a previous 

section I described the alienated concept of employment that most 

people in Cauldmoss have, knowing that they will have no control to 

direct their work and expecting it to be boring, repetitive, 

unenjoyable, and probably strenuous (p. 171 and 186). It will already 

be apparent that the rigours of employment which a "good worker" must 

subject himself to are exactly those most likely to alienate him. 

Given employees' powerlessness to control the conditions of their 

jobs, the employment ethic seems to be a way in which they can make 

sense of their experience of work. The only aspect of their employ- 

ment left within their influence, their endurance under the pressures 

of the job, is accorded great moral significance in a kind of inter- 

nalIzed alienation. If employment can never be anything more than a 

means to the end of providing for oneself and one's family, and if it 

is always going to be an unpleasurable experience, then at least a 

virtue can be made of necessity. Since for at least a century the 

people of Cauldmoss and their forebears have had to sell their labour 

in order to feed their familiesý it seems quite probable that the 

merit accorded to the second task was extended to the first, so that 

the same moral obligation came to apply to both. 

It is not surprising that having sacrificed themselves to employment 

for most of their livesq older people harbour a grudge against the 

young unemployed who seem to be getting the rewards of work without 

suffering it. The moral duty to support one's family had become so 

indistinguishable from the obligation to be employed that people of 

middle age or older scretimes, value disciplined employment even when 
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it earns no more than the social security +or which they would be 

eligible. Today the necessity o+ employment has been undermined (not 

to mention the possibility), but for many the virtue still remains. 

Di+ferinq evaluations of employment aacnqst aqe qroups. 

Different economic circumstances prompt differing evaluations of 

employment, as well as exposing the dissimilarities between age 

groups. So far I have suggested that beliefs about work in Cauldmoss 

are fairly homogenous, but in fact there are significant differences 

in the degree to which the employment ethic is held. For convenience 

one can characterize the difference in attitudes between the old and 

the young, but it is important to stress that there is no clear 

division between age groups and considerable variation within them. 

A few youngsters express a greater attachment to arduous employment 

than most people in the generation above them hold, and vice versa: 

the general trend is complicated by personal histories, family up- 

bringing, individual psychology and. so on. Nevertheless it is valid 

to make some cautious generalizations. These are based largely on 

the priorities revealed when people face the 'unemployment trap': the 

situation where the highest wage someone can hope to get is worth 

little more than the welfare benefits to which their household is 

entitled. The causes for the unemployment trap and how people 

respond to it will be considered in detail in Chapter Seven (p. 355); 

here I will simply mention what we can learn about attitudes to 

employment. 

The oldest people in Cauldmoss, in general those over 60, have an 

extremely strong employment ethic. It would appear that remuneration 

is not the overriding value they attach (or attached) to their jobs, 

and instead the non-material benefits such as time structure, changed 

environment, masculine identity, moral worth and so on are more 

important. They are prone to condemn the younger generation because 
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"they'll neither work nor want". Those between about 30 and 60 seem 

to share the employment ethic of the older generation, though in a 

rather weaker form, but the wage is much more central to their con- 

cerns particularly because they often have a family to support. The 

young seem to accord little value to disciplined work. Though they 

do not seriously consider a future life without any employment, their 

reason for wanting jobs is almost exclusively financial. Unless a 

job is likely to give an opportunity for a future, better paid, 

career, in general the young are not prepared to take low paid, 

uninteresting jobs. They readily admit that they would not work as 

hard as, or in the same conditions as, their fathers, but they still 

ascribe masculine attitudes to manual labour. Though the differences 

between the generations are certainly related to the stages people 

are at in their life cycles, I think they have more to do with social 

change, in particular the different experiences of the labour market 

which these age-cohorts have had. 

ALLOCATICN14S OF THE WAGE: CONTROL OR RESPONSIBILITY? 

Concentrating on one particular dimension of social life always leads 

to difficulties because, in reality, things cannot be separated out 

so easily. There is a particular problem in focussing on men's 

attitudes to employment and consumption because within Cauldmoss (and 

the working class of Britain in general) it is usually women who 

spend the greater part of the wage that men earn. Rather than restri- 

cting myself in the next chapter to the main commodities which men 

generally buy themselves - cars, drinks, clothes, cigarettes and 

newspapers -I will also consider those things which men use as 

essential parts of their lives but which a female relative (usually 

their wife) has purchased. This calls into question how wages are 

distributed within a household, for this is the crucial basis of the 

interrelationship between employment and consumption. Who has res- 

Ponsibility for which expenditure, and does this responsibility actu- 
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ally mean having control over spending? The importance o+ this last 

distinction has been noted by several people be+ore (e. g. Edwards 

1981, Kerr and Charles 1986), and Pahl observed that when incomes are 
low managing the budget is a chore rather than a source o+ power 

within a marriage (Pahl 1979). 

In our Second Questionnaire we asked respondents "who is in charge of 
the money in this household? " (Q. 13), and does their spouse give 
them, or do they give their spouse, a certain amount each week, or 

simply as they need it? (0.14). 44 couples were questioned and 

slightly over half said that the woman is in charge of the household 

income, a quarter said that neither spouse is in charge, and about a 

sixth said that the husband is in charge. The phrase "in charge" is 

regrettably nebulous, but a clearer picture of control and responsi- 

bility can be gained from the answers to 0.14. The most salient 

figures are tabulated over the page: 

Table 4.6: Person said to be in charqe of household money: 2nd 

Quest., Q. 13. 

wi-fe 

all wives asked 17 74% 

all husbands asked 9 43% 

all couples with wi+e employed 11 65% 

all couples (excluding retired) 10 40% 

with wi+e not employed 

all couples asked by A. M. Bostyn 15 60% 

all couples asked by D. Wight 11 5EM 

all couples under 50 19 6Er/. 

all couples over 50 7 44% 

all couples not retired 

all couples retired 

all couples in council houses 

all couples in private houses 

215 5% 

5 BT/. 

21 6E3/. 

5 38% 

5 16% 

2 15% 

ALL RESPONDENTS 26 59% 7 16% 
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husband 

4 17%. 

3 14% 

2 17/. 

4 19/. 

31 Z% 

4 21% 

3 11% 

4 25%. 

3 11% 

1 17% 

-no one" total 

2 9% 23 

9 43% 21 

4 24% 17 

7 33% 21 

7 2EM 25 

4 21% 19 

6 21% 2e 

5 31% 16 

6 21% 28 

0 6 

5 16% 31 

6 46% 13 

11 25% 44 



Table 4.7: How household money is allocated: 2nd Quest., 0.14. 

wife in charge husband in charge 

Spouse given regular amount "pocket 

money" or "housekeeping" 10 38% * 5 71% @ 

Spouse given irregular amount 2 E r/. * 

Spouse retains some 6 23% + 1 14% @ 

Spouse given as needed 6 23% *+ 1 14% @ 

Joint decision but woman keeps money 1 4% 

No pocket money given 1 4% 

TOTAL 26 7 

Likely implications o+ budget arrangements: 

* woman has responsibility and control 

+ woman has responsibility but little control 

@ woman has little responsibility and virtually no control 

Tables 4.6 and 4.7 suggests a considerable range in the way that 

wages are allocated in Cauldmoss households. At one extreme is the 

whole wage system' where women exercise considerable control as well 

as responsibility, in that they are handed the whole of their 

husbands' wage and they make all the decisions on spending. The most 

common way -for the income to be divided when the woman is said to be 

in charge, is for her to give her husband "spending money" or "pocket 

money" each week, this normally being a constant sum. In a few house- 

holds the wage packet is actually handed over unopened, a practice 

that is very significant to those concerned. A woman whose husband 

is now unemployed told me: 

"I always saw his wage packet. It's no a good man that 

doesnie show his wi+e the wage packet ... that doesnie give 

his wl+e the money ... they're the drinkers an' gamblers". 
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Women also have significant control as well as responsibility for 

income when there is shared financial decision making by partners. It 

is striking that with nine of the eleven couples who were said to 

have no one person in charge of the money, it was the husband who was 

questioned. This suggests that men might like to imagine they par- 

take in joint financial decisions, while women regard this responsi- 

bility as their own. Table 4.6 shows that when the wife is employed 

a higher proportion of couples said that she is in charge of income. 

The responsibility wives feel for their house and family means that 

if they are employed they generally add their own (usually very low) 

wage to the housekeeping money, rarely reserving any for their per- 

sonal enjoyment. As one employed woman told me, her earnings go 

"into the house tcx: ). No such a thing, Danny, as keeping it aside for 

yourself'" 

When wives who are said to be in charge give their husbands money "as 

he needs it", it is difficult to know if they have significant con- 

trol over the household budget or whether they are subject to tl-%-. ir 

spouses' every demand. Certainly amongst those couples where the 

husband retains scxnee of his wage and only pays his wife "housekeeping 

money" the woman has to undertake major responsibilities with severe- 

ly restricted control, even though she is "in charge". This was the 

arrangement in the majority of Ashton households, the husband paying 

his wife a constant amount for housekeeping. The advantage of this 

system for the wife was that she got a fixed amount whatever the 

vicissitudes of the miner's weekly earnings; the disadvantage was 

that when he was on a gcx: )d wage a large proportion of it went an his 

personal amusement, leaving nothing saved for "a bad patch" at which 

time the whole family would suffer (Dennis et al. 1956: 187-B). This 

kind of arrangement is conducive to a ready-spending ethic amongst 

men, which will be described later (p. 253). In Cauldmoss only about a 

quarter of the couples we questioned had this kind of arrangement: 

six of those who said that the wife is in charge and five (the vast 

majority) of those who said that the husband is in charge. 
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It should be noted that in Cauldmoss whether the husband hands over 

his whole wage packet or just a certain sum +or housekeeping , this 

trans+er is an important act +or him which he sometimes re+ers to 

with a note o+ pride. This ccxild be a +urther expression o+ the 

employment ethic, for passing over the wage is the culmination o+ the 

sacri+ice that a husband has made +or his +amily. The man will also 

be aware that to a large extent a wi+e still judges her husband 

primarily on his ability to ensure security +or her household by 

providing a steady weekly income (Dennis et al. 1956: 187, Hoggart 

1957: 58). 

I 
Those households where women have least responsibility and virtually 

no control over the budget are the ones where the husband is said to 

be in charge of the money, giving his wife a regular "wage", or, in 

one case, money as she needs it. In some families like this the wife 

never knows how much her husband is earning, and he guards the in+or- 

mation jealously as a safeguard to his domestic superiority. In one 

family where the wife was resigned to being kept in ignorance about 

her husband's wage - "According to me it's sixty odds, according to 

me". - he was earning : E105 a week take home pay. In this case the 

husband felt his responsibilities ended when he had paid her the 

"sixty odd": "She gets the housekeeping money. I dinnie bother after 

that.... I like to make sure everthin's paid". In another household 

the wife thought it a joke when"I asked if she gets handed the wage 

packet: "Christ, on Friday night I have to go looking +or him to get 

the wages'". 

If three crude categories are formulated based on the woman's pres- 

umed responsibility and control of household income, then Tables 4.6 

and 4.7 can be used to give a very rough assessment of the distri- 

bution of households within each. In Table 4.7 1 have already indi- 

cated how the various arrangements for allocating money are inter- 

preted according to these categories. 
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Table 4. e: Estimate o+ extent to which women 
-are responsiblefor, and 

control, household income. 

who is said to 

be in charge 

of money 

wives 

husbands 

"no one" 

TOTAL 

proportion of 44 

couples as % 

responsibility responsibility little responsi- 

and signi+icant but little bility,, virtually 

control control no control 

14-20 6-12 

--7 

25-31 6-12 7 

57-70% 14 -2 7"/. 16% 

It is clear that +or the most part budgeting the household income is, 

to varying degrees, the woman's responsibility. Even when it was 

stated that the husband is in charge o+ the money these men nearly 

always give their wives housekeeping money. 

Leaving aside those couples where there really is shared decision 

making on most aspects o+ expenditure (perhaps seven out o+ 44 coup- 

les, taking into account supplementary comments), in general the wi+e 

has control over spending on -Fcx: xJ, cleaning and toiletry articles, 

decorating, +urnishing, children's spending money and clothes. At 

least a quarter, and maybe as many as hal+, o+ all women either 

supervise their husbands' clothes purchases or actually buy their 

husbands' clothes on their own. The things that are +requently the 

man's responsibility, even when the woman has overall control o+ the 

money, are spending on the car, cigarettes, alcohol, particular pets 

the husband might keep such as pigeons, and sometimes the major bills 

like the rent, electricity and coal. Things are rarely clear cut, 

however, and the husband might have to beg an extra E3 "spending 

money" off his wife before he can go to the club and buy her a drink. 
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People in private houses seem to share financial responsibilities 

more frequently than those in council houses, which is in keeping 

with the less segregated gender roles normally associated with middle 

class culture. It might also be a result of the different kind of 

economic concerns affecting private house dwellers: costs of repairs, 

extensions, and above all, the mortgage. These are the sort of 

"large matters" that are seen as the man's responsibility, or at 

least not solely the woman's, which do not exist in council houses. 

The same proportion of private house couples said that the husband is 

in charge of the money as with council house tenants, but a substan- 

tially lower proportion said that the wife is in charge. 

In the majority of households where the woman is responsible for the 

bulk of domestic expenditure there is a striking lack of discussion 

between partners about how money should be spent. The only important 

exception, which I will return to later, is discussion about the 

major financial decisions like holidays and cars. Apart from this 

one gets the impression that neither of them thinks that there is 

much choice to be made. When I asked couples if they discussed 

household spending together the replies were consistent: "No' really. 

No' really enough to discuss ... " or jokingly: "Generally Martha's 

got it spent and we discuss how it's paid later", and again: "No' 

that much to discuss how to spend it.... She gets the money and 

decides how to spend it - it's always been like that". This per- 

ceived lack of options is in part due to low incomes which do not 

allow -For 'discretionary income' (a culturally determined idea, to be 

discussed in the next chapter), and in part due to the homogeneity of 

consumer values in Cauldmoss. The absence of discussion on spending 

is also related to the entrenched division of domestic labour and 

responsibilities between thER sexes (described be-Foreq p. lOE3-113), and 

in particular women's roles as guardians of their families' 

respectability, as defined and displayed in their lifestyle (p. 126). 

It is no surprise that husbands should defer to their wives' 

expertise in these matters, especially since too much interest might 
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seem effeminate. 

Yet the circulation of money is not quite as simple as a sixteen year 

old daughter suggested in an interview: "Mother-, 
... she doees all the 

financial side of it. My father vx3rks for the money, my mother 

dishes it out, seems to be. " Although the vast majority of married 

women have responsibility for their household's income, the main 

person they are responsible to is their husband. This is evident 

from the way that managing the budget wel 1 is regarded as one of the 

principal duties of a wife. Men are proud of their wives' competence 

in financial matters, praising them as "good handlers" and wives are 

anxious to fulfil their husbands' expectations. When the cotincil 

made a mistake and sent a woman notice of EBO rent arrears she was 

outraged, exclaiming: "I'll never let my husband say I wasnie payin' 

the rent'". Furthermore, in those households where there is little 

di-mciission about the weekly budget, on occasions when exceptional 

decisions have to be made, or when the established routine is to be 

changed, the husband is likely to be consulted. This suggests that 

the wife is ultimately answerable to her husband for her spending 

decisions, but regular discussion is unnecessary because an accept- 

able pattern has already been established (as well as for the reasons 

mentioned in the preceding paragraph). Usually the husband is in 

charge of the car, and three quarters of those ccxiples who were asked 

said that decisions about buying large items of furniture or going on 

holiday were made together. Howeverg buying wallpaper and paint for 

the house is left up to the woman in most Couples. 
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In their study of food provision in northern English families, Kerr 

and Charles have Shown how wives can internalize their husbands' 

wishes to such an extent that they can be unaware that what they 

choose to buy and cook is in -fact largely shaped by the men's 
demands. 

IlSo natural had this process of privileging the 

preferences of other family members become to women that 

they frequently found it difficult to describe their own 

food preferences and, in some cases, would deny that they 

had any tastes at all .... Thus these women's 

responsibility for the purchase of food did not endow them 

with the pcw, *--r to indulge their own tastes but rather 

obliged them to subordinate their food preferences to 

those of their husbands and children. " 

(Kerr and Charles 1966: 124) 

If such detailed research as that conducted by Kerr and Charles were 

carried out for the other areas of domestic spending that are in the 

hands of women, the same kind of conclusions might be arrived at. 

This would suggest that even though women have significant control 

over the household budget amongst probably more than half the couples 

in Cauldmoss, they may, unconsciously, make their important choices 

on the basis of their husbands' wishes. Bearing this in mind it 

would be an extremely artificial segregation, when considering 

consumption patterns in the next chapter, to restrict myself only to 

those commodities directly purchased by men. 
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CONCLUS I ON. 

This chapter started by examining the First Questionnaire results 

which showed that the central meaning of "work" in Cauldmoss is paid 

employment. After looking at the characteristics of the Cauldmoss 

work force and where they are employed, relying principally on census 

data, I turned to men's motivation for paid work. Not surprisingly 

the most explicit reason people have for getting jobs is to earn 

money, but they also value how employment structures one's time and 

enables one to change one's enviroment. Paid work also has implicit 

meaning as an expression of one's adulthood and, particularly with 

strenuous manual work, one's masculinity. Nevertheless the vast 

majority view employment as something that can never be fulfilling: 

"It is not the satisfaction of a -need, but only a means for 

satisfying other needs". (Marx ie44: e5) One way in which men seem to 

make sense of their alienating employment is to accord great moral 

significance to the one aspect of it which is within their influence: 

their ability to endure the rigours of the work. The 'employment 

ethic' - which is still prevalent in Cauldmoss - makes a virtue out 

of necessity and rein-Forces the masculine value attached to paid 

work. Both are expressed in the equation of wages with worth. In the 

final section of the chapter I analyzed how the wage is allocated in 

the household, and concluded that although women are gererally 

responsible -For budgeting the hCX-1sehOld income it seems likely that 

they have internalized their husband's preferences and purchase 

accordingly. Since people's understanding of employment is almost 

entirely bound up with the wage, it is logical to proceed from this 

chapter to consider the main objective people have for being 

employed: consumption. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

PATTERNS OF CONSUMPTION (IF THE EMPLOYED 

INTRODUCTION. 

In the previous chapter I tried to show how an analysis of people's 

motivation towards paid employment quickly brings one to the realm of 

consumption, even though regular employment has implicit meanings 

outwith the monetary sphere. The overwhelming majority in Cauldmoss 

have no expectation that paid work will be other than arduous, mono- 

tonous and routine, offering no intrinsic satisfaction; their con- 

scious motive to be employed is above all the remuneration. Thus the 

impetus to consume must be very powerful in people's lives if it 

leads them to seek to spend long hours in inherently unenjoyable 

activities. This chapter is intended to meet the third objective of 

the thesis: to describe and analyze the impetus for, and patterns of, 

consumption amongst the employed. 

At the start I must make some disclaimers. I do not want to join 

either side in debating the relative importance o+ employment or 

consumption in people's experience o+ li-fe, an issue that has been 

considered at length in recent social science research (e. g. Gold- 

thorpe et al 1969: 179-182, Go+ton 1984). In fact I hope to show that 

people's roles as workers and as consumers are largely entwined. 

Secondly, in analyzing the realm of consumption I take the view that 

it is not helpful to try to distinguish biological "needs" from 

cultural "wants", except in exploring the folk views of these catego- 

ries. In everyday speech we frequently make the distinction between 

necessities and desires, often to validate our patterns of consump- 

tion, and it seems common sense to assume there is an absolute 

poverty level which defines our survival needs. Yet attempts to 
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separate the biological and cultural elements o+ our existence have 

never been satisfactory, and Most studies acknowledge that culture 

assimilates biological +actors into Its system o+ values, and it is 

these values that determine the interpretation o+ need (e. g. Sahlins 

1976: 206, Leiss 1979: 64, Douglas and Isherwood 1979: 16-1e). I will 

there+ore adopt the stance that all needs are socially conditioned 

and will not distinguish between the physiological and cultural, nor 

between "real" and "+alse" or "manipulated" needs, as writers like 

From do (1962). 

The third disclaimer concerns the social , rather than individual, 

focus of my analysis. When people in our culture talk about the 

acquisition and use of goods they often al lude to highly personal 

experiences: how spending cheers them up or renews their sel+-confi- 

dence, the feeling of self-indulgence they can get through purch- 

asing, the satisfaction of possessing, and so on. Scxre authors have 

even argued that the predominant message about the entire world of 

commodities is "... that self -actual ization or 'individuality' is the 

goal of consumption, and that individuality is attained by assembling 

a unique collection of commodities. " (Leiss 1978: 67) Without wanting 

to deny the importance of these social psychological factors (nor, 

indeed, a purely psychological dimension), I am restricting myself to 

their social component. Consumption in Cauldmoss will be analyzed as 

a "restrictive social institution" (Baudrillard 1981: 31) whichg to a 

large degree, shapes behaviour before it is consciously considered by 

the actors. 

To attempt an exhaustive description of each area of expenditure in 

Cauldmoss (such as food, clothing, furnishingg etc. ) would be very 

lengthy and probably tedious. Instead I will arrange the ethnography 

according to the different meanings that can be discerned in the use 

of commodities. However, to give an empirical over-view at the start I 

have set out some aggregate figures from the money budgets, which it 

might be useful to refer back to in the course of the analysis. The 
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methods used to gain these data have been described in Chapter Two, 

where I emphasized how unrepresentative the respondents were who 

+illed in the money budgets (p. 69). Hence the +1gures. below should be 

treated with caution, while those re+erring to alcohol, clothing and 

shoes, and large household goods are particularly unreliable, +or 

reasons previously explained (p. 70). In Appendix C the spending 

budgets 0+ +ive employed households are reproduced in detail as 

illustrative case studies, which is the main value o+ the money 

budget data. 

Table 5.1: Averaqe- percentaqes__ o+ stated expenditure spent on 

different items. (stated expenditure excludes tax payments) 
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Table 5.2: Averaqe_o+ absolute weekly expenditure per capita in Es. 
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I will begin by explaining my basic premise that consumption patterns 

are to be LLnderstcx: )d in terms of culturally ascribed value. In eluci- 

dating this idea I wi 11 ref er to the three boioks that I have found 

most pertinent to this theme. Two employ a serniological analysis of 

the meaning of gcx3ds, while the third treats them as part of an 

in-formation system marking abstract coincepts by means of which social 

order is constituted. Following this brief and selective presentation 

of the literature I shall identify six main variables that constitute 

the cultural value of gcods in Cauldmoss. The ethnographic details of 

consumption will then be interpreted according to these variables, 

which will comprise the bulk of the chapter. Finally I will consider 

the dynamic of consumption. 

Be-fore continuing I must clari+y my use 0+ certain terms. The classic 

economic de+inition o+ 'ccxTwTc)dity' is too narrow +or my purpose, and 

so I wil I use it interchangeably with my lcosely de+ined term 'good'. 

This will re+er generically to physical articles and services that 

are deemed to be o+ sane bene+it in whatever way. 'Consumption' will 

in a very general sense, meaning the purchase and/or use also be used -I 

Of goods and services, and including those aspects of one's way of 
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li+e usually termed 'leisure'. I am aware that this indiscriminate 
merging o+ 'consumption' and 'use' is not unproblematic and that an 
anthropological study should address the implicit meanings behind 
these terms. Howeverg where this has been done there is o+ten a 
tendency to resort to the supposed dichotomy between 'genuine' need, 

assumed to exist somehow independently o+ cultural values, and mani- 

pulated demand which has been arti-Ficially created. Though I have 

much sympathy with Williams' examination o+ the popularity +or 'con- 

sumption' as opposed to 'use' (1965: 322-325), and there is a super- 
+icial parallel between these terms, as he distinguishes them, and 
the 'unrestricted' and 'restricted' terminology that I use, his 

analysis implicitly relies on a distinction between "known needs" 

(asocial? ) and the consumption o-f "what industry +inds it convenient 

to produce. "(1965: 323) 1 will employ the word 'consumption' in its 

broadest sense. 

CULTURALLY ASCRIBED VALUE. 

In this section I will briefly review the most pertinent literature 

and establish a theoretical approach. Although consumption plays such 

a central role in everyone's lives and in recent decades has become a 

frequent topic of discussion amongst Western intellectuals, sociolo- 

gical analysis of the subject has been limited. In part this is due 

to the common 'belie+ that the logic of economics - whether classical 

or historical materialist - largely determines our material exist- 

ence, a view that has become increasingly widespread over the last 

200 years. Since formal economists do not question what motivates 

demand, and since Marxists take "use value" as given, this is where 

enquiry usually stops and it is assumed that goods are simply wanted 

as ends in themselves. 
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"Use value" i 's the common sense understanding that most peoQ16 have 
of their consumption: a car is wanted "to get from A to B", clothes 
are worn -For warmthq alcohol drunk to assuage thirst or to become 
inebriated. Y6t the practical value of objects is determined by the 
cultural ends to which they are put: they have no value in them- 
selves, only in relation to culturally defined objectives. Frequently 
these cultural aims are not even recognized by the consumers. In 
Culture and Practical Reason (1976) Sahlins brings anthropology and 
economics together by clearly subordinating economic +actors to 

cultural ones, in the last quarter of the book drawing modern 
industrial society "into the kingdom of symbolic order'' (ibid.: viii). 
Fundamental to Sahlins' argument is that use value is itself 

symbolic: 

"... to give a cultural account of production, it is 

critical to note that the social mean ing of an object that 

makes it useful to a certain category of persons is no more 

apparent from its physical properties than is the value it 

may be assigned in exchange... The reason Americans deem 

dogs inedible and cattle "food" is no more perceptible to 

the sens es than is the price of meat. " (ibid.: 169) 

Using as examples the food preferences and clothing system of Ameri- 

cans, he illustrates how it is the social meaning that lies behind 

use value which determines economic demand and so effects production. 

As for the practical purpose of eating or of wearing clothes, Sahlins 

notes Schwartz's observation (195ED: ".. -the least significant motive 

underlying the selection and wearing of certain items of clothing is 

protection from the elements". (ibid.: 1E3n) Sahlins describes the vast 

range of manufactured goods as an elaborate "bourgeois totemism" 

which communicates the socially significant aspects of a person and 

OCcasion: 
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"In its economic dimension, this Csymbolic] project 

consists of the reproduction of society in a system of 

objects not merely useful but meaningful; whose utility 

indeed consists of a significance. The clothing system in 

particular replicates for Western society the functions of 

the so-called totemism. " (ibid.: 203) 

For Sahlins the manufacturing of goods is essentially the production 

of symbolically significant differences. In the West the meaning of 

these symbols stem principally from material production, economic 

classification pervading all dimensions of social life, "ordering the 

distinctions of other sectors by the oppositions of its own... - such 

as work/leisure [activities]: weekday/weekend Ctimel; or 

downtown /uptown [space]: impersonality/ familiarity Cpersonal rela- 

tionships]. " (ibid.: 216). 1 would argue that gender is at least as 

important a source of symbolic distinctions in our society, if not 

the dominant one. 

Sahlins' explanation o+ the symbolic value o+ commodities is based 

primarily on a semiological analysis. In this he +ollows, Baudrillard, 

whose work For a Critique o+ the Political Economy of the Siqn (1972. 

transalated 19131) clearly in+luenced him. EkDth take Saussure's 

linguistics as a starting point (though Baudrillard goes on to modl+y 

it), the +undamental principle being that not only is the sign arbit- 

rary, but also the concept that is signi+ied, +or language is not a 

nomenclature. The important consequence o+ this is that "... both 

signi+ier and signi+1ed are purely relational or di++erential 

entities". (Culler 1976: 23) Thus: 

"Within the same languageg all words used to express 

related ideas limit each other reciprocally... [the content 

of a word3 is really fixed only by the concurrence of 

everything that exists outside it... ", and with the concept 

signified: "Instead of pre-existing ideas then, we find in 
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all the foregoing examples values emanating from the 

system. When they are said to correspond to concepts, it is 

understood that the concepts are purely differential and 
defined not by their positive content but negatively by 

their relations with other terms in the system. Their most 

precise characteristic is in being what others are not. '' 

(Saussure 1966 (1915): 115,117) 

The semiological analysis of gcx)ds, and the crucial fact of the 

arbitrariness of both the sign and the concept signified, allows us 

to understand one of the most important aspects of consumption 

patterns in Cauldmoss (and the rest of the industrialized world), 

namely, the perpetual inflation of material living standards. I will 

return to this in the final section of the chapter. 

Baudrillard goes much further than Sahlins in pursuing an exclusively 

semiological analysis of consumption, and he tries to identify the 

purely arbitrary aspect of commodities in order to use them as signs 

within a sefniotic system. His terminology is confusing yet his break 

down of the values that can be attached to a commodity is neverthe- 

less insightful. Whereas Sahlins subsumes the logic of function, of 

symbolic exchange (the gift) and of statUs under "use value", arguirIg 

that this is itself symbolic, Baudrillard tries to distinguish these 

three aspects of a good (Baudrillard 19E31: 74). He also makes the 

important point that a commodity which has been given has a special 

value of its own, thus a wedding ring is quite different from an 

ordinary ring - one would not consider changing it nor wearing 

several of them. 

The inconsistencies and apparent self-contradiction which Baudrillard 

gets himself into in trying to analyze objects exclusively according 

to their "sign value" suggest the limitations of "an imperialistic 

semiology" (Culler 1976: 96). One important factor to which he gives 

little consideration is that not all signs are of the same type: 
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"... three +undawiental classes o-F signs seem to stand out as 

requiring different approaches: the icon, the index, and 

the sign proper (sometimes misleadingly called 'symtxDl' )-" 

(Culler 1976: 96) 

By trying to isolate the last of these, "true" sign value, and 

restrict the social analysis of consumption to that aspect which has 

purely arbitrary significance, Baudrillard ignores much of what makes 

commodities important to their users. 

The semiological analysis of Western consumption certainly helps to 

show how it operates as a meaningful system, but it eschews any 

causal analysis and leaves unanswered the more fundamental questions 

of why a particular system of values and categories exists at all. 

The linguistic study of a language cannot explain why that language 

is spoken and not another. Furthermore, as I have shcx-, r , concentra- 

tion on a semiological understanding can obscure or even lead to the 

denial of other important -Factors within the realm of consumption. I 

would suggest that semiology has its place, but only within a wider 

interpretation of commodities. 

In The World of Goods (1979) Douglas and Isherwood argue that goods 

are best understood as part of a system of communication, by means of 

which social order is constituted and social relationships expressed. 

In trying to return the rational individual of formal economics back 

to her social context and explain the economists' theory of demand, 

Douglas and Isherwood pursue an eclectic analysis which, I feel, is 

ultimately incoherent and unsuccessful (according to their own objec- 

tives, set out in the introduction). Howeverg in the course of the 

book many stimulating ideas are proposed, two of which are particu- 

larly pertinent to my research. 

The first theme is that goods help us make sense of our enviroment: 
I 
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"To continue to think rationally, 

intelligible universe, and that 

to have scxne visible markings. Ab- 

hard to remember, unless they 

appearance. In this book, goods 

o+ rational categories. " 

the individual needs an 

intelligibility will need 

stract concepts are always 

take on some physical 

are treated as ... markers 

(Douglas and Isherwood 1979: 5) 

Commodities are used to establish social identities and express how 

their owners interpret the world. Yet it is not clear why people 

should cwi goods individually for them to express "rational catego- 

ries" - they could be borrowed, owned collectively or belong to no 

one - and, furthermore, any physical behaviour could be used to mark 

abstract concepts, goods as such are not intrinsically necessary. 

The second theme developed which is relevant to this thesis is that 

consumption is part of an information system. This follows -from the 

analysis of goods as "markers of rational categories", and it is in 

keeping with previous writings which note how goods signify various 

aspects of social status. But Douglas and Isherwood are not so much 

concerned with goods expressing information about the user as allow- 

ing the user to gain information. Although this is a central idea in 

the book it is unclear what information is gained through consump- 

tion: the only examples given are in-formation about employment and 

marriage. Explaining consumption as a means of gaining information 

about jobs, which is referred to several times, is tautologous (as 

the authors more or less recognize, ibid.: ien, for the employment is 

presumably wanted primarily to increase income and so consumer power. 

This circular argument does not answer why people want goods. Despite 

considerable discussion of consumption as an information system, it 

is difficult to identify what Douglas and Isherwood add to the well 

established principle that the use of goods expresses and reproduces 

particular relationships between social groups. The in-formation com- 

Municated through consumption is about the consumer's position in her 
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social enviroment. I intend to analyze the use o+ goc)ds and services 

in terms o+ their value in expressing this social position. 

To return to my main argument, use value must be understood as the 

practical use of an ob-iect in achieving a cultural end: the commodity 

has no intrinsic use value outwith a specific culture. Therefore 

consumption patterns are best explained in terms of culturally ascri- 

bed value, and that ascription takes place, or functions, at a symbo- 

lic level. The symbolic value of a good is determined by any possible 

number of variables within a particular culture, and these variables 

generally cross cut each other. I will argue that in Cauldmoss there 

are five principal variables which give value to the use of goods, 

all of which relate to the user's identity. These can be conceived 

as: membership of the community, status, age, gender, and employment/ 

unemployment. A further variable contributing to the value of a 

commodity, which is not directly related to the user's identity but 

is a social principle by which consumption is frequently structured, 

are the obligations of reciprocity. While class is undoubtedly an 

important variable in national consumption patterns, within Cauldmoss 

people's class positions are sufficiently homogeneous for this to be 

taken as given (see p. 22). The different variables which inform 

symbolic value will differ in significance according to the commodity 

in question and the group that acts as its potential 'audience'. To a 

large extent the culturally ascribed value of goods will be fairly 

standard thcxighout Britain, but in as much as the different variables 

are interpreted differently in Cauldmoss from elsewhere, the assess- 

ment of a commodity's symbolic value will be peculiar to the village. 

In the rest of this chapter I will describe how these variables shape 

People's consumption in Cauldmoss and explore how they interact or 

conflict in the generation of new consumption patterns. 

Of the six variables listedg four have already been discussed in 

detail as they relate to Cauldmoss: membership of the community 

(P. 148-159), status (p. 100-107), age (p. IE39 and 203) and gender 
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(p. 10e-128). A whole chapter has been devoted to employment (Ch. 4), 

but the reverse, unemployment, will not be dealt with until Chapter 

Seven. The obligations o+ reciprocity have not yet been addressed at 

all, so I will digress brie+ly when they are discussed in order to 

give some theoretical backgrcx-ind. All these six variables cross cut 

each otherý sometimes contradicting and sometimes rein+orcing the 

values that stem +rom the other +actors. Employment is interrelated 

with nearly all the other variables and there-fore, to avoid 

repetition, I will not discuss it on its own. Status is interpreted 

in two con+licting ways within Cauldmoss (as I explained p. 102), and 

so I will deal with how it in+orms the symbolic value o+ goods in two 

separate sections. 

The area of greatest overlap is where three variables, the tradit- 

ional, 'restricted' classification of status, membership of the 

community, and the value attached to employment, all reinforce each 

other. I will begin the ethnographic part of this chapter with a 

section describing how these three aspects of symbolic value shape 

consumption patterns in Cauldmoss. This will lead on to a discussion 

of reciprocity and how it influences the use of goods. Following this 

I will consider age and then gender, in this latter section concen- 

trating on masculinity but also mentioning family roles. At this 

point I will return to status and describe how the 'unrestricted' 

concept of status informs the symbolic value of commodities, which 

will take us on to the final section which analyzes the dynamic 

behind consumption. 

Be-Fore presenting the ethnographic details n-F consumption in 

Cauldmoss there are two more theoretical issues that should be brief- 

ly considered. First, it might be asked how this 'symbolic value' of 

goods - their culturally ascribed value - relates to 'exchange 

value' , their monetary value, which is what most people in Cauldmoss 

first think of in regard to "value". In theory there is no necessary 

Connection between the two, but in practice in our society exchange 
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value and culturally defined value are interrelated in a complex 

fashion. Since we live in what Is primarily a market economy, monet- 

ary value is determined by supply and defTand. The supply curve of the 

classic graph is a product of raw materials and labour costs, techno- 

logy, etc. while the demand curve is directly determined by the 

cultural value ascribed to the commodity. At the same time this 

culturally defined value is affected (though not determined) by the 

monetary value in three separate ways. Most directly, the price of a 

commodity is valued as a store of wealth or as a recognized measure 

for exchange with other resources. Second, the monetary value of a 

good is highly significant in determining the status of its user 

according to 'unrestricted' status values, and so price affects 

culturally derived value in so much as it is mediated by 'unrestric- 

ted' status values. Third, the expense of an object is often taken as 

an index of the earning power of its user (or her husband), and 

therefore his or her commitment to employment. Thus monetary value is 

also ascribed cultural value as a result of the employment ethic. The 

multilateral relationship between exchange value and symbolic value 

can be presented diagramatically: 

,., tA 

EXCHANGE VALUE SYMBOLIC VALUE 

(price, monetary value) (culturally ascribed 

value) 

'UNRESTRICTED' T RIC 

VA 

TED' 

LUE STATUS VALUE 16i 

Ir 

RAW MATERIALS 

LABOUR COSTS EMPLOYMENT 

TECHNOLOGY ETC. ETHIC 

- relationship between exchanqe value and symbolic 

value. 
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The second theoretical issue to be addressed is the degree o+ choice, 

or individual agency, involved in the use o+ goods. I have already 

acknowledged the importance o-F individual psychology in consumption 

(p. 217)9 and noted that goods are frequently presented by the 

manu+acturersg and accepted by the consumers, as the means o+ 

establishing one's individuality. Certainly most Cauldmoss shoppers 

"with money in their pockets" think they are -Free agents, and it is 

precisely the constraint on their choice caused by restricted income 

which is one o+ the most -Frustrating aspects o+ unemployment. 

Yet what is perceived as a choice is in fact constrained within 

largely invisible cultural boundaries. As Baudrillard argues, most 

people are oblivious to the way in which their use of goods is 

determined by the cultural ascription of value: 

"... obligatory consumption can be set well above the 

strictly necessary - ... no one is free to live on raw roots 

and fresh water. From which follows the absurdity of the 

concept of "discretionary income"... how am I free not to 

choose? ... The vital minimum today, the minimum of imposed 

consumption, is the standard package. Beneath this level, 

you are an outcast. Is loss of status - or social non- 

existence - less upsetting than hunger? " 

(Baudrillard lgel: el) 

The idea that most of us are unaware of the symbolic system that 

gives meaning to goods - just as few people are aware of the lanque 

that shapes their speech - is an essential part of the analogy that 

Baudrillard and Sahlins draw between language and the production and 

consumption of commodities. The basic symbolic character of the 

economy is hidden from the participants. To the producer it appears 

)I -is a quest for pecuniary gain, and to the consumer as an acquisition c 

Of "useful" goods, " (Sahlins 1976: 213). 
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The choice that most consLuners experience is a choice of how to act 

according to the culturally ascribed values of commodities - how to 

make the most of the different variables which constitute these 

values. This scope for individual decisions is important, as the 

frustrations of the poor clearly show, but there is little scope +or 

the individual to chcx3se how cultural value is ascribed. As previous- 

ly mentioned, consumption is to be seen as a restrictive social 

institution - 

BEING "NICE". 

E3elonqinq to the community and 'restricted' , traditional status. 

In describing Cauldmoss as a community I referred to Durkheim's 

fundamental concepts of "integration" and "collective representa- 

tions" (p. 150). The continual reproduction of the village as a 

community necessitates a degree of social integration which confirms 

socially derived categories of thought. According to Durkheim's 

functionalist approach individuals experience this as an obligation 

to participate in social life; if the social group lacked such cohe- 

sion there would be a danger o-F anomie and 'egoistic' or 'anomic' 

suicide. The importance of social involvement in Cauldmoss has 

already been described in that it entails great conformity to a 

conventional way of life (p. 15e). More explicitly, many people feel 

that social involvement is an indispensable aspect of their leisure, 

and sometimes even of their whole lives. A pensioner reflected on how 

her life passes: "You've just got to take it as it comes, ken, 

the bingo, that's it... " - she will just waste away, just as her 

husband did as soon as he no longer had the strength to visit the 

pub. He would sit at home drinking canned beer from a glass, but he 

would swear "ye cannie get a guid pint unless you got your feet in 

the sawdust. " 
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one of the most important "collective representations" of Cauldmoss 

is the concept of being "nice". Intrinsic to this idea is one's 

belonging to the village and one's respectability according to the 

I restricted', more traditional evaluation of status. In Chapter Three 

(p. 100-107) I argued that there are two inconsistent ways in which 

people in Cauldmoss evaluate general social status, one of which 

makes sense in terms of a tripartite model and the other in terms of 

a continuous ladder. It is important to emphasize that these models 

and the values that go with them, 'restricted' and 'unrestricted' are 

ideal constructs, abstractions from various empirical features. Here 

I am concerned with 'restricted' stratification, and will describe 

the patterns of consumption that are essential to maintaining one's 

status as "nice". There are two crucial distinctions which botind this 

category: between being "nice" and being of "the bad lot", and bet- 

ween being "nice" and being a "snob". I must stress that the first of 

these distinctions is also of great significance to those who 

subscribe to 'unrestricted' status values; distinguishing oneself 

from "the bad element" is thus very important to most villagers in 

Cauldmoss. 

Central to Weber's concept of status is the idea that such 

distinctions are established and sustained largely through 

appropriate consumption. 

"In content, status honor is normally expressed by the fact 

that above all else a specific style of life can be 

expected from all those who wish to belong to the circle. 

Linked with this expectation are restrictions on social' 

intercourse... (Weber 194E3: lE37) 
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His discussion of status stratification Concludes with the paragraph: 

"With some over-simplification, one might thus say that 

I classes' are stratified according to their relations to 

the production and acquisition of goods; whereas 'status 

groups' are stratified according to the principles of their 

consumption of goods as represented by spec3. al 'styles of 

life'. " 

(ibid.: 193) 

The style of life recognized as being "nice" in Cauldmoss not only 

reproduces the social relationships which distinguish "nice" folk 

from the "bad element" and from the "snobs", but it also expresses 

the participants' solidarity with the community. In general the use 

of goods is very much taken for granted, an unthinking replication of 

the 'normal way of life'. It is only when someone acts differently 

from the convention, so identifying her/himself as somewhat apart 

from the community, that the everyday conformity to the standard 

patterns of consumption can be seen to be an expression of belonging 

to Cauldmoss. The 'traditional' concept of being "nice" is also 

related to a third of the six variables under discussion, one IS 

commitment to employment (or for women, work in general), and I will 

return to this topic towards the end of this section. More immediate- 

ly being "nice" is perceived as being able to conform to the conven- 

ticnal standards o+ consumption in the village, below which people 

are ashamed to fall. I will describe this 'respectable level' for the 

main areas of expenditure and outline the principal constituents of 

conventional consumption in Cauldmoss, considering how this relates 

to the employment ethic. The following section will describe the 

constraints on social mobility involved in the 'restricted' evalua- 

tion of status, and will analyze how these constraints shape con- 

sumption patterns. 
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The livinq room. 

Thirty years ago Hoggart wrote of working class homes: 

"I should say that a good 'living-room' must provide 

three principal things: gregariousness, warmth, 

and plenty of good food. The living-room is the warm 

heart of the family... " (Hoggart 1957: 35) 

This is certainly the case in Cauldmoss, and the furnishing is always 

conducive to these complementary ends. A deep, soft three piece suite 

is arranged to face the open coal fire and the television, both of 

which provide a focus of constantly moving light throughout the day. 

The fire is normally made up by the husband before work and lit. in 

the morning, even in the summer, because it heats the water with a 

back tx: )Iler, while the television is usually switched on as soon as 

programmes begin. The carpet stretches from wall to wall, and with 

net curtains distancing one from the weather outside, everything 

combines to make the room snug. Many families will bum three or four 

sacks of coal per week in the winter, and perhaps two in the summer, 

for maintaining a really warm room is fundamental to the hcxre and 

imperative for hcrspit. ýlity. Again, not much has changed since 

Hoggart's day: "A gcx: )d housewife knows that she must 'keep a gcx: )d 

+ire'. ... a fire is shared and seen. " (ibid-: 37) 

Very few folk in Cauldmoss would like to replace their open coal 

fires with some other form of heating; the young still envisage a 

coal fire in the house of their choice, and even the old want to keep 

the coal - if they talk of central heating they mean it to be taken 

frcyn the back boiler. With the room -Focussed on the fire place it is 

not surprising that this part of the house is the most likely to be 

refashioned to suit the tastes of the occupants (despite the house 

being rented accomodation for three quarters of the population in 

Cauldmoss). 
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There are certain other essentials for a living room. Net curtains or 

blinds are ubiquitous, and the material is never simply one layer 

across the window sufficient to prevent people lcx: )king in, but an 

arrangement of several layers carefully draped to look appealing. The 

panes behind the net must always be clean, and the two together are 

so indicative of the respectability of a household that a street is 

given a seal of approval simply by the phrase "there are some lovely 

windows along... street. " 

Inside there are decorations on the walls, often prints of, typic- 

ally, a tousled haired urchin with a tear dropping from his eye, a 

sketch of an alluring woman baring her shoulders, a pop-star (like 

Elvis) or an Alsation. Such prints will preferably be under glass and 

framed. Some kind of dresser or cabinet often stands with souvenirs 

of past holidays or sports events, miscellaneous family momentoes, and 

mounted family photographs. Small coffee tables are compulsory +urni- 

shing for a normal living room, as is a rug in front of the +ire of 

the deepest, thickest material possible. 

The television is a prerequisite, and only about 9% o+ households 

(mainly the old or unemployed) simply have a black and white set (2nd 

Quest., Q. 21). A living room without any television would be consi- 

dered very bare, and the occupants either absolutely poverty stricken 

or most peculiar. We come upon only one during our stay in Cauldmoss. 

Watching T. V. is probably the most ubiquitous way of passing one's 

"free time" in Cauldmoss, but this is not done in a concentrated 

manner, although "the box" is on continuously. People will break of+ 

viewing to chat with someone in the room, welcome a visitor, get the 

children to bed or go out, and only a few programmes - notably soap- 

operas and football - actually have priority and determine people's 

movements. The main exception is at night when many people's bedtimes 

are determined by the T. V. channels closing down. By far the most 

Popular channel is S. T. V., which constitutes about three quarters of 
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the total viewing time in Cauldmoss. BBC Scotland is the next most 

widely watched, followed closely by Channel 4. BBC 2 is virtually 

never viewed, except for sport. (I have previously explained that it 

is beyond my scope to consider the significance of the media: p. 25). 

Videos were rapidly adopted into Cauldmoss households when they first 

appeared in the early 19EK)s, and today just over half the employed 

council householders have a machine (2nd Quest., Q. 21). Only a 

quarter of private householders in employment have one while very few 

retired people do. Videos are wanted principally to watch video 

films, commonly hired from the local ice-cream van or village shop, 

rather than for recording T. V. programmes. Many hired tapes "do the 

rounds" of Cauldmoss, and videos do not increase the diversity of 

+i l4ns seen within the village very much. Their use is more an exten- 

sion of the passive nature of television viewing already mentioned. 

In Cauldmoss the living room is not reserved only for the family and 

closest relatives (as it was in Leeds: Hoggart 1957: 35). Visitors 

pass in and out with little formality, and close friends sometimes 

enter from oudoors without knocking; only complete strangers are 

likely to be kept at the front door. In fact within the house the 

living room is the most public area: the kitchen is only entered by 

the most familiar female -friends,, and the bedrooms very rarely at 

all. 
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Food - 

"'A good table' is equally important, and this still 

means a fully stocked table rather than one which 

presents a balanced diet. " (Hoggart 1957: 37) 

Much the same could be said today to summarize the use of food in 

Cauldmoss. Food is a high priority for a woman's domestic spending 

(constituting about 30% of the household budget), and she rarely 

makes economies in this area by leaving her family unsatisfied at a 

meal or denying them snacks of biscuits in between times. "Tea" is 

the principal meal of the day, usually at a regular time between 5 

o'clock and 5: 30p. m., and generally the whole family eat together 

(except perhaps for the wife who has prepared the meal) (2nd Quest., 

0.7). The main characteristics of tea are the central place of meat, 

the almost ubiquitous potato (often as chips and rarely simply 

boiled), the highly processed food, increasingly frozen rather than 

tinned, the accompaniment by tea and white sliced bread and -butter, 

and the conclusion with chocolate biscuits. The evening meal takes 

place when the husband returns from his employment and is an expres- 

sion of his role as a "t-x: )rking man": as Murcott points out (19e2), 

the preparation time necessary for a "cooked dinner" means it 

symbolizes the wife's obligation as home maker and the husband's as 

breadwinner. 

Meat or meat products are the essence o+ a proper meal, and any other 

things eaten are mere accessoriesq almost a subordinate category o+ 

"food". Roast meat is still what is generally used to make "Sunday 

dinner" special, though it is o+ten chicken rather than bee+ or pork, 

and in some households this main weekly meal is on Saturday (O. E3,2nd 

Quest. ). Throtigh the week a considerable amount o+ processed meat is 

eaten in pork-pies, sausage meat, mince, pie +111ing, bee+-burgers 

and so on. Incidentally haggis is not eaten much, except deep--fried 

+rom the chip shop, and other "traditional" Scottish -food, such as 
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oats, feature no more prominently than in the rest of Britain. Rabbit 

is also seldom eaten today, althcxigh Cauldmoss is right in the cot-in- 

try; the stated reason is sympathy for the furry animals, but their 

important role in people's diets during the poor years be-fore the 

late '40s might also be significant. Liver and kidneys are rarely 

eaten, and other entrails not at all, probably because of the stigma 

of poverty, while in contrast having access to "butcher meat" is 

considered synonymous with a satisfactory income. A poverty stricken 

family is described as "having no meat in the house". 

The strength of traditional values in determining Cauldmoss diets is 

illustrated by their resilience to the latest orthodoxies on balan- 

ced, nutritious food. In fact nutrition is not a principal concern in 

eating. A great deal of sugar is eaten, in processed foods, tea, 

coffee, and soft drinks, as well as sweeties. Many children spend 25 

to 50 pence a day on sweets, which they are rarely dissuaded from 

doing by their parents, unless for economic reasons. Women are con- 

cerned about the fattening effects of sugar because of their looks 

rather than their health. Fatty foods are also eaten in large quanti- 

ties, deep frying being one of the commonest forms of cooking (parti- 

cularly for potatoes), the meat eaten often being of a fatty kind 

(e. g. sausage meat) and butter being preferred to marge. 

The more commercialized "health foods" such as packaged bran cereals 

are becoming fairly common, as are sliced bran or brown coloured 

loaves, but the wares of the whole-fcx: )d shop in the local town rarely 

arrive in Cauldmoss. In this town one of the largest supermarkets9 

which is the one most frequented by Cauldmoss women, experimented 

with weigh-your-own wholemeal pastas, flours and rice. Although the 

prices were comparable with those for the conventional foods, the 

experiment was withdrawn within a year through insufficient demand. 

In central Scotland it would appear that the disinterest in wholesome 

foods is a result of working class cultural values, not economic 

limitations. 
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The predominant vegetables eaten are potatoes, cabbage, turnips, 

leeks, carrots, onions, tomatoes and tinned or frozen peas. POtatOes 

are always peeled, and new potatoes are relished because their skins 

can be simply rubbed of f- Peeling potatoes involves an uncharacteris- 

tic amount of preparation for a meal, given the predominance of 

processed and convenience foods, and it seems it might signify more 

than simply taste: perhaps some assertion over grubby nature, or a 

demonstration of a woman's industriousness. 

Clothinq. 

Acceptable clothes meet two basic requirements: to be sufficiently 

smart (not looking cheap) and to be fashionable. In general people 

will never wear holed, patched or darned clothes for either casual or 

formal purposes, and jumble sales play no part in Cauldmoss life. 

They are never organized to raise funds, and if anyone uses them in 

the local town they never discuss the bargains they have found. 

For older people fashion does not dominate their clothing to the 

extent it does with the young, though there are still limits beyond 

which they would feel, and be seen as, ridiculously outdated. For 

those over, say, about 30, there are several different degrees of 

smartness. Nearly all men have special "working claes", even when 

their work is not particularly dirty (such as driving a van), but 

even these clothes are not usually ragged, overalls often being 

replaced if ripped. The significance of wearing a separate set of 

Clothes at work from at home has already been considered (p. 187). 

Away from work men generally wear ironed shirts and trousers, and 

when "going out", +or instance to the pub, a light jacket is often 

worn. A +ormal occasion, such as a meeting or week-end visit to a 

relative, might be marked by a tie, while it is usual to wear suits 

at church. Nearly every adult man has at least one suit, but for 
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weddings it is very common to hire grey tails. The greatest 

conformity to formal dress is at funerals: all the men wear black 

suits and plain black ties, while the women go in black and white. 
For them make up and jewellry are essential to be smartly dressed, 

and at formal events hats are often worn. Many women only wear their 

watches on such "dress" occasions. 

When I asked the headmistress of the primary school whether children 

are taunted about wearing tatty clothes she said definitely not. In 

fact the children "are very reasonably dressed... beautifully turned 

out, " and she actually sent parents a note to compliment them on 

this. She admitted that she has not considered they might come to 

school in smart clothes precisely because it would be such a stigma 

if they were not well dressed. 

Young men's clothing illustrates the degree to which the inhabitants 

of Cauldmoss can ascribe their own peculiar meaning to commodities in 

mediating more national trends. The vast majority of lads in the 

village wear tight blue jeans, baggy bomber jackets, white socks and 

delicate pointed grey shoes, in keeping with the fashion for young 

working class males throughout lowland Scotland. It is notable that 

very few lads in Cauldmoss follow the styles of different youth 

subcultures. There have been two principal interpretations of exotic 

youth cults in Britain, both of which suggest possible reasons why 

teenagers in the village are not affected by these styles. Cohen 

analyzed skinhead subculture as youngsters' attempts to come to terms 

with the supposed withering away of the traditional working class 

values of their parents (1972). He argued that skinheads were reass- 

erting values associated with the traditional working class and had 

adopted a uniform which was a "kind of caricature of the model wor- 

ker". Hebdige takes this analysis further and accounts for much of 

youth subculture as "mediated responses to the presence in Britain of 

a sizeable black comimunity" (Hebdige 1979: 73). In respect to both 

these explanations Cauldnx: )ss, and the surrounding area, lack the 
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stimulus +or these cultural +orms: there are virtually no blacks in 

central Scotland (though there are a +ew Asians), and around Cauld- 

moss the traditional proletarian culture has only begun to be under- 

mined by industrial changes and mobility. 

Whatever the validity of these analyses, I +or Cauldmoss lads to wear 

the conventional clothing of young working class males establishes 

their integration in the village. Their clothes are particularly 

significant in being contrasted with the few punks, skinheads and 

hippies who do exist, all of whcxn seem to have adopted these styles 

as overt rejections of solidarity with the community. The three punks 

are all inccxners to the village, they lack many friends in the com- 

munity and presumably can establish scre self-esteem by identifying 

with a much wider group outwith the parochial world of Cauldmoss. Two 

of the skinheads have the same characteristics, while two other lads 

who went through a skinhead phase before disappearing to borstal 

seemed to adopt the style to distinguish themselves from their fellow 

locals whom they despised. 

The qarden. 

The front garden is the most public area of one's domain and people 

are very conscious about keeping it "nice". This means, above all. 

under control: the grass is kept below an inch in height, the edges 

are trimmed regularly, any +lower beds are thoroughly weeded, hedges 

clipped throughout the summer to suppress any luxuriant growth, and, 

if the 30 square yards or so that make up most front gardens are 

covered in gravel, this is sprayed to kill any vegetation. Horti- 

cultural expertise is not of much concern - though colourful flowers 

are certainly admired - while vegetable production is unimportant. 

The approach of Gala Day in late spring highlights the significance 

Of tidiness, with most people making a particular effort to be as 

smart as possible. When continuous wet weather and mower breakdowns 
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prevented an elderly man cutting his grass he talked of how he had 

never, in his whole life, allowed it to grow so long before (about 

three inches) It was as if he was trying to mitigate the presumed 

condefTnation of the village on this day of community ritual (see 

p. 154). 

Maintaining a tidy garden is almost the only domestic task that 

directly expresses the man's disciplined application to work (see 

p. 195), and keeping one's garden neat has more to do with expressing 

one's status as a "nice" person than it has to do with aesthetic 

standards. In fact these have very clear boundaries. Many people 

whose gardens join a pasture field carefully tidy their own ground 

and throw everything, from grass mowings to bedsteads, over the fence 

to lie within sight in "the park". Others barrow their rubbish down a 

nearby lane and dump it on a disused tree nursery; in neither case 

would the participants consider they are creating an eye-sore. 

Orqanized collective leisure. 

An essential part o+ the conventional li+e style that expresses one's 

belonging to Cauldmoss is participation in collective leisure activi- 

ties in the village. For men the pubs and clubs are clearly the 

principal loci o+ such leisure, to be described in the next chapter, 

and drinking patterns are, along with gambling, part o+ a particular 

spending ethic which is integral to the traditional status o+ being 

"nice" but not a snob. This will be dealt with in the next section 

(p. 252). Here I will restrict mysel+ to a description o+ organized 

collective leisure in the village. 

The Community Centre is the principal venue for organized recreation, 

funded by the Regional Council and staffed by a youth and community 

worker, who is an outsider, and two local people, a secretary and a 

caretaker. It has a mixture of events some of which are organized by 
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the youth and community worker, so me instigated by her and run witn 

the help of volunteers, and others which are independent of her. 

The great majority of regular activities in the Centre are pursued 

exclusively by people Linder about 25, despite the youth and community 

worker's attempts to broaden participation to other age groups. There 

are three youth clubs for different ages up to eighteen year olds, 

all of which meet twice a. week, several different football clubs, the 

Unemployment Club, and a number of short lived clubs like judo and 

disco dancing. Sin ce nearly all children in Cauldmoss (apart, signi- 

ficantly, from some of the incomers) progress from the Young Ones' , 

through the Junior to the Senior youth clubs, these are important 

institutions initiating them to village life. Consequently many older 

people view the Centre as principally a recreational or educational 

facility for the young, a self-fulfilling perception since they 

therefore do not get involved. 

Probably the most popular provision of the Centre for young people is 

the expeditions in coaches or mini-bus, normally organized through 

the youth clubs. They are usually to leisure facilities in the area, 

such as the swimming pools or roller skating, but every so Often 

there is a major trip to go skiing or angling for a weekend, visit 

Butlins for the day, go to the pantomime or local authority fire 

works display, or some other special outing. 

There are a few activities specifically organized for older folk, and 

again these regular events integrate a whole age-cohort of the 

village. The main ones are the old folks' two lunches a week provided 

by the local authority and the weekly Over Fifties Club bingo. The 

Other regular activities with participants over 25 are those 

initiated and run fairly autonomously of the youth and community 

worker, such as a short lived wýxneen's drop-in 'Community Cafe' and 

the flourishing badminton club. 
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Apart from the weekly events there are many occasional functions at 

the Centre like prize bingos for fund raisingg meetings of the 

Womens' Rural Institute, and dances or discos that might be arranged 

privately or for an organization. There IS often a disco or dance on 

each weekend. Through the year there are also regular events like the 

activities which preceed the Gala Day for a week, with 'Mr and Mrs' 

contests, sports quizzes, etc. (see p. 154); the Summer Project, a 

playschý for children between five and eleven which lasts two weeks 

in the summer and is like an elaborate youth club, with daily outings 

to swimming baths, parks, the beach, etc., and various Christmas 

events like the nursery school's Christmas party. These occasional 

functions are the only times (with the few exceptions mentioned 

above) that a large number of adults participate in Ccxnmunity Centre 

activities, nearly always in couples, and it is noteworthy that on 

most of these occasions a licensed bar is installed on the premises. 

A common feature of most Community Centre activities is that they are 

provided for a client group that plays little part in their organiza- 

tion. Nevertheless there are about two dozen adults who take an 

active role helping the youth and community worker, running their own 

clubs or organizing Centre-based events like the Summer Project. The 

vast majority of these "helpers" or "leaders" are women, and many 

have children in the club that they are assisting. Though adults are 

reluctant to use the Centre it is clear that helping out there is a 

sociable leisure activity in itself, as well as being regarded as 

mildly prestigious by the rest Of the village (see p. 99). Regular 

trips are arranged for the leaders, both by themselves, +or instance 

to a nearby hotel for a dinner and cabaretq and by the National 

Association of Youth Club Workersq for wine and cheese parties, etc.. 

Involvement in Centre activities depends on one's social relation- 

ships with other hý? lpers, and different cliques vie with each other 

in controlling resources and in+uencing the youth and community 

worker. Assisting in youth clubs or the Summer Project is as much a 

gesture of support or solidarity with the other leaders as it is a 
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bit C)+ practical help +or the club's organization. 

The primary purpose of the voluntary organizations in the village 

seems to be to provide leisure activities for like minded villagers, 

although they usually have some extrinsic rationale. Attending the 

prize bingos, whist drives or domino sessions that are organized to 

raise money9 or going to the concerts, dances and discos arranged 

purely for entertainment,, affirms one's identification with fellcX-4 

members of the organization and their spouses. Similarly, participa- 

ting in private 1 y-organ i zed events to celebrate a birthday, an engag- 

ement or whatever, accepts and renews one's special relationship with 

the individual in question. 

There are several venues that can be hired for these functions: the 

Centre, the school, the Masonic Club, the church hall or the social 

club. The "concerts" or "Scots' nights" are organized most frequently 

by the Church of Scotland social committee (about once a month) and 

the Masonic Club (every Saturday). They principally comprise musical 

pieces on the accordion, piano or, less often, the guitar, and songs 

accompanied by one o+ these instruments (most commonly the accor- 

dion). There is always loud amplification for both instruments and 

singers, and usually a great deal of compering between acts by a 

local with a "gcx: )d patter". Most songs are 'easy listening classics' 

(e. g. 'Paper Roses' ) or country and western songs, while Scottish folk 

songs and hymns (particularly Protestant ones like 'The Old Rugged 

Cross') are also popular. A particular musician is usually booked for 

the night, generally one of the half dozen local players, while the 

singers are nearly always members o+ the audience. The latter usually 

have a repertoire of a few set pieces eachq which most folk know and 

will request throughout the evening. This tradition of producing 

one's own music is still strong in Cauldmoss. amongst those over about 

30, and a wide range of both women and men are prepared to sing. Most 

would never consider performing in front of a strange audience, which 

illustrates the close-knit, communal atmosphere at these occasions. 
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Dances have much the same form as discos except that a band takes tr-e 

place of the D. J. with his record player and speakers. On more spe- 

cial occasions the dancing is accompanied by a bu++et, prepared 

beforehand by several women and served up half way through the eve- 

ning. The food nearly always includes ham, salads, French bread, 

white rolls, sausages, a dish with eggs, cheese and crisps. These 

events cost between EI and : E2 to enter, and unless it is a church 

social there is either a bar or people bring their own "carry-outs" 

of alcohol. 

Solvency. 

A general characteristic of the traditional life style that consti- 

tutes being "nice" is that most people avoid any behaviour which 

might be seen as motivated by poverty. When discussing how they 

would spend extra money or economize on less (2nd Quest., Q. 11 & 12), 

several (: )+ those questioned were concerned to clarify that, although 

they could do with more money, they were not impoverished: 

"Just to have a wee bit extra... to buy for Christmas... to 

give that wee bit extra, but it's getting more and more 

difficult. Don't get me wrong: we don't want +or anything. 

But we don't live in the lap of luxury. " 

Sometimes this Is expressed in relation to the housewife's duty "to 

manage" the household income competently, however small it is. Women 

are sometimes concerned to clarify that even when economizing, for 

instance while their husbands were unemployed, the family did have 

enough to live on. The avoidance of any action suggesting impoverish- 

ment might lie behind the habit of throwing out any partly eaten +cx: )d 

from people's plates, and sometimes left-overs still in the pot, 

rather than feeding them to the dog. In fact any economizing on dog 
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food would be almost as shameful as letting one's family go hungry-, 

some owners claim they feed their Alsations as much as three tins of 

meat, a packet of Winalot and half a pound of mince each day. It is 

often assumed that others will also disguise their poverty: when I 

explained I had given up smoking for reasons of health a young woman 

responded, "You couldn't afford them? Be honest. " 

For most people one of the clearest criterion of being outside the 

category of respectability is to fall into debt. The fear of this has 

haunted working class (and middle class) households for centuries, 

though the definition of "debt" varies considerably and always seems 

rather arbitrary. Hoggart noted that the working class: 

"cannot bear the thought of having a debt outstanding 

longer than a week. (Clothing club 'draws' and the grocery 

bill often come in another category - they do not seem like 

debts owed to 'Them'. )" (1957: 79) 

In Cauldmoss buying clothing and household goods by post through 

catalogues (known as "clubs") is widespread, women often J. oining 

together to order goods through one person. Similarly many women have 

is charge accounts" at department stores in the local conurbation, for 

which they either make a regular payment at the shop or someone comes 

to collect it at their house. Approximately half of all council 

households have either a catalogue or credit account (or both) (Q. 15, 

2nd Quest. ), and 66% do where the husband is employed. Typical weekly 

Payments are between E2 and E5. "Provi cheques" (from Provident 

Personal Credit Ltd) are also used fairly widely, cheques for around 

E20 being paid off in weekly instalments over 20 weeks. The local 

agent is a Cauldmoss man who works at this part time, and it is in 

his interest to avoid a loan to anyone unlikely to be able to make 

the repayments. Cheques are usually used for clothing, shoes, Xmas 

presents, holidays or household utensilsq and most customers use them 

on a rotating basis, re-borrowing when a previous cheque is paid of+. 
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(A detailed study o+ how debtors generally perceive cheque trading as 

a valuable service has been made by Kent: 1980). 

The vast majority of those who have a "club", It charge account" or 

"Provi cheque" do not see themselves as being in debt. This would 

only be the case if they were unable to pay their weekly instalments. 

While ideally they would like to be affluent enough to have no need 

to buy on credit, they do not regard doing so as a failure to manage, 

simply as a practical way of "easing the situation". But they are 

well aware of the need to "control your credit urge" and borrow 

within one's means to repay, not to "go mental". 

I 
Older people are less likely to view credit in this way. Many of 

those over 60 regard catalogue buying as being in debt, and are proud 

of the fact they have "never bought a thing on credit in my life'". 

"I've never be en one for a lot of debt. I want to feel that 

what I've got is my ain, what I've got lef t is my ain. " 

Such people generally saved up to buy their own furniture before they 

got married, and they feel that "I+ ye can't buy it, do without it. " 

Tables 5.3 and 5.4 over the page show the variation in values and 

behaviour of different generations. 
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Table 5.3: Different aqe qrc)uQs' Opinions about buyinq c)n crLdit: 
0.16,2nd Quest. 

below 30 30 -59 over 60 

disapprove in general 1 9'/. 6 18% 9 537/. 

morally disapprove - 2 6% 2 12/. 

financially bad 1 9'/. 6 18% 3 le% 
ideally to be avoided, but necessary - e 24% 1 6% 

have to do it 2 Ie% 1 3% 1 6% 

neutral 3 27% 3 9% 1 6% 

approve 4 36% e 24% - 

total number 11 34 17 

Table 5.4: Dif+erent aqe qroups' practice in buyinq on credit: 

Q. 16,2nd-Quest. 

below 30 30-59 over 60 

never had credit 1 9% 5 15% 7 41% 

only once had credit - 1 3% 2 12% 

uses credit 7 64% 16 47% 3 ie% 
do not know 3 27/. 12 35% 5 29% 

total number 11 34 17 

It has previously been noted how the working class place great 

emphasis on saving enough during their lives in order to have a 

"proper" +uneral, a "decent burial" (Hoggart 1957: 115). As people 

get older this can become an overwhelming concern to them. A 93 year 

old woman told me how she Just sits there by the +ire and hopes there 

will be enough money "to be put in the ground... The old +olk all had 

gcx: )d insurances so you could get buried without any worries... " but 

now it is so expensive she cannot be sure she will get a decent 

burial. Someone -from just down the road had a +uneral +or E700 recen- 

tlyq which included the grave, headstoneg hearse and meal. A head- 

stone alone costs E75 now, while someone who was cremated had to pay 
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: E30 simply +or a square +oot o+ tur+ to be dug up +or his ashes. When 
I asked why it was so important to have a decent burial the old woman 

was astonished: 

"It's a natural thing to do. To have enough to put you awor 

under the ground... It's no just twenties an' thirties 

it's into hundreds now to be put awor. " 

It seems possible that one's funeral is considered so important, to 

the extent that even young people sometimes save for it from a meagre 

income, because it is regarded as the ultimate assessment of one's 

respectability iii life. The turn out at the burial defines one's 

social standing - whether one has earned respect from the community 

(see p. 157) - while the expense of it is a final demonstration of 

one's credit-worthiness. This explains the shame of a pauper's grave: 

not just the inability to afford the concluding symbol of honourable 

status, but a lack of kith or kin to ratify that status. 

Cleanliness. 

Another aspect of being "nice" involves maintaining certain standards 

of cleanliness. Hoggart argued that working class concern to maintain 

respectable standards is not so much an aspiration to higher social 

status as .. a concern not to drop down, not to succumb to the 

enviroment" (1957: 7e). 

The symbolic importance of cleanliness is particularly evident in 

the way people refurbish their homes. This often has a ritualistic 

dimension to it as if people are regularly re-ordering their world in 

order to establish their control over it. About two thirds of Cauld- 

moss redecorate their living rooms once a year (2nd Quest., Q. 17), 

mainly before Christmas and, particularlyý New Year, which could 

relate to a notion of regeneration. 0+ course an alternative inter- 
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pretation is that this is the period in the year when households are 

most likely to receive visitors, but the common practice of redecora- 

ting immediately when one moves house, and the case of three sons 

repainting their mother's living room to greet her return from a 

period in hospital, are further suggestions that there might be some 

idea of re-birth or re-growth behind this work. Painting a newly 

occupied house is also a clear assertion of one's control over the 

new territory, supplanting the previous inhabitants. Incidentally, 

the results to 0.17 in the Second Questionnaire showed that whereas 

over two thirds of the council tenants in our sample redecorated 

every year, only a third of private householders did so. In fact 42% 

of the private householders had not redecorated for over five years, 

in contrast to 6% of the council tenants. 

Commitment to work. 

The obligation to maintain respectable standards of consumption is 

partly an expression of one's ccrynitment to work, which is an essen- 

tial aspect of being "nice" and not of "the bad element". For wcvrien 

this means "work" in general, and so their moral worth is doubly 

confirmed by their +ul+ilment of wifely duties: keeping the carpet 

hoovered,, the furniture polished and, in particular, the windows 

shining. For men it means disciplining oneself to regular employment, 

as described in the last chapter. In many respects men's consumption 

patterns can be understood as expressions of their employee roles, 

particularly in the case of drinking, as I will elucidate in Chapter 

Six. The moral credit earned by being "a good worker", and the meas- 

ure of a man's worth by his wage, are extended to his consumer pcx-x--r. 

In establishing his son's credentials a man said in the same breath, 

"he's a worker ... a big earner, can't stand idleg" and the boast o+ 

being one of "the big earners" also means being one of "the big money 

men... askin' what ye're drinkin'". Conversely lack of interest in 

consumer goods is interpreted, and criticized, as an implicit prefer- 
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ence +or idleness. Physical objects have become visible symbols o+ 

inner worth, but the connection with hard work has become less essen- 

tial, and "big spenders" have prestige almost in their own right. 

Whatever the origin o+ the employment ethic, Weber was right in his 

observation that whereas riches might have once been prestigious as a 

sign o+ the owner's devoted work and (by implication) his or her 

position as one o+ the elect, today they have become prestigious in 

themselves: "... the care +or extemal goods... [has] become an iron 

cage. " (Weber 1930: lel). 

Here Baudrillard is in agreement: 

"It is important to read social obligation, the ethos of 

"conspicuous" consumption everywhere, ... a morality which 

is still imperative. 

So, under this paradoxical determination, objects are not 

the locus of the satisfaction of needs, but of a symbolic 

labor, of a "production" in both senses of the term: pro- 

ducers - they are -fabricated, but they are also produced as 

a proof. They are the locus of consecration of an effort, 

of an uninterrupted performance, ... the heir of the 

principles that were the -foundation of the Protestant ethic 

and which, according to Weber, motivated the capitalist 

spirit of production. The morality of consumption relays 

that of production, or is entangled with it in the same 

logic of salvation. " 

(Baudrillard 1981: 33) 
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13EING "NICE" BUT NOT A "SNOB": 'RESTRICTED' WORKING CLASS VALUES. 

The distinction between being "of the bad lot'' (rough) and "nice'' 

(respectable) is fundamental to one's membership of the community and 

the 'restricted' evaluation of status. It is also important to those 

who subscribe to 'unrestricted' status values and a ladder model of 

stratification. The distinction between "nice folk" and those in the 

village who are seen as "snobs" or "clannish" is, however, only 

meaningful in terms of 'restricted' values. Identification with one's 

fellow villagers creates powerful constraints on social aspirations: 

a great sense of equality is felt amongst the bulk of the population 

and for anyone to leave this tightly defined group of their own will 

undermines the status of the rest. The direct connection that most 

inhabitants make between upward social mobility and abandoning one's 

membership of the community is brilliantly portrayed in Potter's 

autobiographical play 'Stand Up, Nigel Barton'. Having left his 

mining village for Oxford University the hero loses his identity: "I 

don't feel that I belang anywhere. " Since one's status is demon- 

strated largely through life style, the homogeneity of the tight 

group is principally expressed through consumption. 

When asked what people most condemn in Cauldmoss (Q. X) a ycLLng woman 

rep I led: 

"People will condemn ya i+ you try ta act a class above the 

rest, 1+ you try ta act like a snob. I think that's about 

the worst you can get. Just about everybody will condemn 

you +or that. " 

Her boyfriend agreed: "People get classified as that [a snob] even if 

they're no. ... maybe get a motor on the road, guid claes an' things 

like that... ". 
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The link between social status and consumer power was clearly expres- 

sed when people were asked what they would do if they won the pcx: )ls 

(Q. 11 , 2nd Quest. ). Af i+th of our sample, who, s1gnif icantly, were 

predominantly older people in council houses, specifically mentioned 

that having a lot of money: "wouldnie change me, I can tell you that 

the noo. Money wouldnie change me'". This frequently heard assertion 

seems to be a statement of solidarity with the rest of the village, a 

denial of having any serious wish to "better oneself". I have 

repeatedly emphasized that status, as displayed through consumption, 

is of greater significance to the way people regard each other in 

Cauldmoss than occupation. Nevertheless occupational mobility is also 

a clear sign of leaving the main core of the community and can be 

problematic to those with 'restricted' values, in particular parents 

whose children follow managerial careers. 

A ready-spendinq ethic. 

The obligation to be involved in village life and the constraints on 

upward social mobility are both contained in a ready-spending ethic. 

This charaterizes the consumption patterns of "traditional proleta- 

rian" communities according to Lockwood (1966: 251), who based his 

analysis on Coal Is Our Life. Dennis et al. explained in two main 

ways why the miners of Ashton used up their surplus income (after 

"necessities") in drinking and gambling: to enjoy life while they can 

because an accident or unemployment could end their pleasure toý- 

morrow, and to maintain a life style that was developed when young on 

low wages, which they will probably be forced to return to again and 

which is the norm for the whole town (Dennis et al. 1956: 138-140). 

Lockwood later emphasized the Durkheimian integration involved in 

such recreational pursuits, when intense social networks lead to an 

obligation to join in gregarious leisure and spend one's money "in a 

Public and present-orientated conviviality... " (Lockwood 1966: 251) 

(for a wider quote see p. E33). This kind of expenditure is associated 
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with an allocation of the household income whereby the wife receives 

a set amount of "housekeeping money" each week, as was discussed 

earlier (p. 207). 

Douglas and Isherwood used an economic functionalist argument to 

interpret this spending pattern in Ashton. They reasoned that in an 

occupational community if individuals think they can better them- 

selves on their own they might make private deals with the management 

and thus threaten the solidarity of the town. Consequently an insti- 

tution of ready spending on convivial entertainment has developed 

which prevents anyone from converting a temporary wage differential 

into permanent capital ownership, thus causing damaging social divi- 

sions (Douglas and Isherwood 1979: 168). It might be possible to 

support this argument with evidence from the 19e4-e5 miners' strike, 

in which the lack of unity could have been exacerbated by certain 

miners' concern to pay their house mortgages, recently acquired under 

Thatchers' government (Coulter, Miller and Walker 19e4: 17e). A 

difficulty with Douglas and Isherwood's thesis is to understand how 

an individual actor consciously relates to this institution. It would 

seem that subjective intention is principally negative: people are 

constrained from spending money an a house or car for fear of ostra- 

cism as a snob (cf. Dennis, Henriques and Slaughter 1956: 146), and 

this then leaves them with little option but to spend on immediate 

consumption. 

Whichever interpretation one emphasises (I do not regard them as 

incompatible), a high regard for bold, expansive spending on enter- 

tainment is +requently expressed In Cauldmoss. For Instance a man who 

goes to the club every night o+ the week (except Sunday) told me: 

"I'm lucky in that my wife is really tight - if it was up 

to me I'd no have a penny... I'd spend it as I got It. you 

never know what will happen the next day... " - Maggie might 

have a war for you to get in. 
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An example o+ such spending came +rom a lad Who got a summer job as a 

cement +inisher in Aberdeen. They worked +rom the early hours o+ the 

morning until ten or eleven at night and he was "clearing EIBO a 

week". He returned to Cauldmoss with no more money than he had le-ft 

with, just a beer paunch and tales o+ all night discos and women, but 

he had no regrets at not saving a penny. Drinking patterns will be 

considered in detail later (Ch. 6); the other main element o-f the 

ready spending ethic is gambling. 

Gambl inq. 

Gambling takes three main forms in Cauldmoss: filling in the pools or 

the newspaper bingo at home , going to bingo sessions outside , or 

placing bets at the bookmaker in the centre of the village. Probably 

the majority of households "do the pools" or one of the recent news- 

paper bingos, at least a third of the women go to bingo sessions but 

a much smaller proportion of men go to "the bookies". Those who put 

lines on the horses might be divided between moderate spenders who 

put from 50 pence to a -few pounds on bets, and a few very serious 

gamblers who frequently place bets of several hundred pounds and 

sometimes win over E1,000. This latter group are greatly admired by 

the small-time gamblers at the bookies but criticized as too exces- 

sive by most other people, although gambling in general is only 

condemned on moral grounds by about 107. of the population (see 

answers to Q. 32,1st Quest., Appendix A). 

It is only with the pools, and lately with the newspaper blnqos, that 

the principal motive +or gambling can be regarded as the wish to 

escape from one's working class conditions. Many people in Cauldmoss 

feel that their weekly payment (often about El) for the pools is 

their only chance of significantly changing their situation, and when 

asked what they would do 1+ they won the pools (Q. 11,2nd Quest. ) a 
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quarter said they would buy a house, some would also leave Cauldmoss, 

some would stop working and others would start -a wee businE-ss" or 

invest it because "it'd be the one chance you had". However even in 

relation to sizeable winnings a large number of people suggested that 

long term economic motives did not concern them, and their answers 

were more in keeping with the "vigorous and frivolous" leisure of 

Ashton (Dennis et al. 1956: 130). One woman said if she won the pools 

she would blow it all: "It's fun money... ye can spend it all ... no 

as if you earnt it... ". Others said they would spend the money going 

out, drinking, or on clothes, while many said they would go on a 

great holiday. Most of the pensioners asked said the winnings would 

go to their children, and as mentioned previously, a fifth of our 

respondents stated that winning the pools "wouldnie change me". 

Hoggart emphasises "the simple thrill of taking a chance... of 

11 aving a go'" (1957: 137) which lies behind all forms of gambling, 

and he concludes that most pools players are not anxiously longing 

for a win each week but having "a sort of throw ,a gesture for luck. 

It would be... 'Juvly' if something turned up, and 'there's no 'arm 

in 'oping. '" (ibid.: 140). 

For those who use the bookies in Cauldmoss the real achievement seems 

to be to win a lot, in itself, not to win money in order to do 

anything with it. The excitement of winning is what matters, not the 

consumption afterwords - unless it is to celebrate the win, to re- 

affirm it. In fact a lot of winnings are very often spent either on 

celebratory drinks, thus increasing the social dimension of gambling, 

or on further bets. Gamblers sometimes talk as if they have a pers- 

onal vendetta against the bookie himself, "they see Rab as a personal 

enemy... " to be beaten with an enormous win. When they fantasize 

about "goin' to skin the bookie" the intention to then buy a car or 

whatever ccyrwees as an afterthought, and when gamblers do make a 

winning these intentions are rarely realized. 
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The motive of having a bit of +un while you can and, above all, doing 

it with a lot of other people, is even more clear with bingo. This 

can be played almost very night of the week in Cauldmoss, at either 

the social or Masonic Club, or at the Centre, but most players only 

go once a week on a regular night . As Dixie has pointed out, neither 

the money spent (about : E2 for an evening) nor that won at bingo 

(typically E5-: ElO, exceptionally E40, in Cauldmoss) is very signifi- 

cant in terms of the overall household budget (Dixie with Talbot 

1982: 9). Even when a really large sum is won, such as E200, the 

winner is likely to distribute the money amongst her relatives and 

friends and keep only a small fraction for herself. Thus, as with the 

conventions for drinking, spare cash tends not to be accumulated. 

The largest and most frequent sessions take place in the social club, 

with 150 to 200 people attending, the majority of whom are women (of 

all ages), plus a few elderly men. The sessions continue for about an 

hour after which many women stop for a drink before going hcxTe. For 

most women in Cauldmoss bingo is primarily a social activity: "I do 

it for to socialize with other women, because they are mainly 

vxxren ... (Note the immediate justification of a woman's leisure by 

affirming it is almost exclusively female. ) When asked if she 

thought bingo is a luxury, one of the callers in the village said 

that it is all women have got in Cauldmoss. There are only pubs and 

clubs and most women do not like to simply go out drinking. ''A wee 

game of bingo is their night out. " So long as it is not at the cost 

of the wains' food "I dinnie grudge a woman a wee night out at 

bingo. " This confirms the principal argument of Dixie and Talbot's 

report that bingo has an essentially social nature (1962). 

A few women travel to neighbouring towns to play bingo for much 

higher winnings than those in Cauldmossq but the books are more 

expensive. In contrast prize bingosq which are fund-raising exer- 

Cizes, have no cash winnings but are played for prizes that have been 

donated (which range from ordinary household items like tights, 
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tinned food, bottles of drink (e. g. Martini or wine ) to hampers of 

food or a big prize like a huge teddy). They are seen as distinct 

from cash bingos, and many of the church-going respectable women who 

are proud not to play bingo for money enjoy attending prize bingo 

every week or fortnight. The communal nature of the game is 

emphasized when the winner of a large prize sometimes gives it away; 

for instance a young woman who won a sack of coal announced she would 

donate it to the oldest person in the room. 

The balance between gregarious and private expenditure. 

Practically all employed households in Cauldmoss make a regular 

payment to either a life insurance, an endowment policy or some other 

form of savings (96% amongst the employed, 53% amongst the unemployed 

and 56% amongst the retired: Q. 15,2nd Quest. ). Nevertheless spending 

for immediate pleasure is considered by many (particularly men) to 

epitomize traditional, 'restricted' values and distinguish ordinary 

people from "stuck-up folk". The latter are often condemned for being 

so reluctant to use their money: "That cunt I'm working for - he'll 

no' spend anything... ". There is also resentment expressed at those 

who are considered to have the wrong balance of expenditure between 

gregarious leisure and private (domestic) consumption. The two are 

often seen as alternatives, thus an old farmer told how her husband 

used to let her spend his wage on the house "--- because his home was - 

his home, he'd say 'What's the point of having a home unless you're 

in it? ' he wasn't one +or standin' in a pub. " More frequently one 

hears people scorned by men for being overly concerned with the state 

of their homes at the cost of social involvement. When scxneone 

devoted a lot of time to hanging their new wallpaper it was described 

as "terrible", "... it's like a disease. " 
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Spending on cars is also seen as an indicator of one's balance bet- 

ween gregarious and privatized consumption. However people are very 

ambivalent in their values towards expensive cars, sometimes resen- 

ting those owning such models (particularly if local people), and 

sometimes according them prestige (to be discussed p. 286). When 

questioned about the social groups in the village (Q. T) the largest 

employer in Cauldmoss described two types of people. He talked of how 

some of his lorry drivers spend E30 a week in the club on drink and 

brag about it, while others might save that amount and buy a new car. 

The latter are resented as miserable so-and-sos always saving, but 

when they get the car the others are jealous. Both groups work as 

hard as each other. 

". .I suppose this is where the snobbish bit comes in ... 
the dividing line is near enough between the people who 

make use o+ the money they earn and then those who are 

proud o+ spending big money. " 

A few men earn enough to run a car but choose not to do so. They 

embody the more extreme of traditional values, being focussed inwards 

on the community with little desire to widen their range of social 

contacts, and in not granting esteem to car ownership. 

Home ownership. 

Home ownership has already been alluded to, and o+ all the various 

aspects o+ li+e style that are scxretimes regarded as snobbish - 

unusual food, unconventional clothes, elaborate +urnishing, expensive 

cars - there is nothing that so clearly determines one's departure 

+rom the traditional values o+ being "nice" according to a +airly 

static, tripartite strati+ication 0+ society. A+ter the Second World 

War people were resented +or thinking they were superior simply 

because they had moved +rom a but and ben to a council house with a 
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proper toilet: their pretensions were ridiculed by reference to the 

rings of the pall that were still Imprinted in their buttocks. Today 

home ownership is often seen as a commitment to a different pattern 

of spending from the 'traditional' norm, and by implication a desire 

for upward social mobility. In fact the changed pattern of con- 

sumption is usually forced on the new home owners through the cost of 

their mortgage payments. 

0+ the three quarters o+ the Cauldmoss population who live in council 

houses only two tenants have bcx-Lght their houses (enabled under the 

Conservative governement o+ 1979-e3). Ironically the main things that 

inhibit others +rofn doing likewise, and which has perpetuated the 

association o+ rented accomodation with traditional working class 

norms, are +1nancial considerations, not social values. The vast 

majority in the village would love to own their own homes, but not in 

Cauldmoss. This is part o+ their self-e++acement, described in Chap- 

ter Three, but because o+ the social stigma attached to the village 

the economics o-f house buying are a++ected. People recognize that i+ 

nobody else is buying houses it will be very di-f+icult to sell one's 

own, and so stupid to buy in the +irst place. A second reason why 

people do not buy their ccK-ncil houses is the design (to be discussed 

later p. 2e5), but no one mentioned ideological objections. "I 

believe there's quite a +ew" wcx. Lld like to buy their houses, one man 

commented, "That's against Labour policy - and I don't know why. " 

Only a few claim they have no wish to buy a house at all, with the 

consequences it would entail for their habit of ready spending. They 

would prefer to enjoy their "social life" and have holidays abroad 

rather than be "scraping to own their own house". A young man epito- 

mized the ready spending ethic in berating his fellow villagers for 

their materialism. He said most people worked hard in order to 

drink, but a few "are materialistic" and want the money to buy a 

house. He went on to ridicule those who give up decent food and their 

social lives to pay a mortgage "when they could be in a council 
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house". He clearly thought that the acquisition of durable posse - 
sions is far more materialistic than expenditure on eating and drink- 
ing. His scorn echoes that of people who call new private housing 

schemes "spam valley", referring to the diet first-home owners are 
reduced to in order to afford their mortgages. 

An analysis of the traditional expansive spending pattern of the 

working class illustrates how econornic factors and cultural values 

can rein-Force and perpetuate each other. The ready-spending ethic 
inhibits substantial change in the life-chances of the working class 

since working people are discouraged from accumulating even a little 

capital, if it is possible. The histories of some Asian fainilies in 

working class areas provide interesting cross-cultural comparisons of 

work and spending ethics, and the financial cxjtccxnes that can result 

from these values. 

THE OBLIGATIONS OF RECIPROCITY. 

In the previous section I tried to show how the cultural values 

accorded to one's membership of the village, one's traditional work- 

ing class respectability and one's regular employment, are affirmed 

and reproduced in a particular pattern of consumption, which consti- 

tutes being "nice". Many of the goods or services used in Cauldmoss 

have a further value in that they are exchanged, and the principles 

which govern social exchange make this institution intrinsic to the 

integration of the community. These principles, in particular the 

norm of reciprocity, shape and often perpetuate the relationships 

that people have with each other. In general they tend to act both as 

a catalyst to social involvement and consumptiong and as a force for 

conformity in consumption patterns. 
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Social exchange has been the focus Of Sociological and social anthro- 

pological theorizing since at least the beginning of this century 

(see Ekeh 1974). Suffice to say that I have found the "French" 

collectivist school (Ekeh 1974), to be of greatest use in understan- 

ding social exchange in Cauldmoss. Mauss states there is a fundamen- 

tal "obligation to give" from which the other institutions of social 

exchange stem, the obligations to receive and to repay. 

"To refuse to give, or to fail to invite, is - like 

refusing to accept - the equivalent of a declaration of 

war; it is a refusal of friendship and intercourse. Again, 

one. gives because one is forced to do so,... " 

(Mauss 1954: 11). 

The various etic classifications of exchange are numerous, with 

infinite possible variations as to what can be identified as part of 

the transactions (people, goods, services, opportunities, etc. ). 

However, to understand the significance of social exchange in a 

particular culture this theorizing is irrelevant unless it relates to 

indigenous concepts. In Cauldffc)ss it would appear that three di-ffe- 

rent kinds of exchange are distinguished at various times, though 

they have no indigenous names, they do not parallel anthropologists' 

classifications and the distinctions between the categories are not 

consistently maintained. In discussing the employment ethic the 

notion that one should contribute to society in return for one's 

benefits was mentioned (p. 200). This is an example of what anthropo- 

logists, adopting Levi-Strauss's terminology, know as 'generalized 

exchange', in this case long term. I will not pursue this kind of 

exchange here, since it has little connection with the value attached 

to specific commodities. The second type of exchange recognized in 

Cauldmoss includes both generalized exchange when it occurs in the 

short term, as with standing rounds of drinks or cigarettes, and what 

anthropologists term 'immediate restricted exchange' . These two cate- 

gories of exchange are not distinguished by the participants. 
ýbwever 
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immediate restricted exchange is identif* 1 led as d'+ferent from 

'delayed restricted exchange' , the third group of exchanges recog- 

nized in Cauldmoss. Though he coined new terms, Sahlins pin pointed 

an important difference between 'immediate' and 'delayed' restricted 

exchange which is acknowledged in Cauldmoss (though rarely 

expressed): 

"It is notable of the main run of [delayed restricted 

exchanges] that the material flow is sustained by prevail- 

ing social relations; whereas, for the main run of Eirnfre- 

diate restricted exchanges], social relations hinge on the 

material flow. " (Sahlins 1974: 195) 

Immediate restricted exchanqe and short term qeneralized exchanqe. 

Immediate restricted exchange is that form of exchange most clearly 

determined by the principle of reciprocity: that a gift is never free 

and unless reciprocated it involves a loss of prestige (Gouldner 

1973: 242). In men's everyday lives the main material things exchanged 

in this way are cigarettes and alcohol, while tea or coffee, biscuits 

and cigarettes are the main things exchanged in this form by women. 

Though drinking in groups is actually less overt and common than 

often assumed, exchanging pints aaxong a small number of men is fairly 

typical and establishes the participants as equals - as men, as 

workers and as earners (see p. 321 for a full discussion). Housewives 

feel obliged to offer visitors a drink and snack at any time of the 

day. As one would expect, the hospitality is more elaborate and 

formal the less familiar the visitor is, but even close friends are 

usually given tea or coffee, and this is generally accompanied by 

chocolate biscuits (rarely plain ones), a slice Of cake or fancy 

confectionary. In the evening, particularly after drinking (at home 

or in the pub) some "supper" is offered: a hot snack like scrambled 

eggs on toast or cheese toasties. This hospitality rarely has a 
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practical logic, since there is no suggestion that the quest actually 

needs to be fed, but the woman knows that she or her family have had, 

or will get, the same reception when they drop in on their visitor. 

The distinction between what is an 'immediate' and what is a 

'delayed' return of gifts is not clear cut; the only relevant 

criteria are how the actors perceive the transaction. If the original 

giver expects an equivalent gift in the near future, as with the 

offer of a cigarette between two smokers, it is immediate exchange. 

I+ the giver does not expect to stay long enough to have two cigaret- 

tes it might be delayed exchange: when they meet by chance a week 

later the original recipient might return a cigarette. Inviting 

friends for a main meal, one of the principal forms of immediate 

restricted exchange in middle class culture, is extremely rare in 

Cauldmoss, except amongst close relatives when it is usually per- 

ceived as delayed restricted exchange (see p. 268). The constraints of 

reciprocity extend to furnishings as well; a couple are pleased to 

have friends round to enjoy their new carpet and three piece suite, 

while the visitors are likely to feel belittled if they only have a 

worn old cot-tch to offer when the visit is returned. 

Giving people Christmas presents or, more commonly in Cauldmoss, 

Christmas cards, are ideal examples of immediate restricted exchange, 

since the exchange is usually simultaneous and equivalent. When 

scxneone receives an unsolicited Christmas card s/he is generally very 

anxious to return one as soon as possible, while often resenting that 

the Sender should presume (and by doing so actually realize) such a 

relationship. 

Immediate restricted exchange tends to act as an impetus for greater 

consumption as well as leading to more homogeneity In spending pat- 

terns. Once something has been given a chain of events is started 

which can only be avoided with social embarrassment, and the rela- 

tionship which results from these events will in turn prcxnpt the 

exchange of further gcKods. It should be possible for a group to 
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conform to a low level Of consumption as much as a high one, but a 

ratchet effect leads everyone to consume at the rate of the fastest. 

since one can always precipitate the next round but not (within tre 

conventions) delay it. This largely explains why people feel obliged 

to "keep up with the Joneses" in their household furnishings: not to 

do so would mean being excluded from the potential exchange of hospi- 

tality (Douglas and Isherwood 1979: 126). 

The participants' merging of short term generalized exchange and 

immediate restricted exchange is common to the use of three social 

drugs in Cauldmoss: alcohol, cigarettes and cannabis. It seems that 

the important convention of reciprocity governing the exchange of 

these items is that the transaction is completed by the end of that 

gathering, and debts are not carried over to another day (in practice 

this does sometimes happen). Cannabis use is restricted to a small 

section of mainly young men; alcohol is widely used by the whole 

adult population, though particularly by men, and is the subject of 

the next chapter. Cigarettes are smoked by perhaps half the adult 

population, more amongst the older half than younger half, and 

amongst the young, probably more amongst women than men. The majority 

of smokers use manufactured cigarettes, usually middle or low tar 

brands like 'Embassy', 'Silk Cut' or 'Benson and Hedges', and some 

roll their own 'Old Holborn' or 'Golden Virginia'. This is generally 

considered a means of economizing and in company those with "taylor- 

made" cigarettes often proffer them to people rolling tobacco as if 

the latter would much prefer the pre-fabricated version. It is consi- 

dered highly peculiar for a woman to roll her own cigarettes. 

When in a group people always of fer their cigarettes around to the 

Other smokers whenever they take one for themselves. However if a few 

People who have previously been exchanging cigarettes are joined by 

others the original group might continue sharing their cigarettes 

amongst themselves. As with drinking, this reciprocity constrains 

People to conform to a common rate of consumption, and if someone has 
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not finished her previous cigarette another one is laid beside her 

for the future. Frequently a person will empty half a packet of 

twenty in smoking two cigarettes, but in the long run she will re- 

ceive ten back from other people. The common level of coný-, umption 

usually means a pressure to smoke more, since everyone gets a cigar- 

ette at the frequency of the heaviest smoker, and it is socially 

impossible to smoke a moderate amount (say ten a day). One either 

smokes as much as everyone else - perhaps 20 or 30 a day - or none at 

all. Clearly a smoker who expects to spend some time with other 

smokers will feel she has to have a fairly full packet of cigarettes 

with her. 

Delayed restricted exchanqe. 

Delayed restricted exchange is usually a consequence of particular 

social relationships, rather than the social relationships being 

formed through acts of exchange. Things are given with little expec- 

tatIon that they will be returned, in an act described as "genero- 

sity", yet ultimately the giver expects the recipient to be indebted 

to her. The most obvious example is the nurturing of children by 

their parents, where reciprocity is only implicit and not stipulated 

by time, quantity or quality. Cross-culturally, delayed restricted 

exchange is most common between close kin, but the immobility of the 

Cauldmoss population means that a gift from a neighbour or credit 

+rom the shop can be returned over a long period in almost the way 

that kinship links endure. When there is such an obligation it rein- 

forces the existing relationships since "the relationship is in the 

feeling of indebtedness not in the gift. " (Leach 19E32: 154) 

Helping friends, and more particularly kin, to find jobs is probably 

economically the most important form of delayed restricted exchange. 

The significance of persmal kinship networks in job recruitment has 

previously been discussed (p. 136 and 178). Delayed restricted 
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exchange is also important in relation to Consumptic)n, though it does 
not, in general, act as a catalyst for greater consumption in the way 
that balanced reciprocity does, since the relationship associated 
with the exchange already exists. Examples of close kin engaging in 
this kind of exchange include parents' material provision for their 

children (see p. 276) and bingo players sharing their winnings with 
their siblings. The principle of delayed restricted exchange is 

neatly encapsulated in the saying heard in Cauldmoss that: "A gift to 

a friend is no loss. " 

Gift giving is a central part of weddings, and the bride can be 

preoccupied with preventing guests duplicating presents, and establi- 

shing what gifts must have cost, right up until the "show of pre- 

sents". This and the hen night are the main events prior to the 

marriage. The presents are put on display, generally in the bride's 

parents' house, and all the female wedding guests are invited to view 

them, the occasion usually being accompanied by tea, sandwiches or 

alcohol. One of the main topics of interest is the price of each 

gift, and discrete comments are made in praise of the expensive ones 

and belittling those that were clearly cheaper than one's own. This 

interest in the size of presents is partly a recognition that they 

are statements of the guest's perceived relationship to the bride. 

There is clearly scope for ambiguity in this, so a guest might try 

and establish a closer relationship than was previously recognized or 

might distance herself with a modest present. The expense of gifts is 

also a straightforward assertion of 'unrestricted' social status (to 

be discussed later: p. 27e)q some earning the comment that they are 

"too showy". 

The items given are almost exclusively household utensils and furni- 

shings, such as towels, kitchens equipment (from simple tools to 

microwaves), furnitureq silver decorations, clocksg bedding and so 

an. This is the traditional way in which one's friends and relatives, 

Particularly of an older generation, help with one of the major 
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financial burdens of one's life: establishing a hcxre. 

Social excluslon through reciprocity. 

Although the principle of reciprocity often leads to increased con- 

sumption and makes it more homogeneous, the obligation to reciprocate 

gifts also discourages people from social involvement at times. Since 

certain forms of social exchange imply particular relationships 

between those involved, people who do not want to establish such a 

relationship try to avoid accepting the initial gift. In Cauldmoss 

exchanging meals in each other's houses is restricted almost totally 

to close kin or a++ines, Sunday dinner being the principal occasion. 

It would appear that this is treated as a form of delayed restricted 

exchange where the repayment does not have to be immediate or exact. 

Clearly people are well aware of the special relationship they have 

with those who come to eat in their house, and they are extremely 

cautious in entering this form of exchange with people outside their 

family. Such familiarity might bring with it other obligations and 

demands. 

Immediate exchange establishes a degree o+ equality between the 

participants which can exclude those who dislike each other, such as 

a woman whose husband's relatives had never stepped into her house 

since the day a+ter he died: "But I don't owe them nothing and they 

don't owe me nothing, so that's ixie pixie. " It can also exclude 

those who consider themselves o+ a di++erent status +rofn others: 

"The 'respectable' or 'aspirant' as I called them... are 

not willing to be under obligation to their nelghtx: )urs. For 

they hope their neighbours will soon be, if they are not 

already, their social inferiors. " (Frankenberg 1966: 160) 
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On the other hand those who know they cannot afford the level of 

consumption of their -fellow villagers also avoid reciprocal relation- 

ships, for very different reasons. This leads to a tendency for 

people to mix socially with others of similar economic means, and can 

fragment consumption patterns rather than make them more t-cynogeneous, 

a topic I wi 11 return to in Chapter Seven. 

AGE: ESTABLISHING ADLLTHOOD. 

Age affects the cultural value ascribed to consumption in three main 

ways. First, people of different ages in Cauldmoss evaluate goods 

differently. In respect to the other variables that determine the 

symbolic value of commodities, older folk in Cauldmoss generally 

accord more value to membership of the community, being "nice", 

commitment to work (see p. 203) and conforming to gender roles, while 

they are far less likely to subscribe to 'unrestricted' status 

values. The results to Questions 11,189 19,209 21 and 22 of the 

Second Questionnaire illustrate this. Older people's greater involve- 

(rent in the village and their concern to remain "nice" rather than 

aspire to higher status is suggested by 44% of retired households in 

our sample saying that if they won the pools it would not change 

their way of life, and 44% saying they would give the money to their 

families. In the total sample only 19% answered 0.11 in this way. 

Focus on the local community is further illustrated by only 44% of 

retired households having a telephone, compared with 60% of all 

households in the sample (0.19). Presumably the lesser value that the 

old attach to telephones because of their village involvement is 

counteracted by their restricted mobility. Their lack of concern with 

I unrestricted' status is indicated by only 6% of retired households 

saying that if they had more money they would spend it on cars, and 

6% on clothes, whereas in the overall sample 15% and 13% of hcxise- 

holds answered in those respective ways (0.11)- Furthermore no 

retired households had videos compared with a quarter of all house- 
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holds questioned (Q. 21), only a fifth of the retired households had 

deep freezes compared with a third of all households (0.22), and only 

a fifth of the retired households in our sample had cars in contras-, - 

to nearly half of all households questioned (Q. 20). In general older 

folk seem to be more content with the material standard of living 

they currently have, and they are not so influenced by fashion. For 

instance they are often satisfied with the solid, dark stained +urni- 

ture they bought twenty years ago, or the faded settee and thin 

carpet they have had since before their spouse died, and have little 

desire to renew them. Any extra they might have is more likely to be 

Spent on their children or grandchildren than an their own 

furnishings. In answer to Q. 1e (2nd Quest. ) a quarter of retired 

households said their suite was over 16 years old, and far fewer 

retired folk had modern furniture in comparison with the overall 

sample. 

The second way in which age is an important variable affecting the 

symbolic value of goods, is that certain commodities are wanted 

because of what they signify about one's age. In particular, certain 

goods confer adult status, and this meaning is generally accepted by 

all ages of the population. By a simple logic, the commodities that 

most clearly denote adulthood are those denied to children, such as 

cigarettes and alcohol. However smoking has probably become less 

important to children in recent years as less adults smoke. In Cauld- 

moss male smoking seems to have declined much more than female smo-- 

king has, which is a magnification of a national trend (Amos 1986). 

At present regular smoking amongst school pupils seems to be restric- 

ted mainly to the most unruly male minority. The legal restrictions 

on under-age drinking means that to do so is an assertion of 

maturity, as I will describe in the next chapter (p. 319). When an 

eighteen year old won on the horses others found it very funny that 

he did not "get bevvied" but instead bought a lot of sweeties to 

celebrate. 
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For young men the use, and if possible, acquisition , of first motor- 

bikes and then cars seems to be an important way of asserting their 

departure from childhood. Most lads are keen to try riding a pal's 

old motorbike, and those that shy from doing so are scorned. The 

maturity conveyed seems to come about partly through the understan- 

ding and control of the machinery and partly through the willingness 

to take the risk of injury. On both counts the lack of a clutchq 

lights or brakes enhances one's esteem. Most of the bikes ridden by 

teenagers in Cauldmioss are cheap machines without M. O. T. s or licen- 

ces, and their owners frequently spend as long repairing them as 

riding them. Actually to cxAn a vehicle indicates a further element of 

adulthood: possession of large scale property. Many lads plan to save 

their initial eamings for a car, and parents often help them on this 

course to maturity. 

Perhaps more important than using particular commodities to express 

one's adult identity is having a certain pattern of spending, "an 

independence". This is the third main way in which age is related to 

consumption. Having "an independence" is clearly a strongly held 

concept in regard to one's financial circumstances, and the phrase 

constantly recurs in relation to general financial worries, to cred- 

itors (not being in debt), or in relation to one's parents. It seems 

to be about experiencing freedom from constraint and the exercizing 

of personal choice in spending. Of course the cultural constraints an 

spending are largely invisible (as discussed P. 2-29) people want to 

experience choice within these limits. Having autonomous spending 

power first becomes important when a youngster becomes aware of 

his/her dependence on parental income, and thus employment and earn- 

ing a wage is essential in the process of becoming a real adult in 

society. The hallmark of having "an independence" for teenagers is 

paying "dig money" to their mothersq and until making their own 

economic contribution to the household they are subject to their 

parents' authority. Mauss's maxim that "the gift [board and lodging] 

is never free" largely explains the legitimacy of parents' domestic 
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power. In the past boys longed to leave school for even the most 

poorly paid, ardous, employment, in order to made this transition to 

adulthood. Today teenagers are probably less ready to take any job 

simply to have their own income (they can get E16.50 a week on 

Supplementary Bene+it - to be discussed in Ch. 7) , but the wage is 

still the passport to the adult world in which one chooses one's own 

belongings, perhaps buys a car, and eventually saves enough to get 

married and start one's own home. As Wi II is argues, to grow up in a 

market economy means gaining a place in the market, exercizing a 

voice in it, much more than simply becoming Politically enfranchized. 

At nearly all events in the Centre sweets, crisps and so-ft drinks are 

available +rom a bar upstairs (as well as tea or co++ee +or adults) 

and this is a central +eature at the youth clubs. The relish with 

which even six or seven year olds choose how to budget their 30 pence 

spending money is an indication o-f how important autonomous spending 

is for the development o+ their personal identities. This importance 

is +urther illustrated by the way leisure marketed to the individual 

is o+ much greater interest to young wage earners than organized 

leisure: they are exercizing their choice as consumers (c+. Willis 

1977: 36). 

GENDER. I 

To a large extent asserting one's maturity is synonymous with estab- 

lishing one's gender. The rigid division o+ employment, house work 

and recreational activities between the sexes shows how important the 

concepts o+ gender are in Cauldmoss, as I described in Chapter Three 

(p. ioe). It is within this sphere that the social order is most 

clearly constituted by means o+ consumption; whether it is through 

the woman wearing jewellery, preparing the meals, or exercizing her 

responsibility in choosing the living-room +urnishings or the 

11 messages" to be got on the weekly expedition to the supermarket, or 
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through the man mowing the garden eating most at tea. buying the 
drinks, or driving the car. The everyday use of consumer goods is 

granted a particular value to the extent that it confirms individ- 

uals' positions within gender categories, and by so doing reproduces 
the categories themselves. Rather than reiterate the meaning of 

gender as expounded in Chapter Three and show how it is expressed in 

everyday consumption, I will highlight the most important ways in 

which spending establishes masculine identity and the man's role in 

the family. 

Masculinity. 
I 

The connection between strenuous, disciplined employment and 

masculinity has been discussed in the last chapter. Since one's wage 

is a measure of one's worth and masculinity - the hard worker is a 

"big earner" -a man's consumer power is directly related to his 

esteem as a male. This is epitomized in the use of alcohol, to be 

described in the next chapter, but it encourages greater expenditure 

in many other areas, particularly with food (buying meat), cars and 

courting women. As in most societies sex is closely linked to money 

or power: when a young man 'goes out" to pick up a woman the places 

he visits, the clothes he wears, the drinks he buys her and the mode 

of transport he offers her all indicate something about his earnings. 

But the money a man spends on a woman when courting has a much more 

important significance than simply being an index of masculinity: 

again "the gift is never free". and the woman will feel obliged to 

reciprocate by granting favours. 

Some commodities have qualities that are intrinsic to the cultural 

meaning of masculinity. Frequently such goods are also expensive, but 

this is a secondary and largely independent way in which they denote 

masculinity. (The relationship between an object's intrinsic male 

qualities and its expense could be a good example of social meaning 
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underlying use value and so determining economic demand: see p. 228). 

In terms of food, meat is the most important aspect of masculine 

identitY5 an association that seems common to most cultures. To 

relish steak epitomizes manliness, male vegetarians are sometimes 

associ ed wi 'atL 'th "pcx: )+tas", and even old men have meat as the highest 

priority in their budget alongside heating. Sahlins has an historical 

explanation for the gender connotations of meat: "... the centrality 

of the meat, ... evokes the masculine pole of a sexual code of food 

which must go back to the Indo-European identification of cattle or 

increasable wealth with virility. " (Sahlins 1976: 171) Another food 

that can enhance a man's masculinity is hot curry, sometimes L-atpn 

after an evening's drinking. It is interesting that when men do 

occasionally participate in the female sphere of cooking, they are 

usually preparing a very meaty meal, or a curry. When I had supper 

with one of the "hardest" men in Cauldmoss, he made a great show of 

putting away the spices he had bought that day, cutting each little 

bag with an enormous hunting knife. The meal he then prepared 

consisted principally of steak, and both the meatiness of it, plus 

its costly nature (with red wine, and so on), probably prevented any 

aspersions of femininity in his cooking. 

Large aggressive dogs (or small ones if sufficiently pugnaciousq e. g. 

a Boston pit bull terrier) confirm their cwier's masculinity, pres- 

umably because they are subordinate to his will. Probably the 

majority of Cauldmoss households have a dog, and it is usually the 

man's responsibility to feed it and take it for regular walks, though 

many are allowed to run free around the streets. Alsations are prob- 

ably the most common breed, while the dogs owned by women are usually 

small ones like Jack Russels, Scotch terriers or poodles. Men will 

take pride in the ferocity of their dog even though they acknowledge 

the problems it causes to control the animal; one man told two women 

a lengthy tale of how he had had to break a 2" by 2" piece of timber 

over his new doberman's head in order to subdue it, as if it were an 

epic 0+ man's mastery over brute nature. Some- women use the symbolic 
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male protection o+ large dogs when living alone or walking on their 

own at night, but others assert that Alsations and similar breeds 

must have a man's voice to control themq Otherwise they are 

unreliable. 

Control over powerful machinery also has masculine meaning, the 

classic example being cars. In Cauldmoss even in households that 

have a car the woman usually cannot drive, and where she can she will 

almost never do so when travelling with her husband, unless he is 

drunk. It is a strange sight in the village to see a woman at the 

wheel with a man next to her. However cheap they are, cars in Cauld- 

moss nearly always have powerful engines; Morris Minors, Minis or 

Citroen Dayannes are rarely seen, and thorse that are usually belong 

to women. This power is demonstrated through fast driving, and the 

extra brake lights young men are fond of installing in their rear 

windows emphasise their speed, since they "drive on their brakes". 

The power of a car is enjoyed as an extension of one's own tx: )dy's 

capacities, with the vehicle responding to one's intentions and 

touch. Two mechanics took great pleasure in telling a single woman 

how they write-off two or three cars a month because they "drive 

them so hard": even powerful engines could not extend their physical 

capabilities far enough. This is a well known theme in the literature 

on cars and continues to prompt new analyses (e. g. Bayley ic? %: 7-8). 

Other machinery also boosts the owner or user's confidence in his 

bodily abilities and thus his manhood: chain saws are far more suited 

to grown men than bow saws; hand drills or hand shears smack of 

elderly ineffectiveness - the virile man uses a power drill or elec- 

tric hedge trimmer. It is not only the power but also the danger 

involved in fast driving or chain saws that makes them manly, and 

this aspect of masculinity might be a further attraction to heavy 

drinking. Men like to be seen to be taking risks and one example o+ 

this could be their readiness to incur the physical poisoning of 

excessive drinking: the fact their system can take it shows them to 
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be all the hardier. 

These examples o+ how the value o+ masculinity pervades di++erent 

areas o+ consumption also demonstrate how the attributes 0+ gender 

are social constructions, not biological outcomes, and so need not 

have any logic other than their conventional associations. Thus 

driving a +ast car is more manly than riding a bicycle, even though 

the latter involves +ar more physical strength which in other con- 

texts is associated with masculinity. Similarly the current +ashion 

for young men's clothes (see p. 239) and high-lighted or permed hair 

involves a style that by older standards would appear positively 

e++eminate. 

Parenthood and +amily 
--- 

responsibilities. 

Gender identity and family roles are thoroughly entwined, as was 

discussed in Chapter Three (p. 115). How is a man's role within the 

family, as a husband and father, expressed through consumption? Apart 

from meat, the commodities mentioned above in relation to masculinity 

are all usually bought by men, whereas the bulk of household spending 

-is done by women. This is evident from the replies to Q. 13 and 14 of 

the Second Questionnaire (analyzed earlier, p. 205)9 while Table 5.1 

(p. 218) suggests that about 75% of household income is spent by the 

wife. However, as I explained before (p. 211)9 women's responsibility 

for the family budget is principally to their husbands, and it can be 

argued that wives' spending decisions are made on the basis of their 

husbands' wishes. The man's main role in the family is to provide his 

wife and children with the means to consufneq and their standard of 

living (particularly evident in their clothes) is the principal way 

in which his responsibility to them is judged. The moral esteem Of 

being a hard worker is above all the virtue of disciplining onesel+ 

to employment for the sake of one's family, as I expounded in the 

last chapter (p. 197). 
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Mothers face most of the daily pressures from their children to 

conform to their friends' level Of consumption in sweets, toys and 

clothing, and the children's style of living demonstrates both the 

mother's competence in managing the household budget and the father's 

ability to provide it. "Caring" parents send their children to school 

in smart clothes, buy them proper bags to carry their books to the 

secondary school and ensure they have adequate spending money when 

going out to the youth club or on a trip to the town. Mothers and 

fathers scwnetimes state with pride that they never deny their chil- 

dren anything they might want, whether it is sweets, a bike, a stereo 

or, more recently, a hcn-t. -- computer, and if a man's parental role is 

called into question he frequently begins his self-defence by saying 

how he has always ensured his children had an adequate material 

standard of living. 

The aspect o-F a woman's consumption which has greatest value in 

test. 1-fying to her husband's (masculine) worth is her appearance in 

public, particularly when they go out together. On "social" 

occasions, such as evenings out at one o-F the clubs, men are dressed 

much more casually than the women, who are invariably made-up and 

usually wear j. ewellery. This supports Veblen's idea (Veblen 

1924/iegg) that men exhibit their wealth or income through the -Fine- 

ries o-F their wives. A striking example o-F such vicarious consumption 

is a man who has his long standing girl-Friend present hersel-F to him 

when she has -Finished dressing up to go out, in order that he might 

vet her. It should be added that a man's role in supporting his 

wi-Fe's li-Fe style is already expressed by the -Frequency with which he 

takes her out, and so It is very important that he should buy the 

drinks -For them both (to be considered -Further: p-3-09). 
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In the more private sphere of the hC)Me the interweaving of emotiona! 

and material aspects of family life have been analyzed by Burgoyne: 

"To appreciate the meanings behind the rituals of daily 

domestic life is to recognise that much of the currency 

used in the transactions and exchanges which symbolise 

family love, care and loyalty requires material resources. 

It is not for nothing that we choose and give presents, 

cook and serve up food, even load and unload washing 

machines to show our love for those closest to us. " 

(Burgoyne 1987: 14) 

'UNRESTRICTED' STATUS EVALUATION. 

In Chapter Three I argued that in Cauldmoss 'restricted' working 

class values coexist with 'unrestricted' values. According to the 

latter social status is defined less endogenously and more in terms 

of national reference groups. There is not a major distinction bet- 

ween the majority of "nice" folk and those seen as "snobs" who aspire 

to be middle class, but instead the social hierarchy might be repre- 

sented as a continuous ladder. Within this ideal type individuals 

aspire to rise as high as possible in society, expressing their 

status through distinctive consumption. The few ethnographic details 

to be found in the theoretical literature on consumption are nearly 

always examples of such 'unrestricted' distinctive consumption: they 

refer almost exclusively to middle class or petit bourgeois culture 

and rarely mention the 'restricted' evaluation of the traditional 

working class (see Sahlins 1976, Baudrillard 1981, Bourdieu 19e4, 

etc. ). 
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As I argued previously (p. 104), the reasons why a particular 

ccxnbination of 'restricted' and 'unrestricted' values are to be -Fcxjnd 

in Cauldmoss should be sought in the wider context of our industrial 

society's development. Goldthorpe suggested that as a result of the 

decay of old status group structures: 

If ... class inequalities, +or which the status hierarchy 

previously provided a 'traditionalistic' legitimation, 

become more o+ten regarded as arbitrary and contingent 

rather than as part o+ 'the order o+ things', and that in 

turn normative restraints on what are seen as 'appropriate' 

rewards, entitlements and opportunities are weakened. 

Moreover, this process can only be encouraged as the ethos 

o-F consumerism and continuing material advancement secures 

wider acceptance, and as the limitations on wants and 

li+estyles imposed by traditional communities and sub- 

cultures, especially those o-F the working class, are 

undermined. " (Goldthorpe 1995: 129) 

As soon as it becomes legitimate to aspire to a status beyond that of 

being "nice" - beyond belonging to the community, being a hard worker 

and respectable working class - then a wide range of different social 

positions become porssible. The e++ect of this on consumption patterns 

can be understood in terms of Weber's concept of status. This is 

based on the principle that a person's social position is manifested 

-in their "style of life". This demonstrates both the individual's 

assent to a particular set of values, and, to the extent that the 

life style involves social participation with a group who hold those 

values, that group's acceptance of the individual as being of their 

status. Thus "The decisive role of a 'style of life' in status 

'h(: )nc)r' means that status groups are the specific bearers of all 

I Conventions'. " (Weber 1948: 191). 
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"As soon as there is not a mere individual and socially 

irrelevant imitation of another style of life, but an 

agreed-upon conminal action of this closing character, the 

'status' development is under way. 

... Above all, this differentiation evolves in such a way 

as to make for strict submission to the fashion that is 

dominant at a given time in society. '' (ibid.: 188) 

It is important to emphasize that 'unrestricted' values are not a 

thoroughly modem phenomenon, though they have probably become more 

prevalent in recent decades as the traditional norms have -Faded. Nor 

are 'restricted' or 'unrestricted' values held exclusively of each 

other; the same individuals in Cauldmoss might well accede to both 

outlooks at various times. In -Fact in some respects they reinforce 

each other, as with the distinction maintained between being respec- 

table and being "of the bad element" (p. 231). The principles by which 

people accord 'unrestricted' status honour are not endogenous in the 

way that the criteria o+ being "nice" are, but they are not adopted 

from the wider society unmediated, as if filling a blank slate. The 

external' values and reference groups, provided by the television, 

radio, newspapers, schools, friends and relatives outwith the 

village, and personal experience of wider society, are interpreted by 

people in Cauldmcns according to pre-existing values. For the exoge- 

nous values to have any significance locally they have to be reprod- 

uced continually within the village, by the use Of Commodities, the 

confirmation o-F values through conversation, the granting of prestige 

tO particular consumers or the aspiration to acquire certain goods. 

Evidently the meaning of goods can sometimes be transformed by their 

local interpretation, as with the use Of punk styles discussed 

earlier (p. 240) (see Cohen 19E35: 46-49 for examples Of imported 

being given indigenous meanings). 
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Examples of consumption pattems motivated by 'unrestricteci, v'alues 

are numerous in Cauldmoss, and in certain spheres traditional con- 

straints seem negligible. This is particularly the case with 

clothing, holidays, decorating and fumishing of living rooms, 

aspiration to home ownership and the use of cars. 

Clothinq. 

Clothes are an extremely important part of young people's expendi- 

ture, and new clothing is likely to be of greater priority than 

buying records, cassettes or drinks. Teenagers of both sexes are 

highly fashion conscious, and clothes are one of the main forms of 

Christmas presents bought for them by their parents. The local youth 

and community leader commented that in other villages nearby young- 

sters are far more casual about what they wear at a disco, whereas in 

Cauldmoss: "You couldn't possibly go in jeans with a hole in them, or 

faded, or anything like that... unless you're dressing up as a punk 

rocker. .. normally the girls are very particular about their clothes, 

and the tx: )ys are becoming that as well, you knoiw, fancy hair 

styles... ". She thought these ideas were picked up in the local tcwjn, 

but could not explain why they were not currency in the other ex- 

mining villages around. Every three weeks there is a disco at the 

Community Centre for fourteen to eighteen year olds9 and the girls 

question each other about what new things they have to wear. While 

"the ones that don't have the money" wear two sets of clothes alter- 

nately, those in work, or who receive a lot of m0neY from their 

parents, come with new clothes to each disco. This conspicuous con- 

sumption peaks at the Christmas disco, held a day or two before the 

25th but by which time most children have been given their presents 

and wear their new outfits. 
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Make up and jewellery are essential +or wcxTxmn to be smartly dressed, 

but whereas older wcxnen might only wear jewellry when -, going out'', 

young employed women increasingly vx--ar it all the time. It seems 

jewellery is a form of apparel which gives women infinite scope in 

distinguishing their status. A Cauldmoss woman who sold jewellery at 

factories and hospital canteens on pay days was astonished at the 

amounts scxTe would pay in cash +or an item: E70 or : E90. She said no 

one was interested in silver, only gold. 

Holidays. 

Holidays have also become items of expenditure by which prestige is 

ranked. Simply having the luxury of not being compelled to work 

(whether paid or unpaid) is not in itself considered very prestigious 

in Cauldmoss, in contrast to Veblen's generalization that: "Conspic- 

uous abstention from labour therefore becomes the ... conventional 

index of reputability; " (Veblen 1924/1899: 3e). The moral values 

attached to work and leisure have already been analyzed at length 

(Ch. 4). What is regarded as prestigious is the form of holiday that 

one has; distance travelled, type of accomodation, length of stay and 

climate all being taken as indicative of cost, which is the over- 

riding criterion for assessing the social status suggested by a 

vacation. Thus suntan, which reflects the climate and so the distance 

travelled, as well as the length of stay and idleness of the holiday, 

is a conventional index of prestige. 

The I iving rcxD(n. 

Fumishings increasingly seem to imitate a life style that is foreign 

to the Scottish working class. A Cauldmoss Ilving-rcxxn which exefnpli- 

fies the style aspired to by many households contains the following: 

a thick carpet, smart three piece su. 1-te, expensive- looking wooden 
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coffee table, framed pictures on the wall, a stereo, a colour televi- 

sion and video with remote control switch, empty cut glass vaSEIS on 

the mantelpiece, an enormous china coiled cobra about to strike. 

sitting 18 inches high on the coffee table, and Ila nest" of small 

tables that fit into each other made of tubular steel with glass 

tops, arranged carefully with each one half drawn out of the next. 

Down the thickly carpetted corridor the doorbell starts a little tune 

that continues for about 30 seconds. At night outside a bright white 

light illuminates the whole block far more brightly than the orange 

street lights. In another living-room there is a set of strikingly 

luxuriant furniture: a settee, armchairs, foot stool and TV cabinet 

all embossed in simulated leather. Other households have a whole room 

put aside as a "dinette", furnished to be expressly used as a dining 

room, while the latest kitchen units, lowered ceilings or louvre 

doors are installed in others. 

The extent to which such major alterations to upgrade one's council 

house are generally admired in the village was graphically 

illustrated when the council renovated the "steel" houses on the 

scheme. In doing so they had to rip out all the improvements a tenant 

had installed a year previously, such as lowered ceilings. This was 

reported in the local paper and the majority of folk in Cauldmoss had 

great sympathy for the family, condemning the council. However some 

older villagers did not share these sentiments: they argued that the 

family had not asked for permission to do it and so did not deserve 

any compensation, and some went on to criticize such home improve- 

ments in general. 

One general aspect of a concern with social status as expressed 

through consumption is a compulsion for renewal, in clothing, house- 

hold furnishings, cars, and so on. Keeping up with fashions and ahead 

Of the obsolescence of goods is another demonstration of a continuous 

aPPlication to paid work, but it is more straight forwardly a con+lr- 

(Mt1on of one's affluence. This is particularly evident with three 
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piece suites. Frcxn the answers too. le in the Second Questionnaire we 
found that just half of the households sampled had suites less than 

five years old and a third had suites less than three years old. --', 4- 

employed council tenants 65% had suites less than five years old and 
41% less than three years old. Private householders' furniture was 

generally older than that of council tenants, with 54% having three 

piece suites over seven years old in comparison with 34% of council 

house dwellers. Only one person in our sample of 62 households did 

not have a three piece suite. 

The central importance of the living room fire has already been 

described (p. 233). A generation ago individuality was achieved simply 

through sticking a new pattern of tiles around the fireplace, but 

today far more elaborate reconstruction is deemed necessary to con- 

form to the new standards of distinctiveness. Many living-rooms have 

the whole wall in which the fire lies bricked up to the mantelpiece, 

with various types of brick and various kinds of mantel to top it. 

Such a fireplace can cost between E20 (when a friend does the brick- 

laying for free) to around E150. More expensive are those that 

involve removing the base of the hearth, bringing it down to floor 

level, or the elaborate construction of receeding brickwork from the 

fire right up to the ceiling in the form of a false chimney. 

Baudrillard suggested that there might be "unrealistic" objects which 

are meant to testify to a status týjat in reality is inaccessible (the 

"dinette" or "leather" embossed furniture could be examples), while 

conversely, there might be "witness-objects that, despite a mobile 

status, attest a fidelity to the original class and a tenacious 

acculturation" (Baudrillard 19el: 37). The latter point was neatly 

illustrated by the paradoxical behaviour of the socialist minister. 

He commented that when visiting people In Cauldmoss they "get out the 

best china" for him, but "I've no left my class'' for he uses mugs. 

Yet when we visited him and were offered coffee the mugs were on 

saucers; in fact he (or his wife) revealed their working class 
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origins more by the pretension o+ re+inement (having saucers, or 
having both cup and saucer)q than by transcending these values which 

seefTs to come with the security o+ an assured middle class status. 

Home cw-iership. 

In an earlier section I described how the location of Cauldmoss 

council houses prevents their tenants from buying them for financial 

reasons (p. 260). Another disincentive is the design: "wouldn't dream 

of buying this house... house in middle of a block... " ; "... It's six 

in a block, Danny. If it'd been two in a block I'd consider it, " and 

again, "Not unless it was - like in two together... but no this four 

in a block. And if it was in a nice bit... ". A pre-requisite for 

home-ownership is the privacy of a detached house, or at least a 

semi-detached, and without this independence from one's neighbours - 

if the wains continued running through your garden and everyone could 

still overlook it - there would be little point in buying one's 

house. It is not surprising that the new owners of ex-council houses 

change the doors, replace the windows or put stone-cladding over the 

harling. How else can they feel they really cmr, their own individual 

property, without these clearly visible material testimonies? 

Discounting the problems of location and design, the long term 

ambition of many people in Cauldmoss would be to Own their own home. 

Best of all would be to have their own house built,, though few 

consider it a very real eventuality. When questioned about this 

Several people mentioned the investment value of home--cx%nershipi some 

seeing it as an inheritance for their childreng while most emphasized 

the advantages of being able to make major improvements on the house, 

such as fitting radiators to the back boilerg which would not ''onl, / 

be doing it for the council". Everyone agreed that houses would be 

looked after much better if privately owned. Several people's ideal 

would be to have their own house built from scratch according to 
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their own design, 

the object. 

Cars. 

thus maximizing the individuality and newness cD+ 

Of all areas of modern consumption it is probably with cars that 

people are most sel+-conscicx. 1s about the status significance of what 

they are using. In several respects cars seem to come close to Baud- 

rillard's idea of the commodity as being essentially "sign'' value: 

the creation of images by automobile designers and the confirmation 

of these images by the rich exemplifies how the code is controlled by 

the elite, while the ubiquitous currency of this system of values, 

even amongst those (as in Cauldmoss) who will never afford the more 

prestigious signs, demonstrates how people are destined to +ollow a 

code over which they have no control. Furthermore this system of 

signs is subject to fashion, which, in being of value only in rela- 

tion to what is not in fashion, has the essential arbitrariness of 

sign value. However the value of annual car numbers, which also seems 

arbtitrary since it has no connection with the capability of the 

model in question, is in +act an index of affluence, since there is a 

causal connection between the rate at which one renews one's car and 

one's income. Again Baudrillard's quest +or pure sign value seems 

futile at an empirical level. 

Although particular masculine esteefn is gained through the sexual 

imagery of powerful cars as discussed earlier (P. 275). whether they 

are souped-up old Escorts bought -for : E50 or new Capris, the more 

general significance of one's car is its image of worldly success, 

expressed simply through expense. Ironically this status symbolism is 

confirmed by the many men who modestly assert a purely functional 

Purpose +or their car: i. ust "to get from A to 9". They are acknow-- 

ledging that others impute credit-worthiness, wealth or diligence at 

one's job from the probable cost of one's car. The Volvo's "prestige 
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o+ intellect rather than the prestige o+ money" (Bayley 19e6: e9), or 

the BMW and Audi's appeal to technological expertise, mean little in 

Cauldmoss except +or the way such prestige is translated into price. 

The one model to which some grant a . Peculiar status value irrespec- 

tive o+ its cost (i. e. whether or not it Is so old it is beyond 

passing a legitimate M. O. T. ) is the Jaguar. Presumably this is due to 

the conventional hierarchy o+ company cars in many British +irms, 

with the chairman in a Jaguarg senior directors in Rovers and junior 

directors in Ford Granadas. Needless to say none o+ these are owned 

in Cauldmoss unless well over +ive years old, but a +ew men get great 

sel+-esteem +rofn their ancient Jaguars. 

The fetishization of money. 

Whereas the shame of impoverishment may be seen as an important part 

of traditional, 'restricted' values, the +etishization of money that 

is sometimes voiced in Cauldmoss seems to be an extreme expression of 

I unrestricted' values: limitless aspirations for social mobility and 

a focus on money as the thing that supposedly both enables upward 

mobility and proves it. People frequently state their view that money 

dominates everything: "It's always money, wherever you go.. -- '' or, 

"They say money's no' everythin', but it is. Ninety nine percent'" I 

have previously mentioned Seabrook's analysis 0+ the tabloids (19e6 

and 1987b), and their constant theme of venerating wealth: these 

Papers comprise the main part of men's reading material. A young 

barman in the old hotel boasted to his clientele that he has an Isle 

of Man bank account and that he plans to have enough money to stop 

working in twenty years time. Someone asked him what his trade was, 

which he would not answer. Another man told him to reply "M-0-N-E-Y 

that's your trade: money. That's the name o' the game: money. " 

Suggested that money would not necessarily get you happiness. The 

barman said it gets you ninety nine percent. The person who had told 

him to answer "money" added: "... a rich cripple gets a +uckin' better 
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life than a pcx: )r cripple". 

In marked contrast to traditional values younger People sometimes 

say, with a note o+ pride rather than inadequacy, that they "couldnie 

a++ord to live on less" than their current wage, or that they would 

need at least so much to live on. When such statements come -from 

single people without +amilY commitments they clearly express how 

these people view their own status: the style o+ li+e they expect to 

lead is evaluated in straight+orward monetary terms. 

"Modem society... acclaims gold, its Holy Grail, as the 

glittering incarnation o+ its inmost vital principle. " 

(Marx 1933: 113) 

THE DYNAM IC OF CONSUMPT I ON. 

How do these values that are ascribed to consumption, and in 

particular the different evaluations of status, help us to understand 

why there is a perpetual increase in people's material expectations? 

Why is it that what was an unattainable luxury a few years ago 

becomes a commonplace necessity tomorrow? Perceived needs change as 

rapidly as manufacturing industry can meet them, and poverty is 

suffered in essentially the same way today as it was at the beginning 

Of the century. Why is it that a finite level of consumption does not 

suffice? 

Of late there has been increasing historical evidence that the growth 

of consumption by the masses goes back several centuries. Mukeril has 

argued that a "materialist culture" developed with the expansion of 

trade in the 16th century, and this mass consumption was essential to 

the emergence of capitalism at that time (Mukerj'i 19e3: 22). Reld's 

study (1976) of workers' attitudes in Birmingham between 1766 and 
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1876 is more pertinent: he examined the decline in absenteeism 

amonqst the better paid and fcx-Lnd that it: 

"... was more to do with the workers' raised aspirations +or 

housing and travel than With the employers' demand for viork 

discipline. The growth of consumption provided the most 

effective motor of change. " (Pah 1 ige4: 45) 

In the second half o-f the 19th century homi-ebased consumption was 

further increased by a reorientation of working class culture from 

being work-centred to home-centred, according to Daunton. This was 

related to workers' loss o+ control over employment, increased real 

wages and an assertion of artisans' concepts of respectability. But 

this was not a uniform trend: it applied less to mining towns, 

for example, than to large industrial towns where work-place and 

residence were distant. " (Daunton ige3: 224) 

It would seem that for several centuries social distinctions between 

people have been manufactured. Industrialization enormously increased 

the capacity of manufacturers to produce these distinctions, so that 

the whole population could be incorporated into the system. But at 

the same time the industrial revolution created a risk of enormous 

over-production, and thus ever increasing mass consumption became a 

necessity for the capitalist economy (Williams 1965: 323, Gartner and 

Riessman 1974: 50 et al. ). It is evident that such a growth in 

consumption would need certain values to be held by the working 

Class: they should no longer feel restricted to an inevitably 

inferior status, but should aspire to upward mobility and so come to 

use the commodities that distinguish status. Whatever the causal 

connections between ideology and economic factors, it is clear that 

the 'unrestricted' values to be found in Cauldmoss are appropriate to 

ot-ir economy. (For a polemical neo Marxist account see Baudrillard 

19el: 84). 
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I have argued that things are consumed because they have soc. 1,3i 

value, rather than some absolute use value, and this social vaLue is 

meaningful largely in relation to other commodities. Since the linL" 

between sign (the consumer good) and signified (culturally ascribed 

value) is +or the most part arbitrary, there is infinite scope +or 

manufacturers to give new meanings to signs (commodities) simply by 

manufacturing more of them. There are basically two ways in which 

this is done. First, the production Of a greater quantity of the same 

signs, such as cars, meat, pocket calculators, or colour televisions, 

makes them cheaper and more "commonplace", thus denoting a less 

affluent life style than they once did. 

The second way in which new meanings are manufactured is when the 

production of a greater variety of each commodity creates more 

gradations of value. So whereas at first simply owning a good, like a 

bicycle, a television or a car, had considerable social significance, 

later on it is the type of commodity that is significant, whether a 

5: 3: 1 framed bike, a colour television or a powerful model of car. In 

an almost inevitable inflation of values the simple ownership of a 

good becomes less meaningful in itself, and instead it is the 

particular version and style of the good that has social signifi- 

cance. 

Even if that which is signified remains the same - for instance the 

restricted' status of being "nice", or the basic social roles of 

manhood, mother or adult - there is great potential +or industry to 

create new standards by which the particular status is assessed. For 

example, a "good parent" might once have been judged by her/his 

ability to provide a child with any clothes so long as they were warm 

and clean: today the manufacture of distinct toddlers' , play school. 

nursery school and primary school clothing gives parents far more 

demanding standards to meet. If the sign, fleds as well as the 

Signifiers are open to change - as when new ranks of social status 

are considered open for the working class to aspire to - then the 
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scope +or a proliferation of signs (commodities) is enormous. 

In contrast to the way that goods have meani i ng in relation to 0., -Mer 

goods, certain commodi 1 't'es have particular signiticance as a 

consequence of their historical context. This constitutes one of the 

most important IIII ion. i limitations o+ a liguistic analogy for conskimpt- 

Saussure argued that signs can only be understcxDd synchronically, Vet 

in Cauldmoss scxre gc)c)ds are of great importance to their owners 

principally because they had been unobtainable in that person's past. 

The valite of white bread as opposed to brown, meat in every meal 

rather than as a luxury, "butcher meat" rather than rabbits, wall to 

wall carpets rather than lino or wood, can be largely explained in 

terms of the legacy of previous poverty. The production of numerous 

new commodities, which distinguish the impoverished from "nice folk" 

for a ycu-iger generation today, seems to have had little devaluing 

effect on the status symbols an older generation have retained from 

the past. Many parents consciously aim to provide their children with 

goods that they themselves could not have when young, such as a 

bicycle, new clothes rather than second hand ones, and so on. Of 

course they do not acknowledge that the relational significance of 

these goods has changed, and that the bicycle which was beyond their 

parents' means might be the equivalent of the home computer that they 

cannot afford for their child today. Instead the increased producti- 

vity of manufacturing, and the fall in the real price of commodities, 

is experienced as progress, confirming a deeply held assumption that 

in the long term things will probably get better. One consequence of 

this general faith in progress is that one has to improve one's 

Position continuously (in subjective terms), since staying still 

would in fact mean a regression in relation to society as a whole. 

The legacy o+ historical conditions is not, however, the most 

important determinant o+ the signi+Icance o+ goods: rather it is an 

aberration +rom the general arbitrary and relational meaning o+ 

commodities. This latter +eature o+ consumer goods is most clearly 
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epitomized in fashion. The symbolic importance of cleanliness anci 

renewal has already b, --en discussed (p. 249) and this is certainly one 

aspect Of the obligation that people +eel to replace their 9CXDds; a 

more important aspect is the power of +ashion. This institution, 

which ensures that the value attached to commodities Is largely 

transient, is the consequence of three interrelated factors: 

consumers' desire -for social mobility which is expressed by adopting 

new obj ec ts, ideas and behaviour; manufacturers' constant 

redefinition of the commodities that convey a particular status or 

role, and people's contradictory tendencies of imitation and 

differentiation, observed by SImmel (Frisby 1985). 

"In e++ect fashion does not re+lect a natural need o+ 

change: the pleasure o+ changing clothes, objects, cars, 

comes to sanction the constraints o+ another order psycho- 

logically, constraints o+ social di++erentiation and pres- 

tige. The e+-Fects o+ -fashion only appear in socially 

mobile societies (and beyond a certain threshold o+ avail- 

able money). Ascending or descending social status must be 

registered in the continual -Flux and re+lux o+ distinctive 

signs. A given class is not lastingly assigned to a given 

category o+ objects (or to a given style o+ clothing): on 

the contrary, all classes are assigned to change, all 

assume the necessity o+ -fashion as a value, i. ust as they 

participate (more or less) in the universal imperative o+ 

Social mobility. " 

(Baudrillard 19E31: 49) 

At a macro level the illusion of change and personal social 

advancement that comes from following fashion In fact disguises "a 

profound social inertia" (ibid.: 50). 
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The impetus to obey fashion and the social immobility chat Is rr-e 

actual result can be represented by the metaphor of a cj warcj own 

moving escalator. People are spread out up the escalator, all trying 

to climb higher but remaining stationary as the stairs (analogous to 

the succession of fashions) move beneath their feet. At the top are 

the elite who control the speed of the escalator, and everyone 

beneath them is destined to follow in their footsteps in a vain 

attempt to improve their position; the polka dots Princess Diana 

wears one month are sold in the high street stores the following 

month. 

Baudrillard only refers to people's aspirations for higher social 

status in general, but the criteria by which basic social roles, like 

parenthood or womanhcnJ, and particular statuses such as working 

class respectability, are assessed can also be influenced by fashion. 

Manufacturers clearly have a vested interest in changing these 

criteria when they relate to purchased comxDdities (for instance 

which toys constitute a sufficiently generous present from a loving 

parent), just as their interests are furthered by the accelerated 

obsolescence that is intrinsic to fashion in general. 

In explaining the dynamic of consumption the role of advertisements 

must be considered. Within Cauldmoss the main sources of adverts are 

magazines and newspapers and the television. For a village of 

approximately 600 households the local newsagents sell about 550 

daily newspapers, 750 Sunday papersq 110 wcxT-oeen's magazines and 

S numerous other specialist magazines. The pattern of televi ion 

viewing has already been described (P-234); though +or much of the 

day it is usually only the children that watch with any 

cOncentration, the adverts often divert adults' attention away from 

whatever else they are doing. Their efficacy is clearly a moot point; 

what is certain is that they are widely known in the village and 

provide a source of images and metaphors: several people are known by 

nicknames which come from T. V. commercials. Many People in Cauldmoss 
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regard television advertizing more as an in+ormation ser-vic-2, -L=11117-, 

them what is available, than as a Power+ul +orce manipulating their 

values and "creating new needs" (see p. 364). 

The topic o+ advertisements has been le+t to the end o+ this dis- 

cussion because it seems unlikely that in themselves they have much 

a+fect (either in expenditure or +rustrated consumption) I+ they do 

not relate to values already held by their audience: advertisers do 

not hope to "create de novo" (Sahlins 1976: 217). Rather, they work on 

the basis o+ providing new materials +or expressing elements o+ 

status and identity that were o+ pre-existing concern. They hope to 

de+lne new standards +or assessing traditional roles. For instance 
I 

television advertisements showing men giving enormous boxes o+ choco- 

lates to their lovers on Valentine's Day suggest that those who do 

not express their emotions with this level o+ spending are either 

lacking in love or are stingy. 

CONCLUSION. 

This chapter began with the argument that it is +ruitless to try and 

analyze patterns o+ consumption in terms o+ supposed 'use value' , 

although this is the common sense view that people have o+ their 

consumption. The only 'use' that commodities have is to +ul+ll 

"culturally de+ined ends, and so they are best understood in terms o-F 

culturally ascribed value. I went on to identi+y six principal 

variables in Cauldmoss which in+orm the symbolic value o+ goods: 

social status, ccxnmunity belonging, gender, employment, age and the 

obligations o+ reciprocity. The main ethnographic description c: )+ 

Consumption in Cauldmoss dealt with three o+ these variables which 

rein+orce each other. A strong sense o+ belonging to the community is 

Part of the traditional 'restricted' evaluation o+ status, which is 

also bound up with the value placed on employment. Following this 

general description I considered how reciprocity a++ects the symbolic 
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value o+ goods, and then looked at how age and qender are expressed 

through consumption. 

Having concentrated on the more 'traditional' values underlying con- 

sumptIon I turned to the 'unrestricted' concept of status. Values 

based on an 'unrestricted' stratification of society, which are 

largely generated outwith the village, mean that people aspire to 

commodities which represent li+estyles beyond that of simply being 

"nice", respectable working class. Although the young are more likely 

to subscribe to 'unrestricted' values, most people evaluate 

consumption according to both these ideal types of social status, and 

the two assessments sometimes conflict, for instance in the 

desirability placed on material standards within the home as opposed 

to ready-spending in gregarious con-, umption. 

An important consequence o+ interpretting the value o+ goods as being 

symbolic is that their meanings are largely arbitrary, and there+ore 

subject to change. This is crucial to understanding the dynamic +or 

increased consumption, and when 'unrestricted' status values mean 

that it is legitimate +or the working class to aspire to new ranks o+ 

social status, the scope +or the proli+eration o+ signs (commodities) 

is in+lnite. This interpretation helps to explain why perceived needs 

have changed as rapidly as manu+acturers can meet them, and why an 

absolute comparison o+ working class material living standards 

between, say, 1945 and 19E35 is largely irrelevant to their experience 

0+ consumption today. It also demonstrates that impoverishment must 

be regarded primarily in terms o+ relative poverty, a topic I will 

return to in Chapter Seven. Be+ore that, however. I will illustrate 

the analysis o-F consumtion that has been presented in this chapter 

with one particular case study: a detailed description oý men's 

drinking in Cauldmoss. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

DRIWING 

INTRODUCTION. 

One can analyze consumption according to the various goods and 

services that are consumed, or according to the different themes or 

meanings that are common to the use of different goods. In the last 

chapter I discussed the various criteria by which value is ascribed 

to consumption in Cauldmoss, and only described the commodities 

themselves in relation to these criteria. Here I will look at 

consumption from the alternative angle - focussing on the weft rather 

than the warp - and will concentrate on one particular commodity that 

is central to the culture of Cauldmoss: alcohol. 

Drinking is especially suitable for a case study in this thesis since 

it is one of the few areas where men are in control of expenditure 

(once their "spending money" has been allocated, see p. 204-212), and 

the meanings that underlie drinking behaviour illustrate the general 

criteria according to which commodities are valued, as described in 

Chapter Five. The importance of alcohol for Cauldmoss men is evident 

from both their conversation and behaviour. They discuss it as if it 

were one of the prime objectives of increased earnings and intrinsic 

to social life, bemoaning the inability to afford it as synonymous 

with increased isolation. Apart from church activities and the Masons 

there are few social occasions without drink, and all the major 

ritual events marking the passage of time in the year and in people's 

lives are celebrated with alcohol. It is striking that despite 

concerted efforts by the youth and community leader adult 

participation in the Community Centre (particularly by men) is 

minimal, except on the special occasions when a bar is opened 

upstairs. 
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lien who do not drink at all are exceptional, and their abstinence Is 

talked about both by themselves and amongst others: "... never 

stepped inside a pub all my days'". They generally assert a moral 

superiority in this eccentricity, and others o+ten respect it. 

The literature on alcohol is enormous: a recent review which excluded 

studies of children, dependent drinkers, health care professionals 
0 

and the "extremely diverse and widely scattered" anthropological 

material still found it necessary to mention 266 articles (Crawford 

1%6). But although there are numerous care-fully evidenced surveys 

establishing rather unremarkable facts about attitudes to alcohol, 

largely from social psychologists, there have been few general 

studies of drinking culture in Britain. Two important socio- 

historical works are Brian Harrison's account of Victorian drinking 

habits (1971), and Mass Observation's sociological investigation into 

the pubs of Bolton in the late 1930s, edited by Tom Harrison (1943). 

Both of these have been damningly criticized by Hey for concealing 

the power relations which exclude women from "public" houses. Her 

book Patriarchy and Pub Culture (19E36) provides an excellent analysis 

Of the intensely chauvinistic male culture o-F pubs which is usually 

shared by those who write about them. However the study relies almost 

entirely on secondary sources, and detailed ethnographies, of British 

pub life seem to be limited to Whitehead's feminist study of a Here- 

fordshire pub (1976), Smith's short participant observation study of 

social space and the publican's role in one Sal+ord (? ) pub (1981), 

Go-fton's analysis of changes in traditional working class drinking 

habits in the North East of England (1984) and Hunt and Satterlee's 

study of pub life in a Cambridgeshire village (1983). 

As with most drugs, there are numerous social constraints and 

obligations surrounding the use of alcohol. This chapter is arranged 

around the different things which comprise the social value of 

drinking, in an attempt to describe and understand the use of 
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alcohol The ethnography will concentrate on public drinking 

behaviour in the pubs and clubs o+ Cauldmoss, partly because tMis was 

easier to observe than domestic drinking but, more importantly, 

because it still represents the norm +or alcohol consumption amongsr- 

most people (particularly men) in the village. 

There are several reasons why some men do not frequent the pubs or 

clubs at all, apart from the obvious one that they might not drink 

alcohol. A number of men in Cauldmoss who are rarely seen drinking in 

fact remain dry for a couple of months and then go on a weekend, or a 

week's binge or "bender", only stopping when they collapse or the 

money runs out. Others have been banned from pubs or clubs, usually 

for a limited period, for deeds such as: fighting, being abusive, 

"mooching" (cadging drinks and cigarettes), exposing themselves 

in front of the bar maid, and so on. These people drink at home with 

a "carry out". At the weekend pub and club goers often return in a 

group to someone's house after closing time, bringing back ''carry 

outs" to prolong the night's revelry, but the main people who drink 

at home are women. Another group are those (usually from privately 

owned houses) who do not want to associate with the pub clientele. 

These people subscribe more to 'unrestricted' status values than to 

the 'restricted' status values which are expressed in the traditional 

patterns of public drinking. I will consider them in the final 

section of the chapter, along with the young who drink in the local 

town. 
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MEMBERSHIP OF THE VILLAGE. 

kinq. 

The three pubs and three clubs of the village are the pri - _ncipal 

places for drinking; the home is also important, particularly +or 

wcxrje-n's drinking, and places used for functions are the third main 

location for alcohol consumption. Drinking when on +, ishing or camping 

expeditions is of lesser significance in the culture of Cauldmoss. 

The three pubs have their own distinct characters which are partly 

the legacies of previous managements, despite the efforts of new 

landlords to change this, and partly a result of the social 

distinctions perpetuated by the clienteles. This is one aspect of the 

social stratification in Cauldmoss described in Chapter Three (p. 99). 

Besides liquid refreshments they all provide pool tables, darts and 

colour televisions, of which pool is by far the most popular. The old 

hotel which stands at the village crossroads is still renowned +or 

the heavy drinking, violence and soliciting by local prostitutes 

which had supposedly been commonplace a decade ago. Although +or 

several years fighting has been unusual and the only "prostitute" is 

an old woman, the bad reputation clings and "nice", respectable folk 

do not want any association with the place. Recently a new landlord 

has put plush seats in the lounge bar, installed a large screen. 

redecorated completely, and organized weekly entertainments such as a 

singer with a guitar. So far this does not appear to have attracted 

many more couples, as opposed to heavy drinkers, and young people 

regard the hotel as the best pub in which to smoke cannabis, in 

keeping with its lawless image. 

Opposite the hotel is a pub known as "Billie's"q a+ter the landlord, 

which attracts predcxnlnantly older men, and which is +avoured by 

members o+ the Orange Lodge. Vkynen are even more scarce here than in 

the hotel, and the atmosphere is closer to that o+ the traditional 
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hard-seatedl linoleum floored Scottish working man's bar. Men using 

trie "bookies'' next door often Pop in and out between one of the pubs 

and the betting office, placing a bet and then watching the race on 

the pub television over a drink. 

The third pub, called "Nancy's" (it has a landlady), liE, _ on the edge 

of the village away -frcxn the main scheme. It is described by locals 

as "nicer" or "quieter" than the other Pubs, but this quiet makes it 

difficult to run profitably, and it has been up +Or sale for several 

years while having reduced opening hours. More couples attend this 

pub than the others, and on Saturday nights live entertainment lures 

in more people. 

The bars in the three clubs are used by many men interchangeably with 

the pubs. The main social club was built on the site of the old 

Miners' Welfare by the Masonic Lodge, who felt that social events 

held in the Masonic Hall itself were hindering Masonic business. It 

is still run by the Masonic Lodge social committee which charges El 

to men and 50p to women for annual membership of the club, the 

subscriptions being used largely to subsidize drinks. The most 

popular use of the social club is bingo, almost exclusively 

patronized by women, but the games bar is frequented by men who are 

Often joined by the women after the bingo sessions. Women who are 

going drinking by themselves in a group are more likely to come to 

this club than either of the others or to the pubs. Because the 

social club stays open a few hours longer than the pubs at the 

weekends it normally fills up with a lively crowd around midnight. 

The Masonic club is not used so sPecifIcallY for its bar, and most 

People drink there because they are attending a weekly concert, a 

quiz or bingo. Each Saturday night there 'are concerts where members 

of the audience are expected to sing individually to the 

accompaniment of an accordionist (described earlier: p. 244). As might 

be expected very few Catholics ever use the Masonic club; the 
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Saturday night concerts usual lY culminate in Protestant hymns and 

always end at midnight with the National Anthem. 

The Bowling Club is the only institution 'Immgst the pubs and clubs 

that is regarded as "snobbish" or "Clannish" by those who do not use 

it. Membership fees per annum of E10 -for men and Ee-50 for women are 

cited as evidence of this, scxre villagers claiming that they were 

specifically designed to exclude the less affluent. However, since 

many men pay this amount for drinks in one night, it would seem that 

the level of fees is interpreted according to a prior evaluation of 

the club's clientele. The " respec: table" section of Cauldmoss are more 

likely to drink here than elsewhere in the village. However there are 

fairly lax rules for signing in non-fnembers and there are some men 

who frequent the Bowling Club as well as the pubs who are by no 

standards "respectable" - they are unemployed, often shabbily dressed 

and heavy drinkers. During the summer the Bowling Club is used mainly 

for the sport, and the players are predominantly over 40 years old. 

ýýmbers who are not actually playing often drink there as well. while 

in the winter it is only used socially. As with the other clubs, 

there is a pool table and colour television. Thursdays is a "ladies' 

night" which does not mean the men are excluded but they take a 

backgrcx. Lnd role in relation to a predominantly female clientele (see 

the discussion of women's leisure p. 114). 

At talent contests, discosq Gala Day sports quizzes or "Mr and 

Mrses", a bar is set up by one of the pubs or clubs wherever the 

event is held, such as the Czxn-n-jnjty Centreq the upper floor of the 

Masonic Hall, or the school hall (see p. 244). The organizers of the 

Gala Day are careful to ensure that each land lord or lady has an 

equal chance to provide the bar at the different functions. As in the 

Pubs and clubs, women never buy the drinks unless they are in a group 

On their own. 
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Wedding receptions are (: )+ten held in the ccryrun 1tY Centre or one of 

the clubs. At least one round of alcohol is usually provided by the 

bride's family, either as the guests, first drink from the bar or in 

the form of filled glasses distributed by the caterers. The most 

elaborate weddings would have champagne, but 
-it is acceptable to 

oýfer a choice of whisky or sherry, with which the newly wed couple 

are toasted. After the initial drinks are provided free, guests would 

usually buy from the bar in the normal fashion for the rest o+ the 

evening. A similar arrangement is typical of other social events 

initiated by (or focussed on) particular individuals, such as a hen 

night, stag party, or celebration for someone retiring from work. 

Inteqration in, and belonqinq to, the community. 

In Chapter Five I described how involvement in the recreational life 

of the village is considered by many to be an indispensable part of 

their lives (p. 230). For men, visiting the pubs and clubs is the most 

important form of integration into the community on a weekly basis. 

It is very difficult to gauge the typical amounts of alcohol drunk by 

employed men, and a formal survey falls -foul of the under-emphasis or 

exaggeration that dogs most enquiries (the limitations of our own 

tactful questioning have already been mentioned: p. 68). Ashley notes 

that in expenditure surveys people generally understate the amount 

they drink or smoke, either through genuine self-delusion or 

forgetfulness, or to avoid expected disapproval (1983: 58). However, 

Our impression from Qu. 4 of the Second Questionnaire (see Appendix 8) 

was that most employed men in council houses 90 out for a drink two 

or three times a week, while a minority never go for a drink and 

another minority go out practically every night. In marked contrast 

the majority of emploýed men in private houses only very rarely visit 

the pubs or clubs. Judging from the way they talk about pubs, one of 

the main attractions for council householders to drink is to partici- 

Pate in the main male social nexus of the village. Here is a neutral 
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setting where one can associate to varying extents with other men 

whilst incurring minimal social obligations. It is Possible to Ignore 

people, exchange a brief greeting, or have a prolonged conversation 

and swap drinks. Meeting in the public: house the level of furnishing 

dc)es not concern one particular person, the Privacy of someone's 

I'V, ,i ing room is not exposed and conversely no one feels obliged to 

accept a similar imposition in return. Before most of the Cauldmoss 

population were housed in council houses after the Second World War, 

the large families crowided into "but 'n bens" must have made it very 

difficult to spend a comfortable evening at home with friends. 

Although about a third of each pubs' custcyners are regular clientele 

who rarely visit any of the other bars, many men move between the 

pubs and clubs during an evening. When drinking without their wives 

they generally act in a fairly independent and spontaneous way. They 

will turn up individually at one bar, meet friends by chance and 

perhaps later move on to another pub and different company, and it 

is unusual to pre-arrange meetings in a pub, or to gather with other 

men in order to go to a bar. Since they are nearly all fairly close 

it is not unusual +or men to drop in at several to find a particular 

person. When going out with his wife, however, a man normally decides 

with her beforehand where they are going and they spend the whole 

evening there. 

Since much of men's recreational life goes -on in the pubs or clubs 

they are important for establishing economic contacts. The importance 

of informal means to find jobs has already been emphasized (p. 136 

and 17e) and one of the principal places to hear of vacancies is in 

the Pubs, while local small employers will sometimes recruit workers 

there. Furthermore pubs, and the old hotel in particular, are the 

main places for selling goods that have been acquired informally. 
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The social importance 0+ Pubs is 11 lustrated by young men st, 11 

frequenting them despite using alternative drugs to alcohol. group 

will sit together in the corner o+ the Old hotelý stoned on local 

,, magic mushrooms" or smoking cannabis, and hardly touching the beer 

in front Of them. They are presumably aware that most people in the 

pub have identi+ied and condemned them as being "on the dope", yet 

the lack of alternative venues and the central place o+ the pub in 

Cauldmoss social 11+e draw them in. 

Drinking in the pubs and clubs is not only a way to participate in 

village life but is also an assertion of one's membership of the 

community. "Nancy's"ý on the edge of the village and "nicer" than the 

other pubs, and the Bowling Club, which often has visiting teams and 

is more "snobbish", are the least parochial drinking places in 

Cauldmoss. Conversely "Billie's" and the old hotel are felt by their 

clienteles to be at the heart of village life, a sentiment that is 

expressed by their coolness, and sometimes hostility, towards 

outsiders who enter. Strangers passing through Cauldmoss are prompted 

to use the lounges rather than the public bars, and scxrve-times the 

landlords actually encourage them to drink elsewhere outwith the 

village, particularly if they seem "respectable". ScxTx-- of the 

incomers to Cauldmoss who have been identified as undesirable are 

conscious enough of their unpopularity in the village not to drink in 

the bars, while the few that do are ostracized from conversation and 

risk being picked on for a fight. Of course strangers who are 

introduced by an indigene, and sometimes even those who introduce 

themselves, can be given a warm welcome in the hotel or "Billie's"q 

but it is clearly understood that the clientele are extending the 

hospitality of their community to a guest. 
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tjogTgaaý, 

Membership of the village is also expressed in a ritualized wy at a 

Hogmanayg a celebration in which alcohol is integral. From midnight 

c)n the 31st of December for three or four days hospitality is given 

to almost everyone, and people welcome the chance to Show they have 

+orgotten old grudges by having folk in their" houses who they 

previously condemned as lazy, bad mothers, thieves, or whatever. The 

media for expressing this hospitality are always the kiss or (between 

men) hand shake, and the exchange of spirits. It is notable that, 

apart from kissing and hand shaking, of all the traditions of 

Hogmanayq like dark men bringing coal and silver into the house, or 

eating black buns, it is only the exchange of alcohol which endures 

and remains almost ubiquitous in Cauldmoss. (I will return to the 

analysis of New Year ritual later. ) 

M, By cutting across the personal antagonisms and status boundaries of 

normal social life Hogmanay reunites the community. Like the Whalsay 

spree, New Year re-states "the principle of access to all local 

households" (Cohen 19(35: 95). The spirit of fellowship goes beyond 

Cauldmoss itself, and people feel particular honour in giving 

hospitality to a complete stranger, but in practice the festivities 

are experienced as an expression of village solidarity. It is as 

members of their household but also as members of the community that 

people give hospitality to strangers. 
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MALE SOLIDARITY. 

pial seqreqation 0+ the sexes. 

Drinking in the pubs and clubs o+ Cauldmoss is an assertion o+ 

belonging to the village, but it probably has greater value as a 

con+irmation o+ masculinity and male unity. In Chapter Three I 

described how dcxnestic work, employment and leisure are all 

structured according to gender (p. 10e); this +undafrental social 

division also has a spatial dimension. The pubs are at the centre o+ 

the men's domain, in contrast to the home, and particularly the 

living room, which is, proverbially, the women's sphere. The way men 

learn to retreat +rom this area o+ +emale authority has already been 

mentioned (p. 126). 

For many women much of their social life takes place in the home, 

particularly if they still have children to care for (p. 114). This 

provides an alternative venue to the clubs and pubs if they want to 

spend an evening drinking and chatting, and women sometimes gather at 

the house of a mutual friend to do this. Many households keep a 

supply of alcohol to offer visitors: a bottle or two of spirits 

(nearly always vodka, and maybe whisky), lemonade or Iron Bru to mix 

with it, and a few cans of beer. Sometimes a bottle of spirits or 

liqueur is bought that evening specifically to drink at someone's 

house, -For instance after a bingo session. Most women will far more 

readily drop round to a friend's house in the evening than go to the 

pub, and they are much more relaxed in the private, domestic, female 

sphere of a living room than in the "public"q male pub. 

There are various degrees to which women are excluded from the 

drinking establishments. Apart from the Bowling Club there are 

Usually few women in any of the clubs or pubs - maYbe about one to 

ten men - and it is rare for a woman not to be accompanied by elther 

man or a few other women. However the social club Is sometimes 
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+11led with women after a bingo session, "Nancy's" has a rather less 

male atmosphere than the other pubs, and in al 1 pubs the lounges are 

less dominated by men than the publi ic bars. On Saturday nignts, and 

when there is a special fund-raising function, the clientele of the 

clubs and pubs can be predominantly couples. When they do accompany 

,, their men" women generally act in a passive support role, rarely 

taking an active part in conversation and never buying drinks. When a 

couple told me who the ten people were that they had "sat in company" 

with the previous Saturday night they simply listed the five 

husbands, their wives being taken for granted. The obligation +or 

women to dress up and act as a decorative accompaniment for men has 

already been discussed (p. 277). 

The maleness of pub culture is illustrated by the different ways in 

which the presence of women is treated. When accompanying their 

partners in the respectable manner described above, women are 

accorded the respect due to them as guardians of their families' 

"niceness" (see p. 126). They are attributed with a higher moral worth 

which affects the topics and style of the conversation: men normally 

make an effort to avoid swearing in female company, which usually 

does not last long, but is then accompanied by frequent apologies. 

This is an example of the apparently superior status of women which 

Barrett explains as "ccxnpensation" (1980: 109). Middle aged women who 

visit a pub once a week in a female group are generally regarded as 

fairly respectable, but "nice" folk sometimes criticize them. They 

are usually widowed or separated which makes them vulnerable to 

sexual "patter", and few men will adjust their language because they 

are there. Women who frequently drink in the pubs (either with a male 

Partner or, worse, alone) are likely to be seen as of "the bad 

element" by the rest of the village. Young women drinking on their 

Own inevitably prompt speculation that they are I'loose" or "on the 

galTe 11 , simply because of their location, which illustrates the 

extreme degree to which the pubs, and particularly the old hotel and 

can be exclusively male domains (see Hey 19e6)- 
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Another dimension of drinking is that it expresses a man, s role in 

employment, and in particular his earning capacity, -Jnlch will De 

discussed in the next section. The man's role as provider ior his 

wife, and thus her dependence on him, is exemplified in men 

"treating" women to drinks. This practice also manifests the woman's 

position as a visitor in the men's domain, and so it is a powerful 

symbol of the social relationships between the sexes, occurring in 

the centre of male territory. To reverse it would challenge +undamen- 

tal values, and men will virtually never allow women to buy them 

drinks, especially if they are middle aged or older. Few women in 

Cauldmoss would consider transgressing this tabcxD: "I+ we're going 

out, he pays. I dinnie pay. I dinn12 believe in that! " Even though 

the man might have begged EIO of + his wife be+qre they left the 

house, and even when vxyneen are contributing equally to a kitty, it is 

always the men that go up to the bar to purchase the drinks. 

Pints to sustain masculinity. 

Gender segregation in the use of alcohol is not only spatial and 

temporal, but also by the type of alcohol drunk and its quantity. In 

discussing gender the association of masculinity with hard physical 

work was noted as a feature of patriarchal relations (p. 127). Hey has 

shown how this male strength is thought to ''need" replenishing: 

"Beer in quantities tops up the manly body: 'refreshes the 

parts other beers cannot reach', an advertising jingle 

which captures precisely the physical and sexual 

undertones. Women on the other hand don't need to 'restore' 

their 'strength' , being weak creatures by nature: what they 

never have they never miss. " 

(Hey 1986: 52) 
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In Cauldmoss men are as constrained to drini< beer from pint gI asses 

as women are constrained not to, if their gender identities are mot 

tc) be threatened. (Some female friends who were drinking pints in a 

neighbouring town were accused of being "dykes" by a male customer. ) 

I+ men get a half pint to succeed a full one they will almost 

invariably pour it into the larger glass, and the only time they 

drink from half pint glasses is when they have a "half and hal-ý", 

i. e. a half pint of beer with a whiskey (originally half a gill). 

Most men would expect to have at least three pints in an evening at a 

pub, and on the weekend probably at least +Ive. Twice this amount, or 

the equivalent in spirits would not be considered excessive, so long 

as the person could hold his drink, and eight or ten pints might be 

typical for a heavy drinker on his main night out at the weekend. 

A man's masculinity is not only sustained with a large amount of 

beer, but also with suitably strong ale. Strong beer is associated 

with strong men (cf. Gofton 19e4: 13): to drink Guinness in Cauldmoss 

can be seen as pretentious unless one's masculinity is already 

established; drinking "heavy" or "special" is standard male 

sustenance, while drinking lager has only lost its feminine connota- 

tions in the last decade. None of the bars sell real ale, but if they 

did it would almost certainly be evaluated according to its alcohol 

content (as well, perhaps, as its middle class image). No one changes 

the type of beer they are drinking during the evening, and most men 

drink either "beer" or "lager" on their own. Towards the end of the 

evening, however, scxne- indulge in a "wee hauf", referring to a 

quarter gill (in fact a fifth) of some spirit, usually whisky, vodka 

or rum. It is almcnt exclusively older men who drink whisky with half 

pint chasers throughout the evening, and a few men just drink spirits 

mixed with water (whisky), Coca Cola (rum) or orange juice (vodka) 

but without any beer. Those who drink spirits (with or without 

Chasers) are considered as masculine as their fellows drinking strong 

beer in being able to "take" a lot of alcohol. 
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Although potent alcohol is associated with masculinity. and the 

legitimate amount for women to drink is far less than that ýor men, 
the drinks that are clearly designated as women's include severa1 

strong beverages: sherry, cider and vodka with lemonade. Apart +rom 

bottled sweet stout, which is occasionally drunk by older women, 
lager is the only beer women drink, and it is usually with lime which 

makes it an exclusively female drink. Though sherry is offered as an 

alternative to whisky for women at weddings, many of them prefer to 

drink the former, usually mixed with lemonade or Iron Bru. This is 

despite the fact that whisky is associated with heavy or harm+ul 

drinking (cf. Plant 1979 and Blaxter, Mullen and Dyer 19e2) and is 

thought by some in Cauldmoss to provoke fights, being described as 

"Scotsman's poison" - 

Solidarity am(: )nqst men. 

The pub is essentially the man's domain, and women's limited 

participation in it is strictly demarcated in terms of location, 

access, behaviour and the type and quantity of alcohol drunk. In 

Hey's terms it is "a paradigm of male domination made possible by 

female exclusion, control, and oppression" (19B6: 14), and as such it 

is the central place for men to acknowledge and renew their 

membership o+ the male group. This Is where patriarchal Ideas are 

most Powerfully transmitted: in jokes stereotyping women as fools or 

sex objects (c+. Whitehead 1976); in the support given to men with 

vxxTien troubles"; in the competitive virility and, more 

fundamentally, in the association of "having a good time" with almost 

exclusively male company. Consequently to drink in the pubs is to 

establish one's solidarity with one's fellow men. This sense of 

fellowship is perhaps most evident in the most exclusively male 

preserve of all, the men's tolletsq where men invariably greet each 

Other with "Alright pal? " or "Right'", however drunk they are and 

whether or not they are total strangers. 
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Licensed intimacy. 

In keeping with sociological tradition I began this chapter with an 

assertion that predominantly social factors determine drinking 

behaviour, despite the virulent criticism o+ this approacn as 

"sociological imperialism" by Pearson and Twohig (1976: 124). This is 

a complex subject and here it Is only possible to note the 

conclusions of a literature review of the prolific research 

investigating the relative importance of cultural and pharmacological 

factors in drinking behaviour (Crawford 1986). Expectations about the 

effects of alcohol, developed from personal experience and from 

culturally transmitted -Folk-lore, have considerable influence on 

behaviour, and the works o-f MacAndrew and Edgerton (1969), Paredes 

and Hood (1975) and Mandelbaum (1965) all "clearly demonstrate that 

intoxication and drunken comportment are separate phenomena" 

(Craw-Ford 19e6: 14). There are several possible combinations of the 

social and pharmacological e+-Fects of alcohol. Drinking behaviour 

could be a) purely culturally determined, b) popularly , but falsely, 

thought to be a physical consequence of alcohol and legitimized or 

condemned as such, or c) actually the physical effect of the drug. 

According to orthodox medicine alcohol in moderate amounts removes 

the inhibitory processes within the nervous system. In this chapter I 

will simply mention some o-f the familiar behaviour associated with 

drinking and will leave the analysis of causation to psychologists- 

One of the striking changes in behaviour when men have been drinking 

in Cauldmoss is that they relate to each other physically in a way 

that would be ridiculed as effeminate or homosexual if they were 

sober. In earnest conversation drunken men grasp each other -'s hands 

to emphasize a point, in greeting they squeeze hands affectionately. 

and when joking they might tickle each other or even hug, kissg or 

stroke each other's heads. In conversation they are also likely to be 
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far more emotional than when not drinking, and prone to personal 

c: onfessions, such as their unrequited love. They are also more 

extrovert in performing be+ore an audience, in particular being ready 

to sing when they might never consider it sober. All these actions 

might be purely leamt behaviour -for drinking occasions, but they are 

all regarded as the consequence o+ inhibitions being removed by 

alcohol and are legitimized as such. In the same way women drinking 

amongst themselves might talk almost exclusively about sex with a 

preoccupation that would appear excessive if they were sober. 

Sometimes the activity of drinking and its physical after effects are 

used to justify one's avoidance of some approved activity. This is 

particularly interesting when the activity avoided has masculine 

connotations: when at the main sports competition (on a Saturday) one 

of the "hardest" men in Cauldmoss was encouraged to race in -front of 

a large gathering he shouted back that they should have seen him at 

two o'clock that morning, then they would not ask him to run. He 

quickly followed this quip with an overt reference to his manhood: 

when the organizer called out "Married women'" for the next race he 

shouted "Yes please'". This sort of legitimization is similar to the 

way that the association between heavy drinking and manliness is 

ironically used to validate a man's inability to get an erection 

because of "brewer's droop". 

In the same vein alcohol is used to both excuse fighting and Justify 

one's lack of aggression. People frequently explain away their 

fighting by saying how drunk they were, and even when (as with a man 

who bit off somebody's finger) they acknowledge "it was an Ignorant 

thing ta de", they still consider their inebriation should mitigate 

the crime. On other occasions men explain that when they were 

provoked it was a good thing they had not been drinking other-wise 

they would have +ought, an interpretation which credits them with the 

urge to fight but just enough self-control (when sober) to prevent 

it. In Cauldmoss only a small minority deny that drinking (in 
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particular whisky) makes one physiologically more prone tO violence, 

and a +ew abstain completely because, they say, any amount 0ý alconol 

drives them to +Ight. 

it would appear that the masculine attributes of using alcohol. 

combined with its supposed pharmacological e+fects which allow men to 

abnegate responsibility +or their actions, legitimize behaviour that 

would normally be regarded as decidedly unmanly. 

Ritual reversal: the hen niqht. 

The institutionalized reversal of roles in rituals that mark 

important social categories is a well known phenomenon in social 

anthropology. By enacting in a very specific ritual the opposite 

roles to those usually performed, normal relationships are re- 

affirmed in contrast to the special event. The "hen night" in 

Cauldmoss is an excellent example of such a ritual reversal. It 

highlights the customary behaviour appropriate to each sex by 

formally disrupting and inversing it on an occasion to celebrate the 

end of a woman's unmarried state. 

One particular hen party in Cauldmoss began with ten +emale friends 

meeting the bride-to-be, Sad-leg in the social club, where she had 

previously paid the barman E10 to cover a first drink for everyone 

who might turn up. One of the pals arrived with a paper jacket and 

tall pointed hat with streamers which Sadie put on, and a noisy 

procession set off with her carrying a decorated potty full of salt. 

The women rang a bell . beat a tin tray and sang ''Way hey, kick the 

can, Sadie Wilson's got a man'" as they went from one bar to another. 

In each the predominantly male clientele were approached +or cash 

which they put into the potty. This was placed on the floor and the 

bride-to-be had to jump over it three times, for "fertility". it was 

said. (The salt was kept to sprinkle on the doorstep of the new house 
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a+ter the wedding. ) In the road between the Pubs and clubs t, -jat were 

visited the women stopped cars and demanded money +r-cxn the 

drivers, who got a kiss +rOm the +uture bride in return. Going back 

to the social club where they had begun the women made Yet more noise 

with their tray, bell and singing, and one remarked that "Ah didnie 

ken lassies could be so noisy'". Now serious drinking began, the 

women putting El into a kitty several times, and by the end o+ the 

evening they had had at least eight drinks each, mainly vodka, 

whiskey or rum. One o+ the women was missing when the party disbanded 

at about midnightq and she was discovered very drunk sitting in the 

toilets. A+ter this Sadie behaved even more inebriated than she had 

done previously as the group stumbled homewards, and she got her 

pal's +ather to drive her the last 200 yards back through the scheme, 

but +irst +ell asleep in his cupboard under the stairs. 

The procession around the village with the main actress in ridiculous 

clothes, and the noisy women directly accosting men in the centre o+ 

the male sphere, the pub (and also in their cars), is a reversal o+ 

the typically passive, quiet, de+erential role o+ women and their 

exclusion from the pubs. Returning to the club and getting thoroughly 

drunk the women indulge in behaviour that is usually only licensed 

for men. 

To return to the physical effects Of alcOhOlq although its 

consumption is embedded in the social procedure of the occasion, as 

with Hogmanay, being inebriated is intrinsic to the ritual. Before 

the event the participants eagerly anticipate an orgy and a+terwcK: )ds 

the highlights of drunken behaviour are reviewed repeatedly, such as 

one woman going to bed with her fur jacket on, or another smashing 

someone's garden gate as she failed to clamber over it when taking a 

short cut hcxre. It is as though to really validate the occasion and 

make it truly memorable it must come high up in a notional 

Eýacchanalian league table of previous celebrations. For men a stag 

night Is a less memorable event, since male drunkeness is more 
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C: omrTxDn p1 aC 2 and consequently less valuable for marking time in 

significant way (c+. Leonard 1990: 152). 

EmPLOYMENT. 

A third aspect o+ a man's identity which is expressed through public 

drinking in Cauldmoss has already been mentioned: it is his role in 

employment. Although there is a general idea that alcohol revives 

one's energy when doing "thirsty'' strenuous physical work (c+. 

Harrison 1971: 39), such a direct physical link is not important in 

Cauldmoss. Men are rarely employed in circumstances where they could 

drink on the job and when there is the opportunity they rarely take 

it: drinking is valued primarily as a socially regulated activity in 

a particular context, not as a suitable re+reshment when thirsty. 

(This might be related to the strict prohibition on miners having 

anything to drink prior to, or during, a shi+t. ) The connection that 

does exist between alcohol and employment is more to do with earning 

capacity and the temporal structure o+ the week. 

Many people reckon that the frequency of men's "nights out", and 

particularly their nights out "with the wife'', is a clear expression 

0+ their earning capacity, drinking money being the Sur-plus left once 

the family has been supported. Hoggart noted this as one aspect of 

working class consumption patterns that "members of other classes" 

find difficult to understand. 
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workinq-c lass people, once their immediate dues have 

been met , will spend rTtir-h (: )+ the remainder on 

smoking and drinking, 

+or example - is given a ... high Priority. Pleasures are a 

central part o+ ll+e, not something perhaps to be allowed 

a+ter a great number o+ other Commitments have been met. " 

(Hoqgart 1957: 134) 

A man bemoaning how much "the coin" has been taken of+ "the working 

man" in the last ten years illustrated the point by saying that, 

whereas working men used to 90 out four nights a week "bevying", now 

they can only go out -For two, while another man was assumed to be 

"doing alright" because he goes to the pub a lot. The link between 

earning capacity and drinking means that big drinkers and spenders 

can claim the moral worth of "hard workers" (see p. 195). One of the 

few remaining miners in Cauldmoss told me proudly: "I'm the top 

machine worker in Scotland, put that on your form ... aye ... you 

know-status, status quo as they call it... ". He was earning twice 

that of any man in Cauldmoss at his peak, and he really enjoyed the 

prestige: "You know, when you stand at the bar and say 'I'll buy yous 

a round'. " Furthermore, as I described earlier (p. 190), working hard 

and disciplining oneself to the arduous routine is considered manly, 

which rein-forces the association between drinking and masculinity. 

The interconnections between the different factors could be put 

diagramatical ly: 

drinking 

masculinity <- > work ----) earnings 

Diaqr-am 6.1: The interconnections bet sculinity, work 

and earninqs. 
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Moral attitudes towards alcohol consumption reflect the assumot ion 

that drinking money should be the surplus after supporting one's 

+amily. Thus young men without children and older men whose chiýdren 

have left hcyre can drink much more before arousing disapproval -han _a 
young father. Two unemployed men who regularly go on "benders" 

together are regarded rather differently from each other, not onlv 

because one is an incomer, but probably more importantly because he 

is the father of five young children. His drink induced poverty 

arouses moral outrage, whereas the regular scrounging by his 

unmarried pal is generally tolerated. Apart from +amily 

responsibilities there is a further consideration amongst some that a 

person should have eamt their drinking money, or maybe have won it 

in the bookies, but not have received it in a giro. These values lie 

behind the resentment that is sometimes directed at unemployed men 

drinking, to be considered in the next chapter (p. 371). 

The link between pub drinking and earning capacity is particularly 

strong because the usual practice of drinking is to have several 

pints in one visit. As I mentioned above (p. 310) most men would 

expect to have about three pints or more, and to enter a pub with 

money for only one is definitely "ignorant", despite the frequent 

euphemism "I'm going for a pint. " The ideal pattern of drinking +or 

men is to have a "session", meaning a long spell of drinking over 

four or five hours. Most drinkers probably only have a proper "bevvy 

session" once or twice a week, on Friday or Saturday after pay day, 

but it is generally regarded as the model to which other pub visits 

approximate. 

Friday or Saturday nights are certainly the most popular times to PO 

out to the pub or club in CauldmOss- About hal+ the employed men in 

the village go out drinking on a Saturday night, most 0+ them wltn 

their wives, while slightly less go out on a Friday and this is not 

SO predominantly an evening +or couples (Q. 4,2nd Quest. ). Tne 

majority o+ these men do not go Out to a pub more than once -ýý-, rinq 
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the weekdays, andq more cOmmOnlyý not at all. There 3re clear 
+unctional reasons -for drinking at the weekend - having more --asn 
available, and having the Saturday or Sunday to lie in - but Itj Ls 
also a way of structuring one's week and so giving more meaning to 

one's time away from employment. Men's evidently unproductive 

recreation in the pubs and clubs is a reversal of their working role 
during the week, further exemplified when couples go out together and 
the men provide the sustenance for their wives (by fetching and 

paying for the drinks). The week's work is marked out, and is diýfe- 

rentiated from the following weekend (or Sunday) of leisure. Such an 

interpretation suggests another reason why the employed might resent 

seeing those out of work celebrating on a Saturday night. 

ADLLTHOOD. 

In Chapter Five age was shoiwn to affect the cultural value ascribed 

to consumption in three ways (p. 269): by giving particular 

significance to a pattern of spending that demonstrates one's 

"independence"; by influencing the way goods are evaluated according 

to one's age group, and by giving particular commodities meaning as 

evidence of one's age group. The value ascribed to aI coho I 

illustrates each of these permutations of age as a variable. 

Two dimensions o+ alcohol consumption already discussedq gender and 

employment, combine to made participation in convent, 0nal Pub 

drinking a clear sign of one's adult "independence''. Growing up is 

directly associated with manhood. getting a job and becoming 

economically independent through one's earnings: drinking in the pubs 

or clubs is an expression o+ all three. 
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Different generations accord different value to various typEs ct 

drinks and to different patterns of drinking. The most obvious 

examples from Cauldmoss are lager and vodka, which younger 

prefer much more than older ones, while the latter drink ''hau+s and 

hau+s,, which are rarely drunk by men under 40. The young are also 

less concerned to drink in "sessions" in the village pubs and are 

more attracted than their elders to the bars and night clubs o+ the 

local town. To them the discos and night clubs provide a more 

exciting prospect, particularly for those hopeful of a romantic 

encounter, or who are already courting. Transport is problematic 

since the last bus leaves the tcx,., n at 11.15 p. m., so the lucky ones 

get lifts of+ car-owning friends while the others resort to clubbing 

together for taxis or, occasionally, persuading an indulgent parent 

to collect them. It has not been possible to study the drinking 

patterns of the Cauldmoss young in the local town in any detail. 

Although the more up-market venues there are a great attraction, the 

majority of youngsters probably still learn the main part of their 

drinking behaviour from their own village. They are familiar with the 

local clubs and pubs that their parents and elder siblings use long 

before they can legally drink themselves, both by hearsay and going 

in on the occasional errand or for a surreptitious drink. When they 

do go drinking in the town it is normally with a group of +ellow 

Cauldmcms youngsters, so they take with them the norms of their 

community. I will return to the different drinking patterns oý the 

old and young in the final section of this chapter. 

The most obvious significance of drinking in terms of age is the 

image of adulthood that it conveys (cf. O'Connor 197e) With legal 

restrictions on under-age drinking it is clear that +or the Young the 

activity will suggest involvement in adult life or an independent 

(adult and masculine) rejection of the law. For eighteen year olds 

drinking in a pub becomes a confirmation Of their adulthood. Since 

alcohol consumption is one of the transitions towards maturity, and 

Particularly towards manhood, mothers are often fairly tolerant Iýc 
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Linder-age drinking, perhaps not wanting to inhibit their sons ýrom 
learning their gender roles (Martin 19e4: -34), while men frequently 

indulge it. When Nancy, the Cauldmoss landladyg interrogated her 
thirteen year old son about his activities that afternoon, in front 

of half a dozen male customers, the boy knew he had a sympathetic 

audience. While his mother gradually extracted the confession that 
he had walked home from the town because he had spent his bus fare 

and sweetie money on drink, men in the bar were joking about it, 

suggesting he might have walked the seven miles "To slim doon, eh? ". 

RECIPROCITY. 

Public drinking is valued by men as a means of affirming various 

aspects of their identities: as members of Cauldmoss, as men, as 

workers and as adults. Drinks have a further value 1+ they are 

exchanged; with cigarettes they are the most convenient and generally 

acceptable articles with which to symbolize an egalitarian 

relationship through a reciprocal transaction. In Chapter Five +our 

kinds of exchange were identified which, in various contexts, folk in 

Cauldmoss perceive as distinct (p. 262). In practice the main types of 

exchange which they recognize are long term generalized exchange, 

delayed restricted exchange, and a merging of immediate restricted 

exchange and short term generalized exchange. This last category 

subsumes the principles according to which the social drugs 

cigarettes, cannabis and alcohol are exchanged. 

The prestige of buying other people drinks has already been touched 

on when discussing the connections between earning capacity and 

drinking. Between men there is not normally the expansive statement 

"I'll buy yous a round" and the consequent conspicuous generosity 

that the mining machine worker was proud of, and which is often 

assumed to typify drinking patterns in pubs. In fact men tend to meet 

up accidentally in pubs or clubs, as has already been described. and 
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it is quite common +or them to buy drinks on their own even though 

conversing with several others. O+ten Only a pair exchange drinks. 

and when drinking groups do emerge it is Usually in+ormally, with 

three or +our people being typical. In large gatherings o+, say, halt 

a dozen couples at a Saturday night concert, the normal practice is 

to make a kitty to which all the husbands contribute the same amount. 

Though this still necessitates a drinking group with the same 

spending capacity, it avoids the conspicuous generosity c: )+ round 

buying; as one man said, "it's no shame on you or me, like, 1+ you're 

only there with a couple (: )' quid". (He then went on to say that they 

usually start the kitty by all putting in E5. ) 

When a person is going to buy a round, rather than overtly state this 

he usually discreetly asks the 
jothers 

individually "Pint o' heavy? " 

or whatever, or if it is obvious what they are drinking will simply 

go and buy them drinks along with his own. As soon as one person has 

done this, acknowledged by a nod or "Cheers", the drinking group is 

formed and its members will reciprocate in turn. If men are drinking 

with their wives then much the same occurs except that each man buys 

drinks for the women along with their husbands/ boyfriends. Buying 

drinks in such a group establishes the members as equals - as men, 

as workers and as earners - but since the exchange is completed 

almost immediately the relationship does not endure as a result of 

long lasting obligations. 

The most formal exchange of alcohol is in the ritual of Hlogmanay. 

Most people in Cauldmoss buy a bottle of spirits (in the past almost 

inevitably whisky, but now often vodka) which they do not open until 

midnight of the 31st December, and then do not consume themselves but 

pour out into others' glasses. Throughout the night, whether 

receiving visitors in one's own home or going "first footing" to 

others, each person keeps his bottle to himself and offers some to 

everyone he meets for the first time that year, never taking any out 

Of his own bottle for himself. The festivities last several days and 
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even on the 3rd or 4th o+ January someone entering a living room ýull 

of people is likely to go round o++erind a drink to everyone present. 

This is a classic example o+ generalized exchange. 

De exchanqe. 

There are occasions when men stand drinks without expecting them to 

be reciprocated. This is not done frequently and is not normally 

ostentatious. Most men do not grandly announce their intention to buy 

others drinks because it would be seen as too boastful, while the 

recipients do not eagerly and greatfully accept because it would be 

too demeaning. Instead there is an almost silent recognition of 

status difference which often leaves great ambiguities in the gift- 

giving. Sometimes the difference in social position is quite evident 

and unproblematic: the youth, student or pensioner feels no loss of 

honour in accepting drinks from a big earner, and as has already been 

noted, men always buy women drinks. On the other hand the buyer might 

dismiss offers to reciprocate at the time as if content to have the 

prestige of being the harder worker and greater providerg but in +act 

note and resent the recipient's lack of insistence and his implicit 

acceptance of a status differential. The recipient is Often put in a 

situation where he has to assert considerable will in order to repay 

drinks, or has to consciously make a way to do so in the future. 

Beynon clearly experienced this problem when doing his research about 

Halewood car workers; he remembered one man who would: 

" ... go out with you for a night, buy lots of beer, give you 

fags, beat you at darts and tell you stories about his 

family. When you met him the next day he'd say 'here he 

comes, the man with no hands. You want to watch out +or 

him. Don't go out with him for a night unless you've a 

spare +Iver and a pocket full of ciggles. ''' 

(Beynon 1973: 112) 
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Many men are glad to be accorded the prestige 0+ buying rounds so 
long as they do not +ind themselves penniless through supporting a 

scrounger. The dividing line between the two can sometimes be very 

thin. 

At times there is a Complete mis-interpretation of the obligation to 

reciprocate, when the conventions are not mutually understood. A 

miner who got his student nephew a job in the pit during the holidays 

was greatly affronted when the Young man offered to buy him a pint 

the next Saturday night. The high-earning miner felt it was his role 

to provide for the impoverished student, while the student was 

obviously unaware of this express-Ion of status and simply wanted to 

show his gratitude for having been found the job. 

In everyday life it would seem that drink is the most important 

article of exchange for men. It is a commodity that is readily 

accessible throughout the day (when the shops close at eight o'clock 

the pubs and clubs are already open, and they sell "carry-outs"); it 

can be handled in numerous different units of value, allowing great 

flexibility in exchange (a pint - or at home a can - can be o++ered, 

or several pints/cans, or spirits, or both in any ratio), but it is 

also usually sufficiently standardized not to risk parsimony or too 

much ostentation (unlike the exchange of self-made meals). It is a 

commodity clearly suited to men's role since it involves no domestic 

work (other than purchasing it ), only access to considerable cash. 
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sociAL STATUS. 

'Ro--tricted' status values. 

Two different ways o+ perceiving social stratification in Cauldmoss 

have been described in earlier chapters (P-100-107,230 and 278), and 

the ideal types have been termed 'restricted' and 'unrestricted' 

status evaluation. Several elements o+ the public drinking patterns 

described above constitute an expression of: 'restricted' male working 

class status. Con+ining one's drinking to the village, the locus of 

the original occupational community, excluding women from one's 

leisure in the same way that they have been conventionally shut out 

from the world o+ productive employment, and, above all, 

demonstrating one's earning capacity by participating in "sessions" 

and round buying, all make male pub drinking a central institution 

perpetuating the traditional, 'restricted' status of working class 

men distinct from "snobs". 

In Chapter Five I described how an ethic o+ ready-spending encourages 

gregarious village leisure as well as inhibiting upward social 

mobility (p. 252). Drinking is the principal +eature o+ this spending 

pattern. Whatever the validity o+ Douglas and Isherwood's +unctional 

analysis (p. 254) , using up 'surplus' income on drink, which is 

generally regarded by men as legitimate, prevents workers acquiring 

goods that would assert a higher social status. Something that seems 

to counter Douglas and Isherwood are the non-egalitarian aspects o+ 

this institution, +or it means that heavy drinkers earn the prestige 

accorded to "hard workers", and more important, the rules o+ 

reciprocity lead to drinking circles di++erentiated by spending 

Capacity. However, despite this scope +or social divisions they 

remain divisions within the working class, rather than divisions 

between di-F-ferent classes which could arise i+ some workers 

accumulated capital. 
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'Unrestricted' status values. 

It is clear that traditional Patterns of public drinking devejoDed In 

connection with the social relationships resulting from employment. 

Changes in the economy and employment which led to the break down o+ 

old status group structures, considered in Chapter Three (p. 104), 

have, it would seem, simultaneously disrupted the social relations 

underlying traditional drinking patterns. In Cauldmoss the most 

important consequences of these changes, as they affected drinking, 

were first the diversification of male employment with the 

disappearance of the occupational community, and of late the 

involvement of the population in the status values of mass 

consumption. However, as I have explained earlier (p. 104), it is 

beyond the scope of my research to argue about an historical 

development. All I am competent to do is note the co-existence of 

other patterns of alcohol use in Cauldmoss which do not perpetuate 

I restricted' status values in the way that pub drinking does. These 

alternative patterns of drinking are distinct in terms of location 

and the type of drinks consumed. 

Although by far the most common form of entertainment when "going 

out" is to visit the pubs or clubs (56% of those who had gone out in 

the previous week went to such places, according to Q. 4,2nd Quest. ), 

a minority of Cauldmoss villagers prefer to meet their friends in 

their homes and share drinks with them there, either with or without 

a meal. The advantages of this kind of entertaining +or women have 

already been mentioned (p. 307), but some men also prefer this way of 

meeting their friends. However, in keeping with national trends 

(Goldthorpe et al 1969, Allan 1979), it is predominantly the more 

middle class, private householders who have this pattern of 

entertainment. The answers to Q. 4 of the Second Questionnaire showed 

that whereas 68% of council tenants who had been out in the previous 

Week had visited pubs or clubs and only 4Y. had visited friends or 
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re latives, the equivalent figures for private householders were 22% 

visiting pubs and clubs and 44% visiting friends and rela-ives. 

Similarly, in answers to Q-8 of the Second Questionnaire, 1 es s 

council households than private households said they have v-, sitors 

+or meals (47% rather than 59/. ), and less of those who had visitors 

+or a meal had friends as opposed to relatives (10% amongst council 

tenants and 30% amongst private householders). 

To continue with this simple dichotomyg older men in council houses 

generally only drink at home on special occasions, such as parties 

for a marriage, death or Hogmanay. When younger council tenants have 

visitors for a meal the "tea" is usually eaten fairly quickly with 

little conversation and no beverage to accompany it; the sociable 

part of the evening is sitting around the fire drinking cups of tea 

before and immediately after the meal, and then later on in the 

evening drinking cans of beer and spirits. This is akin to the 

pattern of pub drinking with a specific period devoted to talking and 

consuming alcohol. At the end of the evening "supper" is usually 

provided. 

In households with middle class 11+estyles the meal is usually later, 

alcohol rather than tea is drunk be+orehand, and +urther drinks 

accompany the +oood. This is eaten In a +ar more prolonged +ashion, 

the most sociable part o+ the evening being +ocussed arcx-ind the table 

rather than the +ire, and it Is +ollowed by co++ee and perhaps more 

alcohol. The drink most commonly associated with such a middle class 

style 0+ alcohol consumption is wine instead o+ beer. I+ alternative 

drinks such as sherry or gin and tonic were o++ered as an aperltl+ it 

would be seen as extremely pretentious amongst nearly everyone in 

Cauldmoss. Scxrieetimes wine is only drunk with the meal, and be+ore or 

a+ ter it beer and spirits are consumed; this represents an 

intermediate stage in moving beyond the restricted social status 

expressed by conventional alcohol drinking. 
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The preference of young People to drink in the bars and discos of r, -N- 
local town has already been mentioned (p. 320). In part this is simply 

a reflection of young People's wish to Escape the constraints ot 
their village, and in particular sample entertainment frequented by 

both sexesý at an age when they are courting. As such it is not very 
different from the preference that older generations had to travel 

beyond Cauldmoss when they were Young. However it also represents a 

wider historical change in patterns of drinking, wi th less 

conventions about the lcx--ation and the types of alcohol drunk, less 

emphasis on exclusively masculine drinking and less concern with 

drinking circles and session drinking. As Go-Fton and Douglas found in 

North East England, a "culture" of drinking regulated according to 

"community and work roles" is no longer being clearly transmitted 

between the generations (Go-Fton and Douglas 19e5: 503). CauldMC)ss 

teenagers experiment with cider, Carlsberg Special Brew, cheap wine 

and 'other unconventional drinks, none of which could be consumed 

steadily in an evening's "session" without anti-social effects, and 

furthermore, they are not inhibited in mixing these drinks. Older men 

consider this an abuse of alcohol and condemn the young who do it as 

"plonkies". This weakening of traditional restrictions opens the area 

of alcohol to the creation of new social values by the manufacturers: 

the success of drink advertisements both reflects and increases this 

dissolution of conventional drinking norms. Thus vodka has come to 

replace whisky as the principal spirit drunk in Cauldmoss, lager is 

now an accepted drink +or youthful meng and new brands of lager are 

adopted as readily as new pop groups. 
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''Fashion, rather than traditiong shapes their patterns 0+ 

consumption in drink as in other aspects of their 

lifestyle, such as clothes, food, music, sexuality. The 

criteria which are used to gradiate individuals and groups 
derive from the industries which cater for consumption, 

rather than from groups formed in the workplace or the 

neighbourhood. " 

(Gofton 1984: 17) 

For young men in Cauldmoss Gofton's analysis does not, as yet, apply 

entirely, for the new values are still modified by the traditional 

conventions of the village, as I described earlier (p. 320). In 

particular, the male bonding and masculine connotations that 

characterize Cauldmoss drinking are hardly reduced when visiting the 

local town. 

The transience that is intrinsic to fashion not only affects the 

types of drink consumed but also the enviroment where this takes 

place. Thus many bars in the local town are regularly revamped in 

different styles, becoming "fashion items" themselves (Go-Fton and 

Douglas 19e5). Aware of this competition for the custom of the 

Cauldmoss youth, the landlord of the old hotel has refurbished his 

pub and installed a massive video screen. This is in keeping with his 

younger and rather less exclusively male clientele than that of 

1113111 le's" across the road. Another change in Cauldmoss pubs which 

undermines the traditional notion of concentrated drinking is the 

provision of bar snacks at "Nancy's". This was introduced to revive 

her +lagging trade, and was generally regarded by villagers as a 

confirmation that "Nancy's" is a "nicer" pub than the other two. 
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CONCLUS I ON. 

Any group 0+ commodities used in Cauldmoss could have been +ocused on 

+or a detailed analysis o+ the values underlying consumption. This 

study o+ drinking shows how its central place in the male culture o+ 

the village can be understcx: )d by the way public drinking establishes 

and strengthens men's identities as members o+ Cauldmoss, as men, as 

"hard workers" and as adults. Furthermore, alcohol provides a use+ul 

symbol by which to express equality through a reciprocal exchange. 

The traditional pattem o+ drinking with its gregarious ready- 

spending reproduces status values that characterize a 'restricted' 

model o+ social strati+ication. Hoiwever altemative contexts +or 

drinkingg at home and in the local town, and alternative types o+ 

drinks, suggest that not everyone subscribes to these 'restricted' 

values. The decline o+ regulated drinking conventions, which is 

undoubtedly related to changes in traditional patterns o+ employment, 

opens this sphere o+ consumption to manu+acturers to create new 

social values +or their products. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

UNEMPLOYMENT 

I NTRC)DLCT I ON. 

In Chapters Five and Six I described the values surrounding 

employment and consumption and tried to show how these relationships 

to the economy provide two of the main ways by which people define 

status and identity. Rather than assert the greater significance of 

either employment or consumption I emphasized how the meanings 

associated with them are interconnected, as exemplified in the use of 

alcohol (Ch. 6). 

It has been shown, however, that there are important variations in 

the way consumption and employment are evaluated in Cauldmoss, 

relating to age, residence (whether private or council housing). and 

whether 'restricted' or unrestricted' status values are used. In 

general older people retain an extremely strong employment ethic 

which is not shared by the young, while the latter aspire to a much 

higher material living standard than the old. Simplifying a great 

deal, three age-cohorts have been 'distinguished as having different 

values (p. 203 and 269). Differences in values between private and 

council house dwellers have been mentioned (e. g. 210 and 250) but 

this is not a theme of the thesis. The population of Cauldmoss cannot 

be so easily divided between those subscribing to 'restricted' or 

I unrestricted' status values, since many hold contradictory ideas 

simultaneously. Nevertheless, the assessment Of consumption patterns 

and employment status is greatly affected by whether traditional or 

unrestricted values are held. 
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Another factor which could, potentiallyý have enormous slqnl+lcance 

in influencing the way people evaluate employment and consumption has 

until now been disregarded in my ethnography: that is unemployment. 

In previous chapters a state of "-Full" employment was assumed as a 

useful heuristic device that allowed the predominant norms o-f the 

last few decades to be described without the constraints of the 

recent economic recession complicating the picture. In fact since the 

late 1970s unemployment in Cauldmoss has become increasingly 

widespread: this chapter will look at the values and behaviour of the 

unemployed. 

However it should not be thought from this arrangement of chapters 

that there is a clear distinction between the beliefs of the employed 

and unemployed, and that the latter only emerged with the phenomenon 

of mass unemployment in the late 1970s. The reality is not so simple; 

in fact the two groups and their behaviour merge. There were always 

variations to the conventional patterns of employment and spending 

amongst the employed, about a third of the individuals who are 

unemployed are likely to remain so for only a short time, and they do 

not change their values suddenly as they find or lose a job. 

Furthermore, those who are o++icially unemployed can have very varied 

economic circumstances, a point emphasized elsewhere (e. g. Ashley 

1983: 15, Sin+ield 1981: 92). For instance in our Second Questionnaire 

sample the +ourteen households with unemployed men included: two 

where the wives have +ull time employment; two where the men have 

recently taken early retirement +rom the pits and there+ore have 

substantial redundancy pay; three privately owned NDuses; one where 

the husband has regular work on the side, and another where a widow 

lives with her oldest son who is in a well paid job and her youngest 

sOn who has occasional undeclared earnings. At the other end o+ the 

scale were two ccx-Lncil houses each occupied by a single man. One is 

ac)ed 61 with no chance o+ work again, has been unemployed +or over 

ten Years and has used up any savings he might have had and the 
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other is a younger man in serious debt, whose wife has le4r- 

takinq practically all the household furnishings. Clearly, amaj- 

gamating the answers from these interviewees obscures the resQonses 

Of those in greatest financial hardship, and reduces the contrasts 

between them and those in employment. Nevertheless it is necessary if 

one is to compare the answers of different groups, without being 

reduced to comparisons of case studies. A further factor which merges 

the material living standards of those in and Out 0+ work is the way 

the poverty trap works (to be described later p-355), which can mean 

that people in employment have the same net income as those on the 

dole. 

When I re-fer to the "unemployed households'' in the Second 

Questionnaire sample I will be including three other households which 

depend on wel+are bene+its apart +rom the +ourteen mentioned above. 

In one a woman whose husband has le+t her. is bringing up three young 

children, and in the other two the inter-viewees were on Invalidity 

Bene+lt. EL-cause Invalidity Bene+it (combined with Invalidity 

Allowance) is considerably higher than Supplementary or Unemployment 

Bene+lt (see Table 7.2 below) there is great incentive +or people to 

claim it +or as long as possible i+ they have no hope o+ +inding a 

job, or to get themselves registered as eligible when already unem- 

Ployed. Our impression in Cauldmoss was that most 0+ those on Inval- 

idity Bene+it would take a job o+fered to them if it payed more than 

their bene+its, and there+ore I have included these people in the 

calculation o+ the unemployment rate. 

The homogeneity that will be suggested in describing U'-c unemployed 

is something o+ an abstraction, but having emphasized this point it 

is use+ul to concentrate on what can be regarded as typical behaviour 

0+ the unemployed without having constantly to men tI on the 

exceptions. 
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in this chapter I will examine how men in Cauldmoss resD(: )nd -(: ) 

unemployment. Do those without a job +or a long period develop new 

ideas that give rise to a new subculture o+ unemployment, or do tnev 

strive to approximate the conventional behaviour o-f the employed and 

subscribe to the values underlying their consumption, described in 

Chapter Five? Alternatively, do new economic conditions mean existing 

values are acted on in di+-ferent ways? Furthermore, how do the 

choices that the unemployed have to +ace in their new circumstances 

reveal belie+s that until then had not been consciously acted on? 

THE RI SE OF UNEMPLOYMENT. 

In the 1971 Census 6.4% of the economically active population of 

Cauldmoss were registered as seeking work, when the unemployment 

figure for the whole of Scotland in April 1971 was 5.7%, and for the 

local group of employment exchanges 5.5%. The aggravated unemQloyment 

in Cauldmoss was probably largely due to its isolation; the cost of 

bus fares considerably reduced the incentive to take low paid jobs in 

the conurbation, and employers would choose people living nearby in 

preference to those in out-lying villages (see p. 179). In 19el the 

economically active seeking work in Cauldmoss were recorded as 15.4% 

in the Census, which reflected the economic plight of the whole area. 

The Apri 1 19el unemployment figure for the local "travel to work 

area" was 12.6%, while for the whole of Scotland it was 12. e7.. 

]Between July 1979 and October 19e2 the unemployment rate for the 

local travel to work area rose from 7.4% to 16.7% as successive 

foundries and other industries closed. In Febuary 19e3 a major roll- 

ing mill in the local town was "streamlined'' and 700 jobs were lost, 

which resulted in unemployment rising to 19.6% +or the 10cal 

district; by August 19e4 it stood at 17% for the local travel to work 

area. 
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ent status of those ove, r,, 
_, 

16 : i!:: [e, from 1962 and T 
l9e5 questionnaires. 

numbers and percentaQes of column total 
Sumer 1982 End of 1965 

und er 30, 30 - 491ý over 50, TOTAL under 30 30 - 49 over 50 TOTAL 
male cMcil house residents: i 

ý 
full or part time employed 11 55% 13 57%1 10 50% 34 I 54Z 8 47% 17 717 7 417 32 55X 
seeking work 8 40% 8 35%'; 4 20%1 20 I 32% 8 477. 6 257. 2 127 16 28% 
invalidity - 2 8%j 3 157ý 5 87. 1 6% 1 4% - 3 37 
TOT. eCOUNCIL HOUSE RESIDENTS 20 23 20 63 17 24 17 58 
X male unemployment 42% 4W 41% 427 53% 29% 22% 367. 

MaILLrivate ýýse residents-: 
full or part time employed 2 100% 4 10ox 6 67% 12 80% 6 677 4 677, 8 73X 18 697. 
seeking work 2 2 21.2 13% - 2 337. 1 97. 3 127 
invalidity - - 1 11% - - 1 47 
TOTO PRIVATE HOUSE RESIDENTS 2 4 9 15 9 6 11 26 
7 male unemployment 0 x 

I 
- 

07. 257. 14% 141 33Z 117 181 

Feeale council house residents 
full or part time employed 9 431 

seeking work - 
invalidity - 
TOTS COUNCIL HOUSE RESIDENTS 21 
7 women 16-60 in employment 43% 

Fe4alejriyate house residents: 
full or part time employed 3 100% 

seeking work - 
invalidity - 
TOT. 9 COUNCIL HOUSE RESIDENTS 3 
X women 16-60 in emplaymmt 1007 

Al I men: 
full or part time employed 
seekinq work 
invalidity 
TOTAL MEN 
X male unemployment 

All women: 
full or part time employed 
seeking work 
invalidity 
TOW WOMEN 
Z women 16-60-in employment 

OVERALL TOTAL: 
full or part time employed 
seking work 
invalidity 
OVERALL TOTAL 

13 597. 
8 36% 

ý22 
38% 

12 50% 

24 
50% 

25 547. 32 54X 
8 17% 8 14Z 

ý 2 31 
46 59 

10 

42% 2 14% 21 357. 

24 14 59 
42X! 677.437. 

5 63%ý 1 33% 9 64Z 

83 14 
63X 5OX 691 

17 637.16 557. i 46 59X 
8 30% 6 21Xý 22 28% 
2R'3 IOX 5 6% 

27 29 78 
377.36Z 377. 

15 477.1 3 Isz! 30 42% 

32 17 73 
477.1 607.1 491 

1- 

19 417 76 517. 
6 13% 22 15% 
3 71 5 37. 

46 151 

5 24% 10 637 2 107 17 307. 
2 IOX --2 31 

21 16 21 58 
24X 63Z 257 3sz 

1 33% 7 63X 3 50x 11 557 
1M1 97 -2 101 

36 20 
Mý 64X 60% 587 

14 547 21 707 15 541 50 607 
8M8 277 3 117 19 231 
2 al 1R-3 42 

26 30 29 84 
427 3011 171 31Z 

6 25% 17 637. ý 5 197 28 367 
3 137.1 1C-4 57 

24 27 27 78 
257.1 441 

.L 631 

2 10% 2 31 

21 16 21 58 
247 63Z 257 38Z 

1 337. 7 63% 3 50% 11 557 
1 337 1 97 - 2 101 

3 6 20 
331ý 64Z 60% 58X 

14 547 21 707 15 54% 50 60Z 
8 31% 8 277 3 117 19 23Z 
2 OX 1 3% - 3 47 

26 30 28 84 
42% 3011 17Z 31Z 

20 407 38 66X 20 361 ý 78 481 

11 227 19 167 3R 23 147 

2 47 1 27. -3 2% 

50 57 55 162 
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C)ur own questionnaires which covered 10%. 0+ Cauldmoss housenolds 

the level o+ unemployment in the village in the su r indicated mme 

1982 and again in December 1985 (Table 7.1 above). Note 7-rIat al'ýIhough 

Ma 1e unemp 1 oymen t +E? 11 overa 11 9 its distribution changed. Mcre 

private house residents became unemployed in this period, and whereas 

in 1982 council tenants su++ered unemployment remarkably evenly 

between age groups, by 1985 the young had a far higher rate o+ 

unemployment than older men. The proportion o+ women in employment 

+ell amongst both council and private house residents between 1982 

and 1985, the reduction being in +ull time rather than part time 

jobs. 

Table 7.2: Levels of state bene+its per week +ro(n Nov. 19e3 to 

Nov. 1984. 

SuoiDlementarv Bene-Fit: 

single householder 

married householder 

adult 

if living in 16-17 

another's house 11-15 

under 11 

standard 

short term long term (unemployed NOT 

: E26. eo E34.10 eligible) 

E43.50 E54.55 

: E21.45 F-27.25 

E16.50 E20.90 

E13.70 

:E9.15 

fit E27.05 

Invalidity Benefit E32.60 * 

increase for 

dependent adult 

E16.70 

: E19.55 

increase for 

dependent child 

f . 15p 

: E7.60 

plus Invalidity Allowance paid according to age when injury c)ccured: 

: E7.15 1+ aged below 40, E4.60 1+ below 50, : E2--30 1ý below 60 
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C)RIENTATIC)N TO FORMAL EJIPLOYMENT. 

Do different attitudes to paid work develop in response tcD 

i. oblessness, and does the structure of domestic life change radical'Ly 

when the central organizing principle of employment no longer exists? 

Or do the values that originated from a time of ''full" employment 

persist? What becomes of the notion that a man's worth is related to 

his value in the labour market, and what expectations do those on the 

dole have about the future of employment? 

Seekinq employment. 

Virtually no one changes their orientation towards paid work as a 

means of coping with unemployment. The various motives +or working 

(described in Ch. 4) are so central to the culture of Cauldmoss that 

very few men over about 25 are able to abandon employment as a goal 

in life, although the poverty trap (to be discussed: p. 355) sets 

limits to people's willingness to work. When, occasionally, someone 

says s/he is not interested in finding a ob it is usually 

interpreted as a temporary resentment at unsuccessful searching: 

"deep down in their hearts they dinnie mean it". The few people who 

have, at some stage, told us that they no longer intend to work 

again, have all keenly sought employment at some subsequent date. 

The initial reaction of older men made redundant seems to be to 

maintain their familiar routineq simply replacing their job with the 

search for employment. They tend to get up at their traditional time, 

carry out all the tasks that they used to do before leaving for work 

according to the same timetable, and then visit the Job Centre, scour 

the newspapers or try to pick up some details Of vacancies 

informally. The importance of personal contacts in getting employmef-lt 

has already been emphasized (p. 178), and the unemployed are well 
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aware that this is their best hope of finding a job. Uniortunately 

the tendency for people to segregate in their leisure ac-Iv1ties 

according to their income perpetuates the position of the work. ess, 

since they have less social contacts with those knowledgable awu-- 

J. obs (as SInfield also found in North Shields (1970: 230). The put: )s 

and clubs are particularly important places for gathering information 

about vacancies, but, as I will explain shortly (p. 370), traditional 

drinking culture excludes the unemployed even more than their lacý, ot 

money does already. As Sinfield noted two decades ago, "because o+ 

the large element of chance and the role of family and +riends, 

finding work was no indication of the intensity of the search... " 

(Sinfield 1970: 224). This must be a profound discouragement actively 

to se ka job - 

Since October 19e2 it has not been necessary to register at the Job 

Centre in order to claim benefits, but many in Cauldmoss still do and 

nearly all the unemployed visit it at intervals. Older people might 

initially do this every fortnight or so, but since each visit 

confirms what slight prospects they have - unless they possess 

particular skills - they generally end up going very intermittently. 

The jobs that are available have been described in Chapter Four, but 

these are usually taken by those already employed. Officials in the 

Job Centre confirm that employers generally prefer to take on those 

currently in work rather than the unemployed, and the longer one is 

out of work the less chance one has of being recruited. 

The unemployed also seek work through notices in the newspapers - 

mainly the weekly local paper - and some have depressing tales Of the 

number of letters they have written for jobs and the small proportion 

t an ven them any hope cD 0+ firms that have even repli let alone gi R 

interview. Married men are much less willing than single males to 

take work which means living away from home, but when lack oý local 

i. obs becomes apparent they will usually consider working anywhere in 

ScOtland (see p. 177 for a description Of those working beyond 1---e 
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local area) - 

Some sc hoo 1 leavers +rcyn Cauldmoss 

week, as they are advised to, but 

: E1.50 bus +ares without any sign o+ 

up. Very rarely a yoLLng LLnemployed 

and is accepted a+ter an interview, 

years o+ unemployment. 

go to the Careers 'j-? --fice t-,, e-v 

a+ter ten weeks or so o-t- paying 

+inding a job they generally give 

person is notiýied oý a vac-arc-y 

but it might well be atter two 

For many of the young unemployed, Phases Of a few weeks' keen j. ob 

hunting give way to disillusionment and much longer spells where the 

main concern is simply to avoid boredom. Sometimes something in their- 

life will prompt them to search for work again, such as a plan to buy 

a stereo, the intention to settle down and get married, or a friend's 

luck in finding a job, and then the pattern of job hunting and 

disillusionment begins again. An example of this sporadic effort to 

find work is that people apply for the government TOPS courses but on 

learning there is a five month waiting list abandon the idea. Five 

months later they return to the Job Centre hoping to begin the 

course, although they never went on the waiting list. 

Though young people do not seriously countenance a future for 

themselves without Jobs, their attitude towards regular employment is 

rather dl++erent from that of their parent's generation (see p. 203). 

Paid work is regarded ax: )re simply as a means to an EWid - money - and 

the moral value of disciplined work is far less important to them. An 

indication o+ this different orientation is their participation in 

the Unemployment Club in contrast with older unemployed men. 

The Unemployment Club at the Community Centre is intended to provide 

recreational +acIlities and social contact at a nominal cost (10P 

weekly subscription) for the unemployed. It meets two a+ternoons a 

week and the principal activities are the same as those practised by 

males in the Senior Youth Club: +ootball, pool, space invaders, 
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sitting around talking and drinking fizzy sweet drimKs, tea or 

co+ fee. In fact of the two dozen or so who go to 1`1e UremDlovment 

Club the majority are members or ex-members of the Youth C, LcD, arc 

most of them are male, reflecting how women tend not to see 

selves as unemployed. No adults above 30 join in. which the your-n and 

community leaders acknowledge is disappointing. In part this is due 

to the general association of the Centre with youth activities ý, rich 

discourages adults -From participating in anything, but it is also 

connected with the older unemployed's withdrawal from social ac,: ivi- 

ties, their unwillingness to label themselves publically as workless. 

and their reluctance to engage in institutionalized recreation as -it 

recognizing it is no longer worth seeking what they really wart: 

"proper jobs". For them it would be a legitimization of their idle- 

ness. While the young unemployed certainly do not want to be denied 

jobs forever, their main concern is poverty and boredom. If the 

Unemployment Club could offer them the kind of leisure +acilities 

that their age-mates in work are able to afford, younq +olk on the 

dole would be happy to pass away their time there in between sporadic 

jobs. 

Initially men made redundant try to +ind work o+ the same kind as 

they had previously, largely because experience gices them fýne best 

chance o+ being o++ered a job. In Chapter Four I suggested that 

skilled workers do identi+y with their occupations (p. 193), and when 

unemployed this sel+-identity is o+ten still maintained: "I'm a 

Plumber by trade", an unemployed man might say o+ himsel+. Such 

identi+ication with a particular job can make people unw1iling -ýo 

take on work which they consider to have a lower status. When an 

unemployed time-served electrician eventually took a job as a postman 

many thought this was demeaningg and from his abject appearance as he 

went about his work it would seem he +E? lt the same- occupational 

identity not only inhibits people from taking less prestigious jobs 

but also discourages them +rom retraining +or other types ot work. 
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In describing the values associated with exployment I argue _,, it d--: 

paid work is in part a means of establishing one's worth, calculated 

in monetary terms (p. leo) . This makes it understandable why the unem- 

ployed are loath to take a job paying significantly less than tney 

had previously earned, and it is usually only after several months 

fruitless job hunting that they will consider such a move. 

"Many see it as a defeat: .. - Taking lower pay often means 

accepting a poorer job with less status and requiring less 

of their skill - it means a lowering of standards that may 

be never regained. " 

I 
(Sln+ield 1981: 43) 

Adult men are unlikely to take work paying them net less than E10 to 

F? O more than they receive on benefits, and if working on the side 

(while claiming benefits) they usually demand about E10 a shift. 

Another aspect of this persisting equation of wages with worth is the 

reluctance of men in the Unemployment Club to do anything productive 

unless they are paid for it (see p. leE3). "If there's no money behind 

it they're not interested, " the youth and community leader commented. 

The director of a local Action Resource Centre characterised the 

minority o+ unemployed men who are willing to do voluntary work as 

being in two groups. They are either people who have previously done 

voluntary work in uniformed organisations (a very few), or middle- 

aged ex-skilled workers who have taken voluntary redundancy, maybe 

have a wife working, can manage adequately (through large redundancy 

Payments or savings) and, most importantg see themselves as retired. 
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ý41ternatlve +(: )rms o-f employment. 

Several alternative forms of employment have been encouraged by 

government agencies as a limited substitute to the old jobs in lar: ýe 

work forces. One of the commonest strategies advocated by government 

officials and the managers of major industries when they are laying 

of+ their workers is that individuals should set up their own 
businesses in response to redundancy. A few people in Cauldmoss have 

in +act done this, using their redundancy pay to finance the initial 

investment. One man set up as a self-employed rcx: )+er when a local 

builder paid him off, another started a mobile shop, and another 

waited over a year until one of the village grocery shops came up +or 

sale and then bought that. 

However, there are major disincentives to setting up one's business 

which discourage most of the unemployed in Cauldmoss. In a severe 

recession it is very difficult to find a potentially profitable 

enterprise that has not already been tried. Despite the support of 

the Enterprise Allowance Scheme only 30% of new self-employed 

businesses have any chance of success, according to an official at 

the local Job Centre. The other principal disincentive is the lack of 

skills people have to run a business, since formal education tends to 

aim at moulding good employees, and most of the employment Cauldmoss 

men have experienced offers little responsibility, particularly in 

accounting and marketing. 

No Community Programmes have been set LIP in Cauldmoss, presumably 

because there is no individual or agency in the village sufficiently 

Confident and motivated to tackle the Manpower Services Commission 

bureaucracy. A Youth Opportunities Programme was organized from the 

Community Centre in 1981-82, initiated by the youth and communi'ý'ý 

leader, and it attracted a lot of teenagers in the village. However 

the appeal of this scheme was not so much employment experience nor 

thP wage (generally regarded as pitiful)q but the opportunity to be 
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doinq some_thinq with one's mates in the villaqe. When it came ---- an 
end +ew school leavers were prepared to travel to similar schemes in 
the local COnurbation because of the extra cost in time and money. 

The response to the Youth Training Scheme (which succeeded the Youth 
opportunities Programme) illustrates how the young do not share tne 

employment ethic of the older generation. The concept of what one's 
time and labour is worth (see p. IE30) is not only related to t-r-aining 

and to personal precedents of what one has earned in the past. Some 

of the young unemployed in Cauldmoss, who have never worked since 
leaving school, are not prepared to attend a Youth Training Scheme 

regularly for F-21.25p a week, which is what they take home after 

paying half their bus fares to the local town out co+ F-25 pay. Al- 

though some call them lazy, the youngsters themselves say it is 

beneath them to work for such a miserable wage - they would ne 

suckers to do it. In this they have the tacit support of the adult 

community in general, who describe YTS as "slave labour" and see such 

programmes as exploitation of youth unemployment. Those refusing YTS 

places generally say that E10 a day would be the minimum pay they 

would consider adequate, and some are not prepared to accept low pay 

while training for marketable qualifications like computer operating. 

There is considerable evidence to suggest that Cauldmoss youth are 

not exceptional in their disdain for low pay. In October 19e3 130 

places out o+ 300 could not be filled on a year's MSC course in 

technical subjects, from engineering to computer. studies, at the 

local technical college. At a national level in January 19e4 the 

government (ordered two investigations into why unemployed youngsters 

are refusing to accept low paid jobs or Join government training 

schemes (The guardian 1st Feb. 19e4). 

In our First Questionnaire thýe one example o+ Paid emP10Yment which 

was not described by the majority as "work" was taking part in a YOP. 

From the answers it seems to be regarded as not real work because o+ 

its temporary nature and minimal pay. 
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Ex pec: 

A striking aspect of the Cauldmoss Population's reaction to over 30'/, 

male unemployment is their unwillingness to discuss Poli, ýical 

policies that might ameliorate the situation. This is largely a 

consequence of the general lack of Political discussion (considered 

earlier: p-164). It might also be due to people's unwillingness ýo 

+ace up to a bleak future which some will reluctantly admit probably 

lies ahead. When asked what should be done about unemployment they 

usual ly repond, "Get rid o' Maggie Thatcher I ". However, when asked 

what they expect life to be like for their children or grandchildren 

their worries about labour-saving technology imply that they do not, 

in +act, really see unemployment as such a short-term("? ) problem. 

Several say that there will have to be jobs in the future, as 1+ any 

alternative is too foreign to contemplate, but their unease about the 

subject suggests that perhaps they have a deep pessimism which they 

would rather not express, +or +ear of somehow pre-determining the 

ISSULM. 

On the rare occasions when possible solutions to long-term 

unemployment are discussedg the only policy that is seriously 

considered is earlier retirement. Job sharing, shorter working weeks, 

sabbaticals or the payment o+ a social dividend are very rarely 

mentioned. It is signi+icant that earlier retirement would maintain 

the traditional structure o+ working 11+eq which would end in a just 

reward +or years o+ labour. (The legitimacy o+ pensions in contrast 

to other +orms o+ government wel+are has been noted be+ore, e. g. 

Miller and Roby 1970: 140). But even this idea is seldom advocated. 

Readily discussing how to re-distribute jobs because there will t>-- no 

return to +ull employment would be implicitly to accept ---at a 

central norm o+ this culture. the 40 hour working week, is dead. Very 

+Pw in Cauldmoss are prepared to do that. 
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THE DOMESTIC DIVISION OF LABOUR. 

The conventional allocation of tasks in an employed househol: ý: is 

based on the interrelated factors of gender hierarchy (p. 1-2,2) and 

man's principal role as wage earner (p. 111). The justification +or a 

husband's inactivity in domestic work is primarily that he t-kas 

already sacrificed himself for the family through employment (p. iqcý). 

It might be presumed, therefore, that when the husband no longer goes 

out to a job there will be a significant change in the division ct 

responsibilities at home. Several studies have addressed this 

particular subject and nearly all of them confirm what was found in 

Cauldmoss: that gender roles in the house are remarkably entrenched 

(e. g. Marsden and Duff 1975, McKee and Bell 1985, Morris 19e5). 

Men are not likely to re-de+lne their gender roles at a time when 

their whole life is in confusion through losing one of their 

principal male functions, that of being the breadwinner, a point 

which Morris makes in her study of redundant Welsh steelworkers 

(Morris 19e5: 414). From the women's point of view as well increased 

domestic work by their husbands is often problematic: it can disrupt 

their routine, infringe on their own domain and threaten their recre- 

ational life (Roberts, Finnegan and Gallie (eds) 1985: 366). Further- 

more, the conventional division of labour between genders is so much 

regarded as natural that women are themselves concerned that their 

husbands should not be "womanish" (cf. Hoggart 1957: 55). On a mate- 

rial level, very few women whose husbands are out Of work have formal 

efnployment themselves (to be discussed shortly: P-356), and so the 

conditions for a role reversal rarely exist. 

In respect to the allocation Of income within unemployed 

there appears to be a slight increase in financial control by the 

women. The results of our Second ()uestjonnalre (see Table 

Suqgest that amongst those couples where the husband is Lineemployed 
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L 37 ýy (in contrast to those where he is in work) there are [-DrcDcr,, -)r 

more couples who share +inancial decisions and about nal s man,, 

where the husband is in control. 

household money: 

2nd Quest., 0.13. 

al I cou 

husband 

w1fe 16 

husband 5 

no one 7 

total 28 

ples with 

employed 

57% 

ie% 
25% 

all couples with 

husband unemployed 

5 50% 

1 10% 

4 40% 

10 

References some employed men made to times when they were out of work 

emphasized that unemployment can often mean more financial 

responsibility and control for the wife, even though there is less 

money to distribute. In most unemployed families the wife cashes the 

giro at the post office rather than her husband, and where the wife 

is in charge of the finances she usually gives her husband money only 

as he needs it, in contrast with employed households where only a 

quarter of wives do this (Table 7.4), On the other hand, any casual 

wages the husband might earn on the side are at his discretion to 

disclose. 
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<allc: )C(atecj wife s in 

--Inci C)Uest.. 0.14. 

when husband is 

employed 

husband given regular "pocket money" 7 44% 

husband given j-rregular amount 2 13% 

husband retains some 5 317. 

husband given as needed 2 13% 

no pocket money given - 

total 16 

when husband 

-nemoloyed 

60*/ 

There are some unemployed men who breach the taken-+or-granted gender 

roles: usually young husbands without long term experience o+ 

employment, or "Incomers" who have married Cauldmoss women (see 

p. 110). Ccx: )king meals for the children when the wife is out, interior 

decorating and major cleaning jobs, like scrubbing the steps, are the 

sort of "female" jobs unemployed husbands are sometimes willing to 

do, while one or two young fathers (from outside the village) 

actually take a major part in feeding and cleaning their babies. 

Yet these examples only blurr the divisions of labour and do not 

represent a fundamental change in conventions. Even a young lad who 

had been on the dole since leaving school was set on fulfilling the 

traditional male role when he became employed after two years. When 

he was offered his first official job his mother- joked that he would 

have to make his own dinner when he came home from work. This 

horrified him: you don't make your own tea when you come back ýrcyn a 

day's work, do you?, he asked me rhetorically. You just sit down and 

have it ready for you to eat, he said rather aggrieved. It was as it 

he felt he might be cheated out of one of the fundamental benefits of 

employment after waiting so long. 
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, -wOFXING ON THE SIDE''. 

In general the unemployed of Cauldmoss maintain the same orientation 

towards employment as their neighbours who are in work. An i, T, ý: cr- 

way in which some of those on the dole try to Cope wi, ýýh 

situation is to find "work on the side'': taking temQorary and 

part-time work without the employer or worker paying Natiora! 

Insurance or tax, and without the earnings being declared to tne 

Unemployment Benefit Office. "Working on the side" provides most D+ 

the immediate things sought -from employment - money, a ditýerent 

enviroment and different company - as well as satisfying the moral 

imperative to be employed (see Marsden 1982: 198). Men have commented 

how working "a shift on the side" makes them feel equal again to 

those employed legally; as Jock put it: "When I'm working on the side 

I don't count mysel + as any cunt, I'm gra+tin' +or it. " Even a 

temporary job can be enough for a man to reassert his self-esteem, 

restoring his status as a "working man" which is so central to tradi- 

tional values (cf. Howe 1986: 20 -for similar findings in Belfast and 

Wadel 1973: 31 for Newfoundland). 

Employment in the 'hidden' economy (a more neutral term than 'black' 

economy) reproduces the employment ethic amongst the unemployed, as 

well as the traditional values associated with it. It is important to 

note that rather than an innovative strategy in response to 

unemployment, working on the side has long been practised by people 

who already have full time official jobsý in which case it is usually 

known as "moonlighting". Though there is far less opportunity today 

+Or People to do more than one job, in comparison with the 

undeclared earnings affxDngst the formally employed are still 

considered far more legitimate than the unemployed's earnings on the 

side (C+. Ashley 1? 83: 45). The virtue of employment, and ýact nai a 

man can rarely do too much, is nicely illustrated in the Glaswegian 

Matt McGinn's popular folk song 'Three Nights and a Sunday' (Bichan 

and Hall 1973: 12). 
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Though the extent o+ undeclared employment is in doubt, is no 

disputing that most o+ the unemployed are eager to take , 'Jcr-k on 

side, so long as they can conceal it. It is generally considerea 

morally distinct from most other illegal economic: ac, ý, vity, and 

nearly everyone condones occasional ''fly jobs". In t-ne F-rst 

Questionnaire jobs on the side were described in a similar way to 

legal emPlOYmentq most people calling them "work", and c: )nl,,,, a sma-1 

minority described them as a "side-line" or something similar. The 

lack of any speci+ic term to describe the unemployed's undeclared 

jobs suggests that they are not regarded as very di++erent from 

ordinary employment. Sporadic work on the side may be criticized by 

vindictive villagers who dislike the individual on other grounds, or 

are jealous of his or her opportunity for employment, and sometimes 

full-time employees are resentful when they consider it is their 

taxes that pay for the person's benefits. A full-time undeclared job 

is not generally acceptable, and those who have formal employment 

paying littleg if any, more then their possible income from benefits 

particularly condemn men with regular paid work as well as 

Unemployment and Housing Benefit. However, even amongst the +ormaliy 

employed, most sympathise with the way the unemployed are constrained 

to take some work on the side, recognizing that the secretiveness. 

irregularity and lack Of protection make it far less desirable than 

legal work. "Good luck to them'" is the general consensus- 

Although the ýempioyment ethic legitimizes work on the side, ., -)e 

unemployed still fear "grassers" and must be discreet, so tnc3-- a 

casual job only gives a man the status of a worker amongst his +am-ilý 

and immediate friends. Phone calls or letters to the DHSS can lead to 

01 snoopers" being sent round In cars to watch houses, or pressure 

being Put on individuals to sign-off, since it is known tý)at they are 

working. Those who are actually caught claiming the "bru" 

fraudulently are made to repay their benefits, but triis is only done 

to one or two each year in Cauldmoss which suggests rar7e- iess 
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c)++lciousness by the +raud squad than is o+tLn assumed by tre 

Linemployed. The motive nearly always attributed to people ''grassing" 

is j. ealousy. One man on the dole summed it up: 

"It's funny in Cauldmoss: everyone's in the same boat bein' 

unemployed, but there's always two or three men who, 11 ring 

up the bru. There's an awful lot o' spite in a wee village 

- someone'l 1 think, 'I've no' got a job and he's workin' ." 

An official at the local Department of Employment confirmed this, 

saying that the vast majority of the numerous letters they receive 

informing on fellow villagers seem to be motivated by personal 

animosity. Those working on the side must be discreet in their 

consumption as well, particularly in re-establishing their worker 

status in the pub, +or a changed pattern of spending quickly arouses 

curiosity. The increased isolation of the unemployed with in-formal 

jobs might have significant political implications, which will be 

mentioned later (p. 401). 

Another disadvantage of jobs on the side rather than "on the books" 

is their irregularity, which means they do little to provide a 

structure to a man's life. Although some jobs might entail a few 

weeks' work in a row, more frequently they crop up sporadically and 

someone might do two shifts in a week and then nothing for a month. 

For the unemployed in Cauldmoss most informal work is in the building 

industry, both as sub-contracted labour on large sites and as self- 

employed roofers, brickies, etc.. Jobs are also got in small drilling 

firms, on +arms, in haulage, cleaningg babysitting and walking dogs, 

while informal self employment includes hair cutting, gardening and 

occasional taxiing. In general very low wages are paid: adult men are 

unlikely to work for less than E10 a shi+tq but teenagers will accept 

El an hour. As I have described earlier, work on the side is gained 

exclusively through personal contacts, and consequently kinship links 

play an even greater role in recruitment for these jobs than +or work 
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in the +ormal economy (see p. 136). 

Obviously it is very difficult to assess the extent of work on the 

side in Cauldmoss, let alone guess hcu typical this particular 

village is of the economy as a whole (see O'Higgins 19eO and Leach 

and wagsta++ ige6: 119). Those who do semi-regular "side-work'' give 

the impression that half the unemployed are doing it, while those who 

have very rarely been offered informal work suggest it is virtually 

impossible to get. This illustrates the extent to which such jobs are 

the patronage of particular social (largely kinship) circles. Some 

people say there are far fewer "side jobs" around now than there used 

to be, suggesting that opportunities decline with the recession in 

the formal economy, which is what Pahl argues (19e4: 93-9e). Hoiwever 

Howe has recently pointed out many ways in which the unemployed can 

engage in informal employment even when very poor and living in an 

area of high unemployment (Howe 19E36: 25). The widespread incidence of 

minor jobs on the side in Cauldmoss seems to confirm his viewpoint. 

The closest I can get to some firm quantification of work on the side 

in the village is to note those unemployed men I know personally to 

have been engaged in such employment. This obviously means abandoning 

any notion of random sampling. Of 59 unemployed men that I knew in 

the village I had no information about 20 (34%) of them, but of the 

remaining men 36 (61%) had definitely worked on the side irregularly 

and 3 (5%) had never done so. Nearly all the local employers, in 

building, haulage, drilling and coal distribution, employ people who 

they know are signing-on, as do most of the local farmers, though 

some only take people on temporarily on this basis. The advantages to 

employers of an informal labour market can be considerable, which 

will be considered later in the Conclusion, as will the wider 

Political consequences of wide-scale working on the side (p. 401). 
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The ýinancial incentive +Or the unemployed not ZO -leclare 
occasional earnings is enormous, and it comes about Qrlncloaly 

because o+ the abrupt cut in bene+its when one begins to earn. F--r- 

the quarter o+ the unemployed in Britain who on Iy recei, e 
Unemployment Bene-Fit, +or each day's work they do earning more tr-jan 

f2, bene+it is withheld +or that day only (about E5 per day +or a 

single adult). For the 60% (approximately) 0+ the unemployed who 

receive either Supplementary Bene+it or Supplementary Bene+. lr- and 

Unemployment Bene+it, their bene+it payments are reduced pound ýýcr- 

pound as soon as they earn over : E4 in a week. This lack o+ taQering 

in the reduction o+ bene+its combined with the withdrawal o+ rent and 

rate rebates and the payment o+ income tax and National Insurance, 

means an e++ective marginal tax rate cri each extra pound (: )+ income o+ 

between 60% and 70% +or the unemployed (until they earn over : E105 a 

week) (Parker 19e2: 32). When each El earned would only be 40p 1. + 

declared, it is obvious that many men who are already on very low 

incomes will choose to break the law, particularly since their pers- 

onal identities are largely based on their +amily roles as 'bread- 

winners' .A +urther important disincentive to declaring one's employ- 

ment 1+ it lasts more than a +ortnight is the cumbersome bureaucratic 

procedure o+ signing-o++ and signing-on again, involving several 

journeys to the bene+it o++ices in the local town and delayed giro 

payments. 

The anomalies and unfairness of the tax/bene+, t system which 

encourages people to work in the hidden economy are -Frequently 

commented on in Cauldmoss. As one unemployed man told me: "They're 

creatin' the situation for you to diddle them cut 0' tax an' 

benefit... but if I had the choice I'd rather do it legal... ". 
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THE UNEMPLOYMENT TRAP. 

Working on the side is essentially a means by which the unemployed 

can fulfil their traditional role as "workers", al be, t in a 

constrained way, in the face of the so-called 'unemployment trap' 

There are some in Cauldmoss who can only command a net wage that is 

roughly equal to, or lower, than the welfare benefits to which they 

and their families are entitled. This is due to a combination of low 

wages, high levels of direct taxation which has low thresholds, the 

sudden cut off point in eligibility to means-tested benefits.. and the 

costs incurred through going to work (travel costs, work clothes 

etc. ). One study of the problem by Parker (19e2: 37) estimated that 

20% of the work force are in this position (see also Ashley 19e3: 30- 

32). Since the cause of the 'unemployment trap' is generally assumed 

by right-wingers to be a high level of benefits rather than low wages 

and high marginal taxes (in reality benefits bear the same relation 

to average gross earnings as in 194e: Parker 19e2), the very exist- 

ence of this disincentive for formal employment is a politically 

charged issue. Some authors have responded to the analyses of right- 

wing economists by arguing from survey data that there is no 

unemployment trap (Atkinson and Micklewright 19e5), but however 

politically convenient this is it denies the real world experienced 

by at least the unemployed of Cauldmoss. 

For those on the dole who have the exceptional luck of being offered 

aJ. ob, but who would only earn about the Same or less than their 

current benefits, they have to decide whether employment or 

Consumption is more important to them, and so reveal fundamental 

priorities which were previously concealed by the compatability of 

the two goals. Unless a job is likely to give the opportunity for a 

future, better paid, career, in general the young in Cauldmoss think 

the disadvantages of low paid work are greater than the frustrations 

Of unemployment, when one's consumer power is roughly the same in 

each case. A woman on the dole calculated that: 
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". . Ah wid really need to be gettin' an awil' gU. Ic 04acýc- 
be+ore am goin' to leave Cauldmoss to work ... a w1c meec 
to be makin' E60 fer me to be making F-20 [on top 0; j wlt 
ah'm gettin' the noo... ah think that's mostly everybody's 

attitude in Cauldmoss. " 

Others in Cauldmoss have suggested they would work for a net gain oý 

only E10. For those with young children their role as a parent leads 

them to maximize the net income of the household, whatever their 

attitude to employment might be. Both single men and fathers do not 

want to feel they are "making a mug" of themselves by working without 

any net gain (a finding paralleled in Hcme's research in Belfast 

(1986: 14)). Furthermore, choosing to remain unemployed leaves open 

the chance o+ getting temporary undeclared jobs which could 

significantly augment one's income. 

Another dimension of the unemployment trap is that there is virtually 

no economic motive -for the wives of unemployed men to get formal 

employment, unless it were -for very good pay, since their earnings 

are deducted -from the couple's benefits. Thus in our Second 

Ouestionnaire we -found that while 54% of the wives of employed men in 

our sample had full or part time jobs, only 20% of the women married 

to unemployed men had any employment. The benefit system exacerbates 

the differences of incomes between what Pahl calls the "middle mass'' 

and a deprived underclass of claimants (Pahl 1984: 320). 

Some people do choose formal employment even when it does not 

increase their net income, and others remain in their jobs even 

though they know they could get the same income in benefits if they 

left it. The few people I knew with such commitment to employment 

were all in their late 50s or over, while many pensioners suggested 

that they did, or would have done, j. obs for no net increase in 

'r-ome. Clearly for these employees remuneration is not the 
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overriding value they attach to their jobs, and instead the non- 

material benefits are more important, such as time structure, changed 

enviroment, masculine identity, and, above all, the vir-_ý_, e ot ý, Iscjp- 

lined employment which remains even after the necessi. 
-y 

has gone. A 

woman who tried to explain why her 60 year old husband goes on 

working, even though he could get as much money on the dole. said 

older folk will work hard, unlike the young. "I don't know. It's 

something in the older people. You won't get the younger People doin' 

it. --"- 

Thus the unemployment trap highlights the different values that 

di++erent age-cohorts have towards employment and consumption, which 

have already been discussed in earlier chapters (p. 203 and 269). It 

seems that age is the principal -factor in Cauldmoss to be correlated 

with differing perspectives on employment, while unemployment empha- 

sizes these previously existing variations rather than gives rise to 

new values in itself. Skilled workers are reluctant to change their 

occupation in response to unemployment; there is a persisting equa- 

tion of wages with personal worth; there is very little response to 

government incentives for sel+--employment, and the sexual division of 

labour in the home usually remains as it had been when it was 

premised on the man's wage earning role. Above all, practically 

everyone still seeks employment and no one seriously countenances a 

future without jobs. Howeverg the young regard employment more simply 

as a means to an end - money - rather than a central part 04 their 

moral identity; in this their experience of the Shrunken labour 

market is probably an important influence, but there appears 1= be 

little variation in outlook between the young who are in work and 

those on "the bru". 
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CONSUMPTION PATTERNS OF THE UNEMPLOYED. 

In Chapter Five I analyzed the consumpt 10n Patterns o+ the LmpioyeO 

in terms of culturally ascribed value, identi +ying six princi--al 

constituents of this value: community belonging, gender and -ramily 

rojesq age, employment status, the worth Of reciprocity, and sociai 

status (the last based on either I restricted' or 'unrestricted' 

values). Do the unemployed share the same evaluation of commodities 

as those who are in work, and if so, how do they cope with their 

limited income? In contrast to Jahoda who concentrated on the latent 

benefits of employment (19e2), here I will focus on its most obvious 

benefit - earning money - and lcxDk at what the lack of cash means to 

those without jobs. 

Conservatism. 

I do not intend to detail how the unemployed use their limited 

resources in the various areas of +ood, clothing, transport and so 

on, although the Second Questionnaire and the money budgets provided 

considerable data on the subject. (See Appendix C +or the spending 

budgets of five unemployed households as illustrative case studies. ) 

This is because to provide such a description would, in fact, be 

repetitive, since one of the main things revealed by a study of the 

unemployed's spending is their conservatism. In general the unem- 

ployed spend their limited income with the same objectives as their 

counterparts in employed households; new means of economizing have 

developed, but not alternative patterns of consumption. 

One particular example, in the sphere o+ clothing, serves to 

illustrate this conservatism. It could be argued thatq on a macro- 

sociological level, the widespread adoption 0+ punk +ashion in 

Britain was a response to mass youth unemployment and/or a reaction 
I 

fn the norm o+ smart, expensive clothes (whatever its origins were in 
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South East England in 1976: see Hebdige 1979). Economic: constra-, 7-s 
are turned into a virtue and the shabby drabness o+ Makeshiýt 

clothesq amalgamating all kinds 0+ different fashions as it unabL-- 

afford a particular mode, become positive features. The normal 
hierarchy of commodities is reversed and used as a means :, j. 
distancing one's group from established society, as with 0-)ippies, 

Rastafarians, Ptmerican blacks with their- soul food (See Sahlins 

1976: 176) or Newfoundland Pentacostalists, all of whom ''created a new 

system of symbolic status... which denied the validity and legitimacy 

of the symbolic arenas from which they regarded themselves as 

excluded. " (Cohen 19e5: 62). In Cauldmossq however, the unemployed 

have not adopted punk fashion as a way of coping with restricted 

income. On the contrary, they want to wear the same kind of clothes 

as those in work, and the only punks in-Cauldmoss are all incomers 

who adopt this style as an overt expression of their not "belonging" 

(as described earlier: p. 240). 

The tenacity of values associated with full employment can be 

attributed to several factors, which will be discussed in the con- 

cluding chapter (p. 397); an important consequence of their resilience 

is the degree to which the unemployed experience poverty. Having 

already adopted the stance that all needs are socially conditioned 

(p. 216) I have implied that poverty must be relative to "the 

conditions of life which ordinarily define membership of society. " 

(Townsend 1979: 915). Since the unemployed share this definition with 

the employed - aspiring to the same fundamental social positions (as 

adults, women or men, parents, etc. ) and having the same 

interpretation of the consumption necessary to play these roles - 

their deprivation is unmitigated by subscribing to alternative 

cultural values. I will return to a specific discussion Of poverty 

shortly (p. 369). 
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EL-+ore continuing there is one general +eature o+ unemployment :.:, 
Cauldmoss which must be stressed, and that is tý-e monotony. E3oredom 

I-s perhaps the predominant experience o+ many on the dole, due to 
lack o+ money, the inability to plan ahead, and the constraint +eIt 

by some older men to keep out o+ public social ll+e. When discussing 

their daily lives this is an aspect that nearly all those out o+ work 

repeatedly emphasize: "... so much time on my hands, " "Cauldmoss is 

absolute boredom when you're on the bru", or: "There never used to be 

enough hours in the day +or me when I was working ... now, I know what 
like an hour is... it just drags roond. " 

How do the unemployed cope with their reduced income but similar 

needs as their counterparts in work? Although the fiqures from the 

household money budgets are statistically unreliable (see p. 69), they 

nevertheless give a clear indication of how the unemployed reallocate 

their resources. From Table 7.6 below it can be seen that unemployed 

households' overall spending per capita was about 56% of that of 

employed households. The unemployed spent proportionately more of 

what income they had on fuel, large household goods, alcohol and 

food. This was compensated for in the areas of greatest savings which 

were "services and entertainment", clothing, tobacco and cars. One 

can see that the highest priority is spending on the home, either in 

furnishing it, heating it or eating in it, which are all essentials 

in the conventional view of family life. 
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T, qhIP 7.5: Averaqe expenditure on di++erent items as -r-centaqe 

o+ total household expenditure. 

Total stated expenditure excludes housing costs and tax 

payments in order to make +igures comparable. 
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ParenthOOd - 

The pc*,. k--rful obligations, particularly for mothers, to bring up one's 

children in a suitable manner have already been described (p. 1 -7) 

and nothing seems to bring such moral condemnation as tne ýallure ýD 

+ul+il this parental role. No wonder then that maintaining a respec- 

table standard o+ consumption +or their children is one oý the high- 

est priorities +or the unemployed, so that at least "the young uns" 

maintain their sel+-esteem, which in turn re+Iects on their parents 

(p. 276). The colour television is +requently retained speciý-Ically 

for the children, and some unemployed +amilies hire videos +or them: 

o+ the third o+ the unemployed households sampled in the Second 

Questionnaire which had videos (Q. 21), three quarters had young 

+amilies. One o+ the commoner reasons +or going into debt is +or the 

"Likes o+ clothes +or kids. You had to take them on credit, " and the 

unemployed are proud to be able to provide meat in their children's 

diets. This concern with meat is con+irmed by Kerr and Charles' study 

o+ +ccxd distribution in northern English +amilies: 

"It appears that in +amilies experiencing severe +inancial 

hardship women are particularly likely to deny themselves 

meat in order to ensure that their children do not go 

without. Presenting the needs o+ children as paramount is ci 

common +inding o+ other studies... ". 

(Kerr and Charles 1996: 147). 

0+ course children's demands are largely determined by the 

expectations o+ their peer groups. Every evening the ice cream van 

drives around the scheme with its s1ren tune5q and +E? w parents can 

withstand the whingeing o+ their children +or money when their play- 

mates have just rushed o+f for sweets or crisps. 
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Christmas is not always a Joyous Season for households out %ocrk: 

... 
there'll be an aw-Fie lot o' Men in Cauldmoss sore-hearted t)ecause 

they've nothing for their wains at Christmas.,, But in +ac-- 1-- is 

predominantly the mothers who concern themselves wi-h Chrl---: )---Ias 

preparations and presents, as evidenced by 16% oý women ques--Icreco 

saying they would like more money for Christmas (0.11,2nd Quest. ) 

whereas no men mentioned this. In many unemployed families a --4r-eat 

deal is spent on Christmas as if celebrating this properly is the 

ultimate criterion of being a good parent. 

The sort o+ presents that parents are under pressure to buy ýor their 

children at Christmas, and the inability or disinclination of those 

on benefits to withstand this pressure, was graphically illustrated 

by Ann, a mother of three recently deserted by her unemployed 

husband. At the end of November she told me how throughout the pre- 

vious month she had been worrying about Christmas because her two 

daughters (aged eight and six) both wanted new bikes which would cost 

about E100. She definitely could not buy one of them a bike and not 

the other. One evening she was sitting in her chair worrying about it 

again when she suddenly said to herself: ''Fuck it, Ann. If they wains 

are wantin' to get a +uckin' bike, you'll just have to fuckin' get 

it. " The next day she went to Halfords in the local town where they 

were encouraging customers to join their Christmas club and bought 

two bikes which together cost E134. She got a little card to record 

her payments and was paying of + the loan at E20 a week, out of her 

Supplementary Bene+. It, Child Benefits and limited support from her 

husband who had recently found a job. At the same time she got her 

three year old son a E67 go-cart which she was paying of+ at E15 a 

week. She went on to mention that she had already got some other 

Christmas presents for her daughtersq the main ones being a portable 

T. V. costing E54 for their bedroom and an electrically operated horse 

that cost E18.99. She was planning to buy her son a toy called 'Night 

Rider" which he had seen advertized on television. 
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In describing her problems in buying adequate Dreseni: s for her 

children Ann never made any criticism about the c: ost of tnese ýtems. 

Most of them had been advertized on television. When IL suqqest-ed thaL 

such advertisements should be banned until after cnildren had qcne to 

bed, Ann disagreed entirely: the adverts enable parents to learn what 

their children want for Christmas. 

I commented that Ann's kids would be getting the best Christmas in 

Cauldmoss, but she disputed this and cited her sister's three 

children. The fourteen year old son is getting a E199 computer +or a 

present, and the others will receive similarly priced gi+ts. Her 

sister is not employed and her brother in law is on Invalidity 

Benefit. 

The importance of Christmas seems to epitomize how the children's 

needs are considered paramount, a common feature for most people 

suffering poverty throughout Britain, as has been widely noted in the 

literature (Marsden 1970: 211, Marsden and Duff 1975, Clarke 197e. 

Burghes igeo and Ashley 1983: 56). Ashley suggests that the greater 

concern for the children might be because they have strong 

comparative reference groups whereas the parents on low incomes are 

often isolated (Ashley 19e3: 56). In Cauldmoss, on the contrary, the 

intense social networks ensure that most parents feel pressure from 

other adults to bring up their children in a suitable way. This 

involves a respectable level of consumption5 and it exacerbates the 

pressure from their children's own peer groups. 

The ycLLnq's priorities: the transition to adulthcxDd. 

The young unemployed without children devote more of their money to 

CI othes, alcohol and entertainments than do those with young 

f am, I les but in a sense this pattern Of spending is i *ust an ear lier 

Stage in the path towards family responsiblities. Fashionable clothes 
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and participation in commercial recreation are essential ýo estab. isr7 

cýne's eligibility as a young spouse and to court anyone. 

Answers to the Second Ouestionnaire (Q. 11 & 12) indicate -hat 
dependence on cheap or old clothes is the prime source rustration 

+or the young unemployed: 'lye cannie dress yourself" on f25 a ý,, ee,,: 

you have a right not to be scruffy, one lad asserted. The inabili, ý,,, 

to renew one's clothes for the Community Centre discos or +or an 

occasional night out in the local town is particularly demeaninq, 

given the young's 'unrestricted' evaluation of social status, and 

thus the importance of fashion. The youth and community leader 

described how teenagers -from unemployed households might alternate 

two lots of clothes between discos while others are like Willy with 

"one gocxJ set of clothes that he sometimes wears: trousers, white 

shirt and his woollen tank-top. " More exceptional is Brian: "he 

doesn't bother - which is good, I mean, but I mean some wi II see that 

as 'he can't afford it' and others wil I say 'that's just Brian, it 

doesn't matter'. But there's not a great many people like that. " 

Young unemployed men feel their poverty very keenly in respect to 

courting: the rituals of consumption (particularly of alcohol) are so 

established in this area that lack of money means a diminution ot 

one's masculine sel+--esteem. When I suggested to three unemployed 

lads that a girl who is on the dole herself might understand that 

they have no money and be attracted without it, they laughed: "So 

she'll no want you. She'll be looking for someone with money. " The 

young unemployed often mention the problem of chatting up girls: 

"they say 'What do you do? ' , and you say 'Fuck al I' ,- that's it ---"- 

One lad described how at a disco they soon ''suss Ycx-I out" whether' you 

have a car and what job you are doing, and when you go back to their 

place their parents , suss you out even deeper. '' Without a car cDr- a 

good job it doesn't matter "if you look like Robert Red+ord. " 
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As I described previously (p. 271) the wage and what it Can buy are 
extremely important aspects of becoming an adult. Drinki-q alcoholl. 

signifies both one's consumer power and one's maturity, ýýr-_:: h makes 

it understandable why unemployed teenagers in Cauldmoss o+ten spenci 3 
large part of their dole on one or two evening's drinking, and why 
their self-respect is at risk when they have not got "money in their 

pocket" 

Without the transition conferred by earning a wage, unemployed 

youngsters are growing up more slowly, according to their parents, 

lacking the self-confidence of -financial autonomy as they supplement 

their "bru" money with free foodq cigarettes and ''subs" from their 

families. As Willis speculates (ige4: 476), the young are in "a new 

social state" of extended dependency. For them consumer power, the 

ability to make choices in their spending and feel that they are 

determining their own lives, seems far more important for their 

identity as adults than gaining the vote. (A fact that might have 

profound political implications in regard to the planned poll tax or 

'Community Charge' .) Thus teenagers who pay : E1O dig money out of 

their E16.50 Supplementary Benefit and have to scrounge off their 

parents to buy clothes or go out at the weekend are denied one of the 

most important experiences of adulthood. 

The preference of most pupils to leave school at 5iXteen in order to 

receive Supplementary Benefit in their own right, as opposed to their 

mothers continuing to get Child Benefit, has been discussed 

previously (p. 161). 

It is ironic that although the young unemployed are +inancially more 

dependent on their parentSq in Cauldmoss where COUnc 11 housing is 

readily available, being jobless gives one a chance o+ getting one's 

Own house long be+ore it could be a++orded it one were employed. 

Since rent and rate rebates make accommodation e++ectively +ree ýor 

the unemployed, and Single Payments have until recently been avall- 
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able to pay for nearly all the necessary +urnishings and acollance'S. 

unemployed teenagers can set up their own homes wl-l-, 1 it--Ie Cela,,. 
This is a dramatic departure +rom the established trad-tiOn 0ý saving 

over several years in order to buy enough +urniture to make 3 home. 

be+ore which many couples would not marry. The ease with ^rich younq 

+olk on bene+its can get their own houses without working qreatlv 

annoys many middle aged and older people in the village. They used to 

be particularly incensed by the size o-F Single Payments +or +umi- 

shinqs (the more notorious being around : E600 or EBOO), but in 1986 

this was stopped by the Conservative government. To older people it 

seems all wrong that the unemployed should get so easily what they 

had worked +or over many years (see p. 200). 
I 

Exclusion throuqh reciproc. Lty. 

Social interaction in Cauldmoss is largely shaped by the norm of 

reciprocity, the obligation to engage in social exchange constituting 

a strong pressure for homogenous consumption patterns. It might be 

thought that a group could conform to a low level of consumption as 

easily as a high one. In a critique of Townsend, Plachaud expressed 

j. ust this view: 

"But if such arrangements Cmeals or parties] are fully 

reciprocated*, a person may entertain and be entertained by 

a relative or friend at no net cost (indeed, economies of 

scale may make this more economical). " 

(Piachaud 1981: 420) 

However, a ratchet mechanism described before (p. 264-265) leads 

everyone to keep up with the most generous host, or consume at Lhe 

rate (of the fastest drinker or smoker, since one can always precipi- 

tate extra consumption but not decline from reciprocating it. Recoq- 

nizing thisq unemployed men frequently excuse themselves from -, e+. ting 
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.t the conven_ caught up in round buying. Unless the unemployeCj can meL 

tional level o+ consumption (for instance by conserving their Suc)ple- 

rnentary Bene-Fit to spend it on a Saturday night out) they are cc)n- 

strained to spend their time on their own or with their +amilles. 

Men made redundant frequently remark how they cannot a++c: )r-d to soc- 

jalize with their old friends who are in work: 

" ... couldnie afford to run aboot wi' them... like if 

they're goin' off to a dance... you cannie afford it... You 

meet the real bru people... Cyour employed friends will] no' 

come down and say 'I'll take you oot the night. '" 

This man's conclusion from his experience on the dole was: "It's 

obviously a true saying, if you've got a few bob in your pocket 

you've plenty of friends, if you've no money you've no friends. " The 

wife of another unemployed man made the same observation when 

describing how their friends reacted to her husband being laid of+: 

"Quite astonished they were... we've not got any friends 

any more... We used to mix with a lot of friends... we 

don't see them anymore. We just can't keep up, with the way 

we I ive an' the way they I ive .--"- 

This last quote illustrates how the unemployed's isolation from their 

old friends can in some measure be self-Induced. Rather than being 

cold-shouldered by their matesq the unemployed might withdraw 

themselves, afraid to expose their impoverishment to those they know 

well. Alternatively some older unemployed men with a strong 

employment ethic might feel they should not enjoy themselves, or at 

least should display a frugal life style (see Fryer and Payne 

1986: 239). The self-imposed constraint on social involvement that 

comes with a strong employment ethic has already been described in 

relation to the Unemployment Club (p. 341). 
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The segregation o+ People with di++ering means because o-f the 

conventions o+ reciprocity is particularly sign1+1cant in bringing 

about di++erent drinking circles in the bars. This echoes the +1nd- 

ings o+ Dennis et al. (1956: 154) who noted that while temporarily 

poor workers in Ashton were expected to return the help given to them 

once their luck had changed, permanently impoverished workers are not 
bought many drinks, and i+ they were would +eel bad at not being able 
to reciprocate. 

The obligations of reciprocity also extend to the unemployed's 

relationships with 'visitors at home, in terms both of food and 
fumishings. Thus a couple are likely to feel belittled if they only 

have a worn old couch and 1930s fireplace when they had previously 

sat in a recently bought three piece suite opposite a newly bricked 

mantelpiece at their guest's house. Similarly the unemployed might 

keep the fire low when alone but stoke it up into a blaze if visitors 

arrive. 

Poverty as the inability to participate: 
- 

not +_ul+lllinq traditional 

restricted' values o-F "wor-kinq men". 

The constraints experienced by the unemployed which have been 

described are all aspects of their poverty. This is best understood 

as the inability to participate in ordinary social life (Smith 

1776/le92: 691, Toiwnsend 1979: 915). In my notes I have numerous 

illustrations of how folk felt they had to either conform to the 

Conventional style of living if they were to participate in social 

life, or otherwise withdraw. The necessity of suitable clothing to 

participate in the public sphere, whether drinking in pubs, going to 

discos or playing foottoll has already been indicated. A graphic 

example was the effort that a long term unemployed man put into 

getting respectable clothes for the Orange March. He was set on 
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j. cining "the walk" and for four' months beforehand the h0user)o1d savE, (j 

in order to buy a smart i. acket and shces +Or nim. Even thougr-) t-js 

ceremonial occasion has no commercial dimension, for the unempl-,, ý. C 
to Join in involves a minimum level of expenditure. Sc)me'ýimes a 

compromise can be made between conventional consumption and 

withdrawal: for example, standing around outside the pub maintains 

contact with one's mates without Involving the indignity o-r sitting 

inside not buying. 

In Chapter Five I described how certain Patterns of consumption have 

value in expressing a person's role as a "working man" (p. 250). The 

shame of impecuniosity is partly related to the condemnation of 

idleness, in as much as a respectable level of consumption 

demonstrates one's commitment to employment. Being excluded from this 

kind of consumption is particularly hard for the middle aged and 

older unemployed men whcne personal identities are based on the 

traditional, 'restricted' values of being ''nice", in terms of being a 

"hard worker". Traditional patterns of drinking provide one of the 

most important ways of expressing one's employment status (see 

p. 316), as well as giving men access to the main male social nexus in 

Cauldmoss (p. 307). Therefore it is unsurprizing that being unable to 

frequently visit the pubs is considered by Lýnemployed men to be one 

of their greatest social deprivations. 

The answers to the &--cond Questionnaire suggest that while the 

average number of nights out per week for men in employment was 1.5, 

for the unemployed it was .7 (Q. 4). While two thirds of the employed 

men questioned had "gone out" during the previous week (almost all to 

pubs, clubs or dances), only one third of the unemployed quest. oned 

had gone out, a third of them going to the relatively cheap bingo. As 

with other areas of recreation, the unemployed are loath to go 

drinking unless they can participate according to the conventiona, 

Pattern. This involves having a substantial amount o+ money (sav at 

least E5), and in practice might mean going out one nigrt a week or a 
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fortnight, according to the intervals at which they receive 

giros. Normally they would go cut on the weekend +01lowing their- g1ro 

payment, but some (particularly teenagers) have their eveniq out on 
the Thursday it arrives. As I described previously, having money i7 

one's pocket to buy cigarettes and a drink is essential +or a man's 

self esteem, thus few of the unemployed would be prepared to exhibit 

their poverty by entering a pub with only money for one pint - in 
fact to do so is described as "ignorant". When a social occasion is 

unavoidable, yet the person has virtually no money at the time, he 

will often borrow some cash rather than spend frugally at the event. 

The connection that lies between drinking several pints (or at least 

not eeking out one pint all evening) and the prestige of being a 

"hard worker" is manifested by the resentment that the employed 

sometimes feel towards men on the dole drinking. For the former to 

see unemployed men enjoying their pints clearly undermines the 

connection they might make between disciplined employment and 

rightful access to alcohol as its reward. For instance a working man 

made his own brother feel he was ". .. no entitled to a pint o+ beer" 

when they met in the pub. However the overt expression of suclýi 

attitudes is becoming less common as the unemployed increasingly come 

to be seen as the victims of the economy, rather than as individual 

deviants. 

In 1983 one o+ the BBC's 'World in Action' programmes particularly 

caught the imagination o+ people in Cauldmoss- The Conservative M. P. 

Matthew Parris attempted to live for a week on Unemployment Bere-, ýIt, 

having claimed that it would not be dl++Icult, and the television 

cameras recorded his +allure. The thing that most struck +olk in 

Cauldmoss was the way he ended up penniless In a work, ng man's ciub 

mooching a drink". They considered this outrageous and thorough.,! 

demeaning: by passing his time in the club without any money to tDUY a 

drink rather than remaining discreetly at home, he seemed to 

completely abandoned his social status. 
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Not only are older unemployed men unable to pclrtic:, -Cate r 
traditional leisure, which reproduces their I restricted' statis as 
"hard working men", they are also constrained from remaining at home 

in the feminine sphere. This is a further reason why many sDend the 

middle of the day standing at the central crossroads outside the 

pubs. Others take up several hours in long walks, while very few men 

on the dole pass the time together in each other's living rooms, 

though they do occasionally have lengthy conversations in the garden 

or garden sheds, again illustrating the segregation between the 

sexes. Teenage girls are far more likely to visit each other and 

spend time together at hcxne, as their mothers do in between their 

various domestic and parental duties. In this respect women are 

better placed to maintain their social involvement on a meagre 

budget. 

Poverty as the inability to participate: beinq demeaned by 

I unrestricted' status values. 

In Chapter Five I described how commodities are not only the criteria 

by which people's various roles are frequently assessed, they are 

also signs of one's general position in a stratified society. The 

unemployed subscribe to the conventional roles in their culture. and 

consequently their impoverishment is felt with every constraint on 

spending. Since the aspirations of those with 'unrestricted' status 

values are not limited in the way that they are for (predominantl,, / 

older) people with 'restricted' values, the former feel their ýý--ver-tY 

all the more accutely. Nevertheless according to both sets of values 

there is an underlying goal not to appear poor: by 'unrestricted' 

standards it puts one at the bottom Of the ladder, by 'restricted' 

standards it means one is outwith the strata of "nice folk". amongs'ý 

the "bad lot'' (see p. 245). 
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Certain expenditures acquire Particular significance as -iailmarks ot 

solvency for the unemployed, such as the ability -0 feed one s Deiýs 

adequately or having butcher meat in one' s Olet. Several t.; LMIes 

unemployed men mentioned to me how much they fed their (tor 

instance tvA: ) and a hal+ tins a day for an alsation) as if this were a 

guarantee that they were no yet destitute. In answer to Cý 
- 12 r--- the 

Second Questionnaire several older People specified thay would not 

economize on meat: "We wouldnie do wl' Out our meat, anyway' There's 

a lot o' things we could do without as long as we got our ý7ý, --3tl. No 

extravagances - plain meals. " The worst stigma is to beg, as the 

incredulous comments about the Conservative M. P. "mcx: )ching a drink" 

illustrated. Even when a formalized kind of begging, hitchhiking, has 

become generally acceptable and widely used by the young middle class 

in the rest of Britain, the unemployed in Cauldmoss are, like their 

fellow villagers, loath to pursue this means of travel openly. 

To expand on Townsend's description, it could be said that poverty is 

not only the inability to fulfil one's normal roles in society, but 

also the inability to take part in the social differentiation 

signal led by purchased commodities without being demeaned. 

Consumption is particularly crucial to one's social status iý one 

subscribes to 'unrestricted' values, hence the humiliation +or the 

Young unemployed to dress in unfashionable clothes. Similarly cars 

are important to one's self-esteem: when made redundant men are 

usually loath to sell their cars, and some keep them on the road even 

though, as one man said, he is never able to fill more than the 

reserve tank. When they do eventually sell their cars or replace them 

with a cheaper model, the unemployed are very conscious Of this 

public manifestation of their impoverishment. As a woman said when 

her husband got a different car: , you've reduced your style... you're 

going down. " Whether of not they own cars themselves the unemployed 

frequently accord respect to others with costly mcxJels, poi--_1. ng 

admiringly at flashy Jaguars, excitedly recounting how tney had got a 

lift in an acquaintance's new Capri, or describing someone's way Ot' 
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life as being far beyond them since this Person has 3 se,, e, - arc 
half thousand pound car". 

Clothing and cars are Particularly conspicuous forms 0ý consumption. 

and so claimants who subscribe to 'unrestricted, values are very 
how these items denote their Ic" status. conscious of En- t the 

hierarchical ranking of goods exists in all spheres, and once any 

savings or redundancy pay are used up, most young People "on the bru" 

feel themselves to be at the lowest rung of the social ladder with 

practically every purchase. 

Though it is generally agreed that poverty should not be de+ined in 

absolute, biological terms, the wider implications o+ relative depri- 

vation are not always +ully appreciated. To show that the unemployed 

in Cauldmoss are not in threat o+ losing their subsistence - except, 

perhaps, in their own cultural interpretations o+ what constitute 

biological "necessities" is not to belittle their experience o+ 

poverty. On the contrary, a relative concept o+ poverty emphasises 

how the unemployed's sense c)+ impoverishment permeates practically 

all areas o+ their lives as a consequence o+ the social 

dif+erentiation o+ goods. 

The meaning of poverty as a curtailing o+ one's social existence is 

recognized by the unemployed when they say they are not living, just 

surviving: "you just about exist". Or as Marsden reported of 

+atherless +amilies in the 1960s, they were -not living, just 

ex isting '"( 1970: 211 ). 
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AUGMENT I NG WELFARE BENEF I TS. 

Although subscribing to 'unrestricted, values PuI: S mosý 
the bottom of the social hierarchy, it also means that every mi-cr 

increase in inccwrf. -- is an improvement in social status. There is 
therefore a great incentive to adopt any Means to augment one's 

benefits. To borrow money, be supported by one's ý, in, to "+iddle" or 

to steal are all ways of responding to unemployment which ameliorate 

one's low esteem according to 'unrestricted' values, in the way --nat 

working on the side restores one's social standing in terms o+ r-ý-e 

traditional values of the employment ethic. 

Kinship support for the unemployed. 

When discussing welfare benefit levels several young unemployed 

people emphasized that their parents are subsidizing them, providing 

what both generat: ions regard as an essential supplement to 

government benefits. The costs of unemployment are certainly spread 

to close relatives of the jobless, but this informal redistribution 

of resources is limited by the conventions of reciprocity. The young 

unemployed who are still living with their parents have never 

achieved economic independence from them, and so a continuation of 

financial support Udelayed restricted exchange': see p. 266) is not a 

great indignity, although it perpetuates their pre-adult status (as 

discussed above: p. 366). Teenagers with employed parents ; r-equen---y 

get ''subs" for cigarettes and clothes, they often have a regular 

amount given to them at the weekend to go out for a night, and --neir 

food consumption is usually far greater than a nominal E10 ''dig 

money" covers. 
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The unemployed who have their own homes are far more resis-: 3, --it 
being indebted to their parents or to other close reiativeS, and tt, -is 

is particularly so if they had previously been in work. They s-, rive 
to reciprocate any help they get, and so are more likely to a(- ze"t 
loans of money than gifts. Nevertheless parents and employed sibiinqs 

are still important to them for tiding over economically ditýicul. ýý 

times (when the bills arrive at once, or new clothes are needed). or 

in allowing a very occasional treat (such as borrowing money ýo go -o 

a rock concert or a special dance night). Kinship support in kind 

rather than cash is usually less demeaning to the unemployed, sii-ice 

the monetary value is less explicit. Having unemployed relatives 

round for Sunday or Christmas dinners is a common way of helping 

them, as is the loan of resources such as a car (filled with petrol) 

or a caravan for a weekend trip. While most unemployed adults are 

reluctant to receive gifts from their relatives they often feel that 

their dignity should not prevent their children having a better life. 

Consequently much kinship support for the unemployed skips a genera- 

tion as grand parents give generous presents to their grandchildren, 

thus reducing the expense of clothing and toys. Even this kind of 

help can be resented if there is any hint that it implies a failure 

in the parents' role, and , as with all aid given between relatives, 

feelings are most tense between af+ines. 

Credit. 

To be in debt is such a stigma o+ unrespectability (discussed 

earlier: p. 246) that It was dif+1cult to learn much about the 

unemployed's resource to credit and their ability to make t-, )e 

repayments. Several o+ those who are in jobs have the idea tnat the 

unemployed borrow simply to maintain their previous starciar-cl 0+ 

living. The local "Provi cheque" agent said that those made redundant 

ý'4ant "to keep up" in the eyes o+ others: "Obviously, even passi-ýg 

outside your house, people see your standards... People keep up the 
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+Jan +or a year maybe... but they cannie keep up the IMage 

he would not let people have a cheque unless he ýelt cCn+iden-- r, -a- 

they would be able to repay it. The unemployed themselves penera,,, 

have ambivalent views on taking credit. Many see it as Lýra'-clcacle 
"I+ you're in our position": "I+ your man's no' work-, ng ye*,, e ýcr 

to"; or, ''Folk canna really live noo withoot it. Nlobody wants it. 2ý_- 

ye've got to... ". It is particularly use+ul +or intermitten-. large 

expenditures like clothes or Christmas presents. In answer to 1-1.16 ýt 

the 2nd Questionnaire 
. 

81% 0+ the council house unemployed said they 

used credit in comparison with E33% o+ the council house employed, and 

42% had a ''club" in comparison with 66% o+ those in employment 

(0.15,2nd Quest. ). 

But the unemployed are also particularly wary of getting into debt, 

and many have cautionary tales of relatives or friends who took on 

too much credit and ended up with their -furniture under threat of 

confiscation. Several of those on the dole were ccmnited to large 

credit payments at the time that they were made redundant, which is 

one of the great fears of the employed: "if you are knocked out of 

work you're in a pickle of bother then'". Anne Marie Ebstyn and 

myself only knew of three households in Cauldmoss where unemployed 

people failed to meet their repayments on furniture or clothing and 

were either taken to court, had them repossessed, or found some 

illicit way of getting the necessary money. Since these individuals 

were extremely discreet about their financial problems it is likely 

that several other unemployed families have the same difficulties. 

Fiddll-nq and the+t. 

Fixing the electricity meter to provide virtually free enerqy 1. s one 

of the commonest fiddles amongst the younger unemployed in Cauldmoss. 

Electricity can substitute for coal for heating, and since tr)e 

unemployed have greater demands on fuel than workers, beinq : 3t hofne 
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all day, this fiddle saves considerable expense. SaTýetim 
es la, man ts 

manage to diddle extra ffyDney out of the DHSS, perhaps ý-hrougn 3 
fraudulent appeal for Single Payments to buy household necessi--Lels 
(which they already possess), and a lump sum o+. say, E70 can te very 
valuable for an impoverished household. Occasionally enormous bi., ls 

are run up on the expectation that an Exceptional Needs Payment will 
be available frcxn the DHSS, and a few couples have avoided massive 

rent arrears to the council by the wife claiming she is be-, Fýc-, 
battered by her husband and therefore being allocated a new house 

where he later joins her. 

Collecting one's own fuel is one of the few areas of the domestic 

economy that has developed in response to unemployment (see Gershuny 

and Pahl i geo) Although it is technically illegal it is generally 

regarded in a benign way, being a return to a practice well known in 

the area's history, particularly during the 1930s, and being seen as 

close to "real work". (The poaching of salmon or deer is regarded in 

the same light). Unemployed men dig out carrier bag or (with luck) 

hundredweight sacks of low-grade coal from abandoned opencast sites 

or exposed seams, and wood is collected from nearby copses. These are 

rapidly being depleted since live trees are cut as well as dead ones. 

Another source of "free" fuel is peat; some of those on the dole who 

have access to a car or van help themselves at night to stacked peat 

which has been cut ccmnercially. 

In Cauldmoss it is probably a minority 0+ the UnemPlOyed who steal 

other things than +uelq but +ew would re+use to buy cheap goods ' -")at 

have been "acquired". Shop-li+ting when getting the week's shopQing 

is a regular temptation; some raid +1elds +or potatoes, which is 

almost validated by the hard work involved; minor the+ts such as 

syphoning petrol are +airly commong and a +ew engage in real 

burglary, either o+ shops and clubs, or private houses. Inevi, ý3bly 

reliable in+ormation on the+t is hard to glean, but crimes committed 

by Cauldmoss men recently include stealing f: 20. WO worth of 
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grand+ather clocks, breaking into a 11ar- ge Clothes Shop im a nearby 

town, shooting sheep to eat, stealing the whee, ýs 0+ý- a car, 37 

breaking into local houses, the school' one Oý the grocers. 

church hall and a pub. Stolen goods are O+ten distributecl r-hrcxigh the 

pubs, or through particular individuals who are known to have "-4-- 

right contacts to "+ence" articles. A time-served butcher. now on 

the bru", is usually agreeable to process poached deer or- s-,: ILn 

sheep. 

When one analyses the social dimension o+ these acts it is clear that 

it is not simply the poverty o-F unemployment which encourages crime. 

In Cauldmoss there is an element o+ competition between criminals and 

an aspect o+ playing to beat the system, in order, as Henry puts it, 

"to gain control over personal action" (Henry 197e: 65). Both these 

motives are intended to relieve the normal monotony o+ lite on the 

dole. 

The different illegal means of supplementing one's benefits ha\.,, e 

various degrees of legitimacy in the village. Most of the unemployed 

are keen to "work on the side", but collecting coal is viewed as less 

respectable. Both, hcx&ever, are generally condoned , as is poaching, 

and several people who do not collect it themselves are happy to buy 

stolen coal. Defrauding the authorities is morally more contentious, 

with thcýse in employment being most likely to condemn it. Those "on 

the fiddle" themselves talk as if their actions are not morally 

problematic: "It's a load of hooey" that +(: )Ik cannot live on the 

"bru", one woman told me, "you just have to know the corners and 

dodges". 

Stealing is rarely considered J. Llstiýied, Those who do condone thett 

have various criteria by which to excuse the crimes* Succumbirq 

spontaneously to temptation is generally considered less 

reprehensible than are premeditated acts. C)n t he 0 -.,, -)e r rian dcr1 meS 

against the rich or large stores are thought +ar less culpable than 
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crimes against small shop-keepers, although tre tcr-mer usuaIl,,, 

involve more planning. Sahlins has noted how what he -a! Is -&7,3-ive 

reciprocity" is usually transacted between those i It qreatest social 

distance (Sahlins 1974: lc? 5): in Cauldmoss the Pakistani ýýrocer 

suffers far more shoplifting than the other three run by local 

people, and burglary is usually committed by lads from the councl. 

scheme on incomers living in private houses. The worst kind of t, )e-ý 

is an offence against one's "own kind'' - either neighbours, kin or 

those equally impoverished - and this is nearly always conden-reci 

except where people suspend judgement through kin loyalty. 

Moral views of the various hidden economy activities are largely 

related to whether one subscribes to the more traditional values of 

I restricted' status and a strong employment ethic (mainly older 

people), or whether one has 'unrestricted' status values. Older folk 

(over about 50) claim that in their day the miners did not even steal 

of+ their employers from the pits, they condemn outright most small 

thefts and fiddles, and despair that for many young ones now, 

it's no' too hot, it's no' too heavy". 

By contrast many younger people seem to have internalized the values 

of 'unrestricted' social status to such an extent that monetary qain 

is sel +-legitimating (an example of the validity Of the individual 

economic rationale which, it has been arqued, characterizes our 

dapitalist society: Henry 1978: 1JE3). 4) nice example was when one ot 

the most "respectable" lads In the youth club told me how he had 

jumped a taxi with his pals, avoiding a E4.90 fare. He justiýied 

himself saying, ''Money's money after all. You qot to save It where 

YOU can. " This financial rationale means that those who perceive 

themselves to be in poverty feel they are virtually "forced'' into 

illicitly supplementing their giros. The only way to cope is to 

develop an attitude of "making do'' or "cheating". 4) woman wrxDse 

husband was unemployed said, "I wouldnie condemn a thlc?, , it someme 

Stole E5 from her purse, "I'd say puIr cunt, he must be that hard uP 
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to do that". She said you have to exQect women -0 stick a ýew things 

in their bag in the Spar shop nowadays, f or, as her' Musband addeci, 
"You've got to get everything You can, nowadays". 

The worse one's deprivation 1 ,6 ýOlt to be, the more legitimate is 

action which one 16 constrained to follcm. A man who tlacj 

unemployed +or four years told me: 

to be honest, I think it's a case of survival ... you do 

anything you can to live at a level that's not starving. '' 

CONCLUSION. 

The main theme of this chapter has been how the meanings that 

employment and consumption have for the employed are by and large 

shared by those on the dole. There is no subculture of unemployment, 

or counter culture, which has arisen in Cauldmoss in response to 30% 

male unemployment. Ideas originating from a time of "full" employment 

persist. The differences that do exist are between different age- 

cohorts. Those who grew up before the Second World War have 3 strong 

employment ethic which is not shared by those under about 30, while 

the latter have much higher material expectations than their parents. 

The differences in values between different generations are starkly 

revealed by the choices that have to be faced by those in the 

unemployment trap' . Similarly the cultural value that is ascribed to 

consumption does not significantly change in response to reduced 

income. Consequently the experience of unemployment Is all the -T-c-re 

frustrating: conventional spending patterns can no longer express 

one's employment role, while for younger people with 'unrestricý-; -7-,: 
" 

status values their lack of money puts them at the bottom Ot t1le 

social hierarchy. The unemployed still aspire to +ul+ll tne same 

fundamental roles as those who are in work - as adults, as ---jr-c4, ts- 
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etc. - but since they Judge these roles by the same 

standards they are inevitably demeaned. "Working on the -mi: ie Is 3 

strategy which copes with many of the problems of 

particularly for those with a strong employment ethic, while 

illicit means of augmenting one's benefits help to rE-, tor-e sei-- 

esteem of yoLLnger people with 'unrestricted' status values. 

In the concluding chapter I will consider why the cultural :: ý 

commodities has not changed amongst the unemployed, RDr in 

leading to greater sel +-provisioning by those on the dole. I W. 1 II 

also speculate on the political implications o+ the way in whic--h the 

unemployed do respond to their circumstances. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

CONCLUSION 

In the introduction to this thesis I set out +our objectives: to 

provide an ethnography o+ a Scottish Lowland village; to investigate 

the values associated with male employment, to analyze the meanings 

0+ local consumption patterns and to assess how unemployment a++ects 

people's values towards consumption and employment. 

Chapters Three, Four, Five and Seven addressed themselves to these 

aims, but this structure meant that certain recurrent themes which 

proved-to be fundamental to the thesis were never dealt with compre- 

hensively at any one point. These were the relationship of Cauldmoss 

to the wider society; the marked differences in outlook between 

generations, and the ideology of the family with the gender roles 

that are essential to it. In this concluding chapter I will attempt 

to summarize my main findings in relation to the initial objectives; 

in doing so I will highlight the importance of these other +actors to 

the central themes of the thesis. 

AN ETý-PJOGRAPHY OF A SCOTT I SH LDI&UV\D VI LLAGE: CAUI-DMOSS AS A 

COMMUNITY. 

For the last two decades --community studies" have been unfashionable 

in British sociology. In part this was a reaction to the apparently 

"impressionistic" methods of previous community ethnographies, and a 

preferences for high-level theorizing. It was also related to the 

idea that the development of contemporary society, with greater 

urbanization., mobility and centralization, meant "traditional" 

community life was becoming largely irrelevant to modern Britain, 

notwithstanding the "discovery" of communities within cities (Young 
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and Wilmott 1957). A third reason +or sociologists, aversion to the 

study o+ "communities" 'as cOn+usiOn over the term itsel+, which had 

become discredited by the value-loading it had +requently been given. 

I have used "community" to mean a set of social relationships (oil 

both positive and negative kind) which take place within a locality 

(Lee and Newby 1983: 57). The ethnography presented suggests that the 

behaviour and values of Cauldmoss inhabitants are to a large extent 

shaped by such parochial relationships: whatever the vogue amongst 

social scientists or the social developments elsewhere in Britain, in 

Cauldmoss "community" is a very meaningful idea. The social cohesion 

of the village can be understood in Durkheimian terms. It is founded 

on the common past inherited by all those "belonging" to Cauldmoss, 

and the old raison d'etre of the settlement, coal mining, is still 

central to the villagers' corporate identity. This identity now 

encompasses images of Cauldmoss as a friendly "happy family", a 

tight-knit, isolated village and, stemming from its industrial 

origins, a wild place, in terms of both the weather and the law. 

This last image is the predominant one held by others living in the 

vicinity, which reinforces Cauldmoss men's pride in their village. 

The integration that results from a geographically stable population, 

closely knit kin ties and profound segregation between the sexes 

further strengthens village solidarity, while the constantly main- 

tained distinction between incomers and locals is probably the most 

important factor reproducing a sense of community amongst the latter. 

The positive elements of community life - common interests and 

fellowship - have their most formal expression at the annual Gal; % 

Day. 

There are several corollaries to Cauldmoss being a community which 

are highly significant to other themes in this thesis. Durkheim 

stressed how social cohesion is both dependent on, and gives rise to, 

a common interpretation o+ the world: without "collectlve 

representations" there would be no consensus On the fundamental 
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categories of thought. Shared activities affirm these soc:., ally 
derived categoriesý and so there are extremely strong constraints to 

conform to typical behaviour in Cauldmoss. This is Darticulariv 

evident in pattems of consumption, some of which have value as 
demonstrations of one's belonging to the village. This 

is most explicit identification in the obligation to engage in 

gregarious leisure. The conformity expected of people means they 

+eel compelled to use certain commodities and follow certain patterns 

of consumption: the degree of choice experienced by the consumer is 

narrowly confined by (largely invisible) cultural limits. 

Another important consequence of Cauldmoss being a community is that 

to be unemployed in the village is a markedly different experience 

from what it would probably be if socially isolated in an anonymous 

environment. Much o+ the literature on unemployment emphasizes the 

loneliness and poverty of being out of work (e. g. Marsden & Du++ 

1975, Sin+ield 1981: 54, Seabrook 1982), but within Cauldmoss local 

people have a dense network of relatives and friends with whom to 

retain contact, and no transport costs are involved in doing so. 

The greater social involvement of the unemployed in Cauldmoss can 

have contradictory effects on the poverty they suffer. On the one 

hand there is frequently a redistribution of resources amongst kin, 

with those in work helping out the claimants, yet on the other hand 

the unemployed's proximity to the life styles of wage earners means a 

greater pressure to consume and thus a stronger feeling of poverty. 

The kinds of reciprocity ensure that even within the community of 

Cauldmoss there is a segregation between income groups in their 

leisure. Greater social integration can also be deleterious it 

unemployment is generally viewed as a personal fault and if (as is 

the case with older men) the unemployed theselves +eel it to be 

shameful. In this case anonymity might be a blessing. But the 

employment ethic is weakening and the unemployed are increasing1v 

viewed as victims rather than deviants, so overall the advantages ýý)+ 
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being workless in a ccxmunity like Cauldmoss probably outwejqý, t., Ie 
disadvantages. 

Although Cauldmoss began as an Occupational community, the closinq o- 
the local pits by the 1930s did not extinguish the local basis +or 

social networks. The persistence of these social relationships, 

despite the increasing mobility and centralization within Britain as 

a wholeg is indicative of the state of the local economy: during the 

middle period of this century static, and for the last decade 

stagnating. In several ways the ethnography of Cauldmoss seems to 

describe a remnant of the working class culture of heavy industry, 

and one is continually struck by similarities with the values and 

behaviour portrayed by Hoggart (1957) or Dennis, Henriques and 

Slaughter (1956) thirty years ago. This present study demonstrates 

how tenacious a community's values can be if the existing social 

system is not disrupted by altemative economic options. When 

traditional ways have recently been changed by unemployment, although 

individuals' and families' lives have been drastically af+ectedg it 

has not undermined the social relationships that -form the basis of 

the community. 

A COMMLNITY WITHIN A WIDER SOCIETY. 

Although I have analyzed the social life of Cauldmoss in terms of it 

being a community, throughout the thesis I have had to acknowledge 

the importance of external macroprocesses. When referring to the 

four that are most pertinent to the main themes of the research I 

have tried to describe how they are interpreted by people in 

Cauldmoss, and thus how the inhabitants generate their own culture in 

response to macro sociological constraints. The first factor is the 

general stratification of British society. Although practically 

everyone in Cauldmoss (apart from the professionals like the doctor) 

see themselves as "working people"q there are two conflicting ways in 
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which they stratify their immediate social group whic: n are related 

their wider image of society. According to 'restricted, statLýs 

values one is destined to remain a "working man,, or woman, as part of 

"the order of things'19 and People in the village are distinguished 

according to a tripartite model with "the bad element., at the bottom, 

"nice folk" in the middle and "snobs" at the top. This last category 

is disparaged as a reaction to the wider stratification of societ,,: 

much better to remain faithful to one's class than to "forget you 

were born in a council house" and aspire to an unattainable social 

position. In contrast those subscribing to what I have termed 

I unrestricted' status values do not accept the legitimacy Of the old 

status hierarchy and the restraints on upward social mobility. They 

evaluate people according to a continuous ladder. with "the bad 

element" at the bottom but no limits to one's possible social 

position at the top. This can be seen as a fairly unmediated 

adoption of the liberal ideology of an "Open society". It was 

repeatedly emphasized that these conflicting view points are "ideal 

types" and not necessarily held exclusively of each other. Although 

there is not a straightforward correspondance between status 

evaluation and age, older people are more likely to subscribe to 

I restricted' values and vice versa, which suggests an historical 

development in the way stratification is perceived (to be discussed 

below). 

At a less conscious level the position of Cauldmoss folk in the 

overall structure of British society has made them a part of a subor- 

dinate culture. Like most of the traditional manual working class, 

they have developed values in response to their lack of control over 

the main elements of their lives. This allows them to create a 

meaningful life within the apparently unchangeable limits of economic 

and political circumstances. Thus their everyday lives are focussed 

On their families, village eventsq and consumer goods, while 

Political discussion or activity is foreign. 
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The second principal macroprocess relevant to this thesis sterns ýrom 
the first: the Cauldmoss Population's dependence on the labour market 

and their subordination to their employers. Lack of control over 
their working conditions leads to a thorough alienation from their 

jobs, but it also leads men to esteem the small Part of their working 
lives still within their influence: their masculine discipline to t, -ie 
job. I will return to this +urther on. 

The third important external factor is the way different styles oý 

life and the prestige attached to them are created and promulgated on 

a nation-wide basis. The way people in Cauldmoss respond to this is 

largely determined by the degree to which they subscribe to 

I restricted' or 'unrestricted' status values. According to the 

former people are resigned to the fact that certain consumption 

patterns are beyond their way of life, and so they remain relatively 

untouched by the portrayal of material advancement through the mass 

media. Well aware of such serious limits to their markets, manu+ac- 

turers often concentrate an redefining the standards by which tradi- 

tional roles (such as parenthood) are assessed, and this usually has 

greater influence than invitations to simply share a more prestigious 

life style. Those with more 'unrestricted' status values are likely 

to admire the expensive patterns of consumption portrayed on 

television and in the papers, and legitimate them by imitation and 

aspiration. Even though some might resent fellow villagers who 

approximate to these affluent life stylesq deriding them as "Snobs". 

very few actually devalue the style of life itsel+: the prestige of 

such consumption is widely accepted, it is just thought by some to be 

inappropriate for "working people". 

The other macro sociological factor directly relevant to this thesis 

is the state welfare system, and in particular the bene+its paid to 

the unemployed. These are understood largely in relation to the 

employment ethic and people's interpretation Of the obligations oý 

rec i proc i ty. For older people receiving benefits when out o+ work 
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(in particular Supplementary Benefit) can be seen as getting 
something for nothing, and thus shameful. For Younger People it is 
more likely to t>-- regarded as a Just recompense +or being denied tr)e 

right to work. The moral value attached to work means that +iddling 

the DHSS by working on the side is generally considered legitimate, 

even admirable, whereas thorse who receive large Single Payments are 

often resented, and fraudulent claims to the DHSS are usually 

condemned. 

VALUES ASSOCIATED WITH MALE EMPLOYMENT: FAMILY IDEOLOGY, GENDER AND 

EMPLOYMENT. 

The analysis of this ethnography of Cauldmoss suggests how useful it 

is to follow Pahl's approach in using the household as the main unit 

of analysis (Pahl 1984). Of course 'household' is the sociologist's 

analytical term which avoids the implicit evaluation of different 

parental relationships; the indigenous word is simply "family". it 

seems far more valuable to understand a person's behaviour in the 

context of the household which they belong to, rather than in terms 

of individual motivation. However, since I was excluded from the 

female sphere in my field work and since a proper consideration of 

their world would extend this thesis enormcx-isly, I have been 

concentrating on men. This has meant that the household has been 

viewed from a very particular standpoint. 

The money budgets of both the employed and unemployed reveal that the 

bulk of expenditure is on the household, and that this is tne main 

priority in their spending. The unemployed spend a much higher 

proportion of their income on food and heating than do the employed, 

while they spend less on cars and entertainment. For them semi- of' 

illegitimate means of gaining money are frequently validated by the 

need to support the family. (3nly a small part of the hOusehOld's 

budget is spent by the man +or his own pleasure, notably for alcohoI, 
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tobacco and cars, and even his Clothes are (D+ten bOugnt by his wi: -re. 
Conversely the consumption pattern -ly re-flecz or 

'5 s 0+ the `ýhC`. Lle +ami 

his worth, while the woman's spending is almost totall, v (governed by 

the demands o+ the +amily. Yet although the vast maj . ori, ýv o+ 

household spending is in the hands o+ the wi+e, she has internal-, zed 

much o-F her husband's wishes and is responsible to him +or -he 

+amily's consumption. 

Whereas a husband's consumption is sharply divided between his 

personal spending and that administered by his wife, tr-e meanings 

that his employment has are more intricately entangled with his 

family role. I would argue that the two most important social 

factors shaping the lives of people in Cauldmoss, influencing 

practically all other aspects of their culture, are class and gender. 

The values surrounding employment are best understood in terms of the 

way men experience their working class position and their 

masculinity. 

Family ideology has incorporated patriarchal and economic reasons to 

give men the 'breadwinner' role, and this obligation to earn the 

"family wage" is an integral part of the employment ethic, the other 

main constituent of which is men's response to their subordinate, 

alienated role in the work force. An analysis of the ethic attached 

to work shcx,., s that it is better regarded as an employment ethic. 

according to which the man disciplines himself to employment +or his 

family. Self-sacrifice is important, not productivity' "work" is 

time that is sold, and alienation means greater credit. The wage is 

the reward, which is given to the +amilyq and this justifies the 

husband's emotional demands on his wife and his exemption from 

virtually any domestic work. The one significant aspect 04 

employment left within the employee's controlq his discipline to the 

jobo becomes a measure of his worthq clearly manifested in the wage. 

The value of a large pay packet is +urther strengthened by the 

masculine attributes of being a "hard worker". 
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Gender roles in the family, alienat' 10n and the resulting employment 

ethic help explain several of the priorities Of the Labour movement. 

They make sense of trade unions, concentration on monetary dem&-, ds 

and the "family wage". This is part of the much wider tendency in 
capitalist relations whereby a person is reduced to his value as 
labourg so that one's wage equals one's worth and the supreme 

rationale is a monetary one. The employment ethic suggests why trade 

unions have in general paid little heed to conditions o+ emplovment, 

have not campaigned -For more control in the work place nor, until 

recently, have been concerned with a shorter working week. It also 

helps to explain the exclusion of women from maný( jobs and their low 

wages when they are employed. 

Although the conventional division of domestic work between the sexes 

is largely premised on the husband's role as prime wage earner, there 

is little change in the division of labour when the man is 

unemployed. This demonstrates how deeply rooted the concepts of 

femininity and masculinity are: when a man has lost one of his most 

important gender roles - that of 'breadwinner' -for the family - he is 

unlikely to abandon other male roles voluntarily. 

EMPLOYMENT AND CC)NSLkPTION: GENERATIONAL DIFFERENCES. 

Another theme that recurred several times Is the differences In 

values between different generations. These were perhaps most 

clearly revealed by men's responses to their unemployment: in their 

differential use of the Unemployment Club and their reaction to the 

unemployment trap". The different meanings that consumption and 

emP 1 oymen t have to different age-cohorts suggest the crucial 

importance of people's youthful experiences in shaping their ", a I uE S. 

This variation in how commodities are evaluated also demonstrates the 

limitations of a synchronic semiological analysis: for some people 
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the significance of a gcyDd is primarily due to Its avallabiliz, 
the past- 

people over about 60 generally worked extremely hard when r)ev were 

young. They have a very strong ýMNOYMent ethic and a great pride in 
L 

maintaining "an independence", most graphically demonstrated L)v the 

willingness of some to continue in their jobs although eaminq no 

more than they would receive in benefits. For them the virtue o+ 

work remains even though the necessity has gone. The poor wages they 

usEad to earn in the past accustomed them to a very modest level 3ý 

consumption, in comparison with the rest of the village. Since on 

the whole they subscribe to 'restricted' status values their 

consumption is not intended to further social aspirations, but 

primarily expresses their devotion to work, their membership o+ the 

community and their working class respectability: in a word, that 

they are "nice". 

Those between about 30 and 60 (in very broad terms) share the 

employment ethic o+ the older generationg having grown up to expect a 

full working life and having had this fulfilled until the late 1970s. 

Those who are now unemployed suffer their joblessness far worse than 

the Young largely because o+ this orientation to employment. Most of 

them also know that they are unlikely to ever have a lomg term job 

again +or the rest o+ their lives. NIone of this age group 

participates in the Unemployment Club; not only Is the Communi, -ý, 

Centre regarded as essentially a young people's institution, but to 

attend the Club would be a public statement of their unemPlOYment 

and, in pursuing a leisure alternative to actively seeking work, an 

acknowledgement that +inding a job is improbable. This middle aged 

group have experienced earning "good" Pay, particularly during tioe 

1960S and '70s, in contrast to the older generation's tirst earninqs. 

They have much higher consumer expectations and are very reluctant to 

accept low pay, which means they are more likely to remain unemP'-%Cý'- 

than work +or a net gain of under : EJO a week. For those wI tl YC3'-O'q 
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children their parental role leads them to maxim' - 
-ZE3 the ý)cx-ser)cc-s 

net incomeq and opting to remain unemployed leaves the possID 

open o+ getting temporary undeclared work. 

The young (under about 30) also aspire to much higher materi-311 

standards 0+ living than the oldest people in Cauldmoss, having gr-vx: )n 

up in relatively a-F+luent households. They are more likely to hold 

"unrestricted" status valuesý and so the li+e styles they desire are 

related to a much wider social strati+ication than that o+ the 

village. Unlike both o+ the other age groups they have rot 

experienced regular long term employment, and some have never had any 

jobs other than on MSC schemes. Consequently employment has never 

been a necessity o+ which to make a virtue, and the young have little 

employment ethic. For them being without a job is experienced 

primarily in terms o+ boredom and poverty: there is little shame at 

an un+ul+illed ethic that values disciplined work. The Unemployment 

Club involves no stigma +or the young other than that o+ depending an 

institutionalized recreation, rather than participating in commercial 

leisure. 

Though these differences between age-cohorts are certainly related to 

the stages that people are at in their life cycles, I think they have 

more to do with social change and the different experiences oý tre 

labour market which these age groups have had. They are thus another 

asPect of Cauldmoss's relationship to the wider society. 

At this point I should acknowledge that I have barely mentioned 

important topic regarding employment: that of retirement. Focussing 

On this issue, and the ajustments that have to be made in 

transition between employment and retirement, could reveal much aock-t 

the way People experience both employment and unemployment. 
Time and 

space did not allow such a study, but it is worth re, terat-, -:; -3t 

the dif+erent values that old people have regarding employment and 

C(: 3nsumPtiOn are, would argue, more connected with social c-,, ar-c; e 
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than with the +act that most 0+ them are retired. 

THE CULTURALLY ASCRIBED ý)ALUE OF GOODS AND THE DYNAMISM OF 
CONSUMPTION. 

The discussion o+ gender roles earlier inevitably led to one o+ the 

principal subjects o+ the thesis: the meaning o+ employment. At the 

start o+ my research I had loosely linked this topic to that o+ 

consumption with the simple question: "Is employment or consumption 

more important to a person's social identity today? ". It will now be 

clear that the question is +utile, +or the status o+ one's employment 

is expressed through consumption in an overall li+estyle. A more 

valid enquiry is to ask: "To what extent does one's consumption 

express occupational status (+or instance through 'restricted' status 

values), and to what extent does it express other values, such as 

I unrestricted' status whereby one's position is based primarily on 

distinctions in consumption themselves? ". 

Once it is acknowledged that goods have "use value" only in so far as 

they help to achieve a cultural objective, it can be seen that 

consumption pattems are best explained in terms of culturally 

ascribed value. One o+ the variables by which commodities are valued 

in Cauldmoss is the extent to which they express one's employment 

Position. The other three factors that have already been discussed - 

belonging to the community, age and gender - are also amongst the 

most important variables which determine the value of consumption and 

establish and a+firm the user's identity. These variables cross cut 

each other and are of varying significance according to the 

commodities in question and the people who are likely to be their 

audience' The obligations of reciprocity are a further factor that 

affects the evaluation of goods, while the remaining variable of the 

six identi-fied for particular consideration is social status* 
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The significance of status has been (ý 'ven little attention in British 

sociology, partly because of a Marxist bias which tends to reduce all 
significant relationships to classg and partly because of a prefer- 
ence +or quantifiable data and macro sociological studies (Newby 
1983: 5). In fact in their everyday experience of life status is of 

far more importance to people in Cauldmoss than is class, and I wcx. JJCJ 

conjecture that this holds true for most people in Britain. The 

failure of many left wingers to recognize this is ironic since class 

interests are largely pursued by making use of status values, most 

evidently by enccxiraging increased consumption. 

Earlier in this chapter a distinction between two ideal types of 

status evaluation, 'restricted' and 'unrestricted', has already been 

mentioned. The former have arisen within Cauldmoss in response to 

the population's position within the wider society, whereas the 

latter are, to a large extent, generated outwith the village. These 

unrestricted values are not, however, adopted unmediated as if 

filling a blank slate. They are only meaningful in Cauldmoss If 

reproduced continually within the village, in the process being 

reinterpreted according to local culture. Consequently at an 

empirical level it is sometimes difficult to establish whether the 

esteem accorded to a commodity is informed by restricted or 

unrestricted status values. 

By reference to macro sociological trends reported in the literature 

of social history and sociology, it seems reasonable to accept that 

restricted' values are diminishing in importance while 

unrestricted' status values are of increasing significance. This is 

One Of the principal factors underlying the dynamic for increased 

consumption. The other, more crucial, factor that must be understood 

in order to make sense of the perpetual inflation in our material 

standards of living is the arbitrary nature of the sign. The social 

value accorded to a commodity or pattern of consumption is meaningful 

largely in relation to other commodities or consumption patterns. 
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Since the link between sign (the consumer good) and sign. 1+1ed 
(culturally ascribed value) is +or the most Part arbitrary, '-here is 
infinite scope for manufacturers to give new meanings to signs 
(commodities) simply by manufacturing more of them. This can be 
e++ected simply by producing a greater quantity Of the same signs. 
such as cars, meat, or colour televisions, making them mor-L. 
,, Commonplace", or by producing a greater variety of each commodity 

which creates more gradations of value, +or instance by presenting 
the consumer with a whole array of different hi-fi equipment. 

Even if that which is signified remains the same - such as the 

I restricted' status of being "nice", or the basic: social roles oý 

manhood, mother or father - there is great potential +or industry to 

create new standards by which the particular role is evaluated. I+ 

the signifieds as well as the signi+iers are open to change, as when 

new ranks of social status are considered open for the working class 

to aspire to, then the scope for a proli+eration of signs is 

enormous. It must be stressed that the dynamic for increased 

consumption is not a recent modem phenomenon, but although it can be 

traced back +or several centuries the working class are more involved 

in this system of values today than ever be-fore. 

UNEMR-OYMENT. 

Studying the meaning of consumption and employment for the unemployed 

did more to reveal the fundamental concepts underlying the whole 

culture of Cauldmoss than it did to show any significant changes in 

values between those in jobs and those without them* One of the most 

important facets of village life illustrated by unemployment is the 

strength of social cohesion, manifested by a largely homogenous 

interpretation of the world. In the first decade of over 30% male 

unemployment the principal differences in values within the connun'tY 

are not between those in or out of workq but between di+ferent age 
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groups. Howeverg it might well be the case that the inabil:. tv ýý, r"e 

unemployed to reproduce socially derived categories t"'V-D-ZrI 

appropriate behaviour and shared activities will eventually lead --o 
the disintegration o+ the community. 

At the moment the unemployed in CauldfTx: )ss do not identiýv with eacn 

other as a distinct group, nor do they identify very much with t-)e 

unemployed in the rest of Britain. There are several reasons ior 

this. Older men tend to have less social contact with each other 

when unemployed and more with their immediate relatives. Abou ta 

third of the unemployed move in and out of work over the years anci 

even the remaining two thirds are deeply reluctant to accept their 

situation as long term, which associating oneself with everyone else 

an the dole would entail. A further factor that discourages such 

identification is that alternative sources of income to +ormal wages, 

in particular work on the side, can (for the lucky ones) bring the 

unemployed's spending levels close to those of the employed. This 

fact, together with the enormously high marginal tax rates for the 

low paid, have the important consequence that there is no clear 

divide between the incomes of households with members in or out of 

employment. 

As a result of these factors there is virtually no recognition in 

Cauldmoss of one of the most important social divisions that has 

emerged in the stratification of modem BrjtIsh society. This is 

what Pahl describes as the distinction between a "middle mass" and a 

"deprived underclass" (Pah 1 1984: 320), the latter being largely 

composed of claimants. Yet there are several things that are likely 

to exacerbate this incipient class divide: welfare benefit 

regulations which discourage the unemployed from doing part time jobs- 

or their spouses getting employment; last in, first out, redundancv 

Policies in many firms; the preference employers have for appointirq 

People currently in work, and the vicious circle of the unemployed s 

diminishing information networks about vacancies. 
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Since the unemployed in Cauldmoss do not see themselves as a cjis, -., nc, ý 
group there is no chance that they miqht generate a new evaluation o- 
resourcesq creating a counter culture. Even the young unempl(: )yed 
have not adopted punk fashion as a way of coping with restr-Icted 

incomeq reversing the normal hierarchy of signs (commodities) as a 

way of distancing themselves from established society, in the manner 

of hippiesq Rastafarians or (with food) black Americans. Rather, the 

conventional values are maintained and the unemployed +eel compelled 

to consume at what is generally regarded to be a respectable level. 

The cultural values ascribed to goods do not change, and so 1ý one's 

standing in terms of age, gender or family role is to be established 

and a++irmedg the same commodities must be used as are currency 1. n 

the rest of the village. Similarly the obligations of reciprocity 

still have to be met, and rather than fail in this the unemployed 

withdraw from social involvement. 

The values associated with paid work do not change much in response 

to unemployment either. Practically everyone still wants a job, even 

when they have abandoned actively seeking one through lack o+ 

success, and few seriously contemplate a long term future with no 

employment at all. Alternatives to conventional employment, such as 

those encouraged by MSC programmes, arouse very little interest. The 

only scheme that comes close to being regarded as a legitimate +orm 

of paid work (if only the wages were better) is the Community 

Programme, which meets the requireTents of the employment e"Ic- 

There is a persisting equation of wages with personal worth, which 1. s 

an added disincentive for skilled men to take unskilled jobs, and 

inhibits the unemployed from doing voluntary work. 

Related to this equation is the deeply entrenched notion that tl-' 'ne 

which is not sold has little value. when this Is combined with an 

understanding that commodities are desired for their cul-irally 

use value" abstracted +rcyn 
ascribed value, not some mythical " 
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culture5 then it is clear why the unemployed do not resor-- -. c- Se. - 

provisioning in a ccxnprehensive way (as some soclcioalslýs 

speculatedq e. g. Gershuny and Pahl 19eo). To save their 

money and use their extra time productively by growing vegetables, 

making beer, or creating their own entertainment, as an older 

generation did in the 1930s, would mean having a very -itl-erer-- 
evaluation O-f resources: one would be in a dl+ferent culture. 

The differences in the way various age groups experience 

unemployment, outlined earlier on, can be related to the exteý-, t to 

which they subscribe to 'restricted' or 'unrestricted' values. For 

those with restricted values much consumption, particularly o+ a 

gregarious kind, is thoroughly demeaned because it can no longer 

express their role as a worker. This is most evident in the pub 

where unemployed drinkers are sometimes resented and it is regarded 

as "ignorant" to drink only one pint. On the other hand the 

unemployed man cannot spend all his time at 1-cwe without encroaching 

on the feminine sphere. For such men with restricted values the one 

strategy which resolves many of the problems of unemployment is 

working on the side. Even when working +or very low pay, which IS 

frequently the case (such as lads earning El an hour), this goes a 

long way to fulfilling the employment ethic. 

Those who tend to assess social status in terms of 'unrestric--ý-ýJ' 

values suffer unemployment more acutely through poverty than through 

the lack of a job. For them commodities are crucial in demonstrating 

their position in a stratified societyq and as claimants they are at 

the bOttom of the ladder. Whereas according to restricted values the 

only really significant improvement that can be made is to find a 

jobq according to unrestricted values every increase in income is an 

improvement in one's status. Thus amongst the young unemployed 

fiddling the electric meter, defrauding the DHSS and, to a lesser 

extentq shoplifting and burglary are not exceptional means achie- 

ving greater social esteem. Money gained in these ways does not have 
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the same meaning as earned income5 but it i -hrcxjgý7 . -ce s 0ý, n I Is 90t t 

skill, not simply a hand-cut, and there+ore boosts one's sel-r- 

respeCt. 

It is worth considering the wider political consequences of tr, -ese 

alternative means by which the unemployed augment their incomes. 

First, they reproduce the cultural values which are ascribed -1, D 

consumption, maintaining the importance of the current material 

standards of living and so perpetuating the economic system. Second, 

they inhibit a radical response to unemployment. Illegal activities 

exacerbate the isolation of the unemployed, compromise their moral 

outrageg and provide a financial (and sometimes emotional) shock- 

absorber which all discourage militancy. As Seabrook argues (19E35). 

the enterprizing poor (who probably have the greatest political 

initiative) are more ready to take private action to better 

themselves than to seek a long-term solution for their poverty 

through collective political action, which would challenge the 

existing order. Third, to businesses mass unemployment and wide- 

scale work on the side are doubly advantageous, in that they create 

an increasingly subservient legal work-+orce and also access to a 

cheap unprotected source of labour that can be used or ignored at 

will. From this one might conclude that the government has in 

practice a benign view towards the hidden econOMY9 whatever its 

rhetoric. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE FIRST OLESTIONNAIRE 

THE QUESTIONNAIRE. 

TABLE SHOWING HOW RESPONDENTS DESCRIBED 
DIFFERENT CODES. 

ACTIVITIES ACCORDING TO 
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CALLDMOSS QUESTIONNAIRE NUMBER ONE 

A 

B 

NAME 

AGE 

JADDRESS 

II HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED IN C. 

D ACTIVITIES 
1 

COAL MINING 

2 HELPING SOMEONE TO MAKE JAM 

3 DIGGING THE GARDEN 

4 DOING HOMEWORK 

5 WATCHING TV. 

6 DRIVING A LORRY FOR HAULAGE 

7 SELLING VEGETABLES OR FRUIT FROM YOUR GARDEN 

8 MAKING A MEAL FOR YOUR CHILDREN 

9 GOING TO SCHOOL 

10 PLAYING FOOTBALL 

11 DEALING IN SCRAP METAL 

12 GOING TO FALKIRK TO SIGN ON THE 'BRU' 

13 DOING THE SHOPPING 

14 KNITTING 

15 BABYSITTING FOR A FRIEND OR RELATIVE 

16 SELLING INSURANCE 

17 CATCHING RABBITS TO SELL 

18 
IDOING 

THE WASHING UP 

19 
IMOUNTAINEERING 

20 
lCOLLECTING 

YOUR PENSION 

21 
IPAINTING 

A ROOM IN YOUR . HOUSE 

22 PACKING GOODS IN A FACTORY 

23 DOING SOME PLUMBING FOR A FRIEND FOR CASH 

24 TAKING THE DOG FOR A WALK 

ý_ 
25 

ITAKING 
PART IN A YOP SCHEME 

26 
ýWIRING 

A PLUG 403 
ý7 

GOING TO CHURCH 

GOING TO KEEP-FIT CLASS T 



D 29, PICKING FLOWERS FROM YOUR GARDEN 

30 STUDYING AT COLLEGE I 

31 BRINGING IN THE COAL 

32 PLAYING CARDS FOR MONEY 

331 USING YOUR VAN TO DO REMOVALS FOR CASH 

341 CLEANING OUT THE PIGEONS 

351 DESIGNING AN OFFICE BLOCK 

36 CATCHING RABBITS TO EAT YOURSELF 

37 READING A BOOK OR MAGAZINE 

381 REPAIRING YOUR CAR 

391 COOKING SCHOOL MEALS 

40 GOING TO YOUTH CLUB 

41 VISITING A SICK NEIGHBOUR TO SEE IF THEY NEED HELP 

42 
1 

HELPING SOMEONE TO DECORATE THEIR HOUSE_j 

43] PLOUGHING A FIELD I 

44 ORGANISING A MEETING 

45 WALKING FROM DOOR TO DOOR DOING A QUESTIONNAIRE 

E 1 DO YOU HAVE A JOB 

2 IF SO, WHAT IS IT 

F HOW MANY CHILDREN DO YOU HAVE 

WHAT ARE THEIR AGE SEX OCCUPATION RESIDENCE 

G HOW MANY PEOPLE ARE LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD ALTOGETHER 

H HOW OLD WERE YOU WHEN YOU LEFT SCHOOL I 

I DID YOU HAVE ANY FURTHER EDUCATION AFTER LEAVING SCHOOL 

J ARE YOU ASSOCIATED WITH ANY CHURCH 404 
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APPENDIX 13 

THE SECOND GUEST I ONNA I RE 

Introducticn +cr those ý*4h`D had answered the First Questionnaire. 
Hello, are you Mr/Mrs 73 My name's 
remember that some t- You 

ime ago you answered a Ques--, --ý-, -aire 
We're now trying to go back to everyone we asked then ýic see how 
things have changed in Cauldmoss. as a whole. ELt we re a. so 
interested in how people use their time and what they scend ---iel. - 
money on, and how these things are e++ected by unemploymen7-. d ne 
very grate+ul 1+ you would help us again with a questionnaire 
about 15 minutes. Everything You say would be con+iden-ial. a,, c 
there were any questions you didn't want to answer you coulý Say 
"pass" . 

Introduction for those who had not been questioned before. 
Hello, are you Mr/Mrs ? My name's and I'm --zir--\/jrcý 
out a project with a colleague about how people use their time and 
what they spend their money on, and how these things are e+tecteci by 
unemployment. The survey is supervised by the university 11-ý 
Edinburgh. We are asking people at every tenth house 1+ tr-e\v 11 
answer a questionnaire of about 15 minutes. We'd be very .1- 
you would help. We got your name and address from the vo-, --, --, 
register, but everything you would be confidential. If there were -1,7. 
questions you didn't want to ans4-jer, you could just say "pass''. 

Name: Address: 

To begin with I'd like to ask you about how your employment situation 
has changed, and also that of your family. 
OR 
To begin with I'd like to get some backgrotind information about your 
job and information about the-rest of your family. 

How long have you lived in Cauldmoss? 
How long has your H/W lived in Cauldmioss? 
How many live in this household altogether? 
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Sex Age Present Any prLvioLls 
Oc: cuQc3ticDn (1+ unem. /hcDLiseW) 

Sel + 

Eh -il d 

Eh-il d 

Eh -il d 

Chi ld 

* 

'K 

"'ý; ýl o?, -:; es-,:: ence 

job. 

Would you / your wife take a job 1+ o-F+Lmr-Epd one7 

First o+ al 1 can I ask a few questions about the way you spend your time? 

1. Could you tell me what sort of things you do in your free iýicnp 
p: Do you belong to any clubs, or organizations What 

about sports or other outdoor activities? 
2. Do you think you have enough -Free time? 

Why/not' 
3. Do you think your life goes on the same from day to day, or -are there any days or weeks that stand out? 

p: Is there anything you look forward to or worry about? 
Why/not? (if appropriate) 

4. How many times did you go out in the evening in the last seven 
days? 

Where did you go? 
- in the pub or c lub were you buying rounds? 
- for how many? 

Does your H/W go out much in the eveninqs'ý 
5. Do you tend to get up at about the same time each day? 

What about the rest of your family? 
6. Do you tend to go to bed at about the same time each day-ý 

What about the rest of your family? 
7. Do you tend to eat meals at about the same time each davý 

What about the rest of your family? 

e. Is any meal in the week a special one? 

- why is it special'ý 
Do you ever have relatives or friends for a meal (no' just a 

snack), or do you go round to have a meal wit" anyone 

e1 se'ý 
- how frequently'! ' 

9- Do You celebrate birthdays and anniversaries? 
Are there any other things you celebrate? 
p: What about family events, or special events ir your li-e 

time"., ) 
for yoursel; or L-e 10- Do you (or your wife) get new Clothes 

children at any particular time Of the year. 7 

p: What about holidays? 
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Wc)uld ycu mind answering scxroe questicns abcýut hcm Ycu use your inccme? 

11. What would you like more money +or at the moment, ý 
What 1+ you won the pcxDls-; - 

How would You spend an extra : E1O a week. ) 
12.1+ you had less to spend what would you do wj, ýck_;,: - 
13. Would you mind telling me who is in charge 0+ the 7cre\, in --is household? 

p: Who keeps the money and who decides how it is sDent--ý 
14. Does your H/W give you / Do You give Your H/W a certain 

every week, +cDr example, or as you / S/he need I 
15. Do you make regular payments to anything, like: 

-a mortgage? 
- insurancel; ý 
p: What kinds o+ insurance: endowments or houserxDl, - . ýs or 

burial? 

-a club? 
- savings? 
- anything else? 

16. Do you think it's a good idea to buy things on credit, when you 
get something and then pay for it afterl, ýs in 
installments? 

17. When did you last redecorate your living room) 
Do you normally do it at that time? 

le. How long have you had your three piece suite? 
19. Do you have a telephone? 
20. Do you have a car? 
21. Do you have a video? 
22. Do you have a deep +reeze? 
23. Do you have a microwave? 
24. Do you have a clock in the kitchen or dining room'ý 
25. Do you have a clock in the living room? 
26. Do you have a clock in the bedroom? 
27. Do you have a clock in any other rooms? 
28. Do you wear a watch? 

Wha t about your husband/wi+e? 
29. Do you have a calender'-, ' 

Do you use it much? 
Wha t do you use it +or? 

30. Do you use a diary? 
Is it +or +uture events or is it to record what has haQpened 

to you in the past? 

That's the end of the questionnaire. Thank you very much 
. 

+or- yCX-1- 

help. The reason I asked about whether you keep a diary is because 

the second stage of this survey is where we are asking people 1ý ý-rey 

would be willing to fill in some special diary sheets. One is about 
I, - wou Id 

the way you spend your time and the other is about money -II 
take you 1 and I'd need 

longer to do than the questionnaire d *d, 

explain how to fill them in. Would you be willing to do it'ý' -3-e YOU 

got a few minutes spare now, or can I come back later on? 
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APPENDix c 

TI ME AND MC)NEy 13UDGETS 

THE MONEY BUDGET FORM. 

THE TIME SHEET. 

EXPLANATION ACCOMPANYING THE TIME SHEET. 413 

TA13LE SHOW I NG DETA I LS OF MONEY BUDGETS FROM FI VE EMPLOYED HOUSEHOLDS 
AND FIVE UNEMPLOYED HOUSEHOLDS. 
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CONFIDENTIAL EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES DIARY DAY: 
DATE 

' 

T ', 'HAT WAS THE MAIN THING 
114E -U WERE DOING DURING ' Yý 

(2) (6) 

ROUGHLY 

[ýAS 

II. TNECESSARY TO DO IT AT THIS TIME? 
IPL Eý HOW LONG L TIQN qHF, T) P EA L'A SEE BSTRLJ 

DID YOU 13) (4) 
SPEND ý-'ERE YOU DOING ANYTHINý 

YOUI 
WAS ANYONE 

DOING Thl, ELSE AT THE SAME TIME' wHERE WERE ELSE WITH YOU? 
YES, N 17 

nh 

am 

-2arr 

' - 3am 

, 4am- - 

-5arr . 

am 

7a7 

r - a 7 

L L 

- a 71 

'N- 
f 

P. T. O. 



E ýIME 
(I)- 

MAIN ACTIVITY? iOW 
ý6ýG 

FOR? 
OTHEý3ý CTIVITY 

AT SAME TIM ? 

ý4)WHERE (57) 
WERE YOU? ANYONE 

WITH Ynl;? 
(6) 

Noon 

Ipm 

-2prn 

3 

5Pm 

6p 

7 - pr 

s m p -7 - 

11 p 

--- 4 
L 

: - - -ý ýI T 
-- 

tN 
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SURVEY OF EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES --- INSTRUCTION SHEET. 

, ý, nk you for agreeing to complete the diary sheet. 

.., information you give us is in conf idence, so please feel free to give as -7an,, ze-. ai Is 
as you can (although even a very rough outline of what you did is useful). On : )ace 3 
-ýere is an example of the first part of a completed diary sheet to give you an icea of -I-, e f thing we are asking you to do. (You do not have to put this mucn c sort 0 

not wish to. ) cetai I on ,, OL; r 
sheet if you do 

Each one of the empty diary sheets you have been given is to cover a seperate . day. You have 
: een given a number of sheets; please try to fi H-An as many of them as you can, star-ing 
a new sheet each day - Even if you only do one day's diary, it is helpful. If any of your 
; riends or relatives are wi I ling to take any sheets to fi II in, please give them some of 
yours, or ask for some more when one of us cal Is back at your house. 

The best way to fill in a sheet is at regular intervals during the day. But if t'ýis is not 
convenient, then you could wait until the end of the day to fill it in. Oneof us will 
call again at your house aftera. couple of days to see if you have any queries about compl- 
eting the diary. 

it may not be clear exactly what is meant by some of the headings on the diary sheet, so 
we will explain them here: 

Column (1) WHAT WAS THE MAIN THING YOU WERE DOING DURING THIS TIME? 

If you were doing several things at once you should decide which you think was the 
most important and write it in this column against the time you did it. For example, 
if at 6p. m. you were eating your dinner and watching the news on TV, you may feel 
eating dinner was the main activity, so you would enter that in this column (on the 
line marked 6p. m. on the left hand side of the page). Watching the TV news would 
then come under Column (3) 'Were you doing anything else at the same time? '. If, 
say, you were knitting and watching TV, you may feel both these activities were 
equally impottant, so you would write both activities in Column(l) and leave Column 
(3) blank. 
I. f you did the same thing for more than an hour (e. g. sleeping) put an arrow down 
through Column(l) to show the time it took, rather than writing the activity in 
against every hour marked on the sheet. 
The last page of these instructions gives a list of possible activities that may 
help you to remember the kinds of things you do during the day. You do not have 
to use these; in fact it would be better to use your own words to describe wT7a-tyou 
were doing. 

.If IOW LONG DID YOU SPEND DOING THIS ACTIVITY? 

Don't worry if you can't remember exactly how long you did the activity[which you 
have stated in Column (1ý for; a rough guess will do. if you can't remember at all 
just leave Column (2) blank. 

ýOllmn ýý3) WERE YOU DOING ANYTHING EESE AT THE SAME TIME? 

Please see explanation for Column (I)- 
I 

I This is* you were while you were doing tne activit, Askingyou to say roughly where cr on 
You've entered in Column (I). For example, were You in the kitchen at home 

the factory floor or in the office at work in the tcx"n? If you were in someone 

else's house, you don't have to give their actual name if you don't '4ant to; it is 

more helpful if you state who they are in relation to you -a friend, your sister 

Your husband, a neighbour, for instance. 
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Column 
(5) WAS ANYONE ELSE WITH YOU? 

This means if you have entered, for example, ''At work-erecting scafýFolzl-ýý, I 
Column (1) and this is something you did together with a vcrkmate, ýOu , oulz sa,. 
something like "With workmate" in Column (5). This question is not aSK i -Z , -U 
to list all the people on the site at the time or, for example, a-7 the -e-c:,, Ie 
the bus or in the pub at the time you were there. 

Column (6) WAS IT NECESSARY TO DO IT AT THIS TIME? 

opposite the activity you have put in Column 
if this activity is something you had to do at 
you had arranged it in advance, or because you 
other people were doing. Or tick 'YES"' if yo 
time stated as part of your normal routine, or 
time because you had other things to do later. 

(1) put a tick in the 'YES' col-7r 
the time you did it-eitner :, Iecause 
had todo it tofit inwithwhat 

U USLially do this activity at the 
if You couldn't do it at another 

Put a tick in the 'NO' column if you felt you could do the activity you have 
entered in Column (1) at another time without any trouble. If it did not matter 
whether-you did it at that time or at some other time, tick 'NO' . 

If yoU are not sure how to answer this qUestion just leave both columns blank. 

Finally, please remember that it is not absolutely necessary to fi H in every single line on 
the diary sheet - give as little or as much information as you wish. 

YOUR HELP WOULD BE VERY MUCH APPREClATED. 
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LIST OF POSSIBLE ACTIVITIES. 
I 

PLI 
1=1.1 

, -Il 
the trips you make v both at home and at work, by ve'r4cle 'ýr 

. on foot (except pleasure trips), 

WOMI': Actual work; overtime; work brought home; , rork lbreaks; : zeais at 
work; delays or sitting around at work; work meetinEs or 
ction periodst etc. 

ROULr'-IORK: preparing food; washing-up; tidying and clee-nine house (insizle 

and outside); laundry and mending; other household reýafrs; 
looking after garden and pets, etc. 

CMD WE,: Dressing and feeding; supervising; babysittine; playine with; 
reading to; helping with homework, etc. 

SMFPr. ". G: For food, clothest household goods and furniture; going to 

repair sholps; using services (e. g. administrative offices, post 

office,, hairdresserg doctor, etc. ) 

PMONAL LIYT: Sleepingr and restine; dressing; personal hy, -lene; eating at home; 

helping relatives a= frierdav etc. 
MCATION; Attending school or college; night classes; homework; training Uld 

=rzespondenee cam-ses; rjading to lep- , n, cyr Por 7o= job; driving 'iesscm 
-I -- L %0 

etc ORWISATIONS: Club meetings or activity; volunteer work; -oine to church 

and other church work; political meetings P* Commun i ty Cen t re, etc - 

Z` M. 
-O -U U Visiting, or receiviný7 visits fromffriends or relatives; eatir,: 

rd--ý-tcj-I., bzq discos) T to cafes, pubsq t out at friendi or -restaurant; goin, 

parties, dances? fairsq concertst cineiras, Playsp ruseurns; waý'--- 

sports events, etc. 
Doing sports or exercise; walkinC; pleasure trips; ffshi-ýG; 

ing cards or games; hobbies; knitting; playing Music; ar" and 

craftsp etc. 
. f5 ý - bcck2 

watching TV and video; listening to radio and records; readi 

maeazines and newspapers for pleasure; writing letters; cOnvers2ti0l; 

Plarmlingt thinkine or relaxingg etc. 
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DETAILS OF PARTICUIA HOUSEHOLDS' WEEKLY MONEY BUDGETS. (As stated to us In money budgets. ) 

council house. private house: council house: arivate: husband employed husband employed nusoand unemployed unw; 
whether wife in employment: full full HW full part HW HW IN 
no. of adults in household: 224 HW 222222 

no. of children under 16: 1- 0002 

rent 19 12.5 20.6 - 
HOUSING rates 39 27 

RR RR RR RR 

mortgage --- 
various -- 33 31 

HEATING coal 8 5% 10 7X 10 IOX 12.5 97 14 137, -4.3-77 13- ý-4x- --- -- 10 181 12 161 13.5 151 
& LIGHT electricity 4.8 3% 4 3% 10 lox 7.5 5% 4.3 47 10.8 16X 4.5 BX 2.5 51 8.4 111 5 61 

various ----- 
-5 

97 -5 61 
butcher meat 13.4 87 10 7% - 10 9X 5.4 81 -4 57.7 81 

FOOD supermarket I- 20 13% --- 
DRINK mi 

. Ik .7 . 4% --- 
20 26Z - 

1.1 1% 2.8 4% 3.1 6Z -- 
eating out (Inc 10 6% -----1.5 31 -3 31 

fish suppers) 
various 39.5 23%, t5 97 50 50% 41 237.20 147 29t 447 23 437 21.5 401 21 31 Is . 

211 
dr- -c - -2 kCOHOL pub lub 23 13% - R. --2.6 47 2.5 57' -2 21 

- 
at home --1 17. ---2.5 5X -2 21 

Iowa 9.5 6% 17 10% - 10 77 10 97 1-- 7.8 101 - 
CLOTHING various 10 6% 30 20% -7 77 -3 6Z - 

-3 3-1 
& SHOES catalogue --5 5% 4 67 -- 
LARGE T. V. /video rent 6 3% 3 27 2.5 27. -5 71 
HOUSEHOLD H. P. -- 2-- 31 
GOODS t food 6.3 4% -1 1% 8 6% - 1.4 27 1.6 37 2.5 57 - 
OTHER newspapers 1.7 1% - 2.5 27 2.4 2% 4 4% 1.3 2Z --1.6 2Z 
GOODS cleaning $ 4.3 2% -2 2% -12 2% -2 4% 3 4X - 

various 4 2% ---4 51 
CAR petrol 10 6% - 10 10% 10 77 12 11% 10 111 

various --- 39 287 3 3% 2 21 

fares 1.5- 1% 3 2%, - 1.5 -17 2 3% 61: 1.5 27 - BUS ETC. bus 
lifts to work 5 3% -- 

SERVICES telephone 3.6 2% 2.7 2% 3.6 47 2 1% 2.9 27 3.4 41 

AND hairdressing 4.5 37 4 2% --2.5 
51 -- 

ENTERTAIN. T. V. license --1 17.1.5 1%ý 1 17 -1 27 -1 17 - 

various .6 . 4% 3 37 ---1.5 
21 

savings - 25 16% ------ 
insurance 9 5% 3 2% -3 2% 4 47 -2 4X 4 51 5 61 

MISCELL- pocket money ----3 37. --1.5 
21 3 31 

ANEOUS tax & nat. insur. 3.8 2% 3.6 3% - 

bingo -- 
it 2 3X 

coupons/pools etc .9 1% - 

__various 
2.5 2% 2 27 

GOODS vegetables 
NOT wood 
BOUGHT other 

54.4 75.8 90.4 
TOTAL SPENT .51;. 

1 65.6 53.1 
192.6 165.2 '124.8 177.5 36.1 

Xs are of total stated expenditure minus housing costs and tax payments, to make figures comoarable betw1en elciaym 

and unemployed households, and with those who did not state tax payments. 
RR means rent and rate rebates or housing benefit. 
$ means that that item is included with the cost of another item marked 1. 
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40PENDIX D 

GLEST I ONS FOR DETA I LED I NTERV I EWS 

The +ollowing questions include all those that were 
di++erent interviews. NIO one was asked all 

r these czuL-sticDns, 
questions were not asked in this order, which is Entirelv rarc 

and -)e 
-yr. 

A. What do you think about the amount of money Paid -ýD]- How much do you think it Should be? 
On t-e br.? 

What would happen if it was more? 
B. How do you think people manage to get work nowadays-. ) 

Who is it best to know in Cauldmoss to find a job? 
C. What do you think should be done about unemployment- 
D. Would you consider buying your council house31 

Why do you think so many folk do? 
E. How would you feel 1+ in the near future the biggest majori-y . 7, - 

people never had to work again, because techno. -c:, did 
all the work? 

What would you think oý everyone getting a 'Social wage'-: ' 
F. Do you remember when they started the welfare state aýte, - the las- 

war? 
Has it turned out like you expected? 

G. Could you briefly say how you spend a typical day7 
Do you think days pass more quickly or slowly when working 

not working? 
H. Do you have any hobbies? 

Would you say you are working when you do that? 

I. Does your life go on the same from day to day, or are there 3nv 

special days or weeks that are different? 

What do you look forward to? 

J. How often would you like to get your bru money7 
K. What do you get out of your job apart from money? 

Would you be happy with a 20 or 30 hour week? 
L. How did your friends react to you when you became unemployed' 

Do you still go round with the same people? 

think is better off: you when you were /oung crIc, M Who do you 

working for very little, or young uns today wiýr- more 

money but no j. obs? 
N. What do you expect life to be like for your children7 

Do you think they will be working? 

What would you like for your children? 
0. What do you think of folk getting money 0++ the social securitv 

when they're not strictly allowed it'. ) 

P. Have you got any particular views on the younqer/older qenera--: ýr 

today? 

Do you think they have a different attitude to work vour 

generation? 
How do you feel to be on a pension? 

Do you feel it is anything like being on the br 

R. Do you ever wonder what you would do If You won týle Pooýs" 

Would you carry on working? 
who wouldn't taýe 

S- Do You think there's many unemployed 
folk 

side-job if offered one? 
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T. Would you Say there are different groups o+ DE, 00, -e 1_ 
Where would you place yourself? 

U. What is the least money you'd work for? 
V. Do you think the best things in life cos- a lot c4-- rronev-) 
W. Have you any idea of the extent of the bl, ýck economy in -a ,-ý Should the government take measures to bri., -Q i-- in,: - 

area'? 
X. What sort of things are considered morally wrong in Ca, --dmoss`ý What is considered most shameful? 
y. Do you thin k many +o 1k in Cau I dmoss get in to t to mail, - 

their standard of living? 
Z. Do you think many people in Cauldmoss would work +, -., - less than. 

the same as, they could get on the bru? 
A0. What exactly is your present job"' Could you tell me brie--Iy what 

it is that you do? 
AB. Do you prefer the job you're doing now to others you ve Icce in 

the past? 
AC. Here are some things often thought important about a job. Ahich 

one would you look for first in a iob-ý And which next-) 
(Present card with following choices: 

1. Interest and variety 
2. Good pay and the chance of plenty of overtime 
3. Good work mates or friends you're workinq with 
4. A supervisor who doesn't breathe down your neck 
5. Security in the job 
6. Pleasant working conditions 
7. A strong and active union 
8. Responsibility and boing left to work at your Dace 
9. Getting out of the house) 

AD. Do you find your job monotonous? 
AE. Which would you prefer: a job where someone tells you exactlY how 

to do the work, or one where you are left to decide +or 

yourself how to do it? 
AF. Have you ever thought of setting up in business on your- own-ý 
AG. When is it, in what sort Of situations, do you most mi--3s 

being employed? 
AH. What difference did it make in your spending when You became 

unemployed? 
Are there things you used to buy that you don't now. 

AI. Are you doing anything for yourself when you used to [Day 

to be done? 
Are you making anything +or yourself when you used t-: D Ex--- -1- 

AJ. What would you like more money for at the moment- 
How would you spend an extra E10 a week? 

AK. What do you consider luxuries in your spend ng 
wee If something had to go, how would you save E10 a 

AL. When is it, in what sort Of situations, do You most miss 

having more money" ri rea 
What do you f ind is the biggest temptation - Or the 

pressure, to make you spend? 
.n k) 

Do the adverts effect people much, do you thi - 
-) 

AM. What are the most expensive times Of the Year- 

What about holidays or Christmas? 
AN. When did you last buy some major thing +or- '"Cuse- 

was-) 
What was it? Do you mind me asking how much it 
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When was the last time VOL' got sOmethinq 
house prior to that7 

A0. Iý you could spend a lot On the house. how 1. Lke jt-f Ap. Have You got a car? 
What kind? 
How long have you had a car-? Was It 1mzc, -, 37, to You _7 car'? How did you feel about not having -a 
If you had a lot of money what kind Of car would you -'ike7 AQ. When did you last have a holiday'ý 
Where did you go? 

AR. Who decides when certain things are to be done. eit,, -er- 
husband/w. I+L-, or both: 

- what you'll do +or your holidays 
- that you'll buy something expensive +or the house, i. 1p<e 

a new suite 
- what colour to have the wallpaper or Paint when decorating? 

AS. Do you have a t2lephone7' 
AT. How many times did you go out last week? 

Where did you go? 
In the pub/club were you buying rounds? For how many? 

AU. Have you ever been on the bru? 
What difference did it make in your spending when you got a 

J. ob? 
Are there things you buy now that you didn't use to- 

AV. Has your financial position ever eý+ected your, or your 
children's, plans for marriage? 

AW. What do you think most people who are working hard want the aunev 
for? 

AX. As many o+ the young today have never worked and never had A 
decent wage, do you think they need less money to enjoy 
themselves? 

OY. Could you try to think back and tel 1 me what were the main '-hircýs 

you did last weekend? 
Is this typical of the way you spend your spare time? 

AZ. Who would you say are the two or three people that you most 0; '-P-(-1 

spend your spare time with? 
BA. Do you mind me asking what your (husband's) take home pay s7 

Does it vary much from week to week? 
What is the extra spent on? 

83. Do you and your wi+e/husband discuss together how you 5ýDenc your 

money? 
BC. What sort of arrangements do you have about the housekeeQl-(: l 

money? 
What happens to any extras you might earn? 

BD. What happens to your (wi+e's) pay packet? 
BE. Do you put anything away as savings? 

Is that a regular amount? 
What are you saving for? 

BF- Looking ahead ten years, what Improvements in your way 0- 

would you most hope +Or? 
What do you expect? t1ey leave sch0c, ". ) 
What would you like for your children when 

BG- What papers do you buy? Which papers do you read? 

DO you get/qead any magazines? 
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9 

GLOSSARY. 

(three) appartment flat (three) room flat, excluding kitchen and 

bathroom 

bing slag-heap 

bru Unemployment Benefit, Unemployment Benefit 

Office, sometimes also Supplementary Benefit 

but 'n' ben two-roomed cottage 

claes clothes 

dreich dreary, bleak 

harling roughcasting 

outwith outside, out of, beyond 

patter chatting, talk intended to amuse or impress 

scheme housing estate 

side job job undeclared to the authorities- 

stay reside, dwell 

tea evening meal 



through the man mowing the garden eating most at tea, buying the 
drinks, or driving the car. The everyday use of consumer goods is 

granted a particular value to the extent that it confirms individ- 

uals' positions within gender categoriesq and by so doing reproduces 
the categories themselves. Rather than reiterate the meaning of 

gender as expounded in Chapter Three and show how it is expressed in 

everyday consumption, I will highlight the most important ways in 

which spending establishes masculine identity and the man's role in 

the family. 

Masculinity. 
I 

The connection between strenuous, disciplined employment and 

masculinity has been discussed in the last chapter. Since one's wage 

is a measure of one's worth and masculinity - the hard worker is a 

"big earner" -a man's consumer power is directly related to his 

esteem as a male. This is epitomized in the use of alcohol, to be 

described in the next chapter, but it encourages greater expenditure 

in many other areas, particularly with food (buying meat), cars and 

courting women. As in most societies sex is closely linked to money 

or power: when a young man "goes out" to pick up a woman the places 

he visits, the clothes he wears, the drinks he buys her and the mode 

of transport he offers her all indicate something about his earnings. 

But the money a man spends an a woman when courting has a much more 

important significance than simply being an index of masculinity: 

again "the gift is never free", and the woman will feel obliged to 

reciprocate by granting favours. 

So(Te commodities have qualities that are intrinsic to the cultural 

meaning of masculinity. Frequently such goods are also expensive, but 

this is a secondary and largely independent way in which they denote 

masculinity. (The relationship between an object's intrinsic male 

qualities and its expense could be a good example of social meaning 
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